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ABSTRACT

htren Samuel Johnson first began to v/rite for a living he turned

almost immediately to satire. In 1738 he published London, an

"Imitation" of Juvenalrs Satire III, and in 1739 he published t\^¡o prose

satires, Marmor Norfolciense and A Compleat Vindication of the

Licensers of the _Ltgge. In the years that followed, Johnson produced

many otl-rer satires, including, most notably, The VanÍty cf, {r4rra" tr^lishes,

which appeared in L749. By far the greatest number of his satires,

hor^¡ever, are found in the periodical works of the 1750's, the Ra1nllgg,

Tdler, and Ld_y3nlgreË. During this time he also wrote a "Review" of

Soame Jenyns' A l.eu U5ttl.¿ Into ,the !"trrfg gl4 qlrCrn of Evil (L756),

in rvhich he made one of his most effective attacks on human cruelty and

indifference. Altliough incidental satire appears in nearly al1 of

Johnson's major works, including his Lives of the Poets (L779-8I),

his last significant attempt at extended satire is Taxation No Tyranny

(I775), in rvhich he exposes the hypocrisy of American slave o\,^rners.

Despite this large body of works, extending over Johnsonrs entire

career, a number of critics have argued that he wrote no t'truett satires

at all, or that r,'hile he sometimes approached satire, the attack is

somehorv always foiled. Other critícs have felt it necessary to add

such qualifying terms as "tragic" to hís satires, and stíll others have

argued that some of his satires are insincere and derivative. This

dissertation attempts to demonstrate that Johnson indeed rürote many
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satires in r+hich the attack is in no sense "foi1ed." It also argues

that rvhile many of Johnsonts satíres are jeux dtesprit, many others are

intensely passionate,

Aspects of satire have been used as a means of focusing the dis-

cussion. The distinction between satÍric and non-satirÍc humour and

the opposites of humour and invective provide a basís for understanding

Johnson's very different attitudes toward Scotland and America. The

tonal spectrum of Johnsonrs satíre, ranging from tolerant amusement at

one end to hostile indignation at the other, is also studied, with

partÍcu1ar attention given to the targets located rvithin this spectrìlm.

IJore extensive notice is taken of Johnsonts choice of "fictions." It

has been remarked that, apart from formal verse satire, satire has no

distinct structure entirely its ov¡n; that is, it is incorporated instead

within forms that exist independently of satire. Among the forms most

commonly appropriated by Johnson are the dream vision, beast fab1e,

character sketch, and letter to Lhe editor. The choice of "fiction"

ís not haphazard, but ín fact constitutes an important part of the

satiric strategy. l^Ihereas the earlier discussion is organized on the

basis of particular aspects of satíre,

L,Jishes are dealt with more broadly. By

London and The Vanit¡1 of Human

paying attention to structure,

imagery, and characterization it is demonstrated that rvhile both are

satires, they are very different satires. Finally, in addítion to his

satires, Johnsonfs criticism of satire is studied, and rvhat is díscovered

is horv closely his practice as a satirist conforms to hís beliefs

concerning the proper function of satire.
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INTRODUCTION

Since this ís Lhe fourth dissertation in recent years to deal wíth

Samuel Johnson and satire, some justífícation ís cal1ed fot.1 In the

opening chapter of the latest of these dissertatíons, Samuel Johnson

and the Style of

that I might be

Satire

expe ct ed

(L912), Donald Siebert exhibits the uneasiness

to feel:

it rnay appear from the subject of this study
that I have chosen to desert the cow of truth,
already exhausted by scholarship, and try my
hand at milking the butl.¿

I{hether Siebert in fact milks the bu1l wÍ1l be left unexpl.ored, but I

can assert that he touches very little on matters díscussed in my o\.drt

work. Three of Siebertrs principal chapters are: "satire in the Lífe

of Richard Savage,t' "The Scholar as Satirist: Johnsonts Edition of

Shakespeare,tt and ttJohnson as Satirícal Traveler: AA Journey !q !hç

inlestern Islands of Scotland -
t' None of these works is, in rny view,

essentially satiric, though incidental satíre may be found in each.

Consequently, the rvorks to which Siebert devotes his major energies

form only a sma1l parl of my discussion.

Delbert Earisman was the first scholar to examine Johnsonts

satires at length, but he restricts himself ín Samuel Johnsonrs Satire

(L962) to the periodical essays and Rasselas. I11' *ota extensive study

of tfie periodical satires occurs in the third chapter rvhere I focus on

Johnsonrs adaptation of the epistolary framervork for the purposes of



satire, Earisman, of course, mentions that many of the periodical

satires are written in the form of letters, but his comments are more

3ín the way of passing glances than thorough analysis." Further,

Earisman concentrates on what he terms "The Objects of the Satire in

the Essays." hrLrat Earisman calls "objectsrtt I refer to as tttargetstt;

and while he seems most concerned with cataloguing the "objects"

(e.g. ttlfen and Womenr" "Moneyrt' ttThe Intell-ectua1r" ttTrades and Occu-

pations"), I am more interested in refating target to tone.4

The remaining dissertation, The Satire of Samuef Johnson (1964),

by Arnold Tibbetts, also impinges very little on my discussion. Like

Earisman, Tlbbetts is conce¡ned primarily with ídentífying the targets

in the periodlcal- satires. His chapter on !_."4_9" and The y"{!y_ "l
Human !Lr..-r¡Cr might also suggest duplícation since these poems are

dealt wíth in my final, and longest, chapter. Tibbettsr treatrnent of

London, however, consists, for the most part, of a compari-son of

Johnsonts poem to its Juvenalian model; whereas, insofar as I compare

London at all , it is to lbg Vanity of Human l^lishes. More ímportantly,

my analysis of London deals \^/ith matters of structure, imagery, and

characterization that are largely ignoled by Tibbetts. Just as

Tibbetts and I are concerned r+ith different features of London, so,

too, are our interpretations of The Vanity of Human Wishes widely

divergent. Tibbetts, follorving the orthodox line of ínterpretation,

sees the poem as "tragicttandttpessimisticrt'while I, on the other

hend, see it as ,reither.5

It r¿ould be pointless to go into a detailed account of the dif-



It is rvith

obligatory task,

ferences between my study of Johnson and satire and those of my pre-

decessors. Siebert and I examine different works. And while, líke

Earisman, I discuss the periodical satires, and 1íke Tibbetts, the two

formal verse salires, there is very little overlapping of detaí1ed

analysis or of conclusions. hrhere r,¡e discuss the same works, r,re con-

centrate on different features, and Ín the most notable instance rvhere

we deal rsíth the same feat.ures (Tibbetts on The Vanity of Human Wishes),

our conclusions are opposite.

some reluctance that I turn now to that unfortunately

the definition of terms. One might be excused,

perhaps, for urishing to agree with Northrop Frye that "no literary

critíc of any experience will make much effort to define his terms."6

Regrettably, one needs Fryers experience and stature to make, or

abide by, such a dictum.

Robert Elliort throws up his hands i-n despair at the problem of

defining satire. t'I can testify,t'he wrítes,

that it is a sobering experience to have worked
for years on a subject like satire and finally
to realize that one cannot dqfine strictly the
central term of one t s s t,rdy. 7

The dífficulty that prompts 811íott's resignatíon arises, in part,

from the fact that satire Ís used to denote at one time a tonal feature

of a literary work and at another tÍme a definite formal structure.

Further, r,¡hile at tines an isolated fragment may be referred to as

sali¡ic, at other times an entire rvork is characterized as a satíre.

To say this is only to repeat ivhat has often been stated. Ellen



Douglas Leyburn, for example, notes that t'one of the quÍrks of usage

whÍch makes the word fsatire] hard 1-o defíne is that it refers nov/ to

a form and now to an attituderr; I^l.O.S. Sutherland stat-es that satire

t'can dominate an entire r¿ork or appear as a single paragraph in a four

volume novelt'; and Edruard Rosenheim writes that satire "can be a matter

of moments, of brief transitory significance within literary products

whose total nature . is of itself by no means satirÍc."8 It is

Elliottrs view lhat:

no strict definition can encompass the complexity
of a word which signifies, on one hand, a kind
of literature, and on the other, a spirit or
tone which expresses itself in many literary
g"r,t.".9

Elliott does not suggest that it is impossible to discuss the many

features of satire; he despairs only of defining ít once and for all

in a manner that leaves no doubt as to r¿hat is, and r^rhat is not, a

satire. There are many other critics, however, who boldly attempt to

do just that; critics, in other words, who cl-aim to pinpoint the

essence of satire, and who claim to have isofated those features that

separate satire from every other kind or mode of literature. Before

examining a representative number of these critics and theír defini-

tions, however, some notice might be taken of horv satíre rvas viewed

before the trventieth century.

The characteristic features, if not the essence, of satire rvere

felt at one time to be clearly discernible. The satirísts (or

satyrists) of the English Renaissance were certain of rvhat was needed

to produce a satire and confident that their poems conformed to an



established, classÍcal, model. As Elliott remarks, these poets, "mís-

1ed by a false etyurology, belíeved that rsatyretderived from the

Greek satyr-play." And since satyrs \¿ere rrnotoriously rude, unmannerly

creatures. . . it seemed to follow that tsatyret should be harsh,
tocoarse, rough.t'--" The etymology influenced the personae that these

satirists created for themselves, their dj-ction, rhythms, images,

targets, and the tone that they adopted. 0.J. Campbell notes that they

worked themselves up into a state of vociferous
indignation; their voices became strident and
their lash played upon the prisoners of evil
wÍth cruel abandon.rl

The first of the English "satyristsr" by his ov¡n claím, rvas Joseph Hall :

I first adventure, wíth fool-hardie might
To tread the sleps of perilous despight:
I fírst adventure; f ollow me who li-sf ,
And be the second English satyrist.rl

The second r,vas John Marston rvho displays more clearly the qualities

noted by Elliott and Campbell:

Blacke Cypresse crol,rne me whilst I up do plow
The hídden entrailes of rank villanie.
Tearing the vaile from damn'd Impietie.

Quake, guzzell dogs, that live on putrid slime!
Scud from the lashes of my yerking rhyme.rr

Nearly a century later, when Dryden \{rote his Discourse Concerning

The Original and Progress of _Sat:!¡e (1693), the etymology of satire had

been correctly traced to "satura," which Dryden translates as tthotch-

1L
potch."*' As a consequence it rsas necessary for theorists and critics

to levise f-heir vier.¡s concerning the essential features of satire.



Dryden reflects this change in the Discourse where he quotes Hensius:

I Satíre is a kind of poetry, without a series
of action, invented for the purging of our
ruinds; in which human vices, ignorance, and
error , are severely reprehended, partly
dramatícal, partly simple, and sometimes in
both kinds of speaking; but for the most part,
figuratively, and occultly; consÍsting in a
1ow familiar way, chiefly in a sharp and
pungent manner of speech; but partly also, in
a facetious and civil way of jesting; by which
eíther hatred, or laughter, or indignation is
moved- Ir)

Patricía Spacks states that

he does, it is ¡,¡ith definite

Dryden t'accept.stt

reservat iorr".16

6

this defÍnítion; but if

As he points out, the

rather description of

is nothing ttobscurett

ignorance, and errortt),

emotion that it

The definition is

description "is wholly accommodated to the Horatian wayrt' and excludes

"the works of Juvenal and Persius, as foreígn from that kind of poem."

Dryden also remarks that this "definition, or

satirer" is "obscure and perple*ed."17 There

concerning what satire does (reprehend t'vÍces,

or why it does it (to purge our minds), or in the

produces (tthatred, or laughter, or indignationtt)

"perplexed," however, in its attempt to define the manner of satire:

it is "partly dramatic, partly simple,t'sometimes inttsharp and pungentt'

speech and at times "in a facetious and civil way of jesting,'r and if

it proceeds only "for the most part figuratively and occultly,t'some-

times ít must be expressed directly and clearly. Even calling satíre

a ttpoemt' qualified by the absence of tta seríes of action" causes

problems, for earlier in the Discourse Dryden mentions Varronian satire

rvhich is ttnot only composed of several sorts of versesr" but is t'also



mixed \.üith prose. "lB Itrhat Dryden call-s Varronian is now usually

Discourse is, as

understand satire

In the intervening yeârs the term has been

referred to aslfenippean satire, and the distinction is often no more

than that between verse and prose. It is, however, a consequential

distínctíon since ít allor^rs for the inclusion under the cover of satire

of such works as The Satyricon and The Golden Ass, works v¡hich do have

a t'series of action.tt

Dryden may not have been successful in discovering, or formulating,

a tolally satisfying definition of satire, but his

AlvÍn Kernan wrítes, ttthe last serious attempt to

before this centr:ty. "l9

more and more r,¡idely applied, making it even more dífficult to arríve

at an encompassing and yet useful def inition. If the t\,¡entieth century

has had an1¡ success at all in producing a description of satire generally

acceptable to most critics it has been }fary Claire Randolphrs anatomy

of formal verse satire. Randolphrs success ís attributable, in part,

to the fact that formal verse satire is, as she puts it, the only kind

of satire "to have any sort of identifiable crystallized form or frame-

totk. "20 Formal verse satire is described by Randolph as bi-partÍte ín

strì.rcture. Within this frameroork "some specif ic více or fo1ly,

selected for attack. [is] turned on all its sídes in Part A.

and its opposing vírtue . . [is] recommended in Part 8."21 Robert

Elli-ott, follorving Randolph, summarízes some of the features commonly

found rvithin this framework:

Generally speaking, the formal verse satire is
a quasí dramatic poem "frained" by an encounter
bettveen the satirist and an Adversarius
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who ímpels the satirist to speech. WÍthin this
frame . vice and fo11y are exposed to
critical analysis by means of any number of
literary and rhetorical devices: the satirist
may use beast fable, Theophrastan ttcharacters"

[or] dramatic incidents, he may employ
invective, sarcasm, irony, mockery, rai1lery,
exaggeration, Ior] understatement .

Formal satires are written in the niddle style;
they are discursive, colloquial .

Juvenal t s occasional self-conscious flights
into the grand style, however, sanctioned thet'tragicali' satire of later wríters.22

This analysis is of

Horace and Juvenal

consíderable value when applied to the rvorks of

and the t'Imitations" of their poems by Pope and

Johnson. It is not, however, an attempt to define satire, nor are the

cornments particularly applÍcable to prose satire, or even to other

kinds of poetic satire.

Unlike Randolph, who limits herself to description only, and to

only a small corner of satiric literature, other crj-tics have attempted

to define satÍre itself. The most succinct definition is by Edward

Rosenheím, who states that t'satire consists of

a manifest fiction upon discernible historical

satire attacks, and that the attack is conveyed

an attack by means of
.) ')

part iculars . tt" That

in a fiction (or Ís

delivered indi"rectly, or is rhetorically heightened) is a commonplace

of many definitions of satire, but the addition of "hístorical

particularst' is distinctly Rosenheimts. It establishes, however, as

Rosenheim admits, a distj¡rction that is "elusive and relatíve."24

In an attempt to clarify the meaning of his terms Rosenheim says that

to have ttauthentic l-ristorical identitytr the ttobject of satíric attack

must yield meaningfully to l-rj,storical predictions and descrip-



tíons. "25

pointing to

individual

a.taek."26

Elser,¡here he says that "the reader must be capable of

the r¿or1d of reality, past or present, and identifying the

or group, ir:titution, custom, be11ef, or idea which is under

The chíef difficulty with Rosenheímr s definition ís that he

is forced to exclude much that has come to be regarded as satiric.

For instance, because lust, miserliness, greed, and gluttony are

universal faults of which "it is difficult to make any meaningful

historical mentionr" works which depict these faults in totally

fictional characters cannot be said to be "^tiric.27 By way of example

Rosenheim points to MacFlecknoe, which, he states, t'achieves its

satiric dimension . . by the fact that a historical Shadwell lived

and can be identified with the dullard protagonist of Dryden'" po"*";28

in other words, satire cannot attack dullness as such, but only dullness

in Shadrvell. Another unacceptable consequence of this defÍnition is

that works can obviously pass into and out of the realm of satire

the historical identities of the targets are díscovered or 1ost.

"common reader." More importantly, as a result of his literal-

It

would seem, according to Rosenheím, that l"IacFlecknoe and The Dunciad

are not long for the roorld of satire, for in his view "the Shadwell of

Drydents verses and the Cibber of Popets have become for the conrmon

reader little more than characters of fict ion."29 Rosenheím seems to

suggest

for the

minded

that ÌfacFlecknoe is a satire for the scholar and something else

vierv of the targets of satire Rosenheim misses an important part

the greatness of l"facFlecknoe and The Dunciad: by becoming t'characters

fictiontt the central figures of the poems have become much more

of

of

than Shadr¡ell and Cibber; they are instead imagi-native satíric creations
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that transcend the actual historical figures. If Rosenheimts argument

is applied consistently Horace's poems must be regarded as something

other than satires, while Juvenalts poems

of information provided by modern editors

remain såtires only by virtue

in footnotes. Rosenheim

does not draw back from such startling conclusÍons. l{hile he grants

that MacFlecknoe and The Dunciad have at least a tenuous hold on the

right to be calfed satires, he views other works commonly regarded as

satíres as outright interlopers. The most notable of these ís Book IV

of Gulliverrs Travels, which, because it l-acks a historically particular

t arget , described by Rosenheim as philosophic rather than satí.i..30

e reaction to Rosenheimts book índicates, few critics areAs

willíng

Gufliver Travels.-- For similar reasons Patricia Meyer Spacksr

attempt to isolate the essential feature of satire must finally be

regarded as unacceptable. Llhereas Rosenheim looks to the target as a

means of identÍfying authentic satire, Spacks finds the definitive

feature to reside in the audiencets response. In doing so she reverts

to much earlier views of satire ruhich stress its moral function. A

satíre exists, she argues, only when a work t'creates a kind of emotion

which moves us toward the desire to chan ge."32 It is not enough that

a r¿ork símply holds up its target to ridicule or scorn; it must create

psychic uneasiness in the reader. The reader must be involved in the

satire to the point of being part of the target. In Spacksr words,

tta rvork that evokes no uneasiness in the reader is in effect no satire
1a

.' JJat a-LI . "

is

rh

to

ts

accept a definition of satire that excludes Book IV of

31
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There is a sense in rvhich Spacks' argument is lhe opposite of

Rosenheimts. Rosenheim comes very close to reducing satire to lampoon.

For him the satiric target Ís always an identifiable person, group, or

institution that may be ísolated from the rest of society. Satire, he

seems to argue, may not attack more than this; that is, it cannot

attack human faults, but only faults in a single individual. Spacks,

on the other hand, argues that a work is not a satire unless it exposes

more than an individual. Unfortunately, since she concentrates on the

audiencets response, it follo\rs from Spackst argument that a work

might be a satire for one reader and not a satire for another. For

example, if The Dunciad embarrasses one reader and not another, the

work is a satire for the first reader and a comic r,¡ork for the second.

There is yet another objection that must be raised; because she insists

on the moral function of satire Spacks is forced, 1íke Rosenheim, to

find another classification for a work that has long been regarded as

one of the finest pieces of satiric lj-terature. t'One reads ltlacFlecknoe,t'

she writes, "with a kind of innocent joy." Because Shadwell, in her

vierv, does noL t'exemplify faults beyond hímse1 f ,t' the poem is somethíng

other than a ""tit..34
Samuel Johnson, as \,re shall see, might well have agreed with

Spacks. He certainly placed much emphasis on satire as an agent of

moral change, and he ínsisted that satire should attack species of

folly rather than individuals. I'lost modern critics, however, tend to

discuss satire in more formal terms. Lhí1e Renarlssance satirísts (and

to some extent Rosenheim) emphasized the punitive functíon of satire
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as a scourge of vi1lainy, and eighteenth-century crítics (and Spacks)

justified satire as a means of reforming morals and manners, twentieth-

century critics are more concerned with the structure and tactics of

.35satire.-- One of the most ínfluentíal works dealing rvíth satire as

a formal structure is The Cankered Muse by Alvin Kernan, and of partí-

cular influence are Kernants remarks on the plot of satire. ttThe most

striking quality of satire,t' h" rvrites, t'í" the absence of plot.t' If

plot is defined as "a series of events whích constitute a changet'then

what appears in satire is instead.:

a stasis in r+hich the truo opposíng forces, the
satiríst on one hand and the fools on the
other, are locked j-n their respective attitudes
'¡ithout any possíbility of eíther dialectical
movement or the simple triumph of good over evil.
I.ltratever movement there is, is not plot in the
true sense of change but rnere intensification of
the unpleasant situatíon wi-th which the satire

'Lopens. "

Kernanrs work has greatly influenced later theorists, and his

cornments on plot have been accepted by many as defining satire. Peter

Thorpe, for example, echoes Kernan rvhen he asserts that trsatiric works

may tendt or tconcludet but they do not resolve." "The characters in

satirertt he continues,

are flat and statíc, so that the
expects them to change their rvays
precisely rvhere they began. The
po\ùer never shifts, and those r,¡ho

on top stay on top.37

Irtrereas Thorpe merely repeats Kernan,

reader seldom
; things end
balance of
do not belong

Philip Pínkus uses Kernan's
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argument on the plot of satire as a basis for formulatj"ng his orun

theory of the t'satiristts vision." Like Kernan, Pinkus discounts the

idea that the satiric target is exorcised by exposure:

If, for a moment, rure can put aside the prejudice
that satire annihilates its victim and see the
text for what it ís, we will notice that the
rvictimt, the dragon, usually does very well for
himself, stretching his fat, prosperous taÍl
across the staee until there is room for no one

aoelse. JÕ

fn contrast to notions that have prevailed at least since Horace and

Juvenal, Pinkus writes that,

it is obvious that the purpose of . satire
is not to reform . . behind societyrs smooth
face is a mechanical, monstrolrs, vicious
reality, the nightmare demon; and satirers
purpose is to mal<e men a\^rare of this reality.39

In Pinkus's vievr, then, satire is defined by the world that it depicts.

It does not attempt to t'scourge" or "reform" villainy, but simply to

present it. Satire is, in this sense, the reverse of pastoral. While

the pastoralist deals with Ídy1lic innocence,

every satire culminates in an image of evíl. It
is the climactic visíon of the satirist's world,
and all of the rùeapons of the satiristrs arsenal,
rvhether Juvenalts corrosíve anger or Horacets
urbanity, the triple rhymes of Hudibrastic verse,
or the delicate beauty of The Rape of the Lock,
contribute to this final íÌnage:4t-

An objection to Pinkus's theory is suggested by one of the ruorks

that he selects to íllustrate the "satirístts vision." Surely it is
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something of an exaggeratíon to say that The Rape of the Lock (or the

poems of Horace, for that matter) "culminates in an image o¡ unilrr-

an image of something stronger than folly, perhaps, but nothing so

strong as Pinkus suggests. To agree r¡ith Pinkus is to Ígnore completely

the lighter end of the tonal spectrum of satire. It might also be

argued that not every work that leads us to an t'arrtareness of eviltt is

a satire, whether or not there is a resolution affirming the triumph

4Iof reason. Joseph Conradts Heart of Darkness comes to mind as a

non-satiric work which leaves us with the disquieting notion that the

evil that Ís presented surrounds, and is ín, us.

My res.ervation concerning Rosenheim and Spacks, Kernan and Pinkus,

is that their definitions and descríptions necessarily exclude many of

the works Lhat are usually.accepted as satires. The critic, no less

than the lexicographer, must take into account what a word has come

to mean. Certainly the critic must choose among the various significa-

tions of a term, and state the limitations that he imposes for his ov¡n

purposes, but he cannot prescribe hor¿ it is to be used henceforth by

all rvriters. Samuel Johnson recognized the particular insufficiency

and impermanence of literary definitions when he observed that there

is . scarcely any species of writing, of which
\Ä/e can tell what is its essence, and what are its
constituants; every new genius produces some
innovation, r,vhich, when invented and approved,
subverts the rules rvhich, the practice of foregoing
authors had establíshed.az

t{híle Johnson argues that future works will change a defÍnitÍon, the

distinctions by Kernan and Pinkus fail to encompass previous r^rorks of
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satire. For example, while Kernan claims that a satiric plot cannot

resolve, there are, in fact, many dramatists, including Ben Jonson,

who have written plays that seem to be satiríc, are cornmonly regarded

as saliric, and whích yet end r¡ith at least the appearance of virtue

triumphant and vice overthrov¡n. Irrhat Kernan says about plot may be

true of many satires, but it is not true of all satires.

A further difficulty wíth Kernan's and Pinkus's theories is that

they describe what for them is a satire, but they do not account for

the kÍnd of satire that in Sutherland's phrase "may appear as a single

paragraph in a four volume novel." No one iuould describe Johnsonts

Dictionary as a satire, and yet his often quoted definition of "pension"

is surely satiric:

An allowance made to anyone without an equi-
valent. In England it is generally under-
stood to mean pay given to a state hireling
for treason to his country.43

Any definition or description rhat rvill accommodate both sustained

and incidental satire, and satires as different in tone as those of

Horace and Juvenal, must, of course, be very incl-usive. The most

useful of such definitions ah+ays point to the two features stressed

by E1len Douglas Leyburn:

there is alrvays a judgement of faults, and
there is always some sort of indirection ín
the conveying of the judgement, rvhether the
concealment is laughter or some sterner sort
of rhetorical intensificati-or-.44
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Leyburn is intentionally general in her comments on the "conveying of

the judgement." Others have tried to be more precise. Northrop Frye,

for instance, after wríting that "satire demands at least a token

fantasy, and at least an implicit moral standard,t' then rephrases

his statement:

two things, then, are essential to satire; one
is wit or humor founded on fantasy or a sense
of the grotesque oE absurd, the other is an
object of attack.45

To say that the fictional or rhetorical framervork of the attack must

be witty or humorous is to severely linit satire. Juvenal, Hall, and

Marston have produced satires that elicit something other than laughter.

Even "indirectÍont'r^¡ould be too limiting a term if it were taken to be

syrronymous wi.th irony. Leyburn avoíds this limitation by extending

the tactics of indirection from "laughtert' to "a sterner sort of

rhetorical- intensification.t' Frye, on the other hand, reduces satire

to a particular kind of írony. "satire is,t' he states, rrmilitant

1!^
irony."'" If this is true, then irony must be defined ín such a \,/ay

as to ínclude all of the fictions and rhetorical means through rvhich

an attack might be delivered. Though they are often loosely associated

with all satire, humour and irony might better be considered as two of

satirers chief , but not its only, \,reapons.

hlhile every attempt at more precíse distínction seems to wrongly

exclude some rvork (or passage) that has come to be regarded as a satire

(or satiric), it might be argued that Leyburn extends the boundaries of

satire too rvidely. Might it not be claimed, for instance, that
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Cinderella is a satiric attack on cruel step-mothers (or on envy)?

ttFíction" and ttrhetorical intensification" are very general categoríes,

and tt5udgement" (or, more conventional ly, ttattacktt) is no more def inite

since it exhibits itself as a matter of tone. Elliott, in fact, seems

to have'rattackrrin mind when he refers to satire as t'a spirit or tone

whích expresses itself in many literary genres. t' Unfortunately, the

t'spirit" of satire, or t'tone" of attack is an elusive quality. It ís

difficult to isol-ate and often impossible to cate goríze with any

precision. If satire is identified on the basis of tone it aÌso foflor¿s

that the difference between a rvork that is occasionally satiric and a

work that is a "satire" is discouragingly uncertain. As Rosenheim

writes:

Bet\deen the satire ruhich is incorporated in a
rùork of another species such as comedy and that
which is sufficiently dominant so that the work
ítself is largely satiric, there is a difference
which is one of degree.47'

Although ít might be unsatisfyingly ambiguous, Leyburnrs defini-

ti-on at least accounts for the many kinds and degrees of satire that

I deal with in this study; and for this reason I adopt it, not as a

conclusive, but as a working, definition. To her conrnents I would add,

hesitantly, that the focus in a satiric work, or passage, must be on

the target. To say this is only to paraphrase what Randolph says about

formal verse satire, that t'the negative portion of the formal satire

has alr^rays outrveighed the positive portion, as it must in any satir"."48

Leyburnts def inition allolds me to r¿riLe about satire in Johnsonrs
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definition of "pension," j-n Taxation No Tyrann)r, in the Rambler, and in

London, while the qualifícation of focus enables me to deal r¡ith the

troubling example of Cinderella. For in that work the focus is clearly

on the diffículties and eventual triumph of the virtuorls heroine, while

the wicked step-mother and step-sisters serve only as villains in a

childrenrs story rather than as satiríc targets. Obviously, however,

focus, like tone, is a matter of shading, and as such is often not

amenable to categorical declarations. This fact will become rnore

apparent later i¡i this discussíon where I examine certain of Johnsonrs

epistolary satÍres in which it is uncertain whether the focus is on

the vÍrtuous r¿riter or the satirized target. As I mention there, the

more attention ís directed at the speaker, the less the work seems a

satiric attack.

Something also should be said about the ruords "judgementt' and

t'attackt' since both terms clearly lead to the moral considerations

overemphasized by Spacks. f do not claim, as she does, that we must be

moved by the attack to consider our or.¡n faults. There is no longer

any need to justify satire as morally therapeutic, if such a justifica-

tion were, indeed, possible. At the same time some sort of moral

judgement is necessary if a rvork is to be satiric. One of the dif-

ferences betr¿een Conradts Heart of Darkness and the satires of Juvenal

ís that Juvenal makes an overt moral judgement. Conrad probes the dark

side of the human psyche but he does not attack it. Juvenal, on the

other hand, opposes the forces of chaos. It is not necessary to agree

ivith, or be moved by, the moral judgement of the satirist. Indeed,
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may \^ie1l be that the satirist himself does not

not he reforms his audience or stímulates their

c,are a straw whether

anger. In most

cases he is more concerned with poetry than morality. As Johnson says

of Pope, "He delighted to vex them [the Dunces] no doubt; but he had

more delight ín seeing how well he could vex them."49 Nevertheless,

without its moral judgement, implied through ridicule,

rvould be a sociological or psychological study rather

The Dunciad

than a satire

It will not do, then, to talk about the "satiristts vision" without

mentÍoning that this vision is, in part, a judgement.

Although a totally satisfying definition of satire has yet to be

formulated, a great amount of rvork has appeared rvhich deals with its

many features, and which establishes important distinctions. One of the

distinctions most important to this study, and the one which forms the

basis for my first chapter, is that between satiric and non-satiric

humour. Thomas Hobbes states that all laughter emanates from the

audíencets awareness of its superiority to the comic object, an argu-

ment that suggests that all humour is satiric.5O This seems to be an

inversion of the argument that all satire is humorous. Although both

arguments are too categorical, laughter is, nevertheless, one of

satirets chief weapons. It is, therefore, important to be able to

separate laughter aimed at a satíric target from that which is produced

by a comic object. Ronald Knox and David I^Iorcester address thís

problem, and their commenLs are important to my first chapter where I

deal with satiríc and non-satiric laughter as a means of clarífying
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Johnsonts attítudes toward Scotland and the American coloni.".51

The tone of laughter ranges from the extremes of innocent joy to

intense scorn. lt reflects, then, a scoPe of attitude wíder even than

that of satíre. The tonal spectrum of satire is, however, only slightly

less extensive. Since the time when Juvenalts satires were first

compared to those of Horace, it has been conventional to talk about,

in P.K. Elkinf s word.s, "Smiling Versus Savage Satire."52 In the second

chapter, I discuss the tonal spectrum found in Johnsonrs satires, and

focate within this spectrum the targets that draw forth his mildest

and most powerful attacks.

i,lhile in the first two chapters I often deal with satire that is

at most incidental (that is, satire that is íncorporated wíthin a work

that is not itself a satire), in Chapter Three I -deal rvith works that

are themselves satires. To say this requires some explanation, even

in an introduction. The symbiotic nature of much satire is suggested

by EllÍott's statement that it "expresses itself in many literary

genres.t' It would be tedious to attempt a complete survey of the

kinds of r+riting appropriated by satire, but a partial list would

include essays, travel books, beast fables, allegories, letters,

chivalric romances, epics, and histories. If the satire incorporated

rùithin any of these kinds of writing is only occasional, as is, sâY,

the satire in Johnson's Dictionary, then there is no problem in classí-

fyíng the rvork by genre. Johnson's Li_g!.ptgry. is a dictionary. There

are other instances where the genre is so transformed by the satire that

a qualification such as mock-epíc or mocl<-}ristory is called for.
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Finally, there are other instances v¡hen satire pervacies a ruork and yet

the work retaíns its original generÍc identity. Johnsonts letter to

Lord Chesterfíeld, for example, is a real letter and also a sustained

sat ir íc

original

fabl e. irist appropriates a distinct

the choice of structureform, such as a letter or a beast fable,

constítutes an important part of the satirj-c strategy. In the l-hird

chapter I díscuss the range and function of the 1Ílerary forms in which

Johnson incorporated his satire.

Because of his importance as a critlc, âny examination of Johnson

and satire might reasonably be expected to deal rvith his critical views

on satire. It might also be expected that thÍs chapter rvould open the

dissertation. In this instance, hor¡ever, logic has been overruled by

other considerations. Johnson did not, unfortunately, produce any

single extended discussion of satire, and therefore his viervs must be

reconstructed by piecing together remarks scattered throughout his

vritings. lforeover, to assess correctly his vieru's on satire, and to

determine whether in fact he "feared" and "hated" satire, as l{alter

Jackson Bate claims, it is necessary to compare his conments on

satire with his actual satiric loritirrgr.53 The satires examined in

the first three chapters provide the material for such a comparison.

It is certain to be noticed that the first three chapters are

organized neither on the basis of chronology nor genre (poetic,

periodical, pamplll et satires), but rather on the basis of topics

attack; and though it might be convenient to refer to the

Idler 22 as a satire, it could also be díscussed as a beast

In those satires in which the sat
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related to satire itself; satiric and non-satiric humour, the tonal

spectrum and targets of satire, and the fictíons of satire. I depart

from this procedure in the fína1 chapter where I examine London and

The lan:tl¿ of Human Llishes. Here the works examined do fall rvithin

si"ngle genre (or sub-genre) rvhether they are considered as t'Imitationst'

or as formal verse satires. There is, however, a more important dif-

ference between my procedure here and in the earlíer chapters. Lìhereas

earlier I deal with single aspects of Johnson's satires, in Chapter

Five I am concerned rvith the whole of each work. It r^¡ould be possible,

of course, to select a single feature, such as persona, as a basis for

organizing the discussion, but to do so rvould require subordinating a

great deal more that is not only of interest, but in fact demands study

if the poems are to be properly viewed and compared as satires. \.^lith

this I have arrived, l-iowever tortuously, at the raison dretre of this

chapter; for, while London is generally accepted as a rather conven-

tional satíre, The Vanity of

tttragictt poem, or at most, a

Chapter Five is to show that

far more subtle and effective

Human lÌishes, most critics argue, is a

"Tragical Satire.t'

the Vanity is not only

satire than London.

IvIy intention in

a satire, but a

Fur{-her, far from

being "tragict' (by i-'hich most critics seem to mean "despairingt') the

Vanity is far more hopeful than London, which, indeed, does conclude

despairingly. To demonstrate thís it is necessary to look at each rvork

in detail and to examine a number of features including narrative

stralegy, structure, characterization, and imagery, and to show hor¡

tlrese features conLrÍbute to the vision in each poem.
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As a final comment I might mention that there is no attempt in

this díssertation to discuss everything that John.son r,rrote that might

arguably be cal-fed satiric, or even more narrowly, a satit..54 I have

chosen insLead to examine representative rnrorks at length. The exception,

of course, is the last chapter rvhere I deaf with all of Johnsonts formal

verse satires-but then there are only two.
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CHAPTER ONE

Humour and Invectíve: Johnson on Scotland and AmerÍca

Though they are not synonJraous, it is easy to understand why

satire and humour are so closely associated. From Horace to Rabefaís

to Srvift to I'Iark TwaÍn to Evelyn l^/augh, the entire history of satire is

filled with the names of writers who make us laugh. It was Horace rvho

first taught the value of laughter in exposing fo11y: "humour ís often

stronger and more effective than sharpness in cutting knotty issues."l

One of the príncipal functions of humour in satire is to distance lhe

speaker and establish an appearance of self-control. As David l^Iorcester

remarks:

rvhen a salesman gror{s too hot or importunate over
the telephone, the lístener calmly hangs up the
receíver. The satiríst must keep his channel of
communication open; and the only way he can retain
his audience is by giving aË least an illusíon of
detachment.'

For Horace, horvever, as for Dryden, humour Ís also seen as a rvay of

correcting error without giving offense, even to the satiric target.

Speaking of t'fineness of raillery,ttDryden says t'a witty man is tickled

ruhile he is hurt in thís manner, and a fool feels it not." Dryden then

points to the character of Zimri in Absolom and Achitophel by way of

example. The character, he writes, "is ridiculous enough: and he, for

whom it rvas intended, was Èoo rvì-tty to resent it as an injrrry."3

29
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l'lot all humour, however, is good-humoured, and not all men are

"ti-ck1ed" by being made ridÍculous. Indeed, rather than softening

censure, laughter is perhaps satirers most devastating lveapon, if only

because it permits no rebuttal. Certainly the rage that it often

evokes from the object of satire, if it is an actual person, only makes

that persorÌ more ridiculous. Swift knew this well and used his vic-

timts anger, provoked by one attack, as material for further satíre.

Partrídge's angry response to the first ë:tEg5lgég lerrer gave Swift

the means for renewing, and doubling, the laughter. Lord Chesterfield,

on the other hand, was ruiser, Íf less síncere, in pretending to be un-

troubled by Johnsonts famous letter.

I^lhíle it is easy enough to talk about the effecliveness of humour

in satire, it Ís quite another matter to say exactly lvhat it is.

Though ít is known when it Ís experienced, humour is even more resistant

to definition than satire. Ronald Knox, nevertheless, takes what he

call-s t'a random stabt' at the problem:

Let us say that the sphere of humour is, predomi-
nantly, Man and his activíties, considered Ín
circumstances so incongruous, so unexpectedly
incongruous, as to detract from their human
dignity. q

Perhaps more ímportant than his definition ís Knoxrs further observa-

tion that "in the long run every joke makes a fool of somebody; it

must have . a human victim."5 From this it would seem that, if

not all satire is humorous, at least al-l humour Ís satíric. Knox, in

fact, argues that I'humour and satíre are, before the nineteenth century,
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afmost interchangeable terms," and that "literature before the nine-
I

teenth century has no conscious humour aparL from satire."t Only in

the nineteenth century, then, does there emerge, in Knoxts vier^I,

sornething that can be called pure humour,

Regardless of whether Knox is correct in dati-ng its appeararrce,

the present exisfence of pure, or non-satiric, humour is indisputable

The problem is to distinguÍsh betr¿een satiric and non-satiric uses of

humour, to separate laughter prompted by a comic object from that

which Ís aimed at a satiric target. Knoxts answer is direct: "the

laughter which satire provokes has malice in ít always. It is

not so rvith humour.t' E1 sewhere he states thatrrThe pure hr-rmorist is a

man without a mess ^ge."7 David l^Jorcester says much the same thing:

'The laughter of comedy is relatívely purposeless. The laughter of

satire is dÍrected toward a preconceived 
"rrd. "B

hhat Knox and l^Jorcester point to so succinctly might be illustrated

at more length. Satiric humour always elicits a disapproving judge-

ment, of varying intensity, on the part of the audience. The reader,

for example, is expected not only to laugh at Curl, Osborne, et al. in

The Dunciad, but also to judge them, to see their participation in the

mock-heroic games as both comic and degrading. The filth in which

they immerse themselves, and their eagerness for the sport, produces

laughter and at the same time serves as a metaphor for their characters

and actions. Certainly no such judgement is intended, or is justified,

in the purely humorous actions of a circus clorun. Idhat the clor^¡n does

may be incongruous. He may appear inept and befuddled, but he is,
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above all e1se, likeable. In fact, if the cl-o¡^¡n r¡ere disliked it is

that he woufd be met ruith sÍ1ence rather than laughter. Suchprobable

laught er

IT

as he does evoke is syrnpathetic, then, rather than hostile.

might be argued that while the clov¡n is himself likeable, he

represents, and thus satirízes, human folly ín general. If such were

the case then the clov¿n would be a satiric figure. In fact, however,

just as the audience does not judge the individual figure pretendíng,

sây, to be a drunk, neíther does it generaLize and see in the representa-

tion of one drunk a condemnation of drunks as a class. The difference

between a comíc drunk and a satirized drunk is, therefore, quite

simple: the satirized drunk Ís judged either for urhat he is or for what

he represents, while the comic drunk is neither judged as an individual,

nor vierved as representing anything more than himself.

All of this 1eads, inevitably, to a conclusÍon that ís compatible

with, and in fact merely a reformulation of, the views of Knox and

Inlorcester: it is the audiencets laughter, in itself , and for no other

end beyond irself, that is the motive or aim of non-satiric humour.

In satire, on the other hand, laughter is directed at a target for

the purpose of exposure and, ostensÍbly, reform, and the audience is

expected to judge as well as laugh, or rather, to judge through its

laughter.

This dÍstinction betrveen satiric and non-satíríc humour is, ad-

mittedly, tenuous. Especially difficult is the middle ground where

the t¡vo seem to converge. And many of Johnsonts comic remarks fall

into Lhe middle area between the satiric and non-satiric. An episode
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recorded in Boswell's Life is typical of such an instance. Boswell

writes that Johnson once visited Plymouth aL a time r¡hen that tolùn

!/as engaged in a dispute with the neighboring nerÂ/ to\^7n, called The

Dock, over the apportionment of lrater. Plymouth had much water and

The Dock not enough. irrhen the suggestion \,üas made in Johnsonts presence

that some of Pll'mouthrs water might be diverted to The Dock, he said,

t'half-laughing" according to Boswell , t'No, no! I am against the

dockers; I am a Plymouth-man. Rogues! 1et them die of thirst. They

shall not have a drop ! "9 In this episode it is uncertain rvhich is

primary, the mocking satiric attack on regional insularity and un-

charitableness, or the laughter that Johnson elicits by assuming and

exaggerating the sentÍments of a Plymouth-man. Another anecdote

demonstrates how humour might appear to assume the form of satire

while being simply comic in intent. rrrlt is well known, tt' writes

Boswell:

fthaL there was formerly a rude custom for those
rvho rvere sailíng upon tl-re Thames, to accost each
other as they passed, in the most abusive
language they could invent. . Johnson \^zas

once emj-nently successful in this species of
contest; a fellow having attacked him rvith some
coarse raillery, Johnson ansrvered him thus, t'Sir,
your wife, under pretence of keeping a bar,rdy-
house, is a receiver of stolen goods."tl-0

Johnsonts remark rises in form barely above simple

aim of his statement is solely the laughter that it

of the episode, in fact, is totally

nor the boatman rvished one another

good-humoured.

invective. But the

produces. The tone

Neither Johnson

itI. fndeed, one might imagine
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that Johnson was admired by his antagonist for his ski1l in this rough

form of humour. The attack in this sally is, then, a means for the

humour, thus reversing the saliric order. That is to say, Johnson

pretends scorn to raise a laugh, rather than raising laughter to

direct scorn.

These few examples should help to illustrate what may be taken

as a general, flexible, and therefore Ímprecise rule: satire may be

said to exist in those works and statements where the attack is as

equally important as the fiction (whether it be humorous or not);

pure or non-satíric humour exists in any statement or rvork rvhere the

risible response is primary and the attack (presuming there is one) is

símply a vehícle for the humour. Iy'hat is cl-ear from this and the tr¿o

anecdotes quoted ís that satire, perhaps more than any other mode of

literature, depends upon context. Lìhat might pass as an innocuous

remark in one siluation, might, in other círcumstances, be perceived

as a harsh rebuke. To correctly judge r¿hether a work or statement ís

satiric it is often riecessary to víew it within any nunber of contexts,

the most obvious of r¿hich is the historical. rt may also be that a

i¿ork is recognl-zed to be saliric only because of its relationship to

all that is knotm of a ruriterts works and utterances. If r¡hat rue know

about an author is to be dÍsallor¿ed as material for understanding his

works then at least one notable work of satire, Defoers The Shortest

l'lay i^Jith Díssenters, should probably be reclassified as an intolerant

attack on religious nonconformity. The story is rvell-lcnor¡n of horv the

High Cirurch readers of Defoers pamphlet took it at fj-rst to be straight-
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pillory (where he reÍgned tríumphant). ft ruould be unrvise to accuse

these readers of myopía, for ít is unlikely that the work would be

seen as ironic today were it not for our knowledge of Defoers senti-

ments (and, possibly, the recording of this incident).

One other factor must be taken into account when considering

conversational remarks that seem to be satiric. For stalements made

in conversation the immediate situation (who is being addressed, t^/here,

and in response to what) is as ímportant to be considered as is the

analogous historical setting of written satire. Johnsonrs taunt to

the boatman illustrates this, for our knowledge of the situation (the

playfulness of the contest, and its tradition) takes off afl the

asperity that the remark might seem to have if it rvere presented in

isolation as an example of a Johnsonian insult.

To treat a subject with simple humour and to treat it satirically

is to reveal, then, very dífferent attitudes of approval (or at least

neutrality) and dísapproval . And to dete¡,nij¡e ¡vhether a statement or

work is satiric or simply humorous requires, as has just been argued,

that it be vierved in all of its ccntexts. This is norvhere more true

than rvhen considering Johnsonts attitudes, expressed in r+riting and

conversation, on Scotland and America. It is commonly said that Johnson

I,ras a bigoted Anglophile who hated all foreigners, and especially Scots

and Ainericans, rvhom he supposedly detested r+ith an equal passion. But

by collecting together his many statements and rvritings on these t\,¡o

peoples, and by paying attention to the tone and contexts of his
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remarks, it soon becomes evident that he abused the Scots by rvay of a

joke dírected primarily against Bosr¡e11, while his attitude toward

America was indeed harsh and unforgiving. Itrhat emerges ín Johnsonrs

comments on America is satíre threatening to degenerate into pure in-

vective, while his remarks on Scotland, like his taunt to the Thames

boatman, are instances of humour conveyed in the form of mock-attack.

The best-knorvn words spoken by Johnson on Scotland are the very

first he addressed to Boswell, who had somer+hat obsequi"ously apologized

for not being born elsewhere. As Boswell tells the story he was on the

verge of finally being introduced to Johnson by the bookseller Thomas

Davies, and recollecting Johnsonts "prejudice against the Scotch of

which I had heard muchr" said to Davies, "tDontt tell him where I come

from. r-rFrom Scotland, r cried Davíes roguishly. tMr. Johnson, (said

I) I do indeed come from Sco[land, but I cannot help it."' To which

Johnson retorted, "tThat Sir, I fínd, is what a very great many of your

countrymen cannot he1p. r"l1 It is worth noting that Bosrvell writes

only that he had "heard" of Johnson's prejudice against the Scots, for

there ì-s very little in Johnsonrs writings either before or after his

meeting rvith Boswell to indicate that he had any aversion to Scotland.

And it Ís important to remember that although Johnson could talk for

victory, and sometimes say more tiran he meant in jest, his writings

are uniformly sincere.

The absence of anything rvritten by Johnson against Scotland does

not, horuever, establish the absence of prejudice. Though most of his

anti-Scots remarks recorded by Bosrvell rvere ulade in jest at Bosrntell I s
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expense, the fact remains that he had a reputation for antÍ-Scots

sentiments before Boswell had met him, Johnson rvas, indeed, critical

of a great many of the Scotsmen he had met; but criticÍsm is not the

same as prejudice, which Johnson defines as a "judgement formed before-

hand without examinalion."

Johnsonrs dislike of many of the Scotsmen whom he met in England

is best accounted for by Sir Joshua Reynolds, who observed that "the

Scotch, when ín England, united and made a party by employing only

Scotch servants and Scotch tradesm"n."l2 This natural tendency of a

national minority to join together in a foreígn land rvas irksome to

Johnson, and he often condemned it: "tWhen I find a Scotchman, to

whom an Englishman is as a Scotchman, that Scotchman shall be as an

Englishman to me. "'13 But as much as theír habit of only employing

and buying from one another, Johnson disliked the tendency he felt the

Scots shared of indiscriminately praising all things Scottish. Ad-

dressing Boswell, who certainly had this fau1t, Johnson saÍd, "tYou

know, Sir, that no Scotchman publishes a book, or has a play

brought upon the stage, but there are five hundred people ready to
1/,

applaud hÍm. "''- Comparing the Scots in this respect to the Trísh,

Johnson said with a great deal more humour: "tthe Irish are not in a

conspiracy to cheat the world by false representations of the merits

of their countrymen. No, Sir; the lrish are a FAIR PEOPLE;-they

never speak rvell of one another. ttt

Their habit of confusing merit with nationality rvas the entire

basis of Johnsonrs anti-Scots feelings that ruere, to any degree,
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sincere. Bosr+ell refates that Johnson tras outraged when

A Scotchman of some consideration in London,
solicited him to recor¡nnend, by the rveight of
his learned authority, to be a master of an
English school, a person of whom he who
recormnended him confessed he knew no more
but that he was his countryman.

Johnson, Bosrvell continues, ttv/as shocked at this unconscientious con-
l5

duct.t'*- In matters of learning Johnson always felt that merit only

should be rewarded. That a man's national-ity should procure for hím

literary reputation or position could only be obnoxious to Johnson

r¿ho had to fight his way through life wíth hís literature. rL might

be said, then, that the single thing that Johnson did hold agaínst

the Scots in England was their ovrn prejudice in favour of themselves.

In a1l likelihood it was statements criticaf of thís characteristic

that Boswell had heard repeated and which he inflated into a "prejudice

agains t the Scotch. t'

If Johnson had a reputation for being prejudíced agaínst Scotland

greatly increased after the

horuever, cannot be hel-d

before he met Boswell, that reputation \^ras

publication of rhe Life in 1791. Boswell,

totally responsible. Johnson did himself no good earlier, ín L775, by

exposing the fraudulence of I'facphersorLts ossian, thereby depriving

Scotland of an ancient poet and a national hero. Neíther did his

definitÍon of "oats" ín 1755 endear him to the natíves of scotland:

"a grain, whÍch in England i-s generally given to horses, but in scot-

land supports the people." Here perhaps their anger \ùas more justified,

for al-though this definition has a lexicographical tradition, Johnson
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did say that he "meant to vex" the Scots with his definition.l6 But

it was a verifiable, and therefore refutable, observation that in-

curred for him the lasting enmity of many Scotsmen. "His crimer"

writes Arthur l"lurphy, "i" that he f ound the country IScotland] bare

of trees, and he has stated the factt' (itt a Jg-=tg¿ to the i¡Jestern

Islands of Scotla.,¿).17 Mrs. Píozzí adds: "The Scotch I think never

forgave his saying they had no trees in their Country."l8 Indeed,

many of them did not., and the intensity of theír anger can be detected

in the Gaelic curse directed by Janies Mclntyre against him, part of

which reads:

You are a sli-my, yellow-bel1ied frog, You
are a toad crawling along the ditches, You
are a Tízarð of the waste, craiuling and
creeping 1Íke a reptile.

You are a filthy caterpillar of the fields;
You are an ugly, soft sluggish snail; You are
a tíck .

The entire curse, of r+hich this is only a small part, is too tedious

to record ín who1e, but the conclusion deserves notice:

Foul is the r+ealth that you share, And if it
\^¡ere not thaË I do not like the name of
satirist, I myself ivould earnestly desire to
abuse you.19

Obviously, many Scotsmen rvere quíte sensitive about the beauty of

the Highland landscape. It is uncertain rvhether Boswell means to

defend Johnson, or chide him for judging too quickly, when he notes

that Johnsonts
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remark upon the nakedness of the country, from
its being denuded of trees, was made after havÍng
travelled tr¿o hundred miles along the eastern
coast, where cççtainly trees are not to be found
near the roað..¿u

The harshness of the landscape of Scotland rvas, for Johnson,

often a subject of conversational- humour. He once said to Mrs. Piozzí:

"tSeeing Scotland, Madam, is only seeing a \üorse England. It is seeing

the flower gradually fade avray to the naked stalk, "'21 On another

occasíon a "particular friend" of Johnson (no doubt Bosivell) is said

to have remarked to him that he hoped that his visit to Scotland had

cured him of

many prejudices against that nation, particularly
in respect to the f ruits . t'Llhy, yes, Sír, tt said
the Doctor; "I have found out that gooseberries
will grow there against a south wall; but the
skins are so tough, that it is death to the man
who swallo\üs one of them.t'22

And finally, in one of the few ínstances in r,vhich Johnson said some-

thing favourable of the Americans, he argued that they "racted like

philosophers!t'in sending the Scots immigrants to "tCape Fear and such

like barren regions, t" for

t'if you turn a starved cow into clover it will
soon kíll itself by the sudden transition; and
if the Scotch, famished in their o\,/n country,
had been placed in the more fruitful parts of
America, they rvould have bu¡9t by a bel1yfu1l,
like the cattle in clover."23

This last remark nray seem rather i-nsensitive, but it must be

remembered that it rvas made facetiously and rvas directed not at Scotland
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in general but at one Scotsman in particular: Bosi¡ell. Dr. LetLsom,

who recorded the statement, relates that he heard it rvhile dining with

a company that included Johnson, Boswell, and John l{ilkes. The key to

the ferocity of Johnsonts humour here, and his clioÍce of topics, ís

the presence of John l^lilkes togeLher rvith Boswell. The story of how

Bosroell tricked Johnson into f irst dining with lrrilkes, a man whose

morals and politics Johnson detested, j-s well knov¿n. At their initial

meeting at dínner Johnson r^/as at first sílent, but Wílkes soon won him

over ruith assiduous politeness and respect; and then both men, recog-

nízing Boswell as the agent of their coming togetl-rer, 91 eefully turned

on hÍm and attacked him at his most sensitive point, his nationality:

JOHNSON. (to l'1r. lrrilkes, ) rYou must know, Sir,
I lately took my friend Boswell and sher,¿ed him
genuine civilised life in an Englísh provincÍal
torùn. I turned him loose at Lichfield, my
native city, that he might see for once real
civility; for you know he lives among savages
in Scotland, and among rakes in London' ["t
allusion perhaps to I^IÍlkes himself l. WILKES.
rExcept when he is with grave, sober, decent
people like you and me' [in which Irrílkes parrÍes
the allusion while continuíng the attack on
Boswelll . JOHNSON. (smi1ing, ) 'And we
ashamed of him. t ¿q

I^Iilkes \^/as as good as Johnson in abusing Scotland to Boswell, and once

said to him that "'among all the bold flightsof Shakespearers imagina-

tion, the bofdest \ras making Birnamr+ood march to Dunsinane; creating

a rvood where there never r,Jas a shrub ."'25

It r^¡as with Wilkes that Johnson made the comparison of Scotsmen

i-n America to cattle in clover, directing the laughter against Boswell
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LTLien Johnson and lllilkes dined together again (this tine without being

trícked into doing so), the topic of theÍr conversatÍon remained the

same. Wilkes asked Boswell "thov/ much may be got in a year by an

Advocate at the Scotch Bar,t" to which Boswel-l replied, "tt\nlo thousand

pounds t t' :

LTILKES. 'How can it be possible to spend that
money in Scotland?r J01ÌNS0N. tWhy, Sir, the
money may be spent in England; but there is a
harder question. If one man in Scotland gets
possession of two thousand pounds, what remains
for all the rest of the nat-ion?'26

Wilkes concl-uded the merriment on this occasion by remarking that the

pirate Thurot plundered seven Scottísh isfes and made off rvith a

booty of "'Three and six-pence."'27

In each of these anecdotes the ostensible target is Scolland,

but the reaf butt of the humour is Bosrvell. At the time of their

initial meeting Bosruell unwittingly provided Johnson with a subject

that produced endless teasing throughout their acquaintance: "the

noblest prospect rvhich a Scotchman ever sees is the high road that

leads him to Englandtt; "l'luch. . . may be made of a Scotchman, if he

be caug}rt ¡roung"; "It is not so much to be lamented that 01d England

is lost as that the Scotch have found it."28 It must be kept in mind

that Johnson wrote none of this A1most afl of his jlbes at Scotland

the presence ofr¡;ere conversational, and almost all rvere made in

Boswell. Tlromas Campbell, rather

t'seems fond of Bosrvell and yet he

)o
him by rvay of a johe."-' Though

puzzled by this,

is alr"tays abusing

\^rrote: Johnson

the Scots beforet

he se ems to roonder that
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pick on Boswell in this manner Campbell at least recognizes that

Johnson's remarks on Scotland were made jestingly. Bishop Percy noted

the same thing: t'Johnsonts invectives against Scotland, in common

conversation, \,rere more ín pleasantry and sport than real and malig-

n"nt."30 Like his Tory sympathies, which he admltted were "much

abated" after the death of Gilbert I^Ialmesley, Johnsonts anti-Scots

sentiments tended to fade in the absence of Boswell.3l once, after

abusing Scotland in his presence, Johnson saíd after Boswell left the

room, that though the Scots t'\ntere not a learned nation, yet they were

far removed f rom ignorance, " and he rvent on to add that t'they rüere a

fine bold enterprising nation."32

Boswell seems uncertain about Johnsonrs actual attitude toward

Scotland, and his uncertainty j-s reffected in the ambiguÍty of cerLain

of his observations:

That he fJohnson] \ùas to some degree of excess a
true-born Englishrnan, so as to have ever enter-
tained an undue prejudice against both the
country and people of Scotland, must be allor,¡ed.
But it \,rasra prejudice of the head and not of
the heart. JJ

This seems to suggest that Johnson, paradoxically, rvas rationally

prejudiced; it might almost be taken to imply that Johnson naturally

loved the Scots, but searched out reasons for disliking them. 0n

another occasion Boswell talks of Johnson's prejudíce and then claims

that it "was not virulent." Such qualificatíons do lirtle to dispel

the impression that Bosrvell creates of Johnson as a "true-born English-

ma¡" (a phrase Bosrvell repeats at least four times) who truly did
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despise Scotland and its naf:ives. There are at least eleven instances

in the Lífe where Boswell editorially comments on Johnson's supposed

prejudice, and a great number of other instances where he implies his

belief in the realíty of that prejudice. For example, Boswell refers

to a note which he sent to Johnson "asking if he would meet me at

dinner at the Mitre, though a friend of mine, a Scotchman, vras to be

there." Johnsonts exasperated reply demonstrates how badly Boswell

misunderstood him: "tMr. Johnson does not see why }fr. Boswell should

stlppose a Scotchman less acceptable than any other man. He will be at
AL

the I'Iitre. I rr" '

\dhat Boswell seems often oblivíous of is that Johnsonts comic

remarks on Scotland were never meant as serious reflecti,ons on that

country, but rather r,/ere intended to raise his or,¿n Scottish Íre. It

ís amazing that Boswell can suggest after so many examples to the

contrary, many of which he provides hímself, that Johnson's prejudice
itr

r¡Jas ever anything "more than a matter of jest.""

The difference in tone between Johnsonts remarks to Boswell and

his written observations on the lack of trees in Scotland is a striking

illustratíon of the distance between Johnsonts teasing, jocular treat-

ment of that country rvhen speaking in Boswellts presence and his real

attitude which emerges when he writes to the public. Lllen he visíted

Scotland Johnson had r.¡ith him a large oak rualking-stick. At one point

along the journey the stick was entrusted to a fellow r,¡ho subsequently

disappeared. Bosrvell tried to convince Johnson that the stick r¿ou1d

be returned, but Johnson insisted rvith nock-grarrity, "tNo, no, my
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friend, it is not

it will part with it.

timber ¡ut". "'36 This

to be expected that any

Consider, sir, the value

was said in conversation

man who has got

of such a piece of

with tsoswell who

recorded the remark in A Journal of a Tour to the llebrides. In John-

sonts ov¡n Journey to the Inlestern Islands of Scotland the matter of

the barrenness of the Híghlands is treated with much more serj-ousness.

Trees had a great deal of emotional significance for Johnson. "Were

I a rích man, " he once said, "I would propagate all kinds of trees

that witl grow in the open "ir."37 But as much as he loved trees, the

planting of them seemed inevitably to remind him of his or,m mortality.

The absence of trees in the Highlands was, Johnson fe1t, the result of

bad management, but he draws from hís own feelings to explain the

failure of the Scots to reforest their 1and. After mentioning the

t'frightful interval between the seed and timber,t' Johnson adds:

He that calculates the growth of frees, has the
unwelcome remembrance of the shortness of life
driven hard upon him. He knows that he is doing
rùhat \,/i11 never benef ít himself ; and when he re-
joices to see the stem ríse, is disposed to re-
pine that another shall cut it dov¡n.rÕ

And so rvhat is a matter of humour in conversatíon r+ith Bosrvell is the

source of a rather more melancholy reflection rvhen Johnson expresses

his actual feelings in writing.

This is, in fact, the case rvith many of the subjects concerning

Scotland that Johnson both talked and rvrote about. The emigration of

Scotsmen rvhich was depopulating the countrj \r'âs again a matter of jest

when conversing with Bosrve11, but when Johnson discusses this subject
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in his Journey the tone is one only of concern:

Some method to stop this epídemick desíre of
wandering, which spreads its contagion from
valley to valley, deserves to be sought rvith
great diligence. In more fruitful countries,
the removal of one only makes room for the
succession of another: but in the HebrÍdes, the
loss of an Ínhabj-tant leaves a fastÍng vacuity;
for nobody born in any other parts of the
world will choose this country for his
residence.39

Johnsonts concern here is that the Scots r¿ere abandoning their or^m

country and not that they \^rere entering England, since, in fact, they

were for the most part emigrating to the American colonies. In A

Journey to _t¡g Inlestern Isfands of Scotland Johnson does not mock the

eagerness of the Scots to emigrate, but rather offers a solution that

might persuade more of them to remain. One of the major causes of the

exodus \tas an increase of land rents. Concerning this Johnson proposes

that t'the landlords be, for a time, restrained in their demands, and

kept quíet by pensions proportionate to their 1or"."40

Johnson recognized, at the same tíme, that there rùere reasons for

quitting Scotland that could noL be remedied by legislation. Tn con-

versation he often touched jestingly on the harshness of Scotlandrs

landscape and climate (a harshness especially evídent in the High-

lands) to pique Boswellrs Scottish pride. But ín the Journey the

ruggedness of land and climate is presented simply as an objective

fact that must be faced. If, he rvrites, the inhabitants of the High-

lands "long for brigl'rt suns, and calm skies, and floruery f ie1ds, and

fragrant gardens, I knol noË by rvhat eloquence they can be persuaded,
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or by what offers they can be hj-red to stay."4l The Journey is,

however, filled wíth admiration for those men wl-ro had the hardihood to

persevere in this harsh land, and praise for those ¡¡ho attempted to

improve its agriculture. One of the heroes of Johnsonts account is

Donald Maclean, or Young Col as he is cafled, who devised many schemes

for improving his land and spent "considerable time among the farmers

of Hertfordshire, and Hampshire to learn their practice." 0f this

industriousness Johnson writes: "If the world has agreed to praise

the travels and manual labours of the Czar of }luscovy, let Col have his

share of the like applause, in the proportion of his domj.nions to the

empire of R,-rssía. "42

It is clear that in Bosrvell's absence Johnson ruas quite willing

to praise the Scots. The Journey must be taken as hís final and

considered estimation of that land and its people, and in this work

there is 1itt1e evidence of the levity that characterizes his con*

versation. With the Journey in mind, i{illiam Tytler, a native of

Scotland, praises Johnson for having "done us great honour in the most

capital article, the character of the inhabitant"."43 John Knox,

another Scotsman, rvrites approvingly of t'the accuracy, the precision,

and the justness of what he IJohnson] advances respecting both the

country and the people,t' and concludes, noting Johnsonts compassion,

that "he also felt for the distresses of the Highlandet"."44

It is not surprising that when the Journey appeared many of

JohnsonIs defenders \rere Scotsmen, for, as Bishop Percy observed, "ro

man \'ras mo::e visited by Lhe natives of that country, nor rvere there
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any for r,rhom he had a greater esteem."'- To lÍst Johnsonts Scottish

fríends, a formidable task, rvould be proof enough of his actual feel-

ings. Bosr¿ell mentions "that those with whom Johnson chiefly con-

tracted for his literary labours were Scotchmen, Mt. Míllar and Mr.

/t6

Strahn."'" Boswell draws attention to this as "remarkabler" just as

he claims that it is unusual that five of the six amanuenses ruho

/, 1
assisted Job¡rson with the Dictionary \^rere North Brítons.*' In a

subtle and perverse r^ray Boswell reinforces the idea that Johnson dis-

liked Scolsmen even in those instances where he provides evidence

supposedly demonstrating an opposite attitude.

It is, ultimately, Boswellts obsession with Johnsonts feelings

toward Scotland that is responsible for the befief that Johnson actually

\das a bigot. The persistence of the theme of Scotland and the anecdotes

that Boswell piles up of Johnson makíng light of Scotland reflect more

than anything else Bosr¿ellts own insecurity. Johnsonrs remarks in

conversation, it should be evident, lJere never meant as serious reflec-

tions, nor do they reasonably fall ínto the category of satÍre; there

is no attempt to expose více or folly, and no attempt is made to

suggest or enforce reformation. If there is an attack the target is

not so much Scotland as it is Boswell- and Boswell's complicated sense

of national inferiority, and his equal readiness to defend all things

Scoltish. Johnson \^ras always more ready to laugh at, than indulge in,

bigotry, and in one of the lighter moments in the Journey he mocks the

lendency of foreigners too-readily to defend their native land by

making himself the butt of laughter:
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At our inn we did not find a receptíon such as \,7e

thought proportionate to the commercial opulence
of the place; but Þfr. Boswell desíred rne to
observe that the innkeeper lùas an Englishman, and
I then defended him as well as I could.qÕ

The ironic tone in this passage is unmistakable, but rvhat 1s most

interesting is that through self-directed irony Johnson exposes the

fault of which he accused the Scots by facetiously assuming it hímself.

If Boswell had been as ready to laugh at himself as Johnson \'¡as to

mock false English pride then Johnson's remarks on Scotland would have

had no effect and his teasing would have stopped.

Lhile Johnson's remarks about Scotland might be said to be humour

rvhÍch could be mistaken for satíre, his comments on America reflect

satire slípping into pure invective. 0n no other subject is his

language more intemperate or his rage more uncontrolled. To Dr. Thomas

Campbell, Johnson said of the Americans, "rSir, they are a race of

convicts, and ought to be thankful for anything we a1low them short of
1!A

hanging.ttt'¿ With just a small trace of humour he also saÍd to

Campbell, "tHad rùe treated the Americans as \{e ought, and as they

deserved, we should have at once xazed all their to\üns--and let thern

enjoy their forests. "'50 So great was Johnsonts hatred of Americans

that he distinguished them from the rest of mankind as "'a race of

mortals rvhom . . . no other man rvÍshes to rese*61a. t"51

Boswell was himself syrnpathetic to the Àmericans; he agreed wíth

their refusal to pay taxes, he supported their practice of slavery,

and he sided ruith them in their rebeflíon. It is not surprising, then,
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that he relates little of Johnsonts conversation on the Americans,

and that the little that he does transcribe is marked by its generality

At one point he merely remarks: "Johnson attacked the Americans with

intemperate vehemen".."52 l,lith only slightly more attention to

Johnsonrs actual words, Boswell elsewhere relates that Johnson became

attviolent aggressor" on the subject of America and said: "tI am

willing to love all mankind except an American,tttand he "tbreathed

out threatenings and slaughters;' calling themr'Rascals--Robbers--
q1

Pirates, ttt exclairning rr the rd burn and destroy them. I tt-J Johnson of ten

thought of purging the colonists with fire; Dr. Campbell writes that,

talking of the measures he rvould pursue with the
Americans, he said the first thing he would do
would be to quarter the Army on the Citys, and
if any refused free quarlers, he would pull dor^tn

that personts house, if it rvas joyned to other
houses, but would burn it íf it stood alone.)4

There is no satire in any of this. Johnson

adorned threats and insults. In these rages he

or any form of rhetorical indirection that might

into satire. The difference between satire and

t s remarks are un-

foregoes irony, humour,

transform his insulls

the kind of invecLive

seen here is easily illustrated. To dramatize Socrates as a woolly-

headed buffoon who climbs into a basket suspended from a ceiling in

order to elevate his thoughts is to satirize him; to call hím a lying,

cheating, avaricious rascal is símply to insult him. Insults delivered

under the cover of rhetorical indÍrection are far more effective, in

part because of tlie suggestion that the satirist has a firm check on

his emotions, That he is able to brÍng wit to bear on his target, or
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to clothe his attack in a fiction or figuratíve language implies that

though ar.gry the satírist is yet capable of expressing his feelings

through means that stop short of direct physical assault. Invective,

on the other hand, suggests more often than not that the speaker is

dangerously out of control. Rage that is so uncontrolled only inspires

fear or, more often, ridicule, but it rarely succeeds in persuading

others to share that anger. The truth of this is seen in Boswellrs

reaction to Johnsonts conversatÍon on America. Though he would often

intentionally raise other conversational topics that would provoke

Johnsonts anger, Boswell rarely spoke about America in hÍs presence

for fear of the effect that it inevitably produced. Bosrvelf quickly

regretted one of the few occasions rnthen he did defend the Americans

to Johnson. Johnson, he writes,

could not bear my thus opposing his avorved opinion,
which he had exerted hirnself with an extreme degree
of heat to enforce; and the violenÈ agitation into
whÍch he was thrown, while answering, or rather
reprimanding me, alarmed me so, that I heartily
repented of Ëy havíng unthinkíngly introduced
the subject.JJ

During one of Johnsonrs outbursts on America (a "tempestt'as Boswell

calls it) Boswell wrítes that he "sat in great uneasíness, lamenting his

[Johnson's] heat of temper; till, by degrees I diverted his attention

to other topics."56 Boswellrs description of Johnson is almost that

of a man momentarily mad rvho must carefully be diverted from the con-

sideration of an obsession. The intensity of Johnsonrs emotions is

observed also by Thomas Campbell, who notes at the conclusion of a
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transcrípt of Johnsonts remarks

argument rvould but have enraged
CA

- ,r) I
CA.LITI]ESS.

on America: "After this wí1d rant,

him. I therefore let him vibrate into

So far Johnsonts comments on America are relevant to this dis-

cussion only because they are similar to satire (tnat is they are

attacks), although they are separate from satire because of the direct-

ness with which the attack is made. Johnson did, in one instance,

ridicule the Americans in a manner less b1unt, but before the satire

in Taxation No Tyranny is examined it is necessary to search out

Johnson's reasons for detesting the Americans. Only by doing so is it

possible to identify the target of his satire; for, rvhile many critics

attribute Johnson's hostility to the fact that the Americans rebelled

against England, the actual reasons for his anger lie elsewhere.

Although to Boswell and Campbell he might have seemed írrational

in his attitude torvard America, Johnson had good reason for his anger.

OnIy a small portion of his hatred of -the colonists was related to

theír refusal to pay taxes to England. T4¡1a:!ion No Tyran¡y, indeed,

focuses on the 1ega1íty of Englandrs claim to American subservience,

and its arguments are reasonable, porverfully stated, and convincing.

One of Johnsonfs most telling points is his insÍstence upon the moral

as well as 1ega1 duty of the colonists to pay taxes to help defray,

in part at least, the financial burden íncurred by England in defending

them from the French in the Seven Years War. But the actual source of

his rancour is not found in any resentment over coloníal irresponsi-

bility and Ìack of gratitude. His deeper anger is in reaction to the
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genocídal \^/ar directed by the Americans against the Tndians, and the

colonistsr equally detestable practice of slavery.

So 1íttle did Johnson support the right of the cofonists to the

lands that they had stolen from the Indíans, and so totally had thelr

treatment of the Indians deprived them of all right to their possessions

in his eyes, that in a time of patriotÍc fervour occasioned by the

Seven YearsWar, he could say of the combatants that theirs was 'tonly
qo

a quarrel of two robbers for the spoils of a passenger."" Johnson

had no romantíc illusi-ons about the passengers. He certainly did not

view the Indians as nobl-e savages. But they were human beings and

possessed a1l the natural rights of human beings (in thÍs Johnson had

a more complete view of human rights than did the founding fathers of

the United States). One of the rights that he felt the Indians had

from birth was rhat of living unmolested on the land that they had

occupied f or centuries. This right \^/as violated by the French and

English who could themselves shoi¿ "no other right than that of powerr"

and who created their colonies through "usurpatíon, and the dís-

possession of the natural fords and original inhabitants."59

Had the Englísh colonists acted less líke thieves, had they,

like the French, admitted the Indians "to an equality with themselvesr"

they would have incurred less resentment from John"orr.6O And had they

made it their task to introduce ChristÍanity to the Indians they rvould

have gained his love. But they did neither, prompting Johnson to

wrít e:

No man can be good in the híghest degree, who wishes
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not to others the largest measures of lhe greatest
good. To omit for a year, or for a day, the most
efficacíous method of advancing Christianity
is a crime of rvhich I knov¡ not that lhe world has
yet had an example, except in the Practice of the
planters of Ameríca.bf

The only people to rival the AmerÍcans in the ferocity of their treat-

ment of the Indians \¡Jere the Portuguese, who made a mockery of their

Christian principles by sending missionaries to the new world to

"preach the gospel with swords in their hands and propagate by desola-
6'

tion and slaughter the true worship of the God of peace.""" But Ín a

sense the English colonísts \,rere even more guilty than the Portuguese.

They made no pretense of converting the Indians, but rather drove

them out as they moved in.

There ís not the slightest

resÍded i-n the battles betrveen

Years tr^Jar. In fact the battle

French and English, but between

and the Indians on the other.

wished the contest to end. The

the land that once belonged to

doubt where Johnsonrs sympathies

the French and English during the Seven

line as he drew it rvas not bet\teen the

the French and English on one side

In Idler Bl Johnson reveals horv he

Indian narrator of this piece overlooks

his people and upon ruhich they had lived

peacefully before the invasion from Europe. The Europeans are, he

admits, too powerful to be opposed, but there is hope that what has

been lost can be regained. For, as he observes to his fellor,¿s:

"the time perhaps is nor¿ approaching rvhen the pride
of'usurpation sha1l be crushed, and the crueltíes
of invasion shall be revenged. The sons of
rapacity have now drar^¡n their si^¡ords upon each
other; . let us look unconcerned upon the
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slaughter, and remember that the death of every
European del-ivers the country from a tyrant and
a robber. . and when they shall be
weakened with mutual slaughter, let us rush dov¿n

upon them, force their remains to take shelter
in theír ships, and reign once more in our
native country. "63

To suppose Lhat Johnsonrs attacks on the Americans r,/ere prompted by

injured English pride is to ignore first of afl that he regarded the

colonists as themselves Englishmen, and secondly that he gave vent to

his i¿rath long before the colonists defied English rul-e. As ldler 81

(published in 1759, more than fifteen years before the outbreak of

the American rebellion) shows, the real source of his anger has Little

to do with the right of England to rule her colonies. Maurice Quinlan

is typical of those who mistake the reason for Johnsonrs hostility.

In an artlcle which attempts to show,that Johnson did indeed love a

few Americans, Quinlan concludes with the bland wish: "In view of

Dr. Johnsonts many American acquaintances it is pleasant to

believe he would have wished the new nation re1l."64 In view of the

continuance of slavery in the United States for nearly a hundred years

more, and in view of the wars whích decimated the Indian population,

it is more likely that if Johnson had seen the nationrs future he

would have wished for it what he had alrvays wished for it.

Consistent rvith Johnsonts concerrL for the Indians is hÍs total

opposition to the American practice of slavery. His toast, "ir company

with some very grave men at Oxford . 'Herers to the next insur-

rection of the Degroes in the l{est Indiês,t" is well known; as is the

fact that his residuary legatee, Irancis Barber, tr^/as a freed black man.
65
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George Birkbeck Hil1, in an excellent discussion of Johnsonrs attitude

toward the Americans, argues that Johnson "hated slavery as perhaps

no other man of his time hated ít," and gives this as the prÍncipal

cause of his detestation of the p1ant"tr.66 It is curious that a man

who was presented by Boswell and received by succeeding generaf-ions

as an insular bigot should have sided so strongly with the black and

red races against the economic interests of his or¿n country.

It would be pointless to argue for which crime Johnson hated the

Americans more, their enslavement of blacks or their slaughter of

Indians. The two actions are equally detestable manifestatíons of

racist cruelty prompted by economic interest. It is perhaps not

surprisíng that u'hen speaking of a people capable of such actíons

Johnson rvould often simply roar and threaten. And when these people

who had stol-en the land and freedom of tú/o races hypocritically demanded

even greater freedom for themselves as their natural, and English,

right, Johnson's anger intensified into a fever.

That Johnson did not try more often to reason with the colonists

and their defenders may have something to do r^'ith the fact that rational

argument had then, as it has noru, little effect on those convinced of

their racial superiority and theír right therefore to inflíct suffering

upon supposedly inferior races. Bosrvell once asked Johnson to compose

a defense for a "negro who rvas then claiming his liberty, in an action

in the Court of Sessíon in Scotland." Johnson did so, arguing, by the

\üay, rvhat the Americans claimed so vocíferously, that t'It is impossible

not to conceive that men i-n their original state rvere equaltt; and that
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though a man can forfeit his or^¡n freedom he cannot "entail that servi-

tude on his descendants.t' Johnsonts argument is calm and \,/ell-reasoned,

buÈ was completely without effect. At the conclusion of his trans-

cription of JohnsonÌs argument, Boswell r¡rites that Johnsonts opposi-

tion to slavery was "owing to prejudÍce,t'repeating what he had said

earlier, that in his opposition Johnson t'discovered t a zeal without

^tknowledge. I rr" ' Boswell t s orutn def ense of slavery, which follows , is

of little interest; he merely parrots a few amoral arguments concerning

the importance of slavery as a t'necessary . branch of commercial

interest," and worríes that to depríve the planters of theír human

chattel would be t'robbery to an innumerable class of our fellow-

s.rb¡ects."68 Boswell's concern for the slave ornners is quite touching,

and perhaps serves to explain why Johnson could scarcely contain

himself when addressing the defenders of America.

In the face of such an example of the ineffectualness of reasoned

argument, it is no rvonder that Johnson more often damned, threatened,

insulted and roared. But when he came to rvrite his pamphlet in defense

of England I s right to tax its colonies it ú7as necessary for him to

bring his anger under control, at least enough Lo gain assent to his

arguments rather than inspire astonishment at his rage, To a límited

extent, Jotrrson did so, and produced ¡^¡hat Donald Greene describes as

t'one of his best pieces of sustaíned ratiocination, comparable to that

of the revierv of Soame Jenyns'Origín of Evil-."69 Lrrhat Greene says is

perhaps more true of the first half of the t'Reviewt' than of Taxation No

Tyranny. Unlike the t'Reviernr,tt in ruhich the satire is separated from
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the argument, in Taxation No Tyranny there is an uneasy balance between

reasoned and controlled argument and passionate anger that threatens

to break through at any moment in a torrent of uncontrolled fury.

In the t'ReviewttJohnson is firmly in conlrol of his emotions, and

when he finally unleashes his scorn in an extended, savagely ironic,

reductío ad absurdum of Jenlmsr thesis there is nothing to suggest that

he has lost this control. In lgq$gn No IJ:g!.¿, on the other hand,

satire appears in more sudden and uoexpected bursts. It is as if

Johnson distrusted his ability to regain control if once he lost it

for any great length. And so, though the work is full of satire and

invectÍve, such moments are incidental to it.

Unfortunately, not many readers have had the objectivity Lo calmly

consider the arguments in Johnsonrs pamphlet. Donald Greene r¡rites that:

Taxalion No Tyranny has seldom been taken very
seriously. Those who admire Johnson generally
pass over the pamphlet with an embarrassed
smile, and those who do not admire him denounce
it as the most shameful and daquing piece of
evidence of hís blind Toryism. /u

Joseph Wood Krutch, a critic r^'ho is quite sympathetÍc to Johnson,

calls the work t'the most unfortunate of his literary productions,ttand

decides that 'rthe less said the better." Krutch justifies his dismissal

of the rvork with a deferential nod torvard the authority of Boswell:

t't^¡here even Bosr.¡e11 censures unqualifiedly, it hardly seems worthwhile
11

to attenpt any defense."'*

It remaíned, then, for Donald Greene to treat the work rvith the

objectivity and seriousness that it deserves. In an extended discussion
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Greene points out that a greaL deal of wllat Johnson presents is

"straightforward constitutional law, as valid today as in L7J5."

Greene, judj-ciously quoting the pamphlet, surmnarizes the theoretical

foundations of Johnsonrs argument:

1. "A1l government is ultimately and
essentially absolute." Sovereignty is by
definition, unrestricted; once restricted in
any rlray, it ceases to be sovereign, and what-
ever restricts it becomes sovereign.

2. Sovereignty "is not infallible for it
may do r{rong; but it is irresÍstíble for it
can be resisted only by rebellion . . . ."

3. Sovereignty, in the British realm,
resídes in the Parliarnent of Great Britain;
subordinate legislatures, such as those of the
American coloníes, derive their po\^/er only by
delegalion from the sovereign legislature,
whích can resume them when and as it sees fít.

4. ft is axiomatic that "the supreme
po\.,/er of every community has the right of
requiring from all of its subjects such contri-
butíons as are necessary to the public safety

. or publíc prosperity,"T2

Only a few general observations might be added to Greene's sum-

mary: Johnson consistently saw the colonists as English subjects

"entitled to the rights of Englishmen" and subject to English law;

to the legal argument that the colonists \.^iere obliged to pay taxes

Johnson adds the moral claim that "they rvho flourish under the pro-

tection of our govel:nment should contribute something toward the ex-

pense"; and to the Americanst .ry that they were denied their right to

representatj-on in England's parliament Johnson points out that they,

or their fathers, freely traded their right to vote for the chance of

wealth in America, and in any case, Lhe original purpose of dÍverse
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regional representation v/as to spread t'wide the care of general interestt'

so that no single interest r^¡ould prevail against the general good,

"This representationr" writes Johnson, has had the "effect expected or

desiredrtt and since the number of representatives

has been fixed for more than a century and a
half it r¿ill hardly be rhoughr fir ro
ner¡ model the constitution in favour of the
planters, who, as they grow rich, may buy
estates in England, and without any innovatÍon,
effectually represent their native colonies,73

These are some of the major poÍnts made by Johnson in an attempt

to explain Englandts claim to America¡r obedíence. It is, however, not

Johnsonts calm discussion of constitutional 1aw, but rather another

side of the r¡ork thaL is of most concern to this examínation, a side

of the work in which he does not so much argue as expose, and in which

he persuades not with logic but with rídicule. There is no precise

point in the pamphlet where Johnson shifts from straightforward argument

to satiric attack, no place that can be marked out as dividing the

trvo sides of the rvork. Satire and invective are imbedded in every

page. An angry, mockÍng tone rises and subsides throughout the piece,

but no single unified satiric technique or strategy is employed to

achieve this effect. Rather it is through a repetition of mocking

images and the ínLerrnittent surfacing of irony that Johnson balances

argument rvith satiric scorn.

Johnson opens his Ansrver to the Resolutions and Address of the

American Congress in a straightforward manner typical of one of the

more philosophical Ranbler papers:
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In all the parts of human knowledge, rvhether
terminating ín science merely speculative, or
operating upon life private or civil, are
admirted some fundamental principles, or cornmon
axioms, whÍch being generally received are
little doubted, and being little doubted have
been rarely proved.

The calm and reasonable tone established in thís opening statement is

rather jarred by the introduction of a sardonic note as Johnson

continues:

Of these gratuitous and acknorvledged truths it
is often the fate to become less evident by
endeavours to explain them, horvever necessary
such endeavours may be made by the mísappre-
hensions of qbsurdity, or the sophistries
of interest./4

Nothing that Johnson \^/rote vras more calculated to arouse the anger of

the Americans and their British defenders than his thus making it a

question which predomínated, thej-r duplicity or their stupidity.

This question is taken up almost immediately and the deceitful

are quickly sorted out from the stupid. It is in the Americans'

interest to claim for themselves exemptions from laws binding on all

other Englishmen, but for Englisl-rmen to defend the American claims is

folly pure and símple. Before attacking the Americans directly Johnson

first examines the mentality of their defenders:

In favour of this exemption of the Americans from
the authority of their larvful sovereign very
loud clamours have been raised, and many wild
assertions advanced, r.thich by sr-rch as borrow
their opÍnions from tlre_reigning fashion have been
admitted as argullents. /)
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So far the attack is made satiric only by the slighL indirectíon of the

insults. Johnson does not say that the supporters of the Americans

are stupid, but rather that they confuse sound with meaning, and

conceive profound arguments out of empty noise.

As he elaborates on this theme Johnson transforms hís attack even

more into satire by means of personification. Although "to be preju-

diced is always to be rveak,rrwrites Johnson, some prejudices, such as

the blind love of onets country, have "been considered as virtue in

men." But to blindly hate oners country is a prejudice of which "it

has never been my fortune to find, either in ancÍent or modern writers,

any honourable mention." This unnatural disposition is then described

in ímages of malformed offspring which call

The Duncíad:

Having thus settled the matter

up the question of the motivation of

the arguments of the Americans, says

to mind MacFlecknoe and

These anti-patriotic prejudices are the abortions
of Folly impregnated by Faction, ruhich being
produced against the standing order of Nature,
have not strength sufficient for long life. They
are born only to scream and perish, and leave
those to contempt or detestation, whose ki4dness
rvas employed to nurse them into mischief.T6

Nature, the rights of humanity, the faith of charters, the danger of

Iiberty, the encroachments of usurpation, have been thundered in our

of English fo1ly, Johnson takes

the rebeflious Americans. All of

Johnson, concerning ttthe laws of

interested faction, and sometimes by honest stupid-

up of Anlerícan complaints and fears suggests

ear-s , somet imes by

ity. "77 The piling
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ridicule through volume alone It is hard to take any single complaint

seriously when there are so many of them, and the fact that they are

"thundered" implies the absence of reason. Like small chifdren the

Americans support rveak arguments rvith loud shouts. But it is in the

patronizing tone of "honest stupidity" that Johnson most effectively

t\\,ists the knife of mockery. There are a few men, he suggests, who

are actually silly enough to believe what they say. I'or the most part,

however, greater credit is given to the intelligence of the Americans,

albeit at the expense of thelr honesty: "Those who wrote the Address,

though they have shor,¡n no great extent or profundity of mind, are yet

probably wiser than to believe it."78

Irony is not the only means of transforming anger into satire.

A favourite technique of many satirists is to suggest a resemblance

betrveen the satiric subject and a lor,ver animal. Samuel Johnson often

made such analogies, the best knov¡nofr¡hich is his comparison of a

r,roman preaching to a dog standing on its hind legs. Much more demeaning

is his statement that trying to determine the relative poetic merits

of Samuef Derrick and Christopher Smart is

precedency between a louse and a fl"a."79

like "settling the point of

The use of animal imagery

to satirize the Americans is discovered throughout Taxation No Tyranny,

often simply in the echoes of verbs: like dogs the Americans are

forever t'yelping" for liberty, they tthiss" their r,varnings 1Íke snakes,

and finally líke ravens they are "croakers of calamity. "B0 Anj-mal

imagery figures prominently in one of the most ironic passages in the

work. I,Ie are tol-d, rvriles Johnson with wide-eyed mock f ear, that the
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Amerícans are:

too obstinate for persuasion, and too powerful
for constraint; that they will laugh at argu-
ment, and defeat víolence; that the continent
of North America contains three millions, not
of men merely, but of hrhigs, of ltrhigs f ierce
for 1i-berty, and disdainful of dominion; that
they multíply with the fecundity of their or^¡n

rattle-snakes, so that every qB+rter of a
century doubles their numbers."

Here is a precipitous descent: the Americans begin as men, tumble to

Ltrigs, and conclude finally as rattlesnakes.

In the paragraph that follows, Johnson drops the pretence of

fear and assumes instead a more belligerent stance, but the assocÍation

of Americans with lesser beasts continues. Now they are compared to

the mythologíca1 Hydra. I,Jith undisguised anger Jo}rnson r:emarks:

"when it is urged they will shoot up like the Hydra [one]

naturally considers how the Hydra was destroyed.."82 Joirnson's response

recalls the tone of his conversatíon on America. For a moment it seems

possible that he might regress to naked rage as threats are answered

rvith warnings. The danger passes, horvever, and control is re-established.

Shifting his attitude, Johnson now appears more amused than angry. The

Bostonians, he rvrites, claimed that if the Stamp Act had not been

repealed they ruould have left their to\^).n "to disperse themselves over

the country.tt ttThe bfustererrtt h" continues t'who threatened in vain to

destroy his opponent, has sometimes obtained hj-s end, by making it

believed that he r¡ould hang himself ."83 Nothing j-s more humif iating

than to threaten and to excite only laughter. Johnsonts response must
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have been partícularly gal1ing. If the Bostonlans leave, he remarks,

"the consequence, alas! will only be, that they rvi1l leave good houses
ot.

to r,/iser *en."'* As if admonishíng inf ants, Johnson remínds the

Americans that they may do what they wish but they must accept the

conseqLrences: t'The Bostonian may quit his house to starve in the

fields; his dog may refuse to set, and smart under the 1ash, and they

may then congratulate each other upon the smil-es of liberty. "B5 In

this passage the American and his dog face one another as equals.

By far the most damaging of Johnson's remarks is a pointed

question asked at the end of the pamphlet:

how is it that we hear the
1íberty among the drivers

loudest velos
of ,r"gro"" ? Bb

for

Johnson carefully prepares the ground for thís ironic query by em-

phasizÍng the language of the Americans. The words "freedom,tt "liberLy,

and t'tyrannyt' appear r^¡ith hypnotic regularity. Johnson suggests,

however, that the Americans confuse liberty with license. "These lords

of themselves, these kings of Me," recognize ne authority, whether

Englisir or colonial; they are, in short, 'tzealots of anarchy."BT

Johnson mocks the cant of the Americans simply by iterating their

language, adding a heavy dose of irony: the Americans are "the des-

cendants of rnen rvho left all for líberty," and they are themselves

"fierce for liberty,t' elevated by their belief in the "ttranscendent

nature of freedom,tt'and certain that "tindependence is the gift of
ô^

Nature. Itruo As the pamphlet moves toruard its conclusion a new rvord

and a ner^7 concern is introduced. The t'keenness of perspÍcacity" of
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the Americans, Johnson writes, has "enabled them to see through clouds

impervious to the dímness of European sight; and to find, I know not

how, that when they are taxed, \de shall be enslaved.t' Iear of en-

slavement is now emphasized as the negative expression of the love of

freedom. "Slavery is a miserable statertt Johnson agrees, t'. and

doubtless many a Briton will trembl-e to find it so near as in
QO

Ameríca. ""' The word is fixed in our minds by repetition. The

Americans "have been taught by some master of mischief to attract

by the sounds of Liberty and Property, [and] to repel by those of

Popery and Slavery. r'90 Slavery appears three more times in the con-

cluding pages preparing the ruay for, and leading ultimately to, the

climactic question about yelps for liberty.

Thus, with a single stroke Johnson lays bare the essential

hypocrisy of the American protestatíons, and reveals at Lhe same time

the source of his owr intense hatred. The right of England to impose

taxes and the responsibility of her colonies to pay them are legal

questions that Johnson might, in another context, discuss wj-th total

dispassion. But the yelping of slave drivers for freedom from all

responsibility rnas a sound to which he could react wÍth only the most

violent denunciation. Nevertheless, Johnson üras enough in control to

shape his question with exLreme satiric effecLíveness: first, the

question is scathingly sardonic, rvhile at the same time suggesting the

total self-control of the speaker; secondly, the rhetoricaf balancing

of the I'elpers "for fiberty" and the .drivers of negroes" exposes the

contradiction betrveen the demands and actions of the Americans; and
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finally, in their yelping and driving the Americans are diminished

to a pack of dogs who whine at any leash while yet harrying and en-

slaving an entire people.

The emotíons aroused in Johnson \'rere too great to be kept in

check forever, and, as if to relíeve a volcanic pressure, he finally

erupts with almost uncontrolled fury. In his proposed response to the

Americans Johnson seems to suggest a way in which England might re-

dress its part in, what rvas for him, the Amerícan crime. "Let us,"

he says, ttrestore to the French what rve have taken from them.t' Further,

"Let us give the Indians arms, and teach thern discipline, and encourage

them now and then to plunder a plantation. " And fina11y, if the slaves

are set free, and "if they are furnished with fire arms for defence,

and utensils for husbandry, and settled in some simple form of govern-

ment rvithín the country, they may be more grateful and honest than
g'r

their masters."'- Here Johnson reverts to the directness of his con-

versational remarks on America. There may be a moral appropriateness

in his proposals but it is certain that they are presented as a means

of catharsis rather than as a rational solution to the Amerícan problem.

I,Jhen once he begins to talk about slavery and the colonistsr treatment

of the IndÍans Johnson seems incapable of reasoning quÍet1y for any

length of time and unrvilling to fashion his attack in any form other

than direct insults and threats.

The distinction between invective and satire, though it has been

less emphasized, is as important when considering Johnsonts attacks on
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the Americans as is the correspondíng dístínction between humour and

satíre crucíal to an understanding of his feelings about Scotland.

In truth, invective requires less discussion because ít is so easy to

identify, Humour, as was noted, is sonetimes used to ridicule and at

other times is completely Ínnocent of maficious intent. And, as r'ras

also seen, it Ís not always easy to determine exactly what motives

1ie behind it. In contrast, invective is always apparent both in

form and design. In most of Johnsonts verbal attacks on the Americans

(ttcalling them, tRascals--Robbers--Piratest't), and in his proposals

that their plantations be given to their black slaves and the Indians

be armed to drive them out, there is no attempt at ridicule, no dis-

guise through the use of metaphor or fiction, and no distancing through

irony. The attack is direct and literal.

In Johnsonts comic remarks on Scotland, on the other hand, there

ís a great deal of wit, exaggeration, and irony, but not much actual

satire. The function of laughter in satire is to expose and (osten-

sÍbly) to reform, but, except in reference to the habit of Scotsmen

to favour one another, ferv of Johnsonts comments touch upon matters

capable of being changed. lrrhat Johnson describes instead is the

barrenness of Scotlandts landscape and the harshness of its climate

(and occasionally, it must be admítted, its poverty). The primary

aim of Johnsonts remarks is laughter, and the laughter only results

because Bosv¡ell is present to rise to the bait. But in his reflections

on the Amerícans Johnson focuses directly on the character of the

people ("a race of convictsrtt t'a race of nortals rshom. no other
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man r,Jishes to resemble") , and so íntense is his disapproval that though

there is exposure it is implied that the Americans are incapable of

reform--hence the repeated ínjunction to burn them as one would cauterize

an infection.

It is a conmonplace of Johnson criticism that no matter how free

he felt hirnself to be to take liberties r^¡ith the truth in his con-

versation, he considered himself bound absolutely to the truth r,rhen he

vr'rote for publication. I^líth this in mind it is instructÍve to compare

hÍs spoken and wrítten con'trnents on Scotland and to contrast these in

turn \rith rvhat he said and \^/rote about America. Quite simply, as has

been shov¡n, while Johnson treated Scotland with constant levity in

Bosr¡ell ts presence, in A Journey to the I,Jestern IslandÊ of Scotland

he is completely serious and the tone that emerges is one of concern

and respect. Johnsonts spoken attacks on Americans are characterized

not by humour, but by a fury that vras apparently fearful to behold.

The tone of Taxatíon No Tyranny is only slightly moderated. Johnson,

for the most part, employs the devices necessary to turn abuse into

satire, but in his concluding proposal his anger breaks forth once

again in direct threats. So profound, then, are the differences

between Johnsonts conversatíonal remarks on Scotland and America that

they tend to recede from satire at opposite ends of a speclrurn bounded

by pure humour at one end and pure ínvective at the other. The con-

trast is as great in his writings, for rvhile he maíntained the dístance

necessary for satire only with difficulty in Taxatíon No Ty_¡e¡¡¿, in

A Journey to the I{estern Islands of Scotland there \ras no need to dis-
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guise his feelings for what he felt to be "a fíne bold enrerprising

nat ion. tt
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CHAPTER Ti\jO

The Tonal- Spectrum and
Targets of Satire

P.K. Elkin, in a discussion of the tonal range of satire, uses

the terms "smilingttandttsavagettto índicate the extremes of attitude

possible in satiríc expressiot.l To the extent that Johnson's comments

on scotland may be termed satíric at all, they must be located at the

smiling end of the spectrum. Indeed, for the most part, his remarks

should be regarded as simply humorous. 0n the other hand, Johnsonrs

statements about the Americans must obviously be placed at the savage

end of the spectrum.

It has become a critical convention to refer to liorace and Juvenal

as examples of satirists whose works exhibit the t\.ro extremes of the

tonal spectrum suggested by Elkints terms. Horace seems rarely to be

angry. A feeling rather of tolerant amusement pervades his work. For

his targets Horace chooses small follies: the garrulousness of his

slave, the pretensions of a would-be philosopher, or the persistence

of a boor. Often, too, Horace includes himself as one of the targets

of his gentle mockery, with the implication that there are few who are

not guilty of minor faults. rn his satiristrs apology (a statement

that almost every satirist feels compelled to make at sorne time),

Horace speaks of the value of satire in instructing the young, but he

gives as his o\ùn reason for writing, not a desire to chastise, but

rather Lhe simple need to \ùrite. Tn other r^¡ords, for Horace satire

71
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oríginates from an inner impulse, a creatj-ve need, rather than being

rrholly prompted by the degeneracy of the external rvorld. The variety

of narrative forms employed by Horace often gives his poems a narrative

interest that outweighs simple moral concern. ltany of his rvorks

appropriate minor genres (a letter to a frlend, an account of the

mÍsadventures of a traveller), or are dramatically structured (miníature

dialogues, an unr^/anted encounter on the street), while still others

take minor comic forms. rn fact, in satires Five, seven, and Eight

of Book r the comic ta1e, pur, and joke almost bury \../hat little satiric

point each piece might have. Although the poems grouped as satires

are properly categorj-zed, they are satires r^¡hich often verge on pure

humour, and which in almost every ínstance exhibit qualities of tolerance,

moderation, and amusement rather than anger.

A contrast could be drar'¡n between the satires of Horace and

Juvenal that would extend to nearly every feature of their works.

Juvenalts satires are far more passionate in tone, and are marked by

sudden shifts from scene to scerre and subject to subject; description

gÍves v/ay to dialogue and dialogue to description, while in the midst

of all of this are clustered portraíts of individuals r¿hose lives and

characters provide examples of every kind and degree of vice. rt is

as if the formal clutter of Juvenal's satires (deliberate clutter to

be sure) mirrors the moral chaos of the world that he depicts. Though

there are exceptions rvhere a second fictional character is present to

ivhom the speaker addresses his remarks (tf,. "a.rersarius) more often

Juvenal seems to speak in his oron voice expressing his outrage directly
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lo the reader. The rhetorical emphasis in Juvenalts rvorks resídes j-n

the many portraits of índividuafs which are presented to the reader's

inspection in order to inspire indignation and disgust. And the

figures in Juvenalrs gallery are unquestionably repulsive: Messalina,

the r¿ife of claudíus, sneaking home from a night spent in a brothel

with the smell and sweat of her activities still upon her; Naevolus,

a prostitute in the service of both a husband and his wife; the

citizens of Canopus whose fanatical religious rites i-nvolve cannibalism;

Larga r'¿ho teaches her daughter to be a whore; and Rutilius rvho intro-

duces his son to the pleasures of sadism.

rt is evident at once that, in contrast to Horace, Juvenal deals

with the worsL kinds of degeneracy. And it is, for the most part, his

choice of targets that accounts for the difference in tone between his

works and those of Horace. Because he deals with minor human frailties

Horace is able to include himself in his satire. rndeed he must

include himself or else unrealistically set himself up as a paragon.

Juvenal, on the other hand, must separate himself from his targets for

he exposes the most debased and vicious of human crímes. The difference

between rhe frailty mocked by Horace and the crimes rvhich Juvenal exposes

is one not simply of degree, but of kind. Horacets subjects embarrass

or harm primarily themselves, but the offenders depicted by Juvenal

make victims of others: gluttons riot at the expense of the poor,

corrupted parents corrupt their children, lecherous rvives beget bastards

and disgrace their families, and sadists torture the he1p1ess. rn

attacking these crimes Juvenal cannot be moderate. Murder, greed,



1ust, and cruelty demand an angry tone; Bentle mockery, amusement,

or anything less than total outrage would be incongruous and morally

intolerable ítself.

There is, then, an obvious

As the offense attacked is more

tone to be more or less harsh.

however, some attention must be

the l-Íterary work. Dif f erences

be perceived. Ilrhat mighl be a

in second century Rome (say the

BO

correspondence betrveen tone and target

or less vicíous so \re might expect the

In considering this relationship,

given to factors which lie outside of

in culture influence how conduct will

serious offense for Juvenal, writing

manliness of certain well-born rvomen),

AS

of

would be a matter, al mosl, for light humour in twentÍeth-century

North America, and even then such humour would probably be critícized

sexj-st. The fact remains, neverthel-ess, that r,rithin the context

his ov¡n culture the satirist Ís constrained by hís subject matter.

To express violent disapproval of rvhat are generally felt to be trivial

shortcomings would be ludicrous, rvhile if the satirist \,rere to appear

tolerant of serious crimes he would hirnsel-f be hel-d morally culpable.

Amusement and anger are only the t\./o extremes of tone in satire,

just as talkativeness and murder are extremes of offenses. The targets

of satíre consist, Ín fact, of rvhatever an individual or society chooses

to see as a deviation from normal or proper behaviour; and the corres-

ponding possible gradatíons of tone are nearly infinite. Unfortunately

it is not possible to categorize the rnany shades of attitude which

appear in satj-re. ft Ís usually a simple enough matter to distinguish

betr+een bare approval- and dÍsapproval---that is betr,¡een the satiric and
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non-satlríc--but ít

lrtrat Samuel Johnson

is much more difficult to make fine dist

said in his criticism of the Great Chain

inctions.

of Being

that admitsis applicable to the tonal spectrum of satire:

of more or less may be infinitely d.ivíded."2

faces a particularly difficult task in trying

or less." For example, is Pope nore severe in

Lady. 0f the Character of In]omen," or in Essay

Bathurst. 0f the Uses of Riches"?

"everything

The critic of satire

to decide what ís t'more

l1oral Essay II, t'To a

III, "To A1len Lord

There are doubtfess still a few readers rvho would argue that the

problem is pointless with regard to Samuel- Johnson, readers, that is,

who imagine that Johnson was uniformly grave, and there is nowhere to

be found in his rvorks the light touch of some of Addisonrs Spectator

papers. Somewhat connected to this stereotyped view (if only tangen-

tially) is the belief that all of Johnson's characters speak something

called "Johnsonese." The corrective to both of these assumptíons is

found in what these same readers would consider to be a most unlikely

p1ace, .the Rambl-er.

The focus classicus for the idea that all of Johnsonrs characters

speak alike ís Oliver Goldsmithrs remark that if Johnson t^/ere to write

a piscine fable his littfe fishes "would talk líke whales."3 Goldsmith

may have scored a rare point against Johnson, but he ruas not entirely

accurate. Be1laria, the gentle bel1e who narrates Rambler l9l, dis-

plays a verbal innocence completely in

wholly different from r,'hat ís commonly

keeping rvith

considered as

her character, and

Johnsonrs style.
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Bellaria begins her letrer with breathless impatience, comp1aíning of

forced indolence:

Dear Mr. Rambler,
I have been four days confined to my chamber

by a cold, which has already kept me from three
plays, nine sales, fi-ve shows, and six card-
tables, and put me seventeen visits behind-
hand; and the doctor te11s my mamma, that íf I
fret and cry, it ivill settle in my head, and f
shall not be fit to be seen these six weeks.
But, dear Mr. Rambler, how can I help it? at-
this very time I'felissa is dancing \,rÍth the
prettiest gentleman; -- she will breakfast with
him to-morro!,r, and then run to t\ro auctions,
and hear compliments, and have presents; then
she will be drest, and visit, and get a ticket
to the play; then go to cards, and win, and come
home with two flambeaus before her chair. Dear
I'fr. Rambler, who can bear ít?4

There is so much to comment on in this passage that it is tempting

to emulate Bellaría and connect everything wíth "ands." In the fj-rsl

place there is a perfect consistency betrueen the speaker and her style.

Just as she flits from activj-ty to activity, so does Bellaria flit

from one thought to another with artless indifference to form. she

begins her first sentence by mentioning her cold, continues rvith a

tedious list of complaints of the pleasures she has 1ost by it, and

concl-udes at last by expressing the fear that it wifl affect her

appearance. But the pace of her initial sentence is torpid compared

to the avalanche of clauses ruhich pile up in her envíous recitation

of the activitles of Melissa. There is nothing of Johnson's usual

conciseness and balance here. Bellariats sentences are entirely

linear. Thought fol-lorvs thought in a loosely related progression just
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as in her life activity follorus acrivity in a procession of mindless

gaiety.

It must be admitted, in deference to Goldsmith, that as the piece

contínues the writing sometimes lapses into the balanced style more

characteri.stic of Johnson than of the young !ùoman who begins the

letter. Bellaria opens her fínal paragraph, for example, rvith a finely

structured sentence: t'For all these distinctions I find mvself indebted

to that beauty which I rvas never suffered to hear praised, and of which,

therefore, I did not before know the full .r"lr-re."5 This, however, is

only a momentary lapse, and for the most part Bellaria continues in

the style of her introduction.

As the ostensible narrator of Rambler 191 Bellaria is forced to

expose herself. She does not, horvever, convict herself of much more

than innocent foolishness. Though this is a satiric portrait the tone

throughout is one of amusement rather than anger. Employing double-

edged irony, Johnson even allows a hit at his editorial persona.

Bel-laria relates that her aunt brought her a

she might spend her confinement profitably:

bundle of Ramblers that

ttShe says, you are a

philosopher, and wíI1 teach me to moderate my desires, and look upon

the world with indifference." Bellaria, naturally, has no r¿ish to

moderate her desires, and, identifyíng trthe worfd" with parties, vÍsits,

card games, and young men, can bear to look upon nothing e1se. But,

she complains, feeling very much put-upon, "I have been forced

to sit tl-ris morning a rvhole quarter of an hour ruith your paper before

my face." Certainly Bellaria exposes hersel-f through her inability to
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concentrate her attention on a

at the same time Johnson seems

ness by mocking the gravity of

her revenge in any case in the

Rambler for even fifteen minutes; but

almost to sympathize with her unrvilling-

the paper and its author. Bellaria has

form of a letter from Mr. Tripp,

which I put within the leaves, and read about
ttabsencett and ttinconsolablenessrtt and ttardourr"
and ttirresistibte passíon,tt and 'reternal con-
stancy, " while my aunt imagined, that I was
puzzltng myself with your philosophy, and often
cried out, when she saw me look confused, ttlf
there is any rvord that you.do not understand,
child, I will explain it."b

Nothing could be lighter or more good-humoured than this passage:

Bellaríars recital of the cant terms of the bíflet doux ("inconsol-

ableness," ".ternal constancyt') the meanings (if not the insincerity)

of ruhích she knorvs very i.rell, and her auntts offer of assistance wÍth

the hard words of the Rambler, is as much a scene of comic misínter-

prelation as it is a satiric exposure of Bellariars misplaced values.

The body of Bellariats letter consists of t¡,vo related complaints:

the uselessness of literature, and the t'ignorance and malicet' of her

t\{¡o aunts who have attempted to direct ller attention ar,ray from the

world and to books by relating "tragick stories of the cruelty, perfídy,

and artifices of men." Bellaria, as might be expected, has found her

aunts out and discovered that men are actually quite rvonderful creatures.

With unconscious irony she explains that she has found little reason

"to suspect them of stratagens and fraudt':

hlì.en I play at cards, they never take advantage of
my mistakes, nor exact from me a rigorous observa-
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tion of the game. Even Mr. Shuffle, a grave
gentleman, who has daughters older than myself,
plays with me so neglÍgently, that I am some-
times ínclined to believe he loses his money by
design, and yet he is so fond of play, that he
says, he wíIl one day take me to his house in
the country; that we may try by ourselves who
can conquer, I have not yet promised him; but.
when the tor,m gro\^rs a little empty, I shall
fhink upon it, for I want some trinkets, like
Letitiars, to my watch.T

Clearly Bellaria is in danger through her innocence and confí-

dence of losing her vírtue for a few trínkets, the price it is írnplíed

of Letitiars honesty. The double entendre of the lecherous I1r. Shuffle

escapes Bellariats notice, but not the notice of her readers. Bellaria,

however, is too conscious of her por.Ter over men to fear any danger.

She boasts that she is able to make "the eyes sparkle and the cheeks

glow of hím rvhose proposals obtain my approbation," not realizing that

the source of her po\rer ís also the source of great danger.S

But if she is not corìscious of the deceit of men, Bellaria is

certain of the dangers of books. In the first place she has no time

for them. And secondly, they lessen one in the eyes of the world:

I have talked once or trvice among ladies about
principles and ideas, but they put their fans
before their faces, and told me, I was too wÍse
for them, who for their part, never pretended
to read anything but the play-bill.

But most ímportantly, Bellaria has dÍscovered that a display of learning

is liable to cause offense where offense is most to be avoided:

If I had not dropped all pretensions to learning,
I should have lost Mr. Tripp, rvhom I once
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frightened into another
Dryden t s remarks upon a
decl-ares, that he hates
and I am sure, there is
be found; his very walk

box, by retaÍling some of
tragedy; for Mr. Tripp
nothing líke hard words,
not a better partner to
Ís a dance.'

There is a temptation to relale Johnson t s

Belinda; the simifarity of their names alone

Belinda, Bellaria is too conscious of,

her beauty; again like Popets heroine

Bellaria to Popets

invites such a comparison.

fact, been examined to-Rambler 191 and The Rape of the Lock have, in

gether by Arnold Tibberrs. His statement that "Bellariars letter is

a remarkable achievement, a prose comedy that can stand comparison

with Popets tThe Rape of the Lockt" i", however, vague and potentially

misleading.l0 There are a ferv obvious similarities in the t\..ro r,r'omen,

but if Tibbetts means to claim equal merit for the two works he Ís

unfair to both Johnson and Pope since Rambler 191 is far less ambitious

in desÍgn. The similarities that exist are easily enumerated: 1íke

and trusting in, the power of

(and target), she is more

concerned rvith appearances and opinion than iuith reality; and fínally,

though she does not live in a world of moral clutter as does Belinda,

Bellaría is at least guílty of rejecting things of greater and more

lasting value for the transient pleasures of the world. To the extent

that these errors are exposed, Johnsonrs portrait is satiric; and in

these general details his r¡ork does recall The Rape of the Lock. There

is, however, much else in The Rnpe of the Lock that distinguishes it

from Rambler 191 One of the most noticeable dífferences in the two

rvorks is the absence

Popets verses. The

in Rambler 191 of the darker suggestions that cloud

embittered and cynical Thalestris has no counterpart
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in Rambler l9l, nor is the surface of Johnsonts rvork troubled rvith

such irnages as are found in the description of the Cave of Spleen.

The darkest hint is lhe mention of I'fr. Shuffle, but that threat., líke

the possible ruin of Belinda, lies in a future not dealt with in the

work. And although she desires his proffered trinkets, there is no

suggestion that Bellaria is aware of their price, or would pay it.

In this there is perhaps one other similarity to Belinda, for she only

unwíttÍngly offers an exchange of the fact for the appearance of virtue:

0h hadst thou, Cruel! been content to seize
Hairs less in sight, or any Hairs but these!

( rv. 17 s-r7 OLI

The lightness of tone

Beflaria's folly has not ma

anyone but herself. In The

in Rambler 191 is attributable to tr^/o f acts:

coquetry much

is envisioned

entrance into

more harshly,

In Rambler

tured into

Vanity of

but there

19f we see

corruption, nor does sl-re harm

Human hrishes Johnson deals with

the entire lífe of the vain beauty

the belle only upon her first

the r¿orld, while The Vanity of Human I^Iishes portrays

both the florvering and decay of beauty. At first a lovely young gír1rs

life is bounded only by pleasures, "By day the Frolic, and the dance

by night" (f.:ZS).12 But beauty always invites an attack on the virtue

of íts possessor until finally its

. guardians yield, by force superÍor ply'd;
By Intrrest, Prudence; and by Flatttry, Príde,
Now beauty fa11s betrayrd, despisfd, distress'd,
And hissing Infamy proclaims the rest.

(11 .33 e-42)
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This is perhaps the fate that a\raits Bellaria, though ít seems rather

callous to disturb her thoughtless gaiety, or to darken the tone of

this sprightly Rambl-er, with passages from Johnson's more sombre poem

The male companion to the foolish coquette is, of course, the fop.

A favourite stock character of comedy and satire, the fop is identí-

fiable by his fashionable appearance, affected language (running mainly

to cant terms), general air of self-satisifed superiority, and funda-

mental ignorance and impotence. Mr. Tripp, whose "very walk is a

dance," is a fop, but he is only a minor figure in Belfariats letter.

Rambler 61 more fu11y exposes the class of being to which Mr. Tripp

belongs in the figure of Mr. Frolic. Frolic is described in a l-etter

wrltten by Ruricola, a ruslic, who seems genui-nely undecided urhether

the young man is actually what he descríbes himsel-f to be or a bragging

impostor. Frolic, who grew up in Ruricolars village, has returned on

a visit after spending seven years in London. Ruricola is greatly

surprised by Frolic's display of worldly knorvledge and success sínce

he was knov¡n in his village only for being "a tall boy, with lank

hair, remarkable for stealing egBS, and sucking them." But Frolic

provides the villagers with sufficient evidence that he has risen above

them. Ruricola rvrites that while attending a weekly gathering of the

tor.¡nsfolk on the boivling-green Mr. Frol-ic

did not much endeavour to conceal his contempt of
every thing that differed from the opinions, or
practice, of the modish world. He sher^¡ed us the
deformity of our skirts and sleeves, informed us
rvhere hats of the proper size rvere to be so1d,
and recommended to us the reformation of a thousand
absurdities in our cloaths.
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Consistent \^Iíth Frolic's concern for fashion in dress is his delight

in new modes of speech. In the simple world of the village Frolic is

nearly incomprehensÍble, and, as Ruricola writes, he takes perverse

pleasure in confusing the vÍ1lagers: t'when any of his phrases \,rere

unintelligible, he could not suppress the joy of confessed superiority,

but frequently delayed the explanation, that he might enjoy his triumph

over ouï b"rb"rity."13

Iihat little authority FrolÍc has stems, obviously, from the ad-

vantage of his residence in London and the credulity of the villagers.

As Ruricola states, this tirne with his own irony, "u short residence

at London entítles a man to knowledge, to wit, to politeness, and to a

despotick and dictatorial po\,Jer of prescribÍng to the rude multitude,

rvhom he condescends to honour with a biennial .risit."14 Bul Frolic

overplays his advantage and incurs the suspicion of at least one

viÌlager. I^lith no one to refute him, Frolic advances from a display

of his knowledge of fashion to relating outrageous stories of 1ove, wit,

and adventure, with himself, naturally, as the hero. Mr. Frolic tells

us, writes Ruricola, lhat his t'life has, for seven years, been a

regular interchange of intrigues, dangers, and waggeries, and

Ihe] has distínguished hinself in every character that can be feared,

envied, or admit.d."15 Ruricola obviously suspects the truth about

Frolic, but fíke a wise philosopher he suspends his judgement until

his suspicions can be confirrned. And so he asks the Rambler whether

he has

yet heard the great name of }fr. Frolic. If he is
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celebrated by other tongues than his ov.m, I
shall willingly propagate his praise; but if
he has srvelled among us with empty boasts, and
honours conferred only by himself, I shall treat
him with rustíc sincerity, and drive him as an
impostor from this part of_the kingdom to some
region of more credulity.lb

Though the tone of this píece is far from "savâge,t'Johnson is

less tolerant here than in the portrait of Bellaria. There Ís a

suggestion of a punishment soon to be dealt out to Frolíc which implies

a greater degree of disapproval. The readerrs reaction to the anti-

cipated humilÍation of Frolic is far dÍfferent from the concern felt

for Bellaria's future. Because she is handled so gently by Johnson,

our disapproval is balanced by affection. The danger posed by Mr.

Shuffle is dreaded, and one wishes to rdarn Beltaría that unless she is

less foolish she will end t'a degraded toast." Frolicts disgrace, on

the other hand, is imagined rvith pleasure. A cruel delight accompanies

the thought of him skulking out of the village rvith his pretensions

deflated and his lies found out. This is due in part to the fact that

his fault is somewhat greater. To lie is a graver offense than to

prefer dancing to reading. And lies are also an imposition on the

credulity of others, while preferring a gay to a learned fife brings

harm to no one but the coquette.

But it is the honesty of Rurícola that most influences our attitude

toward Frolic. The narrator of this paper and the person he describes

could not be more opposite. RurÍcola is a plain, simple, and honest

villager. He is, as he puts it, a man "placed j-n a remote country"

who is thirsty for knorvledge of rvhat passes in the r^¡orld, Residing
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"at a great distance from the fountain of intelligence, " Ruricola 1s

dependent upon out of date ne\ùspapers and the reports of others to

satisfy his curiosity. Frolicrs visit, then, should be a delíght to

hiui. I'rom one rvho has come from London Ruricola might expect to learn

"what changes of publick measures are approaching; who is líkely to

be crushed in the collision of parties; who is climbing to the top of

porùer, and who is tottering on the precipice of disgra""."17 Ruricola

is concerned, then, with events ruhich are of some signifícance, at

least in the context of this satire. Frolicts knowledge, however, is

only of Lhe changing fashions of dress and speech, and he uses this

useless knor+ledge only to embarrass and confuse the villagers. The

only events that he has to report are fabrications suggesting his own

daring and importance. Because Ruricola is such a likeable man Frolicts

lies seem even more detestable, and the fact that he is patient enough

to avTait confirmation of his suspicions before exposing Frolic íncreases

our regard for him and our dislike of Frolic.

Still, Frolíc is more foolish than vicious. His affected super-

iority, which might at first inspire awe in the simple villagers, will

ultimately excíte only their laughter. And his lies, too, will have no

lasting effect, for they rvi11 be found out and provide even more

material for ridicule. He displays many faults; he is boastful, dis-

honest, and foolishly addicted to fashion, and in another context some

of these faults might be serious. But as he is presented in Ruricolats

letter f'rolic ís only an insi,pid fop r,'ho is treated iríth derisive

laughter.
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Johnson lùrote many other satires Ín r^¡hich lhe mood is one of

laughter and the fault exposed more foolish than criminal. Probably

the best-knov¿n of his lighter pieces is "A Short Song of Congratu-

lation": 18

Long-expected one and twenty
Ling'ring year at last is flown,

Pomp and pleasure, pride and plenty
Great Sir John, are all your olrn.

Loosentd from the minorts tether,
Free to mortgage or to sell,

I^lild as wind, and light as fearher
Bid the slaves of thrift farewell.

Call the Bettys, Kates, and Jennys
Evrry name that laughs at care,

Lavish of your grandsÍrers guineas,
Show the spirit of an heir.

Al1 that prey on vice and folly
Joy to see theÍr quarry fly,

Here the gamester light and jolly
There the lender grave and s1y.

Wealth, Sir John, \^/as made to wander,
Let it wander as it will;

See the jocky, see the pander,
Bid them come, and take theÍr fí11.

trIhen the bonny blade carouses,
Pockets full, and spirits high,

Lïhat are acres? I{hat are houses?
Only dirt, or \,ret or dry.

If the guardian or the mother
Tell the woes of wilful \ùaste,

Scorn their counsel and their pother,
You can hang or drov¡n at last.

The subject of this mocking birthday

nepherv of Henry Thrale, and also, it seems

Lade had suffered Johnsonts barbed rntit on

poem, Sir John Lade, \ùas a

, an incarnate Tony Lumpkin.

another occasion lvhen, upon
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asking advice on whether he should marry, he ruas disconcerted by Johnsonts

reply: "I r¿ould advÍse no man to marry who is not likely to

propagale understanding." Johnson, typically, regretted this harsh

rebuke, and soon assuming a more pleasant demeanor, returned the con-

versation to the subject of marriage, and made amends with a discussion

both "ínstructíve u.rd g"y."19 Johnson did not, however, retract the

satire of his poem. In a letter to Mrs. Thrale, to whom the poem was

sent, Johnson \4rrote:

You have heard in the papers how Sir John Lade is
come to age, I have enclosed a short song of
congratulation, ¡¿hich You must not show to any
body. It is odd that ít should come into any
bodies head. I hope You will read it r¡ith
candour, it is I believe, one of the authours
first essays in that rvay of writing, and a tnbeginner is always to be treated with tenderness.-"

Johnson is concerned here not with the emotions of his victim but

prirnarily with the poemts reception. It may be that his insistence to

ì1rs. Thrale not to show the poem ruas partly motivated by a desire to

sPare Sir Johnrs feelings, but his concluding remark is a solicitatíon

of tolerance only for himself. Johnson, in any case, need not have

worried that he \,ras attacking the innocent, for it seems that his

assessment of Laders character \,ras for the most part correct. The

editors of the Yale edition of the Poems note that Sir John "married

a notorious \,roman, Laetitia Darby, in 1787, and carried out Johnsonts

prediction by squanderÍ,ng his f ortu.r". "21

Johnson's remark on marriage to Sir John is scarcely satiric.

rt barely misses being an outright accusation of stupidity. But if he
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was discomfited by Johnsonts comment, Sir John, had he seen it, ruould

have been more disturbed by the poem in his honour, A laughing insult

is always more effective than an intemperate one in which the speakerrs

scorn ís apparent. Johnson himself seemed a bit embarrassed by the

sharpness of his remark, and perhaps felt the need to make amends as

much to ease his or^)rì conscíence as to salve the feefings of Lade.

Since the poem rùas not meant for publication, and could, therefore,

cause no embarrassment, there \4ras no reason for Johnson to abate or

retract his ridicule. And so excellent is the ridicule in this poem

that Sir John Lade has acquired a measure of unwanted líterary im-

mortality.

0n the surface the poem is what its títle suggests, a congratLÌ-

latory piece written on the occasion of Sir Johnrs coming of age.

There ís no honour conferred by the work, however, since all of its

good wishes are del-ivered ironically. Adopting the carefree mindlessness

of his subject the speaker goads the birthday boy on to satisfy his

imrnediate desires with no regard for the future:

trr7ild as rvind and light as feather
Bid the slaves of thrift farewell.

I^iealth, Sir John, was made to wander,
Let it r¡ander as it rvill.

In advising Sir John to spread his inheritance freely among \.romen,

gamblers, and pimps. Johnson is, of course, sirnply expressing his or,rn

prognosis. The behaviour that is advised is the behaviour that is

anticipated. Reproof, however, enters into the poem in many forms.
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The p1 easures that are placed r,¡íthin Lade's willing grasp are ignoble,

sinful, and wasteful (t'Call the Betlys, Kates, and Jennys," "Here the

gamester light and jolly, " "See the jockey, see the pander") . Less

obviously, there is a great deal of latent imagery in the poem that

suggests the typical diversions of a somewhat vacuous country squire.

Chief among these sports are riding and hunting, both of which are

insinuated by the relentless piling up of images ivith which they are

associated: ttf lown, tt tttether, tt ttf eather, tt ttptay, tt ttquarry f ly, tt

"¡ocky." Although Sir John may embrace the empty amusements of a

country booby, his values are formed by the city. One of the major

distÍnctions between hrhig and Tory in the eighteenth century was that

between the "monied" and the t'landedt' interest, thal is, betrveen wealth

as capital and wealth as inherited land; Sir John, by implication,

comes dov¡-n clearly on the side of money:

What are acres? Llhat are houses?
0n1y dirt, or \^/eL or dry.

Hís inheritance is of ínterest to hím only ínsofar as he is able to

turn iL Ínto ready cash,

Free to mortgage or to sell,

rvhich he can then squander,

Lavish of your grandsirefs guineas,
Show the spirit of an heir.

Though the implicit criticism in the first six stanzas ís apparent,
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the tone of the poem is yet buoyant and gay. This ís attrÍbutable in

parl to the seeming approval of the speaker, but is due in greater

measure to the happy diction of the poem. Most of the language ín

the first six star.zas suggests cloudless delight: "Pomp and pleasure,

pride and plenty,t'"Wíld as wind,and light as feather," t'laughs at

carer" "joyr" "1ight and jollyrttttbonny blade," "spirits high." Of

course taken in context these light-hearted phrases express a judgement

of sir John's light-headed extravagance. But in evoking Sir John's

character these images also establish an over-all tone that is carefree.

lio one could read "A Short Song of Congratulatíont' and not become

alùare of the insistent and unvarying meter. From the first to the last

line the reader is carried along by rhythms which convey perfectly in

their headlong rush the mindless unconcern of the poemrs hero. This

momentum is created by the regular alternation of eight and seven

syllable 1ines, by the alternation of masculine and feminine rhymes

(tttrventy, tt "f lov¡n, tt ttplenty, " t'o\nrn"), and by the all iteration f ound ín

nearly every line ("Pomp and pleasure, pride and plenty"). Allitera-

tion, metre, rhyme, and diction, then, rvo¡k hand in hand to mirror the

jolly spirit of the profligate hero.

rn Lhe final stanza something appears to challenge the happy mood

of the poem. For a single moment Sir Johnfs actions are seen from the

point of vieru of a eoncerned mother and a guardian. The language of

their concern contrasts ivith the gaiety that has gone before:

If the guardian or the mother
Tell the r^¡oes of rvÍ1fu1 üraste.
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The contrast in tone between t'Wild as wind and light as feather" and

t'Tell the woes of wÍ1ful wastet' needs only to be mentioned to be

apparent. Still, it is not to be expected that Sir John will be

moved by this concern. He is advÍsed to do what he would do in any

case:

Scorn their counsel and their pother.

Tlrough the rhythms still bounce merrily along in the final star-za, the

concern of Laders mother, and his scornful repudiation of her counsel,

add a discordant note to his imagined pursuit of pleasure. Llhat

develops now is a tenslon betrveen the stí11 h^ppy movement of the lines

and the more dire consequences of Laders frivolity. The incongruity

belween statement and form is most appârent in the final line:

You can hang or drov¡n at 1ast,

which flies along at the same pace as "Pockets full, and spirÍ-ts

high." If we look back over the poem rve wíll discover that Sír John

is invited to his ruin at the conclusion of three other stanzas:

Bid the slaves of thrift farewell,

Shorv the spirit of an heir,

Bid them come and take their fÍ11.

l^lhile each of these lines contains a summons to penury, at the same

time each seems to point out to Lade the possible delights of his in-

heritance. In the final line, however, there is no disguíse. To
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t'hang or drov¿n" is the consequence of prodigality, not one of its

pleasures. The carefree atmosphere created earlier in the poem through

image and rhythm ís disturbed, then, in the final stanza. Although the

rhythm remains buoyant Ít ís also someruhat incongruous since the scene

has darkened considerably. The pleasures of spending over, Lade ís

now imagined sufferíng the fate of the prodigal.

Despite íts rather ominous prediction, "A Short Songt' is still

one of Johnsonrs laughing satires. The explicítness of the concluding

moral judgement does not finally overpo\der the lighter tone establíshed

in the first six stanzas. There is, horuever, a degree more of reproval

in the laughter directed at Sir John than in the ridicule heaped upon

Mr. Frolic. In fact, though they are al1 examples of mild satire,

there is a gradual intensífication of tone through Rambers 191 and 61,

and "A short song of congratuÌation." Bellaria, Frolíc, and John Lad.e

are their or,¡n chief victims, but Frolíc to a slight degree, and Lade

to a somervhat greater extent, affect others through their folly. Frolic

nomentarily deceives a feru honest villagers, but ultimately his lies

rvi11 only redound to hÍs greater humiliation. sir John irrevocably

involves at least his family in his fall. An estate is annihífated

by his ruastefulness, his mother is consumed with \^/orry, and hís farnily

name is degraded. still, it is sir John rvho suffers most for his

foolishness; it is he rvho must "hang or drorrn at last.tr And though

he does involve others in his ruin, it ís unintentionally. sir John

is, in other words, like rrolic, moïe foolish than cruel, and is a rnan

more to be laughed at than reviled.
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might

found

Ifany other examples of the lighter vein of Johnsonian satire

be supplied, some of which, as might be expected, are to be

in the Idler papers--but not all. Bellaria and Frolic are

creations of the Rambler as ís the vainglorious author of Ramblex 16,

the trivia collector, Quisquilius, of Rambler 82, and Hypertatus, the

very Swiftian projector and putatíve author of the epistle

LL7. These characters, too, entertain foolish delusions ruh

in Rambler

ich are

same lightharmful only to themselves,

and amused touch employed by

and each is satirized with the

than cri¡nes exposed. But these examples afone

justify at feast a modification of the notion

by Patríck OrFlaherty. In order to emphasize

Idler, 0rFlaherty contrasts it Lo Lhe Rambler,

Frolic. These are only a few

moderated by good humour and

of lifet' and the ttprevalence

that are treated with amused

Johnson in his portraits of Bellaria and

of the Ramblers in rvhich the satire is

in which follíes are laughed at rather

should be enough to

of the Rambler typified

the wit and humour of the

r¿hich he describes as

a work which deals rvith "the permanent, suffering condition of mankind
)2

in generaL."-' OtFlaherty also remarks that in the Rambler Johnson

"indulgeIs] in generafized reflections on topics like the inevitable

mísery of lífe, the role of chance in human affairs, or the prevalence

of vice among *.rr. "23 If the Rambler does often deal with the "mísery

of the Ramblers are as diverting as they

also examines l-esser follies

Indeed, a substantial number

are instructive.

Implicít in 0tFlaherty's remarks is the assumption that the only

of vice, t' i-t

detachment.

speaker in the Rambler is Johnson, and that he unrelentíng1y "indu1ges"



in moral- pronouncements and

But, as r,7as seen, the voice

and foolish gir1. And in

renders the frivolity and

language perfectly adapted

61 is, agarn, a fictional

ality, and that of Frolic,

r¡hat he says. In "A Short

once again to the l-evel of

himself.
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grave observations on the human condition.

in Rambler 191 belongs to a very young

creating her voice and personality Johnson

innocence of an ernpty-headed coquette in

to her character. The narrator of Rambler

character, but in this Ínstance his person-

appears not so much by how he r.:rites as in

Song of Congratulation" the style descends

the subject though the speaker is Johnson

The distinction between satire that laughs at folly and satire

that condemns crimes is both conventional and useful. But such a dís-

tinction defínes the extremes of satire and says nothing at all about

the middle range in which a great deal of satiric uritíng falls. The

portrait of Suspírius in Rambler 59 is a convenÍent example of satíre

r¿hich is neither light and amusing nor savagely ironic, but somewhere

in between,

Johnson portrays ín suspirius a man rvho through his constant

complaínts breeds discontent and unhappiness. Johnson begins the

attack by noting that rrit is common to distinguish men by the names of

animals rvhich they are supposed to resemble. Thus . an extortioner

gains the appellation of vulture, and a fop the title of monkey."

Those malcontents who ínterrupt the peace of others r,¿ith their grumbling,

Johnson continues,
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may be properly marked out as the screech owls of
mankínd.

These screech owls seem to be settled ín an
opinion that the great business of life is to
complain, and that they r¿ere born for no other
purpose than to disturb the happiness of others,
to fessen the líttle eomforts, and shorten the
short pleasures of our condÍtion, by painful
remembrances of the past, or melancholy prog-
nosticks of the future; their only care is to
crush the rising hope, to damp the kindling
transport, and alLay the golden hours of gaiety,
with the hateful dross of grief and suspÍc1'on./4

Despite the expectations that are aroused by the introduction, Johnson

does no more ruith the image of the screech or¡1 than to apply its name

to Suspírius. Satire ís achieved ultÍmately not through animal asso-

ciations but by an exaggerated portrayal of the habits of the complainer

as they are manífested by Suspirius.

It is not quite correct to call Suspirius a complainer, or at

least the term has Lo be explained. Suspírius does not complain of

injustices done to himself but to those around him. To some he offers

a galling reminder of their neglected merit, while to others he imparts

fears that they had not felt before. For example, upon meeting a

struggling lawyer Suspirius is certain to remind him "of many men of

greal parts and deep study, who have never had an opportunity to speak

in the courts.tr To Serenus, a physician rvho, like Dr. Levett, must

make hÍs rounds on foot, his expression of slmpathy is calculated to

have less than a soothing effect:

ttAh doctorrtt says he, t'rvhat a-foot still , when so
man)¡ blockheads are rattling their charíots? I
told you seven years ago that you would never meet
with encouragement, and I hope you wi-l1 now take
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more notice, when I tel1 you, that your Greek, and
your dí1igence, and your honesty, will never enable
you to live like yonder apothecary, who prescribes
to his oron shop, and laughs at the physician.

In a passage that Ís reminiscent of Sr¿ift in its attention to numerical

exactness Johnson recounts the history of Suspiriusts eminently suc-

cessful career as a disturber of other peoplets peace:

Suspirius has, in his time, intercepted fifteen
authors in their way to the stage; persuaded
nine and thirty merchants to retire from a
prosperous trade for fear of bankrupcy, broke
off an hundred and thirteen matches by prog-
nostications of unhappiness, and enabled the
small-pox fo kill nineteen ladies, by perpetual
alarms of the loss of beauty.25

certainly Rambler 59 is not one of Johnson's best pieces of

satire. The image of the screech owl is not developed, nor does the

character of Suspirius achieve particularity. He does not reveal hi¡o-

self in his ov¡n words as does Bellaria, nor Ís he distinguished with a

síngle satiric stroke as is Frolic ("a ta1l boy, with lank hair,

remarkabfe for stealing eggs, and sucking them"). rn fact the onl-y

reason for including Rambi-er 59 in this díscussion is that it provides

an excellent example of the middle range in the tonal spectrum of

Johnsonts satire. There is none of the ferocity of Johnsonts treatment

of the Americans in his description of Suspirius; but then there is none

of the gaiety that characterizes his portrait of BelÌaria. Neither

Frolic nor sir John Lade is a very fil<eable character, but each is an

enemy primarily to himself. Their offenses are against good sense, but

neither takes malevolenË pleasure in dísturbing the happiness of others.
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Suspirius, on the other hand, has no other pleasure than in exciting

envy and fear. His crime has no great magnitude, but stíl1 it is an

offense that intends to cause unhappiness.

Many other of Johnson's works fa11 within the middle range between

t'smilingttandttsavage" satire. One of the best of these is Rambler 12,

r^¡hich consists of a letter from a young girl named Zosima, who des-

cribes herself as t'the daughter of a country gentleman" rvhose estate

has been "much impaired by an unsuccessful lawsuíL."26 H",rirrg norv to

support herself she has travelled to London to search for a position

as a maid. After this brief preface Zosima goes on to describe the

treatment she recej-ves from those persons to whose advertisements she

has responded: Mrs. Bombasine asks for references and when she dis-

covers that Zosima is rvell-born sends her away with the reproach, "Such

gentlewomen! people should set their children to good trades, and keep

them off the parish"; lu1rs. Standish even more cruelly mocks her before

company and questions her virtue ("And what brought you to to\^m, a

bastard?") before rejecting her; another lady keeps her waiting two

hours and then drives her arvay because she rvrites too rvell for a maid;

Lady Lofty prelends to be insulted because she is dressed too we1l,

and another lady is angered because she is dressed too plainly; after

being kept waiting six hours a day for three days at Lady Bluff's she

is told that the position is not open after all; and at the courtlys'

she is first teased by the master and then accused of being a thief by

the mistress, and r.ilren she objects to these advances and insults she is

sent off with a threat, "rnsulted! Get dor¿n staírsr you s1ut, or the
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footman shall insult you."2J Finally Zosima j-s talcen in by Mrs. Euphemia,

who, though she has already híred another girl, promises to care for her

until she can find a secure position.

The target attacked in this piece i-s a species of cruelty ¡¡hich

is as petty as it is pointless, the arrogance of the rich toward the

poor and the pleasure which is sometimes taken by the well-born in dis-

playing their contempt of, and power over, those more humble than

themselves. To Ladies Lofty and Bluff, the Courtlys and Mrs. Standish,

Zosima is an inferior beíng unworthy of consideration, and their treat-

ment of her reffects their consciousness of what they take to be their

or^rn superiority. she is by turns patronizingly taunted, cruelly in-

sulted, and simply ignored.

Johnson had himself experienced the superciliousness of the

nobility. rn fact, it was only two years before the writing of thÍs

Rambler (1750) that, as he puts J-t, he was "repulsed" from Lord chester-
,a

fieldts door." Johnson, however, unlike Zosima, vras independent

enough to be able to revenge his injured pride; and Lord Chesterfield,

despite hÍs ov¡n works, is now perhaps best knor.¡n as the recipÍ-ent of

the most crushing letter ever written. Johnsonts or^¡n sensitivity for

the feelings of those ostensibly under him is exemplified in the story

of horu ruhen his cat \,ras old and sick, and rvould eat only oysters, he

t'alrvays went out himself to buy Hodgets dinner" so that his servant,

Francis Barber (though he r,¡as more a member of the family than servant),
t'might not be hurt, at seeing himself employed for the convenience of

)a
a quadruped."-- Such deì-icacy contrasts sharply with the behaviour of
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the ladies described by Zosima, who delight in displaying the porùer

that comes with position. These ladies, however, occupy a much lower

station than Lord Chesterfield, and so their rudeness must be exercised

on a díminished scale. inThereas he could keep Samuel Johnson (a man of

some reputation, even in L748) waiting in an outer room (though only

once), they must be satisfied wíth mean triumphs over waiting gir1s.

Johnson had no wish to abolish rank, but neither did he think that

rank justified ill-r¡annet".'O These ladies see rudeness to meníals as

a prerogative of their position and a confirmation of theír standing

in society.

Somewhat belorv the surface of the treatment accorded Zosima,

especially by Mrs. Bombasine, is the suggestion that she is actually

better born than some of f:hose to whom she applies, and that theír

rejection of her is prompted by their alrareness of her superíor lineage.

Ilore important to the satÍre, however, is the apparent fact of Zosimars

superior goodness. Às in Ruricolats letter, but to a greater extent,

the offense that is attacked is accentuated by beíng contrasted wíth

the personality of the narrator. Zosimafs prefatory history of the

sorror,ùs of her family, together with her helplessness and her frequent

tears, engages our sympathy and makes us dislike her boorish tormentors

even more. And finally, their cruelty is further magnified by the

appearance of llrs. Euphemía r¿ho, of all the women to whom Zosíma has

applied, is the only one r+ho has treated her rvith kindness and com-

passion. Ifrs. Euphemia is then, quite obviously, the satiric norm,

the type of virtue against which the other characters are judged.
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A pause is in order at this juncture to point out a pattern that

is beginning to emerge, and which will become even more apparent as

this chapter continues: the tone of anger in Johnsonts satires in-

creases in intensity as the targets tend more to be offenses that make

victims of others, And as a corollary of this, the more helpless the

victims are, the more severely his targeLs are treated. A shift in

tone is perhaps detectable even in the few works that have been dis-

cussed so far. Suspirius and the gallery of ladies who appear in

Rambler L2 are dealt with much more harshly than either Be1laria, Frolíc,

OT

to

Sir John Lade. The laughter with which Johnson treats fools turns

indignation as he depícts more serious offenders. Still, the tone

Ramblers 12 and 6l is not as severe as that of which Johnson r'.¡asln

capable since the cruelties that are exposed are relatively minor

compared to the fu1l extent of pain that human beings are ruilling to

inflíct upon one another and upon anímals.

Just as some of Johnsonts most amusing satires appear Ín the

Rambfer, so are some of his most caustic attacks found in the ldler,

a work that is generally regarded as lighter in subject and tone. In

fact, one of Johnsonrs most intense attacks is found in Idler 17.

This number actually begins rather mildly. The target is dilettante

practioners of science and medicine, and the fírst

relatively harmless men. In a passage reminj-scent

descrÍbed as passing "the day

portraits are of

of Book IV of The

in rvatching spidersDunciad, one man is

that he may count their eyes rvith a microscope,t'and another is mentioned
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who "erects his head, and exhibits the

from the florver rvith dexteríty worthy

tone of dro11 humour is maintaÍned as

dust of a marigold separated

of Leeuwenhoeck himself." The

Johnson continues;

There are men yet more profound, rvho have heard
that two colourless liquids may produce a colour
by union, and that two cold bodies will grow hot
if they are mingled; they mingle them, and
produce the effect expected, say it is strange,
arrd mingle them "grir.31

One of the clíchés most often repeated about Johnson is that he neglects

the kind of detaíl that might bring his scenes and characters to life.

IÈ is necessary only to glance at this passage to see that the humour

in it arises out of two small details: the botaníst pridefully craning

his neck to receive expected applause; and the chemísts muttering "horu

strangett to themselves as their liquids perform exactly as expected.

The tone in lhese miniature portraits is, obviously, more amused

than crítical. Indeed, Johnson is usually rather sympathetic toward

the harmless drudges who toil in the perípheral regions of learning,

In Rambler 83 he softens the asperity of Rambler 82, in which he had

mocked a gallery of trívj-a collectors, by arguing that "No man can

perform so little as not to have reason to congratulate hímself on

his merits, rvhen he beholds the multitudes that live in total ídleness,

and have never yet endeavoured to ber.-,s.frrl ."32 There is little reason

to be angry rvith these humble experimenters; their obsessíons are at

least har¡nless, and at times they produce findings of incidental value

to more serious

As ldler 17

invesL Ígators,

continues, horvever, Johnsonrs attention shifts from
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Lhese harmless experimenters and torvard their more vicíous brethren.

And as he describes these scalpel-wielding

to anger:

fiends humour gives way

The Idlers that sport only with inanimate nature
may claim some indulgence; if they are useless
they are still innocent: but there are others,
whom I know not how to mention rvithout more
emotion than my love of quiet willingly admits.
Among the inferior professors of medical knowledge,
is a race of wretches, whose l_íves are only varíed
by varieties of cruelty; whose favourite amusement
is to nail dogs to tables and open them alive; to
try how long life may be continued in various
degrees of mutilation, or r¡ith the excision or
laceration of the vital parts; to exami-ne wheLher
burning irons are felt more acutely by the bone
or tendon; and whether the more lasting agonies
are produced by poison forced into the mouth or
injected into the .reírrs.33

Related to the objection that Johnson is far too t'general," is

assertion (now heard less frequently) that he roas incapable of

the

vivid

and that he made "up for his lack of versatility by

with abstractions."34 It would be difficult to

imagine a more vivid description than that of

concrete imagery,

packing his lines

"amusement is to nail dogs i-o tables and open

these vivisectors ruhose

them al íve . t'

Satirists frequently rely on distortion to draw attention to,

and expose, significant features of their targets. At fírst glance

thís might seem to be what Johnson does in hÍs description of these

unfeelíng men of

His descriptions

science. In fact, however, Johnson distorts nothing.

are intensely graphic, but entirely accurate. An

account of

History of

the history of vivisection publíshed in the Journal of the

luledicÍne substantíates the ac tuality of what Johnson attacks,
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but it does so in language so antiseptically objective as to suggest

unconscious parody. For example, we are told that "rvhile Brunner

extirpated the pancreas, Borelli studied muscular contraction and

neasured the temperature of various orgarts of the deertt (t'exLirpatet'

i-s a wonderful euphemism for t'to cut out by surgery").35 The author

tells us thatttthe aim of vivisection was the study of living organs,t'

buÈ he leaves it to someone else to mentÍon that "in the days before

anesthetics Ithese] experiments and radÍcal surgical procedures

must have caused animals a great deal of sufferíng."36 The historian

of vivisection unwittÍng1y approaches Swiftian irony as he continues

his account. Giuseppe Zambeccari (1655-f728), he writes,

proved that the removal of abdominal organs in
the dog did not prevent the survival of the
animal. He removed the spleen, the gallbladder,
the caecum, parts of the intestine and the
kÍdney. r /

If Idler 17 is satiric, it is obvíous that the satire is produced

by something other than símple distortion. rn fact, it is developed

through an elaborate series of opposÍtions which scathingly expose the

intellectual fraudulence and moral degeneracy of these pseudo-scientists

The structure of Johnsonts second sentence in the paragraph quoted

suggests, by its form, a rational process. stated abstractly these

men are depícted as trying to determine rvhich, of alternate pairs of

stimuli, ruill produce a series of desíred effects; but the concrete

reality of tireir experiments betrays the irrationality of rvhat they are

about. The complex problem confronted by these t'rvretchest' is rvhether
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they can cause more paín one r^Iay, or another: whether by amputation

or incision; whether by torturíng bone or muscle; ruhether by an oral

or an intravenous injection of poison. The pose of scientific interest

is specíous; not one of the alternatives presented is morally thinkable,

and the knowledge that is desired is as pointless as it is horrible.

There is, then, a satiric contrast between form and

disparity of the carefully balanced sentence and the

what is described draws attention to the viciousness

experimentsr themselves rational in form, when they

to gratify cruelty.

content. The

irrationality of

of scientific

are undertaken only

The tone in

angrier than that

so far apart from

Johnson that the

this passage is unmístakably

of any of Johnsonts ruritings

Taxation No Tyranny. It made

angry. It is, in fact,

that have been examined

1ittle difference to

beings senselessly tortured in the name of science

were dogs. On the contrary, their vulnerability undoubtedly increased

his hatred of their tormentors. Leopold Damrosch, in a discussion of

the "Revie\,üt' of Soame Jenynst Inquiry, states that "sentimentality

about animals" plays no part in Johnson's attack.38 It is difficult

to say how nuch Jenynsf implicit approval of mants cruelty toward

anímals might have angered Johnson, but it is certain that he was

compassionate (which ís not at all the same as t'sentimental") in his

regard for animals. The anecdotes recorded by Mrs. Piozzi and Boswell

illustrating Johnson's love for his cat Hodge provide sufficient

examples of his fondness. But perhaps the most pleasing testament of

his t'sentimentalityt'is found in an anecdote recorded in the Eurooean
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}íag,azíne: while Johnson was visiting with a Colonel Middleton, the

Colonelts gardener

caught a hare amidst some potatoe plants, and
brought it to his master, then engaged ín con-
versation rvith the Doctor. An order was given
to carry it to the cook. As soon as Johnson
heard this sentence, he begged to have the
animal placed ín his arms; which \ras no sooner
done, than approaching the r¿indow then half open,
he restored the hare to her liberty, shouting
after her to accelerate her speed. J9

There is one quality shared by the animal martyrs of 1dler 17,

American Indians, enslaved blacks, and nearly all of the other victims

of the kind of brutality exposed in Johnson's sharpest satires: their

ínability to resist the menaces of enemies more powerful than them-

selves. Tn a pamphlet written during the Seven Years I^lar, Johnson

disputes the legitimacy of the English and French colonies, and con-

trasts the power of these invaders to the helplessness of the Indians,

who, he rvrites, yielded to the Europeans,

as to beings of another and higher race, sent
among them from some unknorun regions, wÍth
power rvhich naked Indians could not resist,
and which they were therefore, by every act of
humility, to propitiate, that they, who could
so easily destroy, might be induced to spare.40

sympathy and anger are often intert\,rined in Johnsonts satires, though

not in the manner imagined by walter Jackson Bate. Bate argues that

Johnson rvas moved, in part by compassion for his potential satíric

targets, to alrvays trithdraw the satiric blow on the point of striking.4l

In his attacks on the Americans and vivisectors Johnson follorvs through
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with hís blow with vehenience. His compassion is for the victims of

hÍs targets, and it is this compassíon that is found in, and inspires,

many of his satires. Because he sympathized with the Indian victíms

of European rapacity he condemned the English and French invaders,

just as his fondness and concern for animals 1ed hjm to denounce their

more po\ùerful and unfeeling tornentors.

The resemblance between the vivisectors and the Americans extends

beyond the fact that their victims are similarly defenseless. The

Americans, Johnson said, are t'a race of mortals whom . . no man wishes

.,42to resemble." - That ís, they are a race apart, a degenerate people

that had lost the right to identify with the rest of mankind. The

vívisectors too are described as having descended to a level less than

human: "he surefy buys knowledge dear, who learns the use of the

lacteals at the expence of his humanity, " and elsewhere Johnson wondered

that these same men \¡¡ere t'yet suffered to erect their heads among human

L"
beings. t' '"

In the last of Johnson's works to be considered in this chapter,

thettRevietut'of Soame Jenynst A Free Inquiry Into the Nature and OrÍgin

of Evil, a more passive form of cruerty is exposed: indifference.

That Johnson himself was incapable of looking rvith unconcern upon

human misery is attested by his many acts of charity. rn addition to

maintaining a house full of dependents: Johnson out of doors "frequently

gave all the silver in his pockets to the poor, ruho watched him, between

his house and the tavern rnhere he dined.."44 Frances Reynolds movingly

relates that as Johnson "returntd to his lodgings about one or t\ùo
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orclock in the morning, he often sar,J poor children asleep on thresholds

and stalls, and he used to put pennies into their hands to buy

them a breakfast."45 It is little wonder, then, in view of his own

actíve compassion, that Johnson so vehemently denounced the arguments

of the Inquiry in favour of abandoning the wretched to their misery.

Soame Jenlms has a great deal to say about suffering in the

Inquíry, al1 of which betrays callous unconcern. In an attempt to

gíve respectability to his views, Jenyns builds his moral philosophy

on a metaphysical foundation which is itself put together from many

sources, but r¿hich j.s borrowed most particularly, as Johnson poÍnts

out, from Alexander Pop..46 The result is that Jenynsr rvork consists

of shallow metaphysics and vicious morality in almost equal parts. In

his "Review" Johnson treats differently the different aspects of

Jenynsr argument. I{here Jenynst error is intellectual Johnson counters

with arguaents which confute that error, but where he ís vicious Johnson

exposes hÍm with savage írony.

One of the arguments in the Inquiry that Johnson treats dis-

passionately is Jenynsr assertion that from the perspective of "the

universal systemtt pain is necessary, but no more of it exists t'than r,¡hat

is necessary to the production of happiness.t' Johnsonts response is

calm and reasoned:

r^¡hether Evil can be wholly separated from Good
or not, it is plain that they may be mixed in
varíous degrees, and as far as human eyes can
judge, the degree of Evil might, have been less
without any impediment to Coã¿.47
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As a framervork for his theodicy Jenyns repeats the tradilional theory

of a Great Chain of Being. Johnsonrs treatment of thÍs theory, though

critical, is nevertheless without satire. The theory holds that there

is a hierarchy of existence from non-Beíng to God, and that every

possible order of Being has been created by God to fill the 1ínks of

this chain. But, as Johnson points out, arguing first by analogy,

Every reason ivhich can be brought to prove, that
there are beings of every possíble sort, will
prove that there ís the greatest number possible
of every sort of beings; but this rvith respect
to man^\,/e know, if we know anything, not to be
true. 48

Johnson goes on to argue that the links in the chain cannot be con-

tinuous, for there is an infiníte distance betrueen non-exístence and

the loruest order of Being, and again between the highest non-infínite

Being and God. Finally, Johnson also points out that there is room

for an infinity of íntermediate fevels of exístence betrueen any t\^ro

links of the chain:

everything that admits of more or 1ess, and
consequently all the parts of that which admíts
them, may be infinitely divÍded. So that, as
far as r!7e can judge, there may be room in the
vacuity between any tv/o steps of the scale

. f3r the ínfinire exerrion of infinire
polter . -,

The significance of this passage, apart from the fact that it hastened

the demise of an exhausted idea, is that it is a simple exercise in

logic. Jenynst error here is of the mind not of the heart, and Johnson

opposes this error with simple good sense.
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It is not long, however, before Jenlms moves from metaphysical

does so he exhibitstheory to an apology for human misery. And as he

both ignorance and indifference. Ifuch of what Jenyns says

ridicule him:seem almost redundant; to quote him is to

"Poverty, or the want of riches, ís genera1J-y
compensated by having more hopes and ferøer
fears; . The sufferíngs of the sick are

. almost repaid by the inconceivable trans-
ports occasioned by the return of health and
vigour; . I doubt not but there is some
truth in that rant of a mad poet, that there
Ís a pleasure in being mad, which none but
madmen know; Tgnorance, . the appointed
lot of all born to poverty, is a cordial
administered by the gracious hand of Provídence.
of whích they ought never to be deprived by an
ill-judged and improper education."50

To this point Johnson's harshest judgement of Jenyns has been that he

borrowed most of his ideas from Pope. But now, as Jenynsr remarks

become more insensitive, Johnsonts response becomes more severe:

Life must be seen before it can be known. This
author and Pope perhaps never saw the miseries
which they imagine thus easy to be borne. The
poor, j-ndeed, are insensible of many little
vexations which sometimes embitter the
possessions, and pollute the enjoyrnents of
the rich. They are not pained by casual in-
civility, or mortified by the mutilation of a
compliment, but this happiness is like that of
a malefactor, rvho ceases to feel the cords that
bind him when the pincers are tearing his flesh.51

The images by

poor suggest his

which Johnson contrasts the pain of the rich and the

rising anger as he progresses through Jenynsr treatise.

makes satire

The suffering of the poor, imagined so abstractly by Jenyns, is given
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of the wealthy Johnson contrasts the actual
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To the fanciful sufferings

physical pain of the poor,

t'casual íncivíl íty. "who, not surprisingly, do not

Johnsonts anger is increased

he had seen and experienced f

and madness, as Johnson well

Jenyns romantically assumes.

i.+ith knowledge gained through

much regard a

by the fact that what

irst-hand. Poverty,

Jenyns only imagines,

hunger, síckness,

comperlsations thatknew, have few of the

Point by point Johnson replíes to Jenyns

observatÍon and experíence:

The compensations of sickness I have never found
near to equivalence, and the transports of re-
covery only prove the intenseness of the pain;

. I cannot forbear to observe, that I never
yet knew disorders of mind increase felicity;

;",;nT:;.iïil:::ï.:: ;iÏ"i':;:,i"i,;:î:';i::
to wíthhold them, lest I should be yÍelding to
the suggestions of príde, rvhile I persuadê Dy-_.
self that I am following the maxims of policy,tt

As Johnson continues, the signs of his increasing anger become

more evídent. That his patience is growing thin is obvious in his

opening description of the third section of Jenyns' work:

The Inquíry af ter the cause o'f natural evil is
continued in the third Letter, ltt totti"tt, ""in the former, there Ís a mixture of borrowed
truth, and native folly, of some notions just
and trite, with others uncommon and ridiculous.53

Here is

sat ire,

finally

Jenyns

clear warníng that

from refutation to

ignites Johnsonts

ttimagines, tt writes

is about to move

. The statement

both impious and

from argument to

by Jenyns that

secondhand.

not only anímals

Johnson

exPo sure

satire is

Johnson, "that, as we have
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for food, but choose some for our diversion, the same privilege rnay

be allowed to some beings above us, who may deceive, torment, or

destroy us, for the ends only of theÍr ovm pleasure or utÍlity!"54

Shakespearets Gloucester says much the same thing: "As flíes to wanton

boys are we to thÌ gods. / fney kill us for their sport." The great

dífference i-n Jenynsr restatement of Gloucesterrs terrifying idea is

that he blithely approves of such divine viciousness. I^le should not

\^rorry over-much about the misery that v,/e see, he says comfortingly,

for it may provide merry diversion for beings greater than ourselves.

Such an idea offers little consolatÍon and makes monsters of these

hÍgher beings. To drive this point home

subjects the idea to a rigorous reductio

the obtuse Jenyns, Johnson

absurdum. ht¡at Jenyns

to

ad

ímagínes abstractly, Johnson presents ín concrete detaÍl:

I cannot resist the temptation of contemplating
this analogy, i¿hich I think he might have carried
further, very much to the advantage of his argu-
ment. . As we drown rvhelps and kittens, they
amuse themselves nor./ and then with sinking a ship,
and stand round the fields of Blenheim, or the
rualls of Prague, as \^/e encircle a cock-pít. As
we shoot a bird flying, they take a man in the
midst of his business or pleasure, and knock hirn
down rvith an apoplexy. . Many a merry bout
have these frol-ic beings at the vícissitudes of
an ague, and good sport it is to see a man
tumble rurj-th an epilepsy, and revive and tumble
again, and all this he knorus ,rot rhy.55

This is only a small portion of an attack ruhich runs through two pages,

but it is enough to show the heat of Johnson's anger and the method

by which he reduces Jenyns' argument to absurdÍty. Mídrvay through his

development of the implications of Jenynsr statement, Johnson turns the
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point of hís attack directly against Jenyns himself. These higher

beings, writes Johnson, might now and then amuse themselves with an

empty-headed fellow who might be turned into an author:

their first diversion commonly begins with an
ode or an epistle, then rises perhaps to a
political írony, and is at last brought to its
heÍght by a treatise of philosophy. Tharbegins
the poor animal to entangle himself in sophisms,
and flounder in absurdity, to talk confidently
of the scale of being, and to give solutions
which himself confesses impossible to be
understood.. 56

Johnson concludes his examination of this portion of Jenynsr

solutÍon to the problem of evil with further concrete íllustrations of

an argument that in the rnquiry is only abstractly conceived. "The

only end of writing, t' says Johnson, t'is to enable the reader better

to enjoy life, or better to endure it." This Ís not likely to be

accomplished by a r,¡riter who tells us that

a set of beings unseen and unheard are hovering
about us putting us in agonies to see our
limbs quiver, torturing us to madness, that they
may laugh at our vagaries, sometimes obstructing
the bi1e, that they nay see how a man looks when
he is yellow; sometimes breaking a traveller t s
bones to try how he will get home; sometimes
wasting a man to a skeleton, and sometimes kill-
ing him fat for the greater elegance of his
hide.57

This passage is reminiscent of swift, not only in its vividness, but

also in the tension betrveen the matter-of-fact language and the horror

of rvhat is described. There is one other similarÍty between the two

rvriters that deserves mention: both r,¡ere driven by their humanity to
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expose the cruelty inflicted by the powerful on the r¿eak and the un-

feelíng indifference of most men toward suff ering not their or.¡n. It

niíght be argued that Johnsonts most trenchant works and, especially,

Swíft's Irish pamphlets are defensive satires. Both r¿riters lived

among the people that they defended, and both kner"r at first hand the

miseríes of síckness and poverty (Johnson \ras poor for much of his

life, and Swift had certainly seen poverty), while their targets r,rere

at an emotional- and (in the case of English landlords) physical distance

from the suffering that they caused or thought so easily borne. Giving

the lie, then, to notions about the vindíctiveness of satirists, Johnson

and Swift r¿ere motivated by compassion.

In Samuel Johnson and the Problem of Evil, Richard Schwartz argues

that

however famous the Jenyns Review may be, it must
be noted that the display of outrage in the piece
j-s somervhat uncharacteristl-c, particularly the
shrill ad hominem attack on a r,¡riter rvhom one
would e"pect -f"f-tnson !o overlook as un\ùorthy of
his time and energy.58

The surprise expressed by Schwartz may be the result of a faÍlure to

separate the parts of Johnsonts t'Review." schwartz is partícu1ar1y

interested in Johnson's philosophj"cal understanding of the problem of

evil and so concentrates on his refutation of the theory of a Chain of

Being rvhich supports Jenynsr theodlcy. The idea of a híerarchy of

Being is used by Jenyns to explain the existence of evil, but in itself

the theory posits nothing about God other than that He is unable to

rvithhold His goodness. There is, then, nothing in the theory to arouse
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Johnsonts anger, and so his cornments are confined to revealing its

logical r¿eaknesses. rt is only after Jenyns proposes that suffering

has its onrr re\¡/ards and is compensated by the fact thaÈ it might give

pleasure to higher beings that Johnson turns to satire. Johnsonfs

attack is indeed harsh (though hardly "shrill" since Ít Ís ful1y

conÈrol1ed), but it is intended to expose the viciousness of Jenyns'

insensitive and impì-ous arguments. There is nothing uncharacteristic

after all in the severity of Johnsonts attack, for he was alroays un-

compromising in his denunciation of cruelty, and Jenyns justifíes his

ov¿n viciousness by ascribing the same qualities to divine beings.

Seven of Johnsonrs satirical ruorks (or works containing signíficant

satirical passages) have been considered in this chapter, ranging in

tone from gentle to severe. There ís a simple principle that lies

behind the gradual intensification of tone in these satires: as the

faults that are exposed tend more to be crímes which bring suffering

to othersrso the tone tends to increase in sharpness. In other words,

the degree of scorn that Johnson directs against his targets is pro-

portionate to the degree that they make victims of others. Although

Bellaria is the object of some laughter, her faults are treated indul-

gently since they affect only herself. Johnson, on the other hand,

ridicules Frolíc for imposing upon the honesty of others, and is

slightly more severe rvith sir John Lade for his prodigality which

brings disgrace and ruin to hís family. There

bitterness in Johnsonts treatment of Frolic and

is, nevertheless, little

Lade, for neither
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intends to cause pain to others. Such is not the case r,¡ith Suspirius,

the screech ow1, horvever, whose chief activity is to breed envy,

suspicion, and discontent. ln thís portraÍt Johnsonrs íre is apparent,

but it is well under control, as it is in his descriptíon of the ladies

who derive petty satisfaction from humilÍating servants. It is in

Idler L7 and the "Reviewt' of Jenynst Inquiry that Johnson turns to

t'savaget'satire of the sort that characterizes hís attack on the

Americans. The reason for hís severity is the same in each instance:

the Arnericans brutalized t\,ro races, the vivísectors performed unspeakable

atrocíties upon helpless animals, and Soame Jenyns argued that since

the existence of sufferÍng is God's lvíll , and perhaps even provides

His sport, the ignorant, the poor, and the síck should be left to

r¿allow in their misery unassisted and unpitied. The differences in

the crimes of the Americans, the vivisectors, and Soame Jenyns are

simply stated: the Americans differ from the vivisectors only in theír

choice of victims, and they both díffer from Soame Jenyns only by being

active murderers rather than passive and approving r¡itnesses.

It is typical of Johnson that his severity in the "Review" of

Soame Jenynsr work, and in many other of his satires, is a product of

his compassion. This may be an obvious point, but it is not an in-

considerable one, especially ín view of the picture that has come dorvn

to us from such rvriters as Leslie Stephen of the satírist as a splenetic

misanthrope, motívated

at men r^¡hose only crime

by personal bitterness, aiming

\^/as to affront th" lorit"r.59

his poisoned darts

Johnson published

no attacks on his personal enemies, nor did he respond to any of the
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satires directed at him, He díd, however, employ satire to chide the

follíes of his tíme, and more energeticaLLy, to expose cruelty and

indifference. rn these more t'savage" satires t\ùo classes of figures

appear prominently: the targets and the vÍctims of the targets.

Indeed, as will be shor^m in the following discussion of the "fictions"

of Johnsonrs satires, it is difficult to point to a satíre by Johnson

exhibiting any degree of severity in whích there is not a victim r¿ho

has suffered directly and intensely at the hands of the figure who

Ís the target. The compassion that ís found ín Johnsonts satires is

for these victims and not the targets. Johnson does not draw back from

lashing Jenyns. Hís regard for the distresses of the poor would not let

hlm do so.
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CHAPTER THREE

Johnson and the Fictions of Satire

Some attempt !¡as made in the introduction to distínguish between

the attack rvhich forms the core of every satire and the rhetoric of

attack, or the means by which the satirist attempts to arouse the

passions of his audience. This distinction, in effect, separates the

moral and literary aspects of satire. To the extent that the satirísL

exposes vice or folly he acts as a moralíst; but at the same time,

since to rise above bare invective he must convey his attack, in Edward

Rosenheimts phrase, ttby means of a manif est f iction,tt he also produces

a work of imaginative literature. 1 r., the preceding discussion of

the targets and tonal spectrum in Samuel Johnsonts satiric works, and

the relation of tone to target, emphasis rùas placed, though certainly

not excrusively, on the moral features of his works. rt is, of course,

impossible to totally separate the two sides of satire. Amused mockery

and hostile indignation, though widely different in tone, are both

expressions of moral attitudes; but any investigation of these extreme

attitudes, and al1 that falls between, necessarily involves a consider-

ation of such matters as dramatic or narratíve structure, plot, charac-

terization, language, and ímagery. rn this chapter, then, which deals

ruith these features of Johnsonts satires, it goes rvithout saying that

notice wÍll contj-nue to be taken of the moral judgements necessary

to any rvork of satire.

L27.
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Mention was also made in the introduction of the svmbiotic nature

of satire. That is, \,rith the possible exceptíon of formal verse satire,

satire ís always incorporated within a form that has an independent

literary existence. Inlhether or not a work is defined as a satire would

seem to depend, more than anything else, on the degree to which the

satire pervades the fiction. It is possible to identify at least four

degrees of incorporation. Satire may first of all be entirely inci-

dental to the work. There are numerous satirical remarks scattered

throughout the

graphical and

found in those

Lives of the English Poets, but the l,it"t remain bio-

crítical prefaces. A second level of incorporation is

works that are identified generically and yet are also

characterized as satiric. Jonathan l^Iild and The Plaín Dealer might

serve as examples. Fieldingts work is f irst a novel and In/ycherleyts

first a comedy, but there is adequate satiric material in each to

justify calling one a satiric novel and the other a satiric comedy.

There are yet other works, often indístinguishable from the preceding

class, that are usually referred to simply as satires even though they

could as easily be categorized by genre. Voltaire's Candide is a work

that might be classified as a picaresqire romance though it is usually

referred to simply as a satire. Finally, there are satires which are

not only incorporated rvithin another form, but which also substantially

alter that form. The most obvious example, of course, is mock*heroic

verse of the sort perfected by Pope. r do not intend to make much of

this schema, nor do r pretend that it is complete. Ify only purpose in

formulatj-ng it is to illustrate the complexity and confusion that must
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be dealt with if one rvishes to distinguish betr¿een Íncidental satire

and works that míght be called, however qualífíed, satires. Such a

distinction is necessary for this chapter since in it r examine the

vehicles of satj-re, and attempt to show how Johnsonrs employment of

various li-terary forms constituLes part of what rnight be called a

satirÍc strategy. Some of the works examined in Chapters One and Two

(Taxation and the "Review") are only occasionally satiric; but in thís

chapter r deal- only with those works in which satire supplies the

dominant tone, rvorks which are, therefore, satires.

No matter how confusing the concept of satire might be, it is

clear that the satiríst, in addí-tion to being a moralist, must also

function in another capacity, whether as novelist, dramatist, essayist,

fabulist, letter-writer, or aulhor of travel books. Apart from novelist,

Johnson was all of these and more. Although he did not employ all of

these forms for satire, he did, nevertheless, incorporate satire into

many different kinds of writing. In addition to the two formal verse

satires, London and The Vanity of Human i^Iishes (whích are also Imita-

tions), Johnson produced a small body of poetic satires of a different

sort includíng a number of parodies andttA Short Song of Congratulation."

rn prose he composed A compleat vindÍcatj-on of thu Licensers of the

Stage, ruhich is ostensibly a political pamphlet,

which purports to be a scholarly paper r,vrítten by

and Marmor Norfolciense,

It is, holever, in the Rambler and ldler that most

a retirj-ng antiquarian.

of Johnsonts prose

satires are found I.{ithin the somervhat 1imÍted confines of the períodÍ-

ca1 paper Johnson produced some of his best satires, most of r^¡hích take
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the form either of character sketches, wíth Johnson (or the periodi-

as the narralor, or of letters to the editor in r¿híchcalts persona)

the satire is

letter r¿ri-ter.

sometimes directed at, and sometimes by, the fictional

Lihen Johnson fírst began to r,rrite for a living, satire was one of

the most dominant modes of literature. And so, when the tragedy that

he brought with hírn and completed in London failed to find a producer,

he turned first to translating and then to the kind of ruriting that had

made Pope and Swift so successful. Among Johnsonts very earlÍest works,

two in particular, both satires and both published ín L739, reveal the

influence of other authors to a degree not found in any other of his

writings. A Compleat Vinclcation of the Licensers of the Stage is an

attempt at the kind of extended irony perfected by swift, and Marmor

Norfolciense is an elaborately conceived piece modeled on the Scrib*

lerian example of learned foolishness. A third work, London, published

ín 1738, which witl be discussed in the fína1 chapter, is an rmítation

of Juvenalrs thÍrd satire, and there is little question that pope's

Horatian Imitations were very much in Johnsonts mind.

The fÍrst of Johnsonts prose satires, Marmor Norfolciense, begins

r,¡ith an account of the discovery in a Norfolk field (Norfolk being the

home county of Robert l{a1po1e) of a stone upon which is carved an

ancient prophecy written in "Ilonkish Rhyme."2 The verses foretell the

ruin of the poetrs country which ruill occur rvhenever the stone upon

rvhich they are engraved is uncovered. There is satíre enough in the
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poem alone \^7hich Lhrough symbol and image pointedly alludes to George

II, Walpole, Englandrs military weal,rless, and the hardships inflícted

upon the counlryside by a rapacious, but cowardly, standing army. The

verses, however, merely provide the basis for a much broader politícal

attack. The narrator of the work is a befuddled pedant, and the

greater part of the work consists of his reflections on the inscríptÍon.

Through the writerrs blundering misinterpretation of the meanÍ-ng of the

prophecy Johnson exploíts the ridicule in the lines and strikes out at

a number of new targets.

In outline l"farmor Norfolciense seems firmly structured. The work

is broadly divisible inro five sections: in addition to the Latin

verses found on the stone and a translation of them j-nto English, the

essay consists of a brief introduction which recounts the discovery of

the stone; an attempt to determine the author of the verses; an in-

terpretation of

prophecy. The

the lines; and a proposal_ for a continuing study of the

appearance of structural order is deceptive, however,

less controlled thanfor, in fact,lqryqr Norfolciense is a great deal

lhis oulline might suggest. To explain the

in the work it is first necessary to mention

aímlessness that appears

the obvious fact that

but rather a satire in-Marmor Norfolciense is not a scholarly essay

corporated into a fictional essay. Thus in a sense the work has two

structures: the external structure of the fiction which provides a

vehicle for the satire, and the internal organízation of the attack

ítself. Perhaps one ruay to make this duality of structure clearer is

to postulate an ostensible r,¡ork (a scholarly essay) and to distinguísh
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it from the actual work (a r+ide-rangíng polÍtica1 satire). Ideally,

lhe fiction r¡ithin r¡hich the satire Ís íncorporated should merge with,

and become part of, the attack as it does, as will be seen, in A compleat

Vindication of the Licensers of the Stage. But in l'larmor Norfolciense,

while the essay form is itself cohesively structured, it does nothing to

oxganLze the internal satire In short, the ostensíble work and the

real r¿ork remain structurally separate.

rn large measure this is due to the fact that the satire lacks a

central focus. The attack in the Víndication ís directed at a single

legislative act, what its passage implies about its proponents, and

its potentÍa1 consequences. Because his target is well-defined and

limited, as the ostensibl-e work develops Johnson is able to develop

his attack on censorship. Donald Greene points to such a narrowing of

focus as typical of swift, who, he writes, "takes a comparatively small

area of disease, and expertly and relentlessly probes every crevíce of

it with his scarifyíng needle.'r But in lularmor Norfolciense there is

no single target, but rather a proliferation of targets that are only

loosely related. As Greene puts it, "Johnson lustily lays about him

with a bludgeon at everything in sight."3 rn turn the work attacks

Hanoverian ru1e, George flfs divided loyalties and his 1ícentiousness,

I'Ia1po1e and his administration, the standing army, the cor,vardice and

rapaciousness of the army and the ignorance of its officers, Englandfs

mi1Ítary weakness, the failure of the government to revenge Jenkinst

loss of an ear, excise collectors, larvyers, the Licensing Act, and the

sinking fund. And this is only a partial catalogue. I^Iith so many
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shifts in attention it Ís difficult to find any unifÍed pattern of

development in the satire. The order that does appear is external

only. That Ís, ironically, the essay composed by Johnson's incompetent

narrator is better organized than the satire conveyed through this

f icl ion.

The lack of focus on a singre target is paralleled by an índefi-

niteness in point of vÍew, or at least an inconsistency in the attitude

of the narrator. The speaker is intended to be a learned foor who

naively says more than he k¡ows and unwittingry exposes faults of

which he j-s totally unaware. rrony of this sort requíres deficate

control and a well-defined character whose naivetd is believable. But

it also demands a character who is consistent in his attitudes and in

his incompetence. rt is nearly always the case that whatever the

fictional narrator says has one meaning or value for himself and another

meaning or value for the reader. But it sometimes happens in satire

that this distinction is not maintaíned, and when this occurs the reader

is l-eft Lo puzzLe out for himself rvhether the point of view is that of

an ironÍc narrator/character or merely the author speaking ironically.

The difference betrveen an ironic narrator and a narrator who

speaks ironically is not very complex. An author, first of all, mây

speak ironically with the fu1l intention that his reader recognize

immediately that he is doing so. Johnson's adoption and extensíon of

Jenynsr argument, for example, is explicitly confessed to be ironÍc.

0n the other hand, the rvriter may create an entirely fictional character,

an ironic narrator who has an existence as much apart from the author
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as any character in a novel or drama It is, admittedly, sometimes

uncertain whether the speaker is consciously or unconsciously ironic,

whether the narrator is the actual writer speaking tongue-in-cheek or

a fictional character who actually believes what he says, horuever

absurd his ideas might be. hlhichever the case, the narrator must be

one or the other but never both. If the actual r¡riter drops the mask

he cannot don it agai-n. That is, once the speaker himself reveals

a\ùareness of the irony he r¡ifl no longer be a believable dupe.

One of the most perplexing difficulties in luiarmor Norfolciense

ís that the narrative point of vÍew seeTns to fluctuate from a fu1ly
-realized ironic narrator to Johnson speaking ironically and then back

again. That the narrator is intended as a fictional being is c1ear.

Donald Greene describes him as a "smug, self-deceived scholarly hypo-

crite," and as a t'3udicious and pedantic scholar, well-affected to the

administration."4 There are times, horvever, as will be shov¡n, when the

narrator inconsistently turns against the administration, and with

conscious irony attacks what he previously defends. There are times,

in other words, when the fictional narrator is in fact shouldered aside

while Johnson takes up the attack in his or¿n voíce.

As he first appears, the narrator is an entirely farniliar fígure.

Greeners description of him as a t'bumbling pedant of an antiquariantt

is borne out as he hyperbolically enrarges the Í-mportance of the dis-

covered artifact and quarrel-s with the original discovererts transla-
q

tÍon.- Greette al-so describes the narrator as a loya1 supporter of the

king. rf he is such then he must always be unaware of the potential
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reflectíon of his remarks on George II. The first unconscious allusion

to George II (apart from those in the poer) occurs as the t/riter at-

tempts to determine the author of the prophecy. The fact that the poet

describes England as "my country" does not prove that he is a native-

born Briton, argues the narrator, "since we find that in a1l ages,

foreigners have affected to call England their country, even when like

the saxons of o1d they came only to plunder it. "6 so far it is possible

to conceive that the narrator does not see that his words might apply

to George II. Nor ís it inconceivable that his naivetd continues as

he takes up the question of whether the lines might have been written

by a king. The writer prefaces his discussíon by professing to be a

sincere admirer of all royalty, one r¿ho has t'a natural affection to

monarchy, and a prevailing inclination to believe that every excellence

is inherent in a king."7 Despite his admiration the narrator cannot

bring himself to believe the verses r¡/ere composed by royalty, for

kíngs, unlike the author of the prophecy, have never shov¡n any concern

for posterity, nor have they t'discovertd any other concern than for the

current year, for which supplies are demanded in very pressing terms.,'8

Though it is possible to believe that the narraror still does nor

intend his remarks to be read as a criticism of the present monarchy,

it is interesting that Donafd Greene does not think so; he instead sees

the statement as a conscious repudiation of the speakerrs earlier

insistence that "every excellence is inherent ín a king."9 rf this is

so then surely the narrator is not the ttloyal commentator" as described

earfier by Greene.
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argues the narrator,

as Swiftian a passage

narrator states that

But the most critical passage slill lies ahead. The poet is

concerned above all else for posterity, which ,

In

The frov¡n of a prínce,
have indeed been found
abstract ments thoughts
and fill them wíth zeal
of ages to come.l0

and the loss of a pension
of wonderful efficacy, to
from the present time,
for the liberty and r¿elfare

There is much in this passage that brings Svrift to mind. The sardonic

tone, for example, is achieved by hiding the criticism rvithin language

that suggests purely objective analysis. The complexity of the irony

suggests Swift as well: there is in this passage what míght be

described as a layering of tone and meanÍng. Unlike many other passages

in which the irony works by reversal (that is, what is ríght is simply

the opposite of what is said), here Johnsonts and the narrator's

intended meanings overlap. The irony ís in part the narratorts as he

sarcastÍcally impugns the motives of those who express concern for

posterity. In doing so he means, of course, to defend the court and

its concern only for the present. It is more difficult to determine

Johnsonrs position, however. Certainly he mocks the cynicism of the

narrator and, more obviously, the conclusion that he reaches. At the

same time, the sarcasm is so effective that it is tempting to suggest

that in part Johnson is speaking through the narrator--that he, too,

mocks the motives of some of those ruho profess such concern for posterity,

A paral1e1 in srviftts works might be found in Book r of Gulliver's
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Travels. Most readers now view Gulliver as an ironic figure, yet

surely Srvift agrees with Gu1lÍverts rídicule of the "infamous Practice"

in Lilliput (England) of "acquiring great EmploymenLs by dancing on

. Ropes, or Badges of Favour and Distinction by leapÍng over Sticks,

and creeping under them. "l1 Although the irony in the passage from

Marmor Norfolci.ense is complex, the narratorfs intention is not in

doubt: he attacks patriots only to defend the court. But as he con-

tínues his position shifts radJ-cally. Rather than questioning the

sincerity of patriots, he inconsistently goes on to ridicule the court

itself:

I am inclined to think more favourably of the
author of this predictíon, than that he was made
a patriot by disappointment or disgust. If he
saw a court, I would willingly believe, that
he did not oive his concern for posterity to
his Í11 reception there, but his il1 receptÍon
to his concern for posterity.12

It is here that the confusion is most serious, and it arises because

Johnsonrs and the narratorts sentiments more than overlap; indeed,

they now seem to be the same person. There ís no mistaking the nar-

ratorts attitude. No longer a ttloyal conmentatorrtt ttwell affected to

the administrationr" h. is now an overt crític. There is not even the

possibility that he is unar,ùare that his statement is a criticism since

the attack is expressed, not ironically, but directly. Despite the

rhetorical fineness of its balanced antitheses, the ultimate effect of

this passage is to cause doubt. For if this is now the narrator's

vier,¡ of the court, ruhat is to be made of his previous statements in
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support of the king, and all of those rvhich follow? If we read the

entire work suspiciously, attempLing to make the írony consistently

the narratorrs as well as Johnsonts, then we are confounded by his

apparently sincere regard for Lhe king and his real mísreading of the

poem; but on the other hand, if the narratorfs naiveté elsewhere is

accepted as genuine then in this passage Johnson Ínconsistently re-

verses his characterrs attitude and speaks with rather than through

the pedant.

The loss of confidence in the narrator occasioned by this passage

has the further effect of callíng into question the honesty of his

attitude in other passages where the irony is so apparent that only

the most credulous of dullards could be suspected of missing it.

Though Johnson achieves a Swiftian excellence in many isolated in-

stances, the irony is often of a simpler, more obvious kind. Typical

of what Paul Fussell calls Johnsontsttcrude" use of ttSwíftts weaponstt

is the following Orr""*",13

Irrhat nation is there from pole to pole that does
not reverence the nod of the British kíng? Is
not our commerce unrestrained? Are not the riches
of the world our or¿n? Do not our ships sail un-
molested, and our merchants traffick in perfect
security? . if some slight injuries have been
offered, if some of our petty traders have been
stopped, our possessions threatentd, our affects
confiscated, our flag insulted, or our ears
croptd., havå we lain sluggish and unactive?14

Even

rvould

if Johnsonrs narrator were consistently naive to this point it

be difficult to accept the sincerity of these remarks since all

contradicted by events of r.rhich he obviously hasthat he maintains is
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knowledge; other\^/ise rvhy would he mention these specif íc matters? To

suppose that he accidentally supports his defense of the mÍnistry with

the most unfortunate examples available to him is at 1east to convict

the passage of being contrived, It

consistencÍes, to imagine that once

in view of other in-

narratorts voice and

is easier,

again the

again theJohnsonts are the same; that once character of a nal-ve naÏ-

is dÍffÍcultrator is replaced by a consciously ironic speaker; and it

not to identify this speaker as Johnson himself.

rn charity, what Johnson said to )4rs. Thrale about his "short
Song of Congratulation" should be applied to Marmor Norfolciense: this
is the authorrs first attempt at this "way of writing, and a beginner

is always to be treated with tend"rrr."".,,15 Although final estimatÍon

of its merit varies, most critics would

mediately fo11oi¿ed Marmor Norfolciense

agree that the work that im-

is immensely better.

The question of Johnsonts motives arises inevitably whenever A

of the Licensers of the Stage is discussed.Cornpl-eat Vindicatíon

Joseph I^jood Krutch regards the parnphlet as "pure hack ¡uork.,'16 paul

Fussell agrees, arguing that "sales rather than any very profound ob-

jection to the current administration ivould seem to have been Johnson,s
,,I7marn motive." Donald Greene admits the possible truth of Fussellts

conjecture, but goes on

the Vindication and not

to argue that it is yet "hard to read through

catch some r.rarmth from the rvhite heat in which

Johnson forges his shafts against the rpetty Tyrantsr of vested
. ..18bureaucracy." Perhaps the most comperling reason for doubting the
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candour of the Vindication is its apparent derivativeness. So Sr^riftían

Ís the pamphlet that as Fussell says, "a careless reader might just have

i-magined that swíft r^ras the author and have told his friends to buy
-lo

copíes."-' The motive of gain ascribed to Johnson by Fussell acrually

iinplies a compliment. Johnsonrs usual work is so identifiably his own,

that when, as in this rare instance, he imitates another author his

intention must have been to benefit from the popularíty of his model;

for unlíke lesser writers, Johnson never imitated for lack of havíng

a voice of his ov¡n. Another feature that might give rise to doubts

concernÍng the motives of the work is that it presents views that are

not entj-rely consistent with Johnsonts mature thought. This argument,

horvever, is much less persuasive. To insist upon strict consístency

throughout a life as long as Johnsonts is unreasonable,

0n the other hand, though "white heat" is possibly

tion of the tone of the Vindication, a number of points

an exaggera-

rnight be made

in support of Greeners belief in Johnsonrs moral earnestness. It must

be kept ín mind that Johnson \^zas a young man when he wrote the vindi-

cation, and his political feelings rùere not necessaríly those rhat

characterize hís later vie\,rs. ft is certainly true that he rùas more

concerned at this time r+ith who governed England and in what manner.

rt was not until- 1766 that he added the couplet to Goldsmith's The

Traveller:

How small of all that human hearts endure,
That part r¿hich laws or kings can cause or cure.

(rr.4294Ð20
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In any case, the political vieius implicit in the V_indicalion seem

perfectly consistent \^rith the sentímenl-s that passed betr+een Johnson

and Savage duríng their memorable ramble ivhich took place during

Johnsonts first years in London. Forced out of doors by lack of noney

for lodgings, the two men repaired to St. Jamests Square, where,

in high spirits and brimful of patriotism, Ittrey]
traversed the square for several hours, inveighed
agaínst the minister, and tresolved they would
stand Þy _t-þg.. r...lr!ry, '21

Fina11y, the judgements of Krutch and Fussell seem certainly too hasty

r¡hen it is remembered that the freedom of the theater, and ultimately

of the press, is the main concern in the VÍndis?_tlgn and not, as Ín

I{armor Norfol_ciense, the general rule of Walpole and the Hanoverian

king. Although his atritude toward censorship grer,/ more complex in

his later years, as a young man Johnson might well have opposed any

restraint of speech on bare pr:lnc íp7" ^1one.22 In the face of this it

is too facile to dismiss the Or..u offhand as "pure hack rvork."

Whatever Johnsonts reasons for writing may have been, the external

inspiration for the r¿ork rvas the enacLment by Irtalpolets government of

the Stage Licensing Act of L137. This Act gave to the Lord Chamberlain

the porver to censor any theatrical production. Idhile on the surface

the Vindication supports the Act, of course, from the opening inscrip-

tion t'By An Impartial Hand," to the closing advocacy of the total

suppression of literacy, the work is an entire piece of extended irony.

Johnsonts success in this form of uninterrupted irony is also a

matter of debate betiveen Paul Fussell and Donald Greene. Fussell
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compares Johnsonts techníque to that of Swift, claiming that "Johnson'

development of Sr¿ift's weapons is fairly .rude."23 Greene, though

agreeing that "the technique is cruder than that of . some of

Srviftrs great pieces of irony," goes on, nevertheless, to describe the

Vindication as a rrmasterpiece of contemptuous caricature.t' To argue

that the Vindication is inferior only to the best works of Srvift ís,

in fact, to praise it highly. Greene even excuses the faults that he

does notice, arguing that they arise "from the exuberance with which

the scornful innuendos come tumbling out one after another."24

Certainly Sir John Hawkins did not regard the Vindication as a

masterpiece. In it, he states, t'the author is compelled to advance

positions which no reader can think he believes, and to put questions

that can be answered in but one way, and that such an one as to thrvart

the sense of the propounder."25 perhaps one reason for llarukinst

obvious lack of sympathy is his failure to distinguish the narrator

from the real author, something that, as \^/as seen, is a real problem

in I'farmor Norfolciense, but is much less so in the vindication. rt

seems that Hawkins does not view the speaker as a character at all, but

rather as Johnson speaking tongue-in-cheek. clearly Hawkins is in

error in this since Johnson provides ample biographical detail to insure

that his speaker is seen as a fictional character. Hawkins does,

horvever, point to t\^ro important aspects of the irony in the work: its

transparency and its simplicity. In this Johnson i-s less than polished

since what the narrator defends and proposes ís usually simply the

reverse of rvhat is just. Because it is so obvious the irony also
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lacks any element of delay, and is, therefore, ineffective íf one of

íts purposes is to involve the reader Ín the satire.

hlhile the irony in the Vindication does not work by surprise it
is effective by means of distortion. The most immediate focus of

exaggeration is the speaker himself, and through him Johnson parodies

the mentality and morality that produced the Licensing Act. ThÍs is,
in effect, all that Greene claims by saying that the work is a'master-
piece of . caricature." By occupation the narrator is a hack

writer employed as an apologist for the reigning l{hig faction. And

apparently he has had a great deal 0f apol0gizing to do, for he boasts

that "It is . with the utmost satisfaction of mind, that I reflect
how often r have employ'd *y pen in vindication of the present mínistry,
and their dependents and adherents.,,26 It is not surprising that he is
a defender of the present ministry; the narrator ¡.¡ould be a defender of
any present ministry as 10ng as it were profitable. rn this rvay he

mi-rrors those who employ him, for both the hack and those he defends

are interested only in an immediate accumulation of wealth and power

regardless of the consequences to their ov¡n and future ages.

The assignment which Lhe narrator undertakes in the Vindícation
is a defense of the Licensing Act, especially in its applicati_on to
Henry Brookets p1ay, Gustavus Vasa, which had been denied a license bv

the Lord chamberlain. The defense that he presents can be divided

into four sections. After directing an ad hominem attack aga ins t
those opposed to the Act, the narrator next attempts to justify the new

pot'/ers gi-ven to the Lord Chamberlain; he then offers a brief crj-ticism
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of a few lines from the offending play by Brooke, and concludes wíth

a nunber of proposals for increasing the governmentrs power of censor-

ship.

The narrator begins by noting that his previous works in defense

of the ministry have been successful- in convincing all but one group

of readers. But these men, whose opposition is based only on t'a regard

for posterity" he has been unable Lo convert either by flattery or

threats. He has even gone so far as to infiltrate the ranks of his

enemies in the guise of a proselyte ("Dissimulatíon to a true politi-

cian is not diffícult") but has only discovered that there is no motive

behind their opposition other "than that which they make no scruple of

avowing in the most publick mannet."27 This lack of guile is most

surprising to the hack r¿ho is unable to account for behaviour whÍch

will only benefit "a race of men . . . from whom nothing is to be

feared, nor anything expected; who cannot even brÍbe a special jury,

nor have so much as a single riband to bestow. "28

As a spokesman for the ministry one of the narratorrs main con-

cerns is to prove the governmentrs right to increase its po\ùer. After

ridiculíng the unrvorldly patriots the narrator next defends the Lord

Chamberlain's arbitrary exercise of his power of censorship. Brooke

complains, rvrÍtes the hack, that "the licenser kept his tragedy in his

hands one and twenty days, rvhereas the larv allows hím to detain it only
)o

fourteen."-' What Brooke fails to recognize is that it is "tthe busi-

ness of tl-re judge to enlarge his authority.rt' The narrator then goes

on to hope that the licenser "will extend his power by proper degrees,
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and that I shall live to see a malecontent \.,riter earnestly soliciting

for the copy of a play, which he had delivered to the licenser tlrenty
..3 0years betore. " Brooke also complains that the licenser gave no

reason for refusing to license the play. But, says the narrator, the

entire purpose of the ne\^/ act is to invest the licenser t'with new

privileges, and

reason he could

to

do

emP Or¡Ie f

before.

him

,r31

to do that \rithout reason, which with

It is easy to see, based on these examples,

why critics find comparl-sons with Swíft irresisti-b1e. The broad humour

that arises out of the tension between the rnatter-of-factness of the

tone and the absurdity of what is said has a parallel in A Tale of A

Tub rvhere the pedant boasts that'rwe of this Age have discovered

shorter, a more prudent lfethod, to become scholars and wits, without

the fatigue of Reading or of ThinkÍng. "32

The sectíon of the vindicatíon dealing with the tex.t of Brookers

play is remarkable for how little of the play is actually discussed.

Only fifteen lines are examined, and of these only trvo are dealt with

in detail: "stampttd by Heavtn upon thr unletterrd mind," and "o

srveden, o my country, yet rtll save thee."33 The narlo\4rrress of the

narratorts examination provides one of the most comic and danrning

moments in the entire rvork: t'These are the most glaríng passagêsr"

he rvrites, t'rvhich have occurrd in the perusal of the first pages; my

indignation rvÍll not suffer me to proceed farther, and r think much

better of the licenser, than to believe he went "o frr.,,34

rn the first three sections of the pamphlet, then, the narrator

mocks the concern of the patriots for the welfare of England, defends
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the arbitrary exercise of porúer, and condemns a play ruithout bothering

to read it. It is in the final sectÍon of the r^rork, however, that

Johnsonrs irony is most effective. Not content r¡ith prohibiting the

printing of contemporary p1ays, the narrator suggests "drawing up an

Index Expurgatorius to all the old plays,t'for as he argues, ttThe

productions of our o1d poets are crouded with passages very unfit for

the ears of an English "rrdien.e."35 The problem with literature is

that it often extols virtue, and, as the hack noles, "A man, rvho becomes

once enamourtd of the charms of virtue, is apt to be very 1íttle

concerned about the acquisition of wealth or titles, and is therefore

not easily induced . to vote at the word of co**"nd."36 A man who

reads, in other words, is, by virtue of the morality acquired through

reading, no longer easily bribed or threatened. For this reason the

hack suggests "extending the power of the licenser to the press, and

making it criminal to publish anything without an imprimatur."3T But

this, he realizes, is t'rather to be wished for than expecled, for such

1s the nature of our unquiet countr¡¡men, that if they are not admitted

to the knowledge of affairs, they are always suspectíng their governors

of designs prejudicial to rheir interest. "38 Recognizing that the

expedíent of censoring the press i¡íll not completely prevent the dis-

seminatÍon of dangerous ideas promoting virtue, the narralor finally

reveals his ultimate solution. There are, he notes,

scatter'd over this kingdom several 1ittle
seminaríes in ¡^¡hich . are taught . the
pernÍcious arts of spelling and reading.
These seminaries may, by an Act of ParlÍament
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be at once suppressed, and
a felony to teach to read,
from the Lord Chamberlain.

. it may be made
wíthout a license

With the closing of all granìmar schools censorship will be unnecessary

sínce rio one will be able to read, and then, the hack exults, the

Lord Chamberlain r¿ill be able to enjoy his "salary wíthout the trouble

of exercising his po\,rer, and the nation i^¡ill rest at length in ignorance
?o

and peace. tt-'

This prophecy of the nation resting in somnolent ignorance il1us-

trates r'¡hat Philip Pinkus means by the "satíristts visÍon." Pinkus

overstates his case when he says that rrevery satíre culminates in an

image of evil. It is the clímactic vision of the satirist's world"

(emphasis addea).40 From Juvenal to the present, satirists have

prophesíed chaos, often employing the same images. The hackrs vision

recalls, if only vaguely, the t'universal darkness" that t'buries all"

at the conclusion of The Dunciad; but then many other satires conclude

with the restoration of chaos and darkness. hrhat is seen by the

satirÍst as the death of civilization is, hor+ever, viewed by his

characters as a victory: the hack in the Vindication embraces darkness,

it is what he r¿ishes for most; like the Goddess Dulness, and the rulers

r^¡ould joyfully extinguish allin Brave New I'lorld for that matter, he

science and literature.

The Vindícation has now been reviewed in enough detail to observe

it as a whole. There are ín the work three interconnected avenues of

of the narrator constitutes an attack uponsatire. The very

the ministry that

character

produced the Licensing Act. The hack acts both as a
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defender and representative of the ministry. In hÍm Johnson pcrrtrays

lhe cynicism and ruthlessness of a government that cal:es only for its

or,irr por^ler and nothing at aII for the rights of its citizens or the

welfare of future genel:âtions. In part, too, the attack ís conveyed

through sirnple irony. IL is inpossible to mjss that an opposite con-

struction is to be pr-rt upon the narratorts ridicule of the patriots

and his defense of the ministry. It is in many of these íronic passages

that Johnson cornes cl.osest to achievÍng the tone of Sl,rif L (e. g. , it is
t'the business of a judge to enJ.arge his autlrorÍty, " the purpose of

l egislation is to empor^¡er an authority t'to do that r",ithout reason,

wlrich Li_th reason he could do before").

of the directic¡n of the hackrs argument

Finally, the satire evofves out

A fear expressed by all

opPonents of censorship is that once governmenl is granted the power of

'regulatíng speech to any extent, it \^/ill not rest content until it

holds that power tota11y. The hack unç¡ittingly proves the validíty

of this fear through the shift in his argument from a defense of

legislatíon passed to proposals for increasíng the governmentrs power

of regulation. By degrees his proposed restrjctÍons encompass ever-

widening areas of expression. First the poiver of cc¡ntrolling the

printing of new plays is defended; next the narrator suggests that all

o1d plays be likewise regulated; he then implores that all r^rriting be

lícensed; and he concludes with rvhat he considers his most effective

proposal, the regulation of the very ability to read.

One aspect of the organization of the r,;ork that is artj-stically

impressive is the r,ray in r¿hich the satire is inseparable from the
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pamphlets, one of whích is

other written by Johnson.

made by a fictional author;
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incorporated

the work of the fictional narrator, and the

The hackrs pamphlet is a fictional defense

while Johnsonts v¡ork, no less a political

The Vindication is two

pamphlet, is a real attack conveyed through irony. The irony itself

acts as a kind of mirror which reflects an opposite image of what is

presented before it. The concern for posterity which is ridiculed by

the hack is reflected back through the agency of irony as the real

value in the work, just as l^/alpolers ministry and its Licensing Act,

both of r¿hich the hack defends, are cast back as objects of justifiable

scorn and fear. ft is, finally, the chief felicity of the structure

of the fictional defense that the more the hack argues in favour of the

Licensing AcE the more he exposes its actual and potential dangers.

Thus the ostensible and satirical structures merge into one another as

the deveropment of the hackts argument in support of ever-increasing

regulation of speech íronically demonstrates the danger of permitting

any degree of censorship.

A Compleat Vindication of the LÍcensers of the Stage and

apprenticeship.Marmor Norfolciense must be vierved as works of Johnsonrs

They rvere written when he ruas unknorrn and struggling to establish a

literary reputation and earn a living for his r,¡ife and himself. Indeed.,

for the next decade fínancíal considerati"ons determined much of what

Johnson r^/rote. The works produced betr¿een 1739 and 1747 patently
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reflect the influence of magazine editors and booksellers, and consist

of dedications, translations, and mínor bíographies. A few pieces

stand out, hor,rever, to prove that it is possible to write for money

and still prociuce works of lasting interest. The most notable of these

are the parlí-arrLentary debates written f or the Gentlemants Magazine,

the Lífe q_l 3l_._Þglg Þ_q_y?_gu, and lvfiscell-aneous Observations on rhe

!:rgggl g! ]þc_b_e_ç_þ. Although none of these, nor any of rhe orher rvorks

rvrítten during thís períod, can be properly called satires, this is

not to say that Johnson had abandoned satire completely. There is,

for example, a good deal of satire to be found in the biography of

Savage, but the satire here, as in the other rvorks written in these

years, is incídental and in no \ùay defines the dominant tone. With

the signing of the contract for the lfstip"gf¿ in L741 Johirson finally

acquired, for a time, a degree of financial security; and \,rith this

security came an equal degree of lit.erary independence. certainly he

continued to write for money, but rvhat he r,Jrote was much more a matter

of his ov¡n choice. Perhaps as much for relief from hls lexícographíca1

duties as for fjnancial reasons Johnson began in 1750 to publÍsh the

LryLl._qt, in whj,ch so inany of his satires are found. There ís, perhaps,

nothing startlingly lnnovative in the satires that Johnson produced in

the Rambler, and in the Idler and Adventurer ruhich follorved, but at the

same time neither are any of these rvorks as derivative as the Víndica-

tion or I'larmor No.lol".=r""; for although he employed conventional forms

in these satj-res, he imposed upon each piece those qualities of style

that make all of his mature rvorks unmistakably his orun.
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the collected

the Vindication

Swiftían. The Yale edítors of the Idler take

the sirnilarities for granted, stating that the paral1e1s between

and t'the Fourth Voyage of Gulliverrs Travels are ob.rio,rs,t'41 The

edition of the essays,

invariably described as

is, like Marmor Norfolcíense and

oløn work, and not an attempt to benefit once

larity, is the simplicity of its structure.

ir

only

resemblance that is obvious is that each presents talking animals.

This is certainly not enough to establish a conscious connectíon since

to argue that because Johnsonrs rvork is a fable it is patterned after

Gufliverts Travels requires, to be consÍstent, that the same relation-

ship be admitted between swift and Aesop. All that can be said with

accuracy is that both Si¿ift and Johnson employed a form that had been

in exÍstence at least since the first century A.D. and perhaps earlíer.

One quality that immediately establishes fdler 22 as Johnson's

complícaler. A Tale of A Tub is an extreme

complexíty that Swift seemed to delight in,

of its pleasure is that of a puzzle--one is

agaín frorn Swiftrs popu-

Swift r,/as an inveterate

example of the kind of

with the result that part

somewhat satisfied merely

to disentangle its parts and to arrive, however tentatively, at its

meanings. Johnson on the contrary, habitually chose the simplest

structures for hÍs fictíon. The Vision of Theodore is a dream vision

in which the

Fountains has

actÍon is minimal and the allegory transparent. The

the conciseness of what it purports to be, t'A Fairy Tale,tt

and Rasselas has suffered by being classed as a novel rvhen in fact it

is closer to what Donald Greene calls a rtconte $1:eggp¡igeq" "in the
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genre of the roríenta1 t^\u.'"42 In Marmor Norfolciense and the

Vindication Johnson attempted, without complete success, to imítate

swiftrs narrative complexity, but by the time he Lïrote rdler 22 dhere

rùas no longer any need, either artistically or financially, to imitate

another writer. The work which was supposedly the model f.or rdLer 22,

the Fourth Voyage of Gufliverrs Travels, has all of the intricacy

typical of Swift: Gulliver sees human beings as

totall-y and exclusively rational, while he himsel

confused and confusing fÍgure whose significance

If this is a fable, í-t is a fable unlike anything

beasts and horses as

f stands between, a

is sti1l disputed.

ever written by

Johnsonts works asAesop. Idler 22, in contrast, líke such other of

The Fountains, seems almost austere in íts employnent of onry the un-

adorned essentials of the form which it assumes.

But simple as it might be, rdler 22 ís not crude. Evidence of

subtle control is seen in the manner in which the reader is maneuvered

into accepting the plausibility of talking birds. The rdrer begíns by

deferring to authority: "Many naturalists are of the opinion, that the

animals which rùe commonly consídeï as mute, have the power of imparting

their thoughts to one another.t' Birds, havíng t'the greatest varÍety

of notes, t' would seem to be the most likely animals to have a power of

speech equal to manrs. There are, the Idler continues, some people rvho

have even t'boasted that they understand theír language.t' so far the

rdler has only reported the conjectures and claims of other men, but

in the paragraph rqhich follows what rvas formerly entertained as a

possibility is nearly presented as fact, albeít with a sly qualification:
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"the mosL skitlful or most confident interpreters of the silvan dialogues

have been cormnonly found among the philosophers of the E"st."43 Though

he comes close, the Idler has not aligned hirnself irrevocably with the

credulous, for there is an unmistakable note of irony ín "most confi-

denÈ interpreters." This note is repeated as he continues:

what may be done in one place . may be per-
formed in another. A Shepherd of Bohemia
has, by long abode in the forests, enabled
himself to understand the voice of birds, at
least he relates v¡ith great confidence a story
of rvhich the.credíbilify may be consid.ered by
the learn 

"ð..44

The Idler thus establishes the possibility of the incredible without

acquiescing in it himself. The credence given to the fable by the

argument of authority is reínforced by placing those who claim to

understand the language of bÍrds in a far-off land where the strange

is commonplace. Only then does the rdler identify the source of the

story as a European, and even then he is a European distant from

Johnson's English readers. After this bríef preface the rdler with-

drarvs completely from the story and merely transcribes the Bohemianrs

tale.

The function of this preliminary account míght be said to add

plausibility to the fiction, but its more important purpose is to

place Johnson at a great distance from the attack. To get to the

actual author we have to trace the speaker back from the vultures to

the Bohemian shepherd and then to the Idler before arríving at Johnson

himself. Johnson could have opened the rvork by havíng the vulture say
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to her brood, t'My children ." but instead \.ùe are 1ed gradually to

the dialogue as the narratlve is passed on from hand to hand until

finally the birds speak for themselves. And even while he ís doing

this Johnson has tíme to r+ink at the sceptic.

The dialogue itself is a simple matter. A mother vulture, whÍle

teachí-ng her young the skills of survival, instructs them to be parti-

cularly watchful of the movements of men. For although men are too

large and powerful to be killed or carried away, they wilr, so the

mother has observed, often destroy one anothe¡ and leave their dead

ttfor the convenience of the vulture." I,Jith the natural inquisitiveness

of youth Lhe children enqui-re why men would kill one anoLher for no

apParent reason. The mother admits that although she is t'reckoned the

most subtile bird of the mountain'she does not knoru the ".rrr"..45 What

she offers are two explanations given by vultures older and wiser than

herself. The first hypothesis is that men "have only the appearance

of animal life, being really vegetables with a po\¡rer of motion," and,

as acorns are dashed to the ground in a storm,

unaccountable power dríven one against another,

moti-on, that vultures may be fed.,'46 Líke the

so are men ttby some

till they lose their

narrators of Marmor

Norfolciense and the Vindication the mother vulture satirizes without

knoivíng that she does so; but though she is an ironi-c narrator she is

not the object of ridícule. Lìhat is obviously aimed at in this passage

is manr s moral homocentricity which Johnson attacks by ironically in-

verting Lhe Cartesian doctrine (rvhich he abhorred) that animals are

rnere machines and insensible to pain. Líke the Cartesians, the vultures
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belíeve that the universe \,7as created for themselves alone. Even if

man is more than a vegetable, claims the mother, his purpose ís to

provide carrion, for vultures would never feast on his flesh t'had not

nature, that devoted hirn to our uses, infused into him a strange
L7

f erocitv. tt ' '

rt is mants "strange ferocitytt and not his homocentricity that

is the principal target in rdler 22. A second hypothesÍs of the old

vultures, the mother states, is that

there is, in every herd, one that gives directions
to the rest, and seems to be more eminently
delighted with a wide carnage. What it is that
entitl-es him to such pre-eminence we know not;
he is seldom the biggest or the swiftest, but
he shov¡s by his eagerness and diligence that he
is, more than any of the others, a friend to
vultures. 4ö

If there is anything in Idler 22 xhat recalls Gulliverrs Travels iL is

this passage. Both works reduce man (or something similar to man) to

attherdt'; and Johnsonts vilification of the'one that gives directíons

to the rest, and seems to be more eminently delighted with a wide

carnage," might seem to o\üe something to Gullíverrs observation that

in most Herds there rdas a Sort of ruling yahoo
. rvho was always more deformed in Body, and

mischjevous in Disposition, than any of the
r."t. (Swift's emphasis¡49

The Yale editors of the ldler claim that Johnson suppressed this

number t'probably because of its misanthropÍc tone' and because of hÍs

"strong aversion to tgeneral satire. "'50 These are plausible inferences



Yale edirors mean to imply), but rather

war. And, although r+ar is attacked in

this sort that Johnson meant to condemn

against which it is

least is necessary.

immortality

i-n Rambler

diffícult to argue,

Idler 22 does not

. A more intelligent standard

31 where iÈ is argued that the
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but some qualification at

attack man (if that is what the

mants most irrational actívity:

general, it was not satire of

by his interdiction of general

entíre professions

ire which does not

the guilty. In

the guilty promoters

for judging r,rorLh is of fered

satire. By general satire Johnson means attacks on

such as law or medicine. In other words, it is sat

isolate faults but rather defames the innocent with

Idler 22, as shall be shor'rn, Johnson does separate

of war from its more helpless victims.

Johnson evokes the horror of battle by concenfrating on its ef-

fects: "I{hen you hear the noise and see fire which flashes along the

ground, " says the vulture to her children, t'hasten to the place

[and] you will then find the ground smoaking with blood and covered

with carcu,""""."51 In part the satire is achieved by the description

of men as t'carcasses" (which diminishes men to carrion just as "herdt'

suggests cattle) and in part by the contrast of thís stark description

with the equanimity of the wultures v¡ho view this scene with gratitude

toward nature. But though he attacks war in general, Johnsonrs satire

is directed more particularly agaínst the leaders who delight in rvar-

fare and reap its dearly-purchased glory. These are the men who are

described by the mother as the greatest "fríendls] to vultures." One

of the rer¿ards of being a successful milítary leader is historical

name of HÍppocrates is "in
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raLional estimation greater than Caesr.'"."52 But it is in 4qgl-Lgfgr

99 that this idea is given its finest expression: "I cannot conceive,"

rvri tes Johnson,

ruhy he that has burnt cities, and wasted nations,
and fjlled the rvorfd wíth horror and desolation,
should be kindly regarded by mankind.
I r¡ould ruish Caesar and Catil ine, Xerxes and
Alexander, Charles and Peterr^huddled together
in obscurity or detestatior,.)J

It is not, then, war only that is attacked in ldler 22, but those men,

who l.ike Caesar and Alexander, seem "eminently delighted with a r¿Íde

carnage. tt

I{.Lç. 22 is a particularly successful adapfation of the beast

fable for the purposes of satire, Johnsonts fable is very rvelf chosen

in that there is a devastatingly ironic inappropriateness in having

blood-thírstiness exposed by wultures. The bird had in the eighteenth

century all of the same unpleasant assocíations that it has today,

r,¡ith the addition that it was then consídered to be a predator as well

as a scavenger. To be taught morality by vultures is akin, then, to

being taught self-reliance b1r sheep, or cleanliness by sruine.

Another framework as símple as the fable that appears repeatedly

in Johnsonts writings is the dream vision. This structure is well-

suited for didactic works since it allorvs for a mingling of human

figures, supernatural beings, and personified abstractions. In The

yfjfg" of l!çojlüe, Johnsonrs best knor¿n rvork of this kind, a human
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narrator encounters Appetíte, Habít, Education, Reason, Pride, and

Religion, to name only a few of the abstractions given concrete existence.

As mighl be expected The Vision of Theodore is transparently instructive,

as are nearly all of Johnsonrs other dream vision pieces.

While The Vision of Theodore is not a satire, in Rambler 105

Jobnson uses the

faults. Rambler

dream vision as a framework for an

105 begins with the central figure

attack on human

ar¿ake and obsessed

of a ttruniversalwith a síng1e idea. He ís lost in the contemplation

regi-ster,t" a kind of advertising agency that would publÍcize the skÍlls

and needs of anyone desiring its servi".".54 upon falling asleep he

imagines himself in a place r,vhere something simifar to his scheme

already exists. Guided by hís patron, curiosity, he is escorted into

the presence of Justice and Truth, who together interview a number of

applicants who wÍsh to advertise their goods and services.

The fírst to appear is a man who wishes to set up as a patron.

Justice enquires whether the applicant is able to distinguish "osten-

tation from knowledge, or vivacity from wit,ttto which questions the

would-be patron t'seemed not well provided with a reply. " He does,

however, have a clear idea of what he consíders to be the ends of

patronage: "the pleasure of reading dedications, holdíng multítudes

in suspense, and enjoying their hopes, theÍr fears, and their anxíety,

flattering them to assiduity, and, at last, dismissing them for im-

patíence." This passage \,/as wrítten in 1751, only three years af ter

Johnson was left ruaiting in Lord chesterfieldts outer room. The

resentment that finally resulted in his famous letter is evidenced here
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j-n the advertisement finally provided for the fictionaf patron:

Justice "ordered his name to be posted upon the gate among cheats,

and robbers, and publick nuisances, r¡hich all were by that notice

warned to avoid. "

Another petitioner appears who claims to be able to teach langu-

ages and scíence without requÍring effort from his students and wíthout

obstructÍng their progress t'in dress, dancing, or cards.t' But Truth,

finding the instructorts ttaddress aukward, and his speech barbarous,

ordered hirn to be registered as a tall fellow who rvanted emplo¡,'rnent,

and might serve in any post rvhere the knowledge of reading and rvriting

\../as not reqrlired."55 The satire continues with a progressíon of pro-

jectors before the tribunal: one man claims to have invented a form

of steam heat, and another insists that he has invented a submarine

that can carry passengers "for no more than double the price at which

they might sail above water."56 These and other fígures, deceived by

their imaginations and suffering vain and foofish desires, parade before

Truth and Justice until finally, in what in Johnson is a typical

instance of self-directed irony, the narrator himseff is asked his

reason for appearing. At which point he arvakes and the work concludes.

The simplicity of the plot in Rambrer 105 allows Johnson Lo atrack

a number of targets, rvhile the dream visíon frees him from the limíta-

tions of everyday reality and permits the creatÍon of absolute standards

against which human fo1ly can be judged. Truth is infallible and

Justice perfectly fair, and together they see through the pretensions

and mete out just punishnents to the deluded applicants who appear
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before them. The dream vision also enables Johnson to distance himself

once again from the attack. The narrator, who ín this case ís the

Rambler, is merely an observer, and is removed entirely from the act

of judgement. His only participatíon is in relating what has appeared

to hin in a dream.

rn fact, in neither fdler 22 nor Rambler ro5 do the narrators

reveal any arüareness that their tales are satiric. In ldfer 22 x]ne

mother vulture is the

The Bohemian shepherd

Idler appears only to discuss the plausibility of talking animals.

Rambler 105 the Rambler offers no judgement on his vision. Indeed,

there is a source for this satire it must be Morpheus.

The satiristrs need to distance himself from his attack has been

mentioned a number of times. Before continuing, however, it míght be

helpful to review the kinds of personae and narrators employed by

satirists to achieve this necessary distancing. There are many \,rays

in which a satirist can remove hi¡nself from view, or, if he allor¡s

himself to be identified as the source of the attack, at least focus

attention on the target rather than on hímself. simple irony, of the

sort that is found in the t'Revievüttof soame Jenynsr rnquiry, at least

suggests emotional control if not detachment. As Malmard Mack shorvs

in t'The Muse of Satíre, t' another way in which the satirÍst can dísaru

criticism and direct attention to the target is either to impress the

reader rvith his or¿n honesty and goodness, as do Juvenal and pope, or

to turn himself into a comic figure, a technique used by pope as well,

principal speaker, and she is an ironic character.

is only a shadowy source for the story, and the

In

if
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though more conmonly associated with Horace and C1'¡"tr""t.57 The surest

r^¡ay to withdraw from sight completely, horvever, is to create an entirely

fictional narrator and let him be identified as the source of exposure.

In The Cankered Muse, Alvin Kernan notes that fíctional narrators in

satire tend to be of three general types: they are either honest or

at least morally neutral characLers rvho attack targets outside of

themselves; or they are ironic characters notable for their ovrn faí1íngs

but who nevertheless expose others even more foolish and více-ridden

than themselvesl or, fínally, they are representatives and defenders

of vice and folly and the victims of their orun seff-"*po"rrru.58

The editorial persona that Johnson creates for the Rambler is

obviously that of the good, honest man. The Ramblerts appearance of

being a r,¡ise philosopher is not, however, allowed to gror,r out of

proportion. with amusing regularity hÍs correspondents mock hi_s

gravíty. The rdl-er, on the other hand, ís presented more as an ironic

figure, though this role is maÍntained with little consistency. There

Ís, for instance, nothing ironic, or amusing, about the narrative

The primary satiric

any case, found in the

voices in Idler 17 and the original ldler 22.

strategy in the Rambler and Idler is not, in

editorial Personae' but in the creatÍon of ruholly fictional narrators.

All three narrator types identified by Kernan appear in Johnson's

periodical works. The nature of periodical writíng is conducive to

the development of such narrators. The brevÍty of each issue, and the

fact that each is complete and self-conrained, make it a perfect form

for fictional letters to the edÍtor. And rvith each fetter a ne'
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character cân be introduced. 0f the forty-eight satires in the Rambler

rhirty-three are epistolary. 0f these, fifteen are from correspondents

who, wíth varying degrees of awareness, primarily expose themselves,

and eighteen are from correspondents who expose others. of the re-

maining satires in the Rambler most take the form of character sketches

with Johnson (or the Rambler persona) as the identified author.59

The phrase 'character sketchr suggests a relationship to the

Theophrastan Character, a relaLionship that ís discussed by Delbert

Earisman, who finds many similarilies yet argues that "there is no

evidence that . [Johnson] ever recognized that he was rvorking in

a classical genre when he drew a character."60 This statement is

somewhat surprÍsing in view of Johnsonrs vast knowledge of classical

literalure, but what is important at present is the manner in which the

Theophrastan Character can be used. to point out certain features of

Johnsonr s character sketches.

One of the fírst points made by Benjamin Boyce Ín The Theophrastan

Character in England lo 1642 is that Theophrastus appears in his rvorks

as "an impersonal observer; he refrains from explíci-t statement

. of what . [he] ttrinks of the character."61 That Johnson does

not refrai-n from judgement is apparent in the rvorks in this form that

have already been examined. 0f Suspirius, the screech owl, he proposes

by ruay of conclusion that he and his kind be confined "to some proper

receptacle, rvhere they may mingle sighs at leisure, and thicken Lhe

gloom of one another."62 rn his portrait of vívisectors in rdler 17
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Johnsonrs attj-tude is equally evident: the experimenters are termed

t'tr^/retches," their lives are described as being t'only varied by

varíeties of cruelty, t' and they are accused of learning "the use of

the lacteals at the expense of Itheir] hrmunity. "63 Simílarly

straightforward expressions of feeling appear in many other of Johnsonrs

portraits. Rambler 74 attacks, in the character of Tetríca, the dis-

dainfulness of those r¿ho advertise their nicety by refusing to be

pleased. Such t'peevishnessr" Johnson wrj-tes, Ís "the child of vanity,

and the nursling of ignorar,".."64 And he says of Nugaculus, a man who

from being an early student of human nature has degenerated into a

mere gossíp, that his is a "vicious waste of a life which might have

been honourably passed in publick service, or domestic virtues. He

has lost his original intention and given up his mind to employments

that engross, but do nol improve it."65

Johnson differs, then, from Theophrastus by openly voícÍng his

disapproval of the actions of his characters. But while he strays

from the classical model by refusing to be uninvolved, in many other

respects it is the si¡nilarity betr¿een his portraits and the Theo-

phrastan Character that is most striking. Professor Boyce points out

that there is a "combinatíon of generality and indj-vidualítyt' in the

Theophrastan character, a "representing of a class through a 1ive1y

picturing of a man whom rve ""r, "..."66 This statement night afmost be

taken as a general description of the entire body of Johnsonrs fiction,

but it is partícularly applicable to the sketches ín the Rambler and

Idler. Each of the Rambler and Idler portraits deals with a specific
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example of fo11y or vice, whether it be the malevolent envy of those

rvho disparage a rising name (Rambler L44), the vanity of authors who

blame the neglect of their writings on the ignorance of the public

(Rambler 146), the baseness of a parasite who allows himself to be

degraded in order to feast at the tables of the rvealthy (Rambler 206),

the blind devotion of political zealots (rdler 10), or the useless

hurry of a man who is busy without purpose (Idler 48).

In all of his character sketches Johnson presents both an indi-

vÍdual and a generaLized fau1t. rn fact, Johnson unites t'generality

and individuality" far more successfully than eíther Theophrastus or

Sir Thomas Overbury, one of the best known of English character writers.

TheophrasLus and Overbury certainly achieve generality, but their

characters are never identified more specÍfically than as tthe.t' of
t'The Toady, or I'latterer,tt for example, Theophrastus r¿rites:

The toady is the sort of person ruho will say to
the man he is walking with, "do you notice how
people look at you? You're the only man in
Athens they study in that way." . i,lhen his
patron makes a feeble joke he laughs. . If
he goes rvith his patron to help hím buy some
shoes, he remaçks that the foot is more shapely
than the sho..67

0f the same character, Overbury writes:

Hee selleth himselfe r¿ith reckoning his great
Friends, and teacheth the present hor¿ to rvin his
praises by reciting the otherrs gifts: hee is
ready for all employments. Hee will play
any part upon his countenance, and where hee
cannot be admitted for a counseller, hee will
serve as a fool.68
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The features noted by Theophrastus and Overbury appear also in Johnsonrs

portraít of the flatterer. Johnsonfs figure, however, is given a name

(Captator) and a unique history. In Ramblers 197 and l9B Captator

reviews the life he has wasted currying favour: in turn he

himself to three relatÍves, and in turn he was disappointed

in Rambler 200.

at

by

tached

each -

As Captator recalls the details of his life he gives substance to his

o\,rn personality as rvell as dramatic and j-mmediate existence to lhe

character of a flatterer. Whereas Theophrastus and Overbury tell us

the "sort of persont'the flatterer is, Johnson gives us the man himself.

i,Ji-rile his characters are individualized, very few of Johnson's

character sketches roere inspired by single individuals. Perhaps the

most notable exception is the figure of Prospero

himself in Rambler 200 andBoswell asserts that David Garrick

t'never forgave its pointed satire. But here, as elservhere, the

an amusing refutation of

of g1ass, wherei-n Beholders do

sa\t

,r69

satíre is so faithful to type, that any number of people míght see

themselves reflected were they so inclined. The wide applicability

of Johnsonfs portraits is confirmed by an episode recorded by Boswell.

Johnson, he writes, refated

with much satisfaction, that several of the
characters in the Rambler rvere drar,¡n so naturally,
that r,¡hen it first circutated in numbers, a club
in one of the tor.¡ns in Essex imagined themselves
to be severally exhibited in it, and ruere much
incensed against a person who, they suspected, had
thus made them objects of publick notice. /U

The mistake of the Essex club-members is

Swiftrs assertion that t'Satyr is a sort
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importantly it demonstrates the

generality and indíviduality.

in the Rambl-er no doubt because

lvaste of a life spent

is given concreteness

body of Bloom's essay

Face but their 0o . "71

fine balance in these

The Essex club-members

the portraits were so
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But more

portraits between

saw themselves

generally true

that they ruere also individually accurate. A similar claim might be

made for those pieces which \,/ere, apparently, drawn from a single

individual. Prospero is, as a fictional character, rendered with

enough concreteness and particularity to bring him alive as an indi-

vidual; but at the same tíme, the insensitivíty and vanity that he

displays are qualities that he shares with countless other individuals,

among whom was numbered, by admission, David Garríck.

That Johnson intended his portraits not as delineatíons of specific

indivíduals, but as representaLive, is indicated by the very names he

gives to his characters. Edward A. Bloom, v¡ho has written in detail

on the function of ttsymbolic Names in Johnsonfs periodical Essaysr"

begins his discussion by arguing that "only by fixíng an immaterial

concept (such as a personality trait) into a concrete ídentifiable

object could the writer hope to transmit his ideas to others."72 The

abstract concept, then, in the portrait, sây, of Nugaculus, is the

the Latin and Greek names given to the Rambler characters, and these

in collecting useless gossip, while this concept

by being manifest in a single individual. The

consists of an elucidation of the meanirrg" of

is argued, are usually 'pertinent to types and not indivi-

qualities. Nugaculus,

names, it

d.r"1s. "73 In fact the names usually indicate
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for example, ís "a coinage by Johnson based upon the adjective nugax

rjesting, trifling, frivolous. "' Nearly al1 of the Rambler characters

are as aptly named. Gelidus, whose devotion to study makes him

impervious to all human feelings, derives his name from a "1itera1

translation of gelidus 'icy cold, icy, frosty, . [whích] may also

aean'icy cold or still with death."' And suspirius is a "derivation

from susperium and the meaning that is closest to Johnsonts--ra sÍghing,
7/,

a sigh. t tt'-

The names gíven to the ldler characters are a great deal more

obvious. Tom Tempest, Jack sneaker, Tom Restless, and l,Jill Marvel,

for example, are betrayed by their naaes at the outset. Johnsonrs

reason for giving English names to the Idler characters is discussed

by B1oom. rn the Rambler, he argues, Johnson "aims at a relatively

high intellectual level of readers and uses classical names wídely; in

the Idler he recognizes the more humble learning of his readers and,

consequently, emphasizes English n"*."."75 Bloomrs argument is con-

vincing. Zosima and Betty Broom are in many respects similar. Both are

servant girls and both are far more worthy than those whom they serve.

But because of her name, Zosmia seems almost an exotíc figure. Johnson

exploits this by giving Zosima's oppressors, Ladies Lofty, courtly, and

Bluff, contrastingly plain English names rvhich imply their characters and

diminish them in relation to Zosima

But whether the names are English or classical the purpose of

naming is the same: to signify both an individual and the personality

trait nanifested in that individual In other words, each name identi-
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fies both a concrete figure and a generalized fault; and it is the

fault that

technique

and Idler with those for:nd in any annotated edítion of Popets works.

The one vol-ume Twickenham edition, for example, points out that the

"furious" and "p[oxe]d" sappho is Lady Mary tr^Iortley Montague; that the

"heartless" cloe t'seems to be derived from HenrieLta Hobartt'; that

shylock is a "reference to Edward i^Iortley Montague"; that Balaam is

"perhaps modelled on Thomas Pitt" and, of course, that the catamile

sporus is meant as t'a character of Lord He*ey."76 These are only a

few from scores of examples that might be cÍted. of the names in the

Rambler and Idler only Prospero can be assÍgned with any confidence to

an actual historical figure, in this case David Garrick. of course,

Sporus et aI. are more than names for actual persons; they are imagina-

tive satíric creations that would suffer little diminishment were they

left unconnected to any historical name. The poínt is, simply, that

such connections seem, in fact, to have been intended and do exist.

And as 1itt1e as it matters for our appreciation of his poetry, some

part of Pope's desígn \ùas to ridicule Lord Hervey and Lady }fary Wortley

Montague, for exampre, by drawing upon the assocíations of names such

as Sporus and Sappho.

There is one other feature of Johnsonrs portraits that \üarrants

comparisen rvith theTheophrastan Character. Professor Boyce points out

that a single structural pattern is found in all of the Theophrastan

Characters:

is the real target. It is possíb1e to place Johnsonrs

in greater relief by comparing the footnotes to the Rambler
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The method in each of these pieces is first to
name the moral quality or habit and then very
briefly to define it. . After rhe definition
comes the main development, the list of actions
and speeches that are typical of a víctim of the
quality under consideration. The picture is
built up entirely of details of what the man does
or says, usually in apparently randor o-d.t.77

must be admitted at once that not al1 of Johnsonts portraits are

randomly structured out of details. The life of Leviculus, the

fortune hunter, for example, is traced chronologically from his first

hopeful assault on the fortune of F1avil1a to his final unsuccessful

proposal to Madam Prune, and his lapse thereafter into despondency and

regret. But more typical of the structure of Johnsonts sketches, and

more 1íke the Theophrastan Character, is RambLer 24 The principal

fÍgure j-n this piece is Gelidus, a bookish man whose studj-es have

blinded him to life, human feelings, and ultimately to himself. The

appearance of Gelidus is prepared for in a fashion vrhích, though ÍE

does not follow Theophrastus I method exactly, is aË least analogous to

it. Theophrastus, as \,ras mentioned, first names and then defines the

in his figures. Johnson, on the

more leisurely and indirect dis-

introduction of a representative

a patient examination of the ancient

cussion that leads gradually to the

índividual. Rambler 24 begins with

traits that are finally materialized

other hand, more often begins r¡ith a

motto adopted by Socrates, t'know

ít, "be acquainted rvith thyself."

thyself, " oa,

This maxim,

Johnson translates

writes,

âc

he

in the whol-e extent
to comprise all Ëhe

of its meaning, may be said
speculatÍon requisi-te to a
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moral agent. For what more can be necessary to
the regulation of 1ife, than the knowledge of
our original, our end, our-duties, and our
relation to other beings?/8

Johnson, obviously, gives a religious significance to the maxim though

he admits that its origÍnal author probably did not intend it 'rto be

understood in this unlimited and complicated sense; for the inquiries,

which . it would seem to recommend . require light from above,

which \^7as not yet índulged to the heathen world." But if the ancients

could not pursue the religious implícations of this dictate they could

see its moral applicabÍlity; for, as Johnson writes:

The great praise of Socrates is, that he drew
the wits of Greece, by his instruction and
example, from the vain persuit of natural
philosophy to moral inquiries, and t_urned their
thoughts from stars and tides, and matter and
motion, upon the various modes of virtue, and
relations of life. All his lectures were but
commentaries upon this saying.79

c1ear1y, for Johnson, as for socrates, to "know thyself" ís identified

with knor¿ing oners morar duty; and it is this, rather than external

nature, that he feels should be the prímary study of every human being.

So far this Rambler is a moral- and philosophícal essay only;

there is as yet no trace of satire. But with the comparison of Socrates

to the natural philosophers who preceded him Johnson begins to move

toward the presentation of a character whose lack of self-knowledge

makes him a perfect satiric target. "The great fault of men of learn-

ing," Johnson continues, "i" still, that they appear willing to

study any Èhing rather than thems"l.r."."80 The waste of rife spent
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on Pointless studies is a common theme in Johnsonrs periodical essays,

but, as has been noted, his projectors and collectors are usually

treated rather gently as amusing figures, and their studíes are often

seen as not totally worthless. But ruhen the researches of the antí-

quarian or experirnenter blind him to himself, and therefore to his

moral duty, a more serious concern is introduced. This concern is

first expressed rather generally. ttl.rrhenrtt Johnson r¡rites, tta marì.

employs himself upon remote and unnecessary subjects, and \^/astes his

life upon questions, rvhÍch cannot be resolved he may be very

properly . . . reminded that there is a nearer being r¿ith which it

is his duty to be more acquainted. "Sl Having thus narror¿ed the focus

to a particular class of beings who are prevented from knowíng them-

selves by their obsession with less useful studies, Johnson is now

ready to deal ¡¿íth a single figure.

Gelidus is first descríbed as t'a man of great penetration, and

deep researches. . being of a temper naturally cool and equal,

he is sel-dom interrupted by his passions in the persuít of the longest

chain of unexpected cons"q,run"u"."82 The objectÍve researcher has

become an admired ideal in the twentieth century, but as Johnson shor¿s

in Idler 17, there is a point at which the ideal becomes a perversion,

and in Rambler 24, a context in rvhich lack of feeling is a fault.

tr'Jhereas the vívisectors sacrifice anÍmals for scíence, Gelidus sacri-

fices hís family, and like the vivisectors he loses his humanity.

Gelidusfs fault is, hor¿ever, passive rather than actÍve:

He spends his time in the highest room of his
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house, into r"¡hich none of his family are suffered
to enter; and when he comes dov¡n to his dinner,
or his rest, he walks about like a stranger that
is there only for a day, without any tokens of
regard or tenderrìess. He has totally dívested
himself of all human sensations.oJ

so single-minded is Gelidus that "he has neither eye for beauty, nor

ear for complaint; he neither rejoíces at the good fortune of his

nearest friend, nor mourns for any publick or prj-vate calamíty."84

Although he has moved from a broad examination of the motto "know

thyself" to a description of a single individual, Johnsonts account is

sti1l quite general and not yet satiric. There is a degree of speci-

fÍcíty in the picture of a man isolated in his upper room and unknown

to his family, but it is in the examples that reveal his unfeeling lack

of concern for any ttprivate or publick calamítyt' that Gelidus is

del-ineated with satiric particularity:

Having once received a letter, and given it to
hís servant to read, he was informed, that it
was written by his brother, who, being ship-
wrecked, had swam naked to land, and was destítute
of necessaries in a foreign country. Naked and
destitute! says Gelidus, reach down the last
volume of meteorological observations, extract
an exact account of the wind, and note it
carefully in Lhe diary of the weath.r.85

The devíces of rhetoric are employed noruhere more clearly than in

satire. rrony, of course, is the most f amiliar rhetorical Ì¡reapon,

but bathos, of the sorË thal is found in Swift's lines, is almost as

much used:

"The Dean is dead, (and rvhat is Trumps?)
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The Lord have mercy on his soul.
(Ladies Itll venture for the Volel)

(r1. 228-30) Õo

Johnsonrs employment of bathos is no less effectíve. upon hearing of

his brotherrs plight Gelidus exclaims "Naked and destitute!," and rvhat

we expect is some expression of píty. But this ejaculation is merely

an involuntar)¡ repetition of two words from the letter, for Gelidus

immediately turns his attention to what interests him most in his

brotherrs letter: the description of the wind which wrecked his ship.

I{here there is so fittle regard for a near relative there can be

no expectation of more general compassion. The sanctity of Gelidusts

study \{as once violated by his family who rushed in "to shevr him that

a town at a small distance Ìùas on fire. " lloments later

a servant came up to tell him, that the flame had
caught so many houses on both sides, that the
inhabitants \^/ere confounded, and began to think
rather of escapíng r^rith their lives, thao saving
their dwellings. I^Ihat you te1l me, says Ge1 idus,
ís very.grobable, for fíre naturally acts in a
circle. Õ /

Gelidusrs cold and unfeeling nature is revealed by his regard for only

the natural la¡¿s governing fire, and also by the fact that his servant

must tell him that the fire had encircled the Lown, for if he had

bothered to look out hÍs window it seems he might have seen it for

hiinself .

Much of what has been said about Johnsonts character sketches is
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true also of certain of hís satires written in the form of letters ro

the Rambler or rd1er. Again general faults are exposed by being dis-

played in specific individuals. There is, however, one crucial dif-

ference in the epistolary satires: the satirist is not the Rambler or

rdler but, rather, a fictional correspondent. some of the satires

written in this form have already been discussed: specifically, the

letters of Zosima and Ruricola. But whereas the discussion in Chapter

Two concentrated on the tonal aspects of Johnsonrs satÍre, the focus

here will be on l-row the structure of letters like those of Zosima and

Ruricola constitutes part of the satiric strategy.

The most obvious effect of creating a fictional letter rvriter who

complains of the errors of olhers is that it places the real author

at a greater distance from the satire. contrary to \,rhat might be

expected, however, the interposing of a fictional speaker between

Johnson and the satire j-s not a tactic dictated by the tone of the

epistolary sati-res, since, in fact, the tone in these letters is on the

whole no more severe than that found i-n most of the character sketches.

A notable advantage of the epistolary fiction, exploited often

by Johnson, is that it alforus the creation of characters who can res-

pond to, and attack, the letters of one another. Thus, in effect, the

real satirist can engage in a controversy with himself through the

letters of his fictional correspondents. Such a battle is carried on

in the letters of Hymenaeus and TranquÍlla, each of whom attacks the

character of the opposite sex. The quarrel begins in Rambler 113 ín

i'¡hích Hymenaeus expresses fear that he is condemned to "everlasting
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solitude, and excluded . from all hopes of connubial felicity, "

rvhile all hÍs hopes are "for the calm of domestick happír,.r". "88 rhe

source of H¡rmenaeus t despair is his inability to find a truly virtuous

woman. Although he has been, he says, t'a hundred tímes on the brink

of matrimoûy,t'he has discovered on each occasion some quality in his

intended partner that has forced him to r¿ithd.raw his attentiorrs.89 rn

recounting his history of disappointment Hymenaeus presents various

small character studies much in the manner of the minor portraits just

considered. Ferocu1a is discovered to be avaricious, Misothea dis-

putatious, and sophronia suspicious, while still others of the \,\7omen

he has courted turn out, upon nearer examination, to be opportunisLic,

deceitful, or greedy. This catalogue of feminine vice and folly Ís

too lengthy for one number of the Rambler and so H¡rmenaeus renews his

complaint in a second letter (Rambler 115) in t¿hich he describes a

succession of manly, slovenly, prideful , and prodigal \,romen.

The ínevitable imputatíon of misogyny, which the Rambler (and

Johnson) avoids through the epistolary fiction, is deflected to the

invented corresPondent. H¡rmenaeus, however, attempts to forestall the

anticlpated charge with a protestation at the end of his first letter

that he would not have rejected so many \^7omen "had r not hoped to

transfer my affection to higher meritr "90 "r,d by concluding his second.

letter rvith a statement of faith that such high merit exists even

though he has not found it.91 Despite this attempt to moderate the

generalíty of his censure. Hymenaeust letters do tend torvard an ín-

clusive indictment of women, and as such invÍte response.



If not refuted Hymenaeus ís certainl-y ansrn/ered by Tranquilla who

accuses hiur of t'partial satíre." Men too, she points out, t'have their

follíes, and theír .ri"."."92 Tranquillars letter is in every way the

counterpart of those of H¡rmenaeus, except that iÈ is written from a

v/omanrs point of view. Líke Hyrnenaeus, Tranquilla is eager to marry

Ín order to escape "the hardships of antiquated virginity," and like

him also, she has been unable to find a suitabl" prttr,"r.93 while she

has had many suitors she has had to reject each of them for being

either cowardly, foppish, gluttonous, drunken, impíous, lecherous, or

avaricíous.

Considered separately

formances. The desire åf

provides the occasion for what appears to be a general attack on the

failings of the opposite sex. But consj-dered as a group these Ramblers,
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together with Rambl-er L67

more complex, and less sexually discriminating satíre.

To see what he ís doíng it is ímportant to notice the balance

Johnson achieves, not only by the obvious method of opposing the

Ramblers

each of the correspondents to find a mate

r,¡riters to one another, but also through his subtle ironic treatment of

the two correspondents. To the extent that the correspondents attack

actual faults (e.g., avaríce, cowardi-ce, pride) they speak for Johnson;

but insofar as their attacks imply a rvholesale censure of one or the

other sex they speak for themselves and are the targets of a gentle

ll3, 115, and 119 are slight per-

(which will be discussed shortly), form a

irony rvhich moderates their remarks without j-nvalídating them. The

protestation of ilymenaeus to the contrary draws attention to the fact
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posite sex are indeed idealistic and the perfection that he demands

does not exist in either man oT \.voman. Tranquilla is shov¡n to be

equally demanding (and is treated rvith more obvíous irony) rvhen she

laments that she has had to drive a\^/ay t\^zo suitors because "they had

no taste or knowledge in *,rsick. "94 It should be emphas irzed agai:n

that only the expectations of the writers are mocked and not their

attacks on particular faults.

A more obvious kind of balance is achieved by the oppositíon of

Lhe letters to one another. The epistolary format allows Johnson to

present both male and female points of vier¡ and to show that íf there

is cause for complaint on one side there is equal cause on the other;

that is, it is as difficult for a sensitive lvoman to find a partner as

it is for a sensitive man. But what finally emerges from the playing

off against one another of the letters is the recognition that the

faults described are not the errors of elther sex but rather are shared

by all human beings. Each writer compiles a catalogue of figures

dominated by prÍde, lust, avarice, gluttony and the like, but none of

these vices belongs exclusively to one sex, despite the individual

complaints of the correspondents. The problem, then, is not that

either men or \^Iomen are imperfect, but that both are imperfect. The

search for a wife or a husband is thus relegated to the business of

plot and serves only as an occasion for satiric portraits that have

nothing to do wíth sex.

Although our attention in these letters is directed primarily at
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the vices that each writer exposes, some concern develops for the

writers themselves, and something approximating a plot emerges through

the succession of letters: both correspondents ane unhappily unmarried

and searching for a partner, and a seemi-ng antagonism is suggested as

Tranquillars letter is written in angry response to the remarks of

Hymenaeus. After a brief flurry of

within seven numbers of the Rambler)

appear sti1l discontentedly single.

it is to announce that they are married--to one another. A degree of

verisimilitude ís added by the spacing of the letters. The time be-

tvreen Hymenaeusr last letter and Tranquillats response (four numbers)

suggests the aciual tíme it might take for her to read and compose a

rebuttal; whíle the interval between her letter and the announcement of

their marríage (forty eight numbers), likervise seems a plausible period

in which they might meet and fall in love with one another. Most

important, however, is the effect that their marriage has (in retro-

L7B

writing (the three l-etters appear

Hymenaeus and Tranquilla dis-

spect) on their censure. hihile the abuses that they attack in thei-r

I^Ihen they reappear in Rambl-er 167

letters remain abuses sti11, the marriage of the correspondents ís an

affirmation that virtue, like vice, is to be found in both sexes. As

a final note on these letters ít should be poínted out that the r+ríters

have formed more reasonable expectatíons of marriage. I^le have not,

they rvrite, "vitiated our fancies in the soft hours of courtship, wÍth

visions of felicíty rvhich human power cannot besto&r, or of perfection

which human virtue cannot atËain."95

In Id1 ers 15 arrd 28 Jol'rnson again opposes the satire of one letter
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quite dj-fferent. In Idler 15 Johnson acts indeed as an editor sínce

the number \¡ras r¿ritten by Bonnell Thornton. Thornton's contribution,

too, takes the form of an imagined letter. His invented correspondent,

Zachary Treacle, complains at length about the hardships of being

married to a tyrannical wife who annoys him throughout the day in his

shop and who allows him no time to himself in those hours when he is

not working. Because the satire is presented from Treaclers point of

view and because his interfering and demanding wife ís such a familiar

satiric (and comic) figure it is only natural that his criticism is

accepted unquestioningly. But in ldler 28,

situation is presented from the perspectíve

entirely different light is thrown on the situation. In the first

place, as she points out, her husband purchased his shop with the

money that she brought to their marriage. But more to the point, she

also complains that she is forced to watch over her husband duríng the

day to prevent him from running off to a nearby tavern where he would

gamble away a1l of his money at ninepins and 1et his shop go to ruin.

Lt9

Her husband is even l-ess to be trusted when he is not working. tton

a Sundayr" she r,¡rites, "if he sLays at home, he has six meals, and when

he can eat no longer, has t\.renty stratagems to escape from me to the
..96

â I ehouse. "

written by Johnson, the

of Treaclets wife, and an

Clearly,

113,115,119,

by being balanced to

fdlers l-5 and

and 167.

2B work differently as a

form a single satire,

For while the Rambler satires are moderated

Idler 28 mitígates the

unit than Ramblers



satíre of ldler 15.

husband, but instead explails why she must constantly watch over him.

'[nle are forced nov/ to accept her account and to view his

partial and self-servíng. Read by itself Idler 15 is a

if conventional, satiric portraít; but read again after

28 its attack is blunted, and instead of appearing as the

husband of an ungovernable loife Mr. Treacle sounds like a

Mrs. Treacle says 1itt1e that contradícts her

wastrel bridling at the restraints made necessary by hÍs

There is a sense in which fdler 28 undermines, or at

tions, a standard feature of satire. In Idler 15 Mr.

as a víctim and his wife as a tyrant; but as Johnson

we originally side with Mr. Treacle onlv because he presents just as

much information as is convenient for his purposes. The focus of

Johnsonrs suspicion, then, is on the satiríc narrator. But once aroused

suspicíon is not easily checked. If one narrator is proven to be un-

reliable why should we trust the other? I^Ihy, for example, might not

Mr. Treacle write in reply to his wife explainíng how her shrev¡ishness
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remarks as

convíncing,

readílg Idler

drives him into the taverns?

definitely. Not the least of the ironies of Idler

fact that Johnson creates suspicions about satire

ítse1f a sati-re.

oppressed

whining

foolishness.

least ques-

i^,tiile the epistolary framervork enables Johnson to dissociate him-

self from the satiric attack, at times even a fictional narrator does

not provide distance enough. In Ranbler 200 Johnson first attacks a

Treacle is seen

shorvs in Tdler 28

species of pride and inconsiderateness through the letter of an

ft is easy to imagine this going on in-

28, then, is the

in a work that is



imagined correspondent and then, in hís role as editor, chídes his

correspondent-satirist for too strongly resenting the injury done to

him.

wealth by a lucky project."

for Prospero because of the

The target of Rambler

world together; and for a long time mutually assisted each other in our

exígenciesr'as either happened to have money or influence beyond his

immedíate necessities.t' Feeling only "an honest and disinterested

joy" for his friend's good fortune, Asper called upon him expecting no

alteration in their relation"hip.97 He refates that he was, conse-

quently, somewhat chagrined by the delay of a footman ruho left hin

rvaiting at the door i+hile he inquired whether hís master r,ras at home,

a delay which is ascribed to Prosperots deliberating whether he r¿ould

be at home. Once inside Asper recalls that he was subjected to even

more obvious tokens of his friendrs pride and condescension as item

by i-tem Prospero showed objects and rooms that v/ere reserved for his

special guests. rn each instance it was made humiliatingly clear to

Asper that he was not of that select circle. Ile \^/as requested to

allorv the'footman to cover the chair upon which he sat for fear that

he might soil the materíal; when he commended the tea he was totd by

Prospero that he had some even better rvhich rvas reserved "for those

rvhom he thought hímself oblíged to treat rvith partj-cular respect";

and rvhen Asper admired a piece of china he rvas asked to set it dor.¡n

since t'they rvho rvere accustomed only to common dishes, seldom trandled

200 ís Prospero, t'a man lately raised to

Asper, the wrl-ter, has a special regard

past they have shared: t'Inle set out in the
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china wíth much care.t' Asper recalls, not

anger increased as the vísit \,Jore on, until

occasion to end hís vÍsit with Prospero it

of seeing him again, unless some misfortune
oo

standíng. t''"

relationship with David Garrick comes immediately, and inevitably, to

The situation descríbed in Rambler 200 is

mind ' The story of Johnson and Garrick arriving almost penniless in

London ín 1737 is r¡el1 knovrn, as is its sequel: while Garrick \,rent on

to early fame Johnson toiled for years in obscurity. That Johnson had

Garrick j-n nind as a model for Prospero is asserted by Boswell who

also reports that Garrick always resented the satire. Although there

is no record of Garrick ever treating Johnson as condescendingly as

Prospero treats the narrator, Garrick did not, walter Johnson Bate

argues, "bear success with negligence "nd gr""".,,99 Baters suggestion

can be confirmed by Boswell's remark (though Johnson opposed hím as

he always did v¡hen anyone other than hÍmself spoke against Garrick)

that he put on "the airs of a great man."loo

rf Garrick did serve as the model for prospero then the possí-

bility of envy as a motive for the portrait mìist be considered. The

wild success of a man rvho had formerly been Johnsonts pupil, and ¡^¡hose

talents he held only in moderate regard, might naturally be expected

to arouse envy in a man rvhose or.¡n vastly superior inteflect and learn-

ing brought only a hard-earned reputation and little relief from

poverty. Envy, however, was an emotion that Johnson very often

surprísingly, that his

when at last he found

was "wíthout any intention

should restore his under-
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such that Johnsonts



critícized. Less than two months before Ranbler 200 he wrote in

Rambler 183: "Let it

envíes another, confesses his superiority, and 1et those be reformed

by their pride who have lost their virtue."l01 Johnson was always

the sort of man who at least attempted to follow his own dictates, and

Bate argues that "dj-sliking envy as he did, Johnson was able through-

out most of his life not only to control it but also to plow it under."

Still, Bate admits, in the single case of Garrick "it could sometimes

emerge closer to the surface."l-02 Bate has in mínd, as his examples

be constantly remembered, that whoever

indicate, Johnsonts many remarks disparaging the profession of acting

(what merit is to be allowed to "a fellow r+ho claps a hump on hís

back, and a limp on his leg, and cries 'I am Ri.chard the Third2"'¡.103

If the portrait of Prospero in Rambler 200 is, then, drar,¡n from Garrick,

it is unusual in that it deals rvith his personality and not his

pro f ession .
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It is perhaps a suspícion of his or.¡n motives that accounts for

the unusual note added at the end of Rambler 200, where, assuming the

role of editor, Johnson adds an unexpected apology for Prospero and a

fer+ reproving remarks directed at the correspondent. trrrhile admitting

that the writer was provoked, the Rambler nevertheless goes on to add

that he "cannot altogether commend the keenness of his resentment, nor

encourage him to persist in his resolution of breaking off a1l commerce

ivith his o1d acquaintance." t"A friend, ttt he continues, tttshould not

be hated for litt1e faultsrt" and Prospero has done nothing t'that

should exclude hím from common degrees of kindnerr. "l04 It is



sÍgnificant that Johnson disapproves of his correspondenCs bitterness

in this instance, since he elsewhere attacks the incivility of the

rich to the poor without feeling the need to apologíze. Johnson

emphasizes his reservations about Rambler 200 by the very name that

he gives to his correspondent. Although Prospero, with its suggestion

of prosperity and its allusion to Shakespearers master of the revels

in The Tempest, poínLs slrongly to Garrj-ck (who, indeed, prospered

through Shakespeare), there is no criticism implied in the name; but

the correspondent t s name, Asper, which denotes ttrough, tt ttsour,tt and

has such associations as asperity, aspersíon, and even asp, certainly

implies a great deal of criticism. It seems certain that Johnson

feared that the motives ivhich inspired him to draw this portrait \^rere

best suggested by lhe connotations of the name Asper. Thus, though

Garrick (or rather, faults embodied by Garrick) might be the target of

Asperts letter, in his editorts reply Johnson turns the censure against

himself. In a rather complicated manner, then, Johnson distances him-

self from the original satire by delivering it through the letter of
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a fictíonal correspondent; and Lhen, paradoxically, dístances himself

even further r,¿ith a cautionary note to the correspondent rvhich may, ín

fact, be self-directed.

There are a number of strategic reasons for creating a speaker

vho suffers at the hands of the people who are themselves the satiríc

target. In Rambler 12 the dislike that is felt for the ladies

oppress and insult Zosima is increased by

for her. l{ere these ladies described by

the sympathy that is

an uninvolved narrator

who

felt

r,/e



i,/ould sti1l díslike them, but probably not rvj-th the same intensity.

In addition, in works where target and victim are described by a thírd

party the victim is less clearly perceived since greater emphasis is

naturally gíven to the target. Indeed, in many satires the víctim, íf.

there is one (since often the offense described harms only the offender),

is only inplied. In rvorks such as Rambler 12, on the other hand,

greater attention is given to the speaker as narrator and victim. The

narrator in any work is always of interest. Even when there is only a

disembodied voice readers will almost ahvays imagine a tangible per-

sonality. How much more interesting, then, is someone like Zosima,

who is both a narrator and a participant in the action she describes.

Another aspect of the readerfs attitude that Johnson exploits is the

impulse to side with the narrator. Building on this natural disposition,

Johnson increases our loyalty by shoiui-ng the narrator cruelly abused.

As a satírical tactician Johnson thus builds on our interest in, and

1oya1 ty toward, the narrator; villainy is shor.rn by its consequences,

and because someone we care about is harmed, vre experience syrnpathy

and anger more strongly.

There is, horuever, a danger that a work can lose its satiric focus

if too much j-nterest is centered on the speaker. Because of their

helplessness against those r+ho oppress them it would be easy for

Johnsonrs narrators to degenerate into sentimental figures and for the

r¡ork to decline simply into a pathetic tale. In effect, rvhen the

speaker becomes of primary interest our primary emotion i-s sympathy for

him rather than anger at tÌre target.
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Perhaps

Ranbler 149.

scene of innocence and oppression. Sínce the death of their parents

while they were sti1l children, Hyperdulus and hís sister have been

forced to live upon the charity of an uncle. Hyperdulus, however,

admits to no feelings of t'burning gratitude or tumultuous affection"

for their benefactor, which is not surprising si-nce, from their initial

"frigid" reception into their uncle's family, he and his sister have

been treated with contempt and relegated to the status of barely

as close as Johnson ever comes to sentímentalitv is in

Hyperdulus, the narrator, describes an almost Dickensían

tolerated inferiors. The insults that Hyperdulus endures are aggravated

by the torment of having to look on helplessly at the degradation of

his sister who is made tta servant to her cousins in their apartmentsr'l

and who, fike Cinderella, because of her wit and beauty is never allowed

to appear with her cousins "in any place where they solicit notice, or

expect admiration." worse stil1, the heir of the family has'rbegun to

harass her with clor^¡nish jocularityt'and with the "connivance" of the

IB6

uncle "treats her with

The tectrrique of increasing anger by developing sympathy is taken

to such an extreme in Rambler 149 that it threatens to turn the work

intó something other than a satire.

sister assumes such importance and absorbs so much attention that it is

easy to lose sight of the fact that the piece is acrually about the

arrogance and cruelty of their uncle's family. rt is important in a

satiríc rvork of this kind to keep tl-re target as much in the foreground

licentíous brutality. "105

as are the victims. 'lrrren this is not done characters such as

The plÍght of Hyperdulus and his



Hyperdulusr cousins become (1ike Cinderella's step-sisters) simply

villains in the background of a romantic tale rather than targets in

a satire. 0n1y Hyperdulust resentment prevents Rambler 149 fl.om be-

coming a sentiirrental story of oppressed innocence. His anger, directed

at his Uncle's family, helps direct the reacler's attention also to the

offenders.

In the letters just considered speaker and target are clearly

distingulshed. Johnson \^/rote a number of other satires, horvever, in

which speaker, target, and victim are the same, as the r,¡riters un-

wittingly reveal their ov¿n vanity and foolishness and are Lhe only ones

to suffer through their fo11y. 0f the seven satires in the Rambler

and Idler rvhich take the form of unconsciously ironic letters, one is

from a proud collector of useless curiosities who boasts majestically

of his assortment of naps, broken stones, buLterflies, and (specious)

artífacts of the ancíent ,oorld.106 Three other letters are from young

girls (includíng Bel1aría) whose interests and knoivledge extends no

further than fashions, beaux, masquerades, and card p.ttiur.107

Bellariats letter has already been examined and the tr¿o other

feminine epístles are in much the same vein. Much more interesting

is a letter f rom l'1isellus, a r+ould-be author, for, rvhile Bellaria ts

letter (like the letters of the trvo other girls) is a rather con-
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ventional satiric exercise, Rambler 16 probes more deeply into the

excesses of human vanitv.

Before examining Ranbler 16 it might be useful briefly to mention



another \^/ork rúith which ít contrasts,

correspondent complains of the public neglect of his work on natural

history, blaming his faílure to receive recognítion not on the actual

cause, the quality of his work, but on

of patrons and other scholars. Rambler

trating portraít of self-deception.

imagines himself "irreversibly condemned, to all the miseries of hÍgh

reputatÍon." The srnall pamphlet which is the source of his fancied.

celebrity is in fact so bad that even his friends are unable to read

more than a Page. Mise11us, however, puts a more favourable cons¡rue_

tion on their reluctance, believing that they "were híndered, by theír

admí-ration, from reading furth.t."108 so great is hj-s vanity that

Misellus impoverishes himself feasting his acquaintances ín order to

hear himself praised, while blocking out, of course, the knowledge that

thej-r flattery ís purchased. slipping ever deeper into megalomania

he interprets even the most direct insults as a kind of praíse: "As

soon as r enter the room, r see parl of the company raging with envy,

rvhich they endeavour to conceal, sometimes with the appearance of

laughter, and sometímes wi-th that of contempt."l09 Misellus, self-

absorption culminates ultimately in paranoia. He fears that his rooms

will be ransacked for odd scraps of his rvritings and he insists that

eleven painters are following hirn about, "for they know that he who

can get my face first rvill make his forturr.."110

James clífford has said that in the Rambler, especially, "one can

find penetrating studies of human frustration, of the devlous effects

In ld1er 55 an unidentified

the arrogance and insensibílity

16 offers a far more pene-

1BB

Rather than neglected Misellus



of blocked wills, and of complex human motivation. "11l

Bate adds that Johnson's

clarivoyant sense of the complex "treachery of
the human heart, t' and its capacity to destroy
both its o\,in peace and its or.m perception of
reality, provides an anticj-pat1on of-!'reud tìrat
r^le are only beginning to recognir".II2

The accuracy of Clifford's and Baters remarks is well borne out by

Rambl er

a satiric exposure of vanity. By tracing Misellust gradual descent

into paranoj.a Jol-rnson presents a case history of a certain kind of

16 which is both a psychological study of self-deceptj.on and

neurosis. At the same time Misellus is a satiric figure. His facility

for fjnding in every attitude a testament to his genius exemplifles

the seff-ignorance that results from unchecked vanity. He serves as

an example of ruhat is to be avoided and he is presented (through hís

lB9

ovør rvords) in a manner that evokes laughter rather than sympathy.

Rambler 117, the last of the ironic letters to be considered, ís

hlal ter .Tackson

one of the most conventíonal, and entertaÍ-ning, of Johnsonrs satires.

The correspondent in this letter, Hypertatus, derives from the tr:adition

of learned fools, and his letter is an elaborate Scriblerian parody of

a scholarly disquisition. I^Iith an ostentatious display of learníng,

the logical dexterity of a scholiast, and a command of cj-rcumlocution

rvorthy of a twentieth-century

"theory of a garret" that is

Immediately follorving a

his argument. Thís resembles

sociologist, Hypertatus sets forth a

as inventive as ít is absurd.

perfunctory "Sir," Hypertatus dives into

very litt1e the more personal letters in



v¡hich the authors seem to speak directly to the Rambler. But then

Hypertatus admits that his epístle is sent to the Rambler only as a

"means of communicating to the publÍc."113 rn his introductory remarks,

however, Hypertatus censures the general public that he addresses.

"Nothingrtt he says, tthas more retarded the advancement of learning

than the disposition of vulgar minds to ridicufe and vi1ífy what they

cannot comprehend."114 This is somewhat defensive and perhaps not very

tactful, but it is, nevertheless, a reasonable and accurate observation.

In fact there is lítrle in his opening remarks that míght arouse sus-

picion apart from hís assertion that only the fear of ridicule has

delayed the mechanist from arguing "the possibí1ity of tearing down

bulwarks with a silk-worm's thread; and the astronomer of relating the

rapidity of light, the distance of the fíxed stars, and the height of

the lunar mountains. "1l5

To first establish trust in an ironic narrator is a familiar

satiric tactic, the object of which, Cary Mclntosh argues, is to

deceíve "the reader into accepting a fiction which will not have

succeeded unless it hurts.t'11 6 
Lrïe are not certain that Hypertatus is

an ironic narrator until well into the third paragraph, but rather

than pain the discovery produces laughter, for r¿e rearn that we have

sided not with a man whose schemes are diabolical, but only with one

rvhose theories are ínnocuously far-fetched. The joke may be on us

r9CI

but we are not forced into a serise of guilt.

The inspiration of Hypertatus t treatise is his observatíon "that

the professors of literature generally reside in the highest stories, "



a circumstance whích "has been immemorially obser.r.d."117 Like a good

schol-ar Hypertatus turns first to the ancíents. The intellectual

benefits of a lofty residence \rere well knor^¡n to the Greeks, he argues:
ttwhy else were the Muses stationed on Olyrnpus or parnassus by those

who could with equal right have raised them bowers ín the vale of

Tempet'; or why else t'rvas Jove himself nursed upon a mountai¡rr,,l1B rhe

Pre-socratic philosopher Pythagoras is next dragged into the cause.

His cryptíc remark, ttt\,rhen the rvind blows, worship its echo, t" must,

Hypertatus sLares, have been t'understood by his dísciples as an in-

violable injunctíon lo live in a garret, which I have found frequently

vj-sited by the echo and the wind.."1l9 The recognition that Hypertatus

i-s an absurd figure comes not as a single shock but rather evolves by

degrees. By no\^/ \re have begun to wonder at him, and with the ana-

chronj"stic mention of "garrett' that r+onder increases. The equatíon he

seems to be driving at is that eminence is eminence and there is no

difference in kind between }lount olympus and the upper stories of a

London rooming house. Hypertatus is not finished lvith hÍs argument

from authority, however; he goes on to quote Tibullus, Lucretius, and

Ovid, all of whom, rvith the same imaginative deftness, he manages to

enlist in support of his theory.

Leaping across centuries, Hypertatus next turns his attention to

the questj-on that his letter proposes to answer: what draws poets and

philosophers to tlieir aerial abodes? There are a number of possible

answers, the most obvious of lvhích is that poets being for the most

part poor naturally gravitate upruard to those apartments that are

191



cheapest to rent. This, of course, is too simple to satisfy Hypertatus

But while some explanations are rejected because of their simplicíty

the explanations themselves are not always simply expressed:

Others suspect, that a garret ís chiefl-y con-
venient, as it is remoter than any other part
of the house from the outer door, which is
often observed to be infested by visítants,
who talk incessantly of beer, or linen, or a
coat, and repeat the same sound every morning,
and sometimes again ín the afternoon, without
any varíation, except thal they grow daily more
importunate and clamorous, and raise their
voices in time from mournful murmurs to raging
vociferatiorrr. 120

In a short discussion of this rvork Carey Mclntosh makes a number

of surprising remarks, one of which refers to this passage. Noting the

"deliberate way" that Hypertatus t'parades his allusions in paragraph

six to tduns,t" Mcrntosh asserts that thetrstateliness of his expo-

sitíon is authentic," and the "scholarly clothing in whích Johnson

dresses his IHypertatus t ] argument is comfortable and conservatíve ."I2I

Mclntoshts suggestion iníght be supportable were it made in reference

to Hypertatust parading of classical precedents, but in this passage

his surface stateliness degenerates into affectation in a mariner so

obvious that Johnson clearly intends to draw attention to it. rn

effect rvhat }lcTntosh asserts is that Hypertatus rvrites as well as

Johnson himself; but euphemism is nol one of the normal elements of

Jotrrsonf s prose style and when he employs it here it is only to in-

vite the reader to laugh at his narratorts pomposity.

The inappropriateness of Hypertatus' inflated diction is even
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more appalent once

draws literary men

he

by a long series of observations, that i-nvenlion
and elocution suffer great impediments from
dense and impure vapours, and that the tenuíty
of a defecated air at a proper distance from t.he
surface of the earth, accelerates the fancy, and
sets at 1íberty those intellectual powers ¡¡hich
were before shackled by too strong attraction,
and unable to expand themselves under the pressure
of a gross atnosphere. I have found dulness to
quicken into sentíment in a thin ether, as \dater,
though not very hot, boils in a receiver partly
exhausted; and heads in appearance empty have
teemed r"¡ith notions upon rÍsing ground, as the
fl-accid sídes of a football would have swelled
out into stiffness and extentiror-.I22

settles doLm Ínto

garrets. ttf haveto

an explanation

díscovered, t' he

No doubt there are many readers who equate the "stateliness" of

Johnsonts prose with phrases such as the "tenuity of a defecated air.t'

rt is true that such language occasionally appears in Johnsonts non-

ironic prose, but only rarely and only appropriately (as Ín an

authentic scíentific discussion). He rvould never, writi-ng in his or^rn

voice, use such a phrase to describe the air in a garret. Quite simply,

then, the grandeur of Hypertatus t language is mocked by the meanness

of his subject. Like many present-day writers Hypertatus r^/ants to

give a scientific air to his work but he succeeds only in being

pretentious.

of what actually

wrítes,

793

Mclntosh also argues that

Hypertalust "jokes and sallies

place Hypertatus is who11y in

not his, but at his expense.

because of the formality of his language

are a trifle stiff ."I23 Tn the first

earnest; the "jokes and sallies" are

Secondly, as I have just argued, much



of the humour depends upon the forrnality of the language. And finally,
if the passage just quoted. is examined at all closely it rui1l be notíced

that the humour is not at all "stiff" if what Mcrntosh means by stiff
is laboured- rn the passages quoted Hypertatus writes in very general

terms about the t'effects of the airrton the "faculties of the mind..,,

He continues in thís vein almost to the end of the paragraph, decorating
his discussj-on with word.s and phrases such as t'the mindr,,,,the ambient

elementrtt "the bodyr,, ,,vapour 
".,tL24 There is a superf icía1 kind of

elegance sometimes associated with generality of this sort; but the

dignified tone that Hypertatus tries so hard to establish is shattered

when at the conclusion of this paragraph he condescends to illustrate
his meaning rvith a concrete image. Suddenly he is rvritíng not about

such shapeless matters as "the faculties of the mind' or the "opera-
tions of the genius," but about boiling \rater and footballs. The

humour arises only in part out of the abrupt shift from ethereal
generality to mundane concreteDess. The actual sense of the analogies

is equally comi-c. ue are first asked to consider how a man's head is
like a chemist's receiver and his thoughts like boiling rùater, and.

secondly how his head resembles a football and how the notions that
fill it are like so much empty air. To argue, then, as does lricrntosh,

that the "¡okes and sarlies are a trifle stiff'because the language

is formal is to overlook the "lorunesstt of the ímages, and to miss

seeing also that the comic impact of the final sentence depends upon

the contrasting formality of the language that precedes.

Hypertatus, hor,rever, does not conclude his letter rvith this

1 0/,



imaginative tour de force

absurd, explanatíon of the attraction of a garret is offered. Just

as the rarífied air expands a mants head with notions, so too does

the height accelerate his motion and thus enliven his spírit, As

llypertatus elegantly puts it,

Another cause of the gaiety and sprightliness
of the dwelfers in garrets is probably the
increase of that vertiginous motion, with
which \../e are carrj-ed round by the diurnal
revolutíon of the earth. . nothing is
plainer, than that he who to\^/ers to the fifth
story, is whirled through more space by every
circumrotation, than aîother that grovels
upon the ground-f1oor.Lt)

A second, equally ingenious, and equally

A1l of this is very good fun. InJe can marvel at Hypertatusr ingenuity

while at the same time laughing at the absurdity of what he says and

how he says ít. rt comes as something as a surprise, then, to find

Johnson accused by Mcrntosh of insensitivity. Johnson, he wrítes,

"is perfectly willing to ridicule poetasters and pedants, but this

is one of the ferv cases on record where he laughs at poverty.,tL26
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Mclntosh clearly mistakes the target of Rambler 117. Johnson is not

laughing at the poverty of those who are forced to

Indeed, there is a wry ahTareness of Johnson.rs or¿n

ruas rvritten, in all probability, in the garret above the house he was

then renting on Gough square. The laughter, then, is directed not at

poverty, but at the pedant Hypertatus, hís pomposity, and his far-

fetched theory. The ltey to Mclntosh's error is found in his earlíer

reference to the "¡okes and sallies" of Hypertatus. Hypertatus does

live in a garret.

poverty. Rambler 7L7



not joke; he is seríous. And he, not the residents of garrets, ís the

target of the satire.

It would indeed be uncharacteristic of Johnson to laugh at poverty,

but it is enLirely typical of him to conclude this piece rvith an example

of self-directed laughter. rntending only to praise the Rambler,

Hypertatus unwittingly embarrasses hírn (since praise like blame is

judged by the source). t'As an elaborate performancer" h. writes,

is commonly said to smell of the 1amp, my commenda-
tÍon of a noble thought, a sprightly sally, or a
bold figure, is to pronounce Ít fresh from the
garret; an expression ivhich would break from me
upon the perusal of most of your papers, did I
not believe, that you sometimes^quit the garret,
and ascend into the cock-Loft-L¿/

Two kinds of fictional correspondents have been examined so far:

those who consciously expose other figures and thus take the direct

burden of responsibility off the shoulders of the Rambler and ldler;

and secondly, rvriters rvho, as ironic characters, unwittingly betray

their own folly. Johnson, however, employed one other kind of corïes-

pondent for his epÍstolary satires: those wríters who consciously

expose errors of which they are, or have been, admittedly guilty.

These confessional letters prove hor+ difficult it is to define or

limit satire. rt is not unusual for a satiric narrator to expose

faults in others, or, if he is an ironic figure, in hirnself; but for

the speaker to knowingly make himself the target of satire is quí-te

unconventj-onal. rt is almost tempting to dismiss these letters as

simply confessional and leave it at that, but to do so ís to ignore
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the fact that they are satiríc in two important respects: the letters

are entirely fictional, and the focus in each is the exposure to ridi-

cule and censure of a single fault.

That Johnson fíxed on this unusual form as the means of attackíng

certain faults may, in part, be attributed to the faults themselves.

As in the letters wÍth ironic narrators, the errors that are exposed

ultimately harm only the offending correspondents. At the same time,

their acLions have such serj-ous consequences that the offending figures

cannot remain long oblivious to their errors, Since the correspondents

suffer for their actions it would be dífficult for a second party to

censure them without appearing hard-hearted; it would take a character,

who, unlike Rasselas, is willing to "insult misery rvith reproof."L28

Therefore, by having his correspondents look back upon their misdirected

efforts and misspent lives Johnson is able to attack errors by reveal-

ing their consequences and at the same time avoid the appearance of

maliciousness.

L97

0f the letters r¡hich take the form

are from writers who have suffered the

selves to become dependants on patrons

others are from correspondents who have

wai-tíng for an inheritance or searching

198) ; t\^/o more

demned because

the expense of

pondent has gambled aruay all of his hopes (Rambler

writers complain of the

of the delight they took

of confessional satires three

humiliation of allowing them-

(Ramblers 26, 27, f63); three

spent their lives unprofitably

for a legacy (Ramblers 73, I97 ,

solitude to which they are con-

in their own wit, exercised at

the feelings of others (Ramblers 95 , L74); one corres-

1Bl); and another



has idled away hís life doíng nothíng (Idler 21); two more letters are

from Tirn Ranger whose wealth has enabled him to indulge in countless

amusements, none of rvhich have brought hi-m happiness (Idlers 62, 64).

An important feature of many of the confesslonal letters is found

in the conclusion of Tim Ranger's second letter. After descrÍbing the

numerous activities that his wealth has enabled hím to pursue, Ranger

confesses that he remains unhappy, remarking pathetically:

After all this, tel1 me, dear ld1er, what must
I do next; I have health, I have money, and hope
that I have understanding, yet \,¡ith all these,
I have never yet been able to pass a single day

i:iln-:, 
uo'3"T'ï 
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The emotion evoked by this plea ís certainly not one normally assocj,ated

with satire. Indeed, Rangerrs letter is complicated by the fact that

it inspires both disapproval and pity. It might understandably be

argued that slmrpathy may be fel-t for those r¿ho are injured by the

satirízed fígure, but it is an inappropríate emotion rvhen inspired by

the target. In Rangerrs letter (and in the other confessional satires),

however, Lhe target and the victÍmized figure are the same person.

Stitl , this does not necessarily negate the satíre. I^lhat it does do

is force us to separate the fault attacked from the person in rvhom it

is embodied. In Ranger's case we disapprove of the folly of searchíng

for happiness in transient pleasures while pitying the man rvho is made

miserable by following such pleasures. It might even be argued that

the more unhappy the narrator is made by his actions the more dis-
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approving rve are of his error and the more clearly rve distinguish



between it and the person,

To see more clearly how a work can inspire such diverse emotions

it is necessary lo look at a síngle letter in some detaíl. Rambler

73 is typical of the confessional satires; and much of what might be

said of it is true in general of the other satÍres of this kind.

Like all of lhe targets in thís group of satires the narrator of

Rambler

some of

Cupidus's fault lies in his failure, due to the misplacing of his

73, Cupidus, looks back wíth regret on a \,/asted 1ife. lühi1e

the ¡¿riters owe their unhappiness to a misuse of talents,

hopes, to develop any talents at all

profession he has spent his life in a perpetual state of unanimated

suspension, waiting upon an anticj-pated inheritance. tr'/aiting is a

tradition in Cupidusrs family for his father, too, wore out his life

in expectation. The source of the entire familyrs unhappiness is the
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will of Cupidusrs grandfather, who, as the ordrler of a considerable

estate, divided it into two shares, one of i¿hich he left to his son

and the other to be divided among his three daughters. Not content

with his part, Cupidusrs father "pleased himself with foreseeing that

the possessions of these ladies must revert at last to the hereditary

estate. "l30 A¡d so he began the vigil which was later taken up by

Cupidus.

Rather than followlng a trade or

Since the hopes of Cupidus and his father are dependent upon the

deaths of the three sisters a ghastly atmosphere darkens the picture

he paints of his family, rvaiting, ímpatient and motionless. Dístanced

in time from the events he records, Cupidus r¡rites with objectivity



and a macabre sense of humour. His father, he remembers, ttcould not

always restrain himself from exclaimíng, that tno creature had so many

lives as a cat and an o1d maid.t" The hopes of the father rise and

sink with the illness and health of his sisters unt1l fí_nally upon

the recovery of the eldest t'from an ague, he began to lose his

stomach, and four months aftenuards sunk into the grave."131

Lj-ke a family curse the rvaiting then devolved to cupidus who, as

he reca11s, bore it with as little patience as his father. Hope and.

disappointment alternate in his history a1so. upon her death his

eldest aunt left her part of the fortune to the second eldest, ruho in

turn died (ten years later) and bequeathed everything to the youngest

sister. Despite these frustrations Cupidus stil,l waíted, comforting

himself "with consldering, that all are mortal, and they r¡ho are con-

tinually decaying, must at last be desiroyed ."L32 The surviving aunt,

however, proved the most tenacíous. she 1ived, rvrites cupidus,

"through spring and fa1l, . til1 after near half a century r buried

her on the fourteenth of last June, aged nineLy-.three years, five

months, and six days." The exactness of cupicìusrs computation Ís a

comic illustration of his eagerness and frustration, for each day of

his auntrs existence postponed his happiness.

But happiness, he discovers, shall never be his. upon possession

finally of the entire estate he p1 eased hímself

lvith that obsequiousness and reverence rvhich
r¡ealth instantaneously procures. But this joy
is now past, and I have returned again to my
old habit of i,ríshing. Being accustomed to give
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the future full po!./er over rny mind, and to start
away from the scene before me to some expected
enjo¡rment . . . the rest of my life must pass in
craving solicitude, unless you can fínd some
remedy for a mind, çqSrupted with an inveterate
disease of wishíne-trJ

As in Tim Rangerrs letter this conclusion elicits only sympathy. At

the same time in every part of the letter except the conclusion Cupidus

aPPears to be a foolish man meriting ridicule. This is somervhat con-

fusing in the abstract since these conflicting emotíons seem to be

inspired by the same man. This paradox is, however, easíly resolved.

rn a sense, since this letter (like the other letters of its kind) is

a recollection of past events, the narrator is divisible into t\ùo

separate figures: viewed in the present (the time in ruhich the letter

is written) he is both satirist and victim and i-s a man with whom we

sympathíze; the narratorrs other self exists in the past (the past

recorded in the letter), and it is the actions of this figure that are

held up to scorn. Important also to our divided feelings is the fact.

that in the present the narrator not only suffers the consequences but

also recognízes the error of his former hopes, whereas the earlier

self that he describes pursues his fo11y with single-minded dedication.

rt rvas argued earlier that Johnson displays a great deal of com-

passÍon for those who are injured by his satirized figures. rt is

striking evidence of his compassion that he does not rvithhol-d his

s)¡rnpathy when the target and víctim are the same person, but rather in

truth attacks the fault and not the person, rronical.Ly, by actually

achieving that ivhich satirists have traditionally paid 1íp service to,
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Johnson comes close to crossing the hazy ðívi.sion betrveen satíre and

the non-satiric. rt is usually the case in satire that no real d.ís-

tínction is made between a fault and the person in rvhom it is in-

corporated. This simplifíes matlers for the reader whose only response

is one of censure, uncomplicated by any other emotion, directed at a

character who is depicted as inseparable from the fault he exhibits.

Johnson, on the other hand, demands more from his readers. cupidus

cannot be dismissed simply as a figure of ridicul-e. His former error

is certainly satirized but he emerges in the present as more pathetíc

than ridiculous, as do al1 of the narrators of Johnsonts confessional

satires.

It cannot have escaped attentÍon that this chapter is far longer

than those which precede it. The length of the present discussion is

attributable to the wide varlety of works that required incl_usion.

hhile the contrast betrueen satiríc and non-satiric humour can be ade-

quately, if not completely, díscussed on the basís of Johnsonrs remarks

on Scotland and America; and r+hile the controlling metaphor of a spectrum

1ímits t-he number of rvorks needed to Íllustrate the tonal range in

Johnsonfs satires; in this chapter a much broader sirrvey has been

necessary. In all, sixteen rvorks have been discussed at some length

(in addition to many others which have been mentioned in passing). To

"surveyrttis defined in part by Johnson asttto overlook.tr The unin-
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tentional pun of "not observingt' is not amiss as I use the rvord since,

in factr many rvorks have been passed over that might have been included.



I^Ihat r have tried to do is to select representative píeces that typify

the forms into which Johnson incorporated his satíre. For this reason

Johnsonrs character sketches and the variants he employed of the

letter to the editor format have been dealt with somer¡hat extensívely

since these are the most coflrmon structures for his satires. some

attention, though 1ess, has also been given to his use of the beast

fable and dream vision as satiric vehicles; and whÍle the greatest

part of this discussion has dealt with Johnson's periodical writings,

this chapter began with an analysÍs of his two early pamphlet satíres,

Marmor Norfolciense and

the Stage.

No attempt has been made in this chapter to argue any singre

thesis. r have endeavoured instead simply to examine the kínds of

structures employed by Johnson to convey his satiricaf attacks. Stil1

a few points might be revier¿ed. perhaps the most immediately apparent

quality of Johnsonfs two early politícal satires is the lack of
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A Compleat

oríginality ín design and content

Ilarmor Norfolcíense

Vindication of the Licensers

attributed to three factors: it might be that

struggling writer Johnson sought to obtain sales by imitating the tone

and style of swift, or it could be that he had not yet completely found

his or'¡n voice. A more flattering explanation is suggested by Johnsonrs

conversalion lvith Frances Burney in rvhich he urged her ro "f1y at the
-1 a/,

eagle'""* t'\r'lren r rvas beginning the r¿orld.r" h. said, ,,and rsas nothing

and nobody, the joy of my life was to fire at all the established

and the Vindication

The unusual derivativeness of

^cUI

flây, in part, be plausibly

as an unknov¡n and



tit". "135 fn Marmor Norfolciense and the Vindication Johnson indeed

flew at the eagle by competing with swift on Swift's own ground, as he

did also, in London, with Pope. hrhatever the reason for the imitatíve-

ness of these works, and all of the explanations given may be true, in

his later works Johnson employed structures notable for their far

greater simplicity. The character sketch i-s perhaps the most common

and least complex of all of the structures pressed into the service of

satire by Johnson. rt is also a form well-adapted to Johnson's prin-

ciples of composition since it demands the unification of generality

and concreteness (i.e., the "representing of a class through the 1ive1y

picturi-ng of a man r.¡hom rve can seet'). rf any single conclusion can be

drawn from an examination of Johnsonts epistolary satires it j-s that

he selects his narrators not haphazardry, but rvith a view to the

tactical advantage of each. Reflected in his choice of narrators j-s

Johnsonrs attitude toward hís targets: thus, fools un.ç+ittingly expose

themselves; lhe vj-cious are usually depicted from the point of víew of

those they oppress; and those iohose faults are more than foolish, but

harmful only to themselves, consciously expose their errors rvhile en-

1ístíng our syapathy in confessional satíres.

Finally, in any lengthy examinatíon involving numerous works the

incidental observations occasioned by single pieces are often as im-

portant, taken as a whole, as the fewer, more generalízed points. r

assume that this is true of the precedíng discussion. Unfortunately,

since they are numerous, these observations cannot be reviewed but only

alluded to.
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samuel Johnson belongs to, or rather ís at the head of, a select

group of English writers (including coleridge, Arnold and Eliot) who

have achieved as much fame by their critical works as by thelr poetry.

rndeed in our ov¡n time ít is quite likety that Johnson's best-known

CHAPTER FOUR

Johnson as Critic of Satire

work is his Prefaces, Biographical and critical, to the works

English Poets, as his Líves of the poets should properly be called

The renewal of interest in Johnson in the twentieth century has resulted

in the revaluation of many of hj-s works, and noruhere is the change in

attitude reflected more clearly than in the current respect paíd to

his literary critlcism. Except during his or^m lifetime Johnsonts

reputation as a critic has never been higher. F.R. Leavis has said of

the critical rvritings that they "are living literature . they

compel and repay a real and disinterested reading, that fu11 attention

of the judging mind which is so dífferent an affaír from the familiar

kind of homage."1 certainly T.s. Eliot viewed Johnsonts criticism as

"1iving." Proof of its continued vitality is the wid.espread deference

paid to Eliotrs rvarning that "we must not reject the criticism of

Johnson (a dangerous person to disagree with) without having mastered

it."2

This discussíon of Johnson

an examination of what he said

of the

rvould, therefore, be incomplete without

about satire.

2L3

Unfortunately, determining



Johnsonrs crítíca1 positions is not a simple matter since he produced

no single extended díscussion of satire. Inlhatever can be concluded

concerning his critical attitudes must be put together out of materials

gathered piecemeal from a number of different sources including Bos-

wel1ts Life, the accounts of other

Johnsonts ovün wrítings. The Lives

are particularly relevant, and, of course, his satires themselves are

valuable sources of information from which much may be learned concern-

ing his attitude toward satire. rt is, in fact, because so much of

what he felt about satire must be inferred from his practice as a

satirist that this chapter has been delayed until now. The preceding

examinatíon of some of Johnsonts satires provides many examples that

are drawn upon here.

There are, admittedly, many dangers in attemptíng to form a

single picture out of so many parts: inferences based on Johnsonts

practice as a satirist can end in wì-1d speculation, and unwarranted

emphasis might easily be given to remarks (conversational or rvrítten)

made only in passíng. But these are dangers that must be faced, and

are made necessary by the absence of a definitive statement by Johnson

on satire. In addition, these dangers can be lessened somer.¡hat through

a form of critical cross-referencing in which statements are compared

contemporaries, and most importantly

of Butler, Dryden, Swíft, and Pope
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to one another. Although it is still impossible to

Johnsonían "treatise" on satire out of these parts,

arrive at a broad and coherent sunmary of his views.

The first thing t-hat is discovered in a search

construct a

it is possible to

through Johnson rs



remarks is that he formulated no very compl-ex ídeas concerning the

structural variety possible in satire. rndeed, he does not even make

the minimal distinction (well-known through Dryden's Díscourse)

between formal verse and lulenippean (or as Dryden rvould have it,

Varronian) satíre.3 That Johnson neglected such distinctions should.

not be attributed to ignorance, but ralher to indifference. Though

he often reflects on separate formal elements such as language,

characterízation, and action, Johnson nearly always relates such

matters to what he considers to be satirets primary function: to

induce reformation. rn short, Johnsonts approach to satire is

primarily, though not exclusively, moralistic rather than aesthetic,

Evidence for this can be found in Johnsonts Dictionary (the most

natural place at which to begin this discussion) where satire is

defined as:

A poem in which wickedness or folly is censured.
Proper satire ís dj-stinguished, by the generalíty
of the reflections, from a larnpoon which is aímed
at a particular person; but they are too
frequently confounded.

215

Although a lengthy formal analysis is not to be expected in a dÍctionary

it is imrnediately noticeable how little Johnson says concerning the

structure of satire: it is "a poem. t' The rest of the definítion is

given over Lo a descríption of what satire does, ruith even more emphasis

on what it cannot do and remain, properly, satire. Lampoon, Johnson

seems to suggest, is satire improperly applied. Johnsonts hostí1ity

is far more explicit in his definítion of larlpoon itself: "A personal



satire; abuse; censure written not to reform but to vex.t'

lampooner he writes: t'A scribbler of personal satire."

in Johnsonrs Dictionary, in

While only a particular mísapplicatíon of satire is critícized

condemnation, and less careful of distinctions. Rambler 22 is an

allegorical tale ín ¡,¡hÍch i{it and Learnlng take the chief parts while

Satire appears only in a small supporting role:

Wit, cohabiting with Malice, had a son named Satyr,
who folloroed him, carrying a quiver filled wíth
poisoned arrows, which, where they once drew
blood, could by no ski11 ever be extracted. These
arrov/s he frequently shot at Learning, when she
was most earnestly or usefully employed, engaged
in abstruse inquiries, or giving j-nstructions to
her follorrers. Minerva ILearningrs protectress],
therefore, deputed Criticism to her aid, who
generally broke the point of Satyr's arro\^/s,
turned them aside, or retorted tirem on himself.4

Rambler 22 he is far more s\^/eeping ín hís
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If this r¡ere a1l r¿e had to go on \re lvould certainly have to

suppose that Johnson had a strong dislike of all satire. Nothing could

be plainer than this condemnation: satíre attacks and disrupts learn-

ing, and yet is so weak itself that critical attention to it easily

uncovers its fallacies and turns its ridicule upon itself. Rambler 22

And under

does noÈ, in fact, reflect Johnsonts complete view of satire, but at

the same time it cannot, of course, be totally disregarded. The op-

position of satire and learning (and rvit and learning) occurs frequently

in Johnsonrs rvrití-ngs, usually in a effort to indicate trvo wery dif-

ferent kinds of response to human experience. hrhile learning rvorks by

a laborious process of analysis, satire (and wit) only puts up a front



of understanding by means of clever and specíous observations. Des-

críbed in this manner satire has no connection at all with morality;

and so, as in the case of lampoon, this is a specíal kind of satire

that Johnson condemns.

0f some interest, a1so, ís the connection in

between satire and malice. Rambler 22 contains,

echo of the English Renaissance attitude toward satire (implied even

in the spelling of "Satyr")

established itself as a respectable líterary mode, and the traditional

satirist's apology (in which the narrator claims a love of virtue

rather than private rancour as his j-nspiration) had become a familiar

part of rhetorical strategy.

than in self-defense. This is very much in contrast to the attítude

commonly held in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries r¿hen

satire, in some of its forms at least, was looked upon as a mean-

spirited kind of literature, rvritten by perverse and embittered authors.

Certain wrj-ters of the period, particularly Joseph Ha11 and John
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By the eighteenth century satire had

Johnson's allegory

to some degree, an

Marston, di-d much to foster this impressj.on by adopting personae who

purported to be motivated in part by spite and malice. Ha11 and I'far-

It was presented more as a matter of forn

ston \.rere, of course, simply following what they thought were the

conventions of ttsatyr"; but nevertheless so far did satire fall in

repute that for a time it was prohibited by 1aw.5 certainly Johnson

rvould not advise the prohibition of satire, and on other occasions he

strongly defends its uses; but in Rambler 22 satire is treated as it

might have been a century and a half earlier: it Ís condemned out of



hand AS

If

complete view of satire ít rvould be an easy matter to settle the un-

certainty simply by referring to his ov¿n r¡orks. And yet, íronically,

it is in many of his or'¡n satíric works that evidence is to be found for

the reservations that Johnson had about certain aspects of satire.

The most complete discussion of Johnsonts ambivalent critical attitude

tor¿ard satire based upon an examination of his satirical works is

InJalter Jackson Baters articl-e "Johnson And Satir. Mr.rqrré."6 Bate,

however, does not allow Johnsonts attitude to be ambivalent, but instead

argues Lhat rrhe had a hatred and fear of satire" (by "fear" Bate means,

of course, Johnsonts fear of his own satirlc propensities). Bate is

particularly insistent on his view of Johnsonts attitude toward satire,

to the extent that his argument is repeated in three separate rotkr. T

In each case the outline of the argument is the same. Quoting Mrs.

Píozztts opinion that Johnson had tttan aversion to general satire, rtl

Bate interprets and inflates this to "a hatred and fear of satire, "

which, he claims, "i" what led him to be so antagonístic to Swift."B

Bate then points to t\ro aspects of Johnsonts personality to account

for lhis supposed hatred of satire. tr'irst he remarks that we must keep

in mind "Johnson's life-long struggle for good-humor (a twillingness

to be pleasedt) and his efforts to check or suppress anger." Even

more important to remember is "the charity and justíce he is always

bringing to rhelpless man.' He could not simply watch. He had to

participate; and his own willj-ng participation sets a bar to satire.r'

the offspríng of I^Iit and Malíce.

it were ever in doubt that RambTer 22 does not reflect Johnson's

2IB



These factors, Bate continues, 1ed Johnson to curb his o¡^m "alert

satíric intelligence, " and to produce works instead in which "ridicule,

anger, sati-ric protest are always in the

thing else.tr Bate sees this process as a

terms tttsatire manqudt or rsatire foiled.

There are many imporlant parts to Batets argument which wíll be

considered over the course of this, and the next, chapter. Certaín of

his assumptions must, hor¡ever, be examined here. Bate is certainly

right to emphasize Johnsonts efforts to maintain good-humour. In vier¡

of his mental and physical suffering these efforts míght well be des-

cribed as heroic. l^Ihat is less supportable is Batets apparent equatíon

of satire wíth bad-humour. He lists among the qualities in Johnsonrs

temperament that might direct him to satire:

process of turning into some-

kind of suppressíon which he
q

I ll'
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pent up aggression that could leap out with astonish-
ing readiness . irritability and impatience

. eagerness to confute . large floating
dissatisfactions Iand] physícal suffering.l0

These are characteristics that a Renaissance satyr-satirist might give

to his persona, but an irascible narrator is rarely any longer confused

with the actual writer. Bate recognizes that a satirisL must possess

other qualities. Chief among these, and possessed full-measure by

Johnson, as Bate says, is ttthe uncanny ability to sense incongruíty

and pretense in every aspect of life," and a reductive tendency, the

habit of "sifting things dor,¡n to their lovest common denominator."ll

Baters error lies in rvhat seems to be his insistence that these abili-

ties result in satire only rvhen the writer ís also ill-tempered. Ifuch



more important, ín fact, is the creatíve ímpulse which prompts the

satirist to gíve imaginative expression to his perceptions. Although

it is an obvious point, it must be added that a great many satires are

eminently good-humoured. Lle need look no further than the portrait of

Bellaria to find an example of such a satire by Johnson.

Bate is \.rrong not only in theory, but also in application. The

fear of appearing fractious díd not inhíbit Johnsonrs critical or moral

sense. There ís little in his recorded conversation that suggests he

would agree with an accepted víew merely to avoid discord. In fact,

there is ample evidence that in his attempts to force home a point he

would use every means avallable, including satíre. These conversational

contests did nol seem to render Johnson bad-humoured to those he was

wíth; indeed, the conpany seemed to find him most entertaining when he

\,r'as most willing to díspute (ortttoss and gore,tt.r Boswell would have

12
it) . ^- It is even more unthinkable Lhat in his efforts to be good-

humoured Johnson r¡ould curb his moral sense. tr^/hen he saw cruelty about

hím he exposed it. There is nothing held back in his attacks on the

cruel metaphysics of Soame Jenyns, the hypocrisy of coloníal slave-

drivers, the brutality of vivisectors, or the rapacious theft of Indian

lands by the French and English. These satires do not, however, reflect

bad-humour; they are products instead of another admirable character-

j-stic: Johnsonts profound compassion for the sufferí-ng of the i+eak

and he1p1ess.
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This bríng us to another important feature of Johnson's personality,

which again Bate is right to emphasize. There is nothing more appealing



about Johnson than "the charity and justice he is alrvays bringing to

helpless man.t' Certainly Johnson lras av/are of the suffering of exis-

tence and the fallibility of a1l people including, especially, hímself.

His "charity," based on sympathy and self-knowledge, prevented him from

standíng apart to ridicule mankind. Nevertheless, it cannot be said,

without extensive qualification, that he viewed mankind as "help1ess.tt

Perhaps nore to the point is the "charity and justice" that Johnson

habitually extends to "helpless men"; and this, rather than setting a

bar to satire, actually prompts Johnsonrs more severe attacks. Hyper-

dulust uncle is not helpless, nor are the ladies who oppress Zosima.

The European invaders who "propagate by desolation and slaughter the

true r¡/orship of the God of peace"t3 Uo not receive much sympathy, nor,

as I argue in the next chapter, do Charles XII of Sweden or Xerxes.

Johnson extends his sympathy instead to the victíms of these figures,

Bate, it would seem, feels that Johnson alrvays identífies with human

frailty in all its forms, but such is simply not the case. Certaínly

Johr¡son \^/as aware of his own failings, and when, for example, he mocks

those who idle away their tlme in trivial projects, his or.rn self-doubts

may enter and cause hím to soften his censure. But that he distances

himself completely from the targets of his more severe satires is

evidenced by the forcefulness rvith r+hich he sometimes isolates these

figures from all other human beings:

22L

a race of mortals whom . no man wishes to
resemble.

a race of men that have practised tortures



Johnson no more "participatestt in the evil of the slave o\rners, the

cruelty of the vÍvisectors, or the indifference of Soame Jenyns, than

he does in the folly of John Lade.

Serious attention must be gíven to Batets claim that Johnsonts

attitude torvard satire caused him to always turn his potentíally satiric

works into something else. My central objection is that Bate fails to

qualify his remarks. Johnson's "deeply ingrained habit," hu

writes, "involves a kind of double action in which a strong satiríc

blow is about to strike home unerringly when another arm at once reaches

out and deflects or rather lifts ít."15 That this is sometimes rrue

without pity, . and are yet suffered to
erect their heads among human beíngs.14

might well be argued, but that it is always true is contradicted by

the many works in which Johnson fu11y delivers the "satiric blow. "

Some examples have already been given (the t'Review" of Soame Jenynst
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Inquiry,

to f i-nd:

1et off,

humoured

Taxation

Frolic certainly leaves Lhe stage smarting; Gelidus ís not

nor is Suspirius; Johnson's ridicule of Hypertatus is good-

but unmitigated, and he ís equally thorough and far more

severe in fdler

No Tyranny,

as in the portraít of the astronomer in Rasselas, where Johnson seems

Nevertheless, Bate cannot simply be dismissed. There are ínstances,

to approach and then drarv back from satire. Here, indeed, is an example

of potential satire transformed into something else as t-he threat of

ridicule is suppressed and replaced by charity and compassion. There

I'farmor Norfolciense), and others are easy

22 wít-Lr those rvho lead men to slaughter.



are sti11 other v¡orks in which the blow is softened if not deflected

entirely. ln the Lífe of Savage, for instance, Johnson says that

Savage "contented himself with the applause of men of judgement, and

vas somewhat disposed to exclude all those from the character of men

of judgement who did not applaud him."16 rn the next paragraph, hornrever,

Bate argues, t'the whole tone changes as the satiric premi-ses, the half-

completed exposure, are s!/ept up and put wilhin another frrr."r17

By arts líke these, arts which every man practices
in some degree, and to r¿hich too much of the little
lranquilíty of life is to be ascribed, Savage was
always able to live at peace wíth himself.rÕ

Johnson unquestionably softens his censure of savage by suggesting

that all men indulge in self-deception. rt might be questioned, how-

ever, whether the apparent shift in tone is as radical as Bate suggests,

and whether ít is due to Johnsonrs feelings ("hatred and fear") about

satíre or hís regard for Savage.

It might also be questioned whether Johnson actually "foíls" the

satire by extending Savagers fault to the whole of mankind. Bate seems

to feel that satire exists only when an individual is attacked, but

this, of course, is to confuse satire with lampoon. That Bate, in
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fact, equates satire with lampoon is suggested by hís commerÌts elsewhere.

In Rambler

at last find happiness by burying "himself in some obscure.etreat."l9

Bate claims that this ridicule "comes as close to satire as Johnson

6 Johnson mocks Abraham Cowley for thinkíng that he could

generally permitted hirself . "20 lrrhy Bate should f ind this work (rather

tiran, say, rdler 22) to be Johnsonts nearest approach to satire is



perhaps explained by the fact that Cowley is named and the attack, ín

Baters view, ís limited to hím. If this is Batets opinion of satire

then at leasl part of my disagreement r.rith him is reducible to a matteT

of te::ms. That is, if Bate, indeed, limits satíre to persorial attacks

and means, notttsatirerttbut "lampoon manquér" then l object to his

definition but agree with his conclusion. Lampoon is nearly always

t'foiled" r¡henever i-t threatens to appear in Johnsonrs lvritings.

While he produced too many indisputable satires Lo argue that

Johnson t'hatedt'satire outríght and always wiLhdrew the blow on the

point of striking, ít is an easy enough matter fo find examples where

he repents a blow after it has been delivered. Bate observes that in

some of his portraits trJohnson tends to put the character sharply and

reductively Ii.e., satirically] and only afterwards, usually in another

essay, seek[s] to palliate or "*p1airr."21 Ramblers 82 and 83

may be used

Quisquilius,

dities. In
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to illustrate Batets point.

intentions of collectors with "those who spend their time fí11ing

the i+orld with wrong and danger." And then, as íf apoLogizing for hís

ridicule of QuísquÍ-1ius, he rvrites

a collector of useless and often fake artifacLs and od-

Rambler 83, however, Johnson contrasts the labour and

No man can perform so little as not to have reason
to congratulate himself on hís merits, rvhen he
beholds the multitudes that live in total idleness,
and have never yet endeavoured to be useful.22

Ramblers 82

In Rambler 82 Johnson satirizes

than satire

and 83 provide, horvever, examples more of satíre regretted

foiled since the blow is struck and forgiveness sought



1ater. The distinction

implies that the satire

into something

repents, or is

separate work

earlier attack. In effect,

el-se. Satire

uneasy about,

apologizes, or

82 is to

thing in

ca11y in

followed

ís simple, but essential.

within a work is somehow

deny the autonomy of the earlier píece. But to satirize a

regretted means only that the writer

an attack that has been made, and in a

in some other way makes amends for his

to argue that Rambler 83 "foils" Rambler

one work, and upon second thoughts to deal r,¡ith it sympatheti-

another, does not negate the original satÍre. rf Johnson had

honest índustriousness of its cÍtizens, and the nobility of its leaders,

the Poem in Imitation

London

satire still, just as Rambler 82 remains a satire.

t'Satire manquétt

frustrated and turned

with another poem praising the beauty of the city, the
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WhÍle a hatred of satire cannot be inferred from Johnsonrs works

there are moments in some of his satires r¿hich hint at more limited.

reservations about certain aspects of satire. The most fundamental

of these centers on the role of the satiric speaker. rn many works

the narrator assumes a stance of moral superiority. By presuming to

attack another figure (or the faul-t exemplified in that figure) the

speaker seems to claim (and sometimes does so overtly) that he is less

criminal or less foolÍsh--that he is unblemished. In two of the works

discussed 1n the preceding chapter Johnson goes beyond the information

provided by his correspondents, and looks behind their masks of injured

virtue, to discover faults as great as those that are attacked and

of the Third Satire of Juvena] would remain a



motíves otheï than "the strong antipathy of Good to Bad."23

28, it will be remembered, it is

who in Idler 15 attacks his wife

hÍmself gluttonous, slothful, and very much in need of supervision;

and in Rambler 200 Johnson, as editor, chides his satirist-correspondent,

Asper, for his lack of charity and exaggerated resentment. It would

be wrong to make too much of these examples; Idler 28 restores (as

Johnson habitually does) the balance in a quarrel between the sexes,

and the reasons for the chastisement of Asper have already been examined

in detail. Nevertheless, Johnson achieves his ends in both works by

exposing the unrelíableness of his satirist-correspondents, and to that

extent he casts suspicion on a fundamental convention of satire: it ís

the satiric narrator that does the exposing and who is allowed to hide

behind his or^m mask of assumed virtue. The virtue and veracity of the

satiric speaker have to be taken on trust, but ín Idler 28 and Rambler

revealed that the outraged husband

for interfering in his affairs is
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200 Johnson draws attention to the possibility that the satírist who

strips away appearances may be himself a source of deception.

Consistent with Johnsonts suspicions in general of the pretensions

of moral superiority conventionally adopted by satirists is the fact

that he rarely assumes such a posture himself. Although Boswell en-

shrined hím as such, Johnson at times seems very uncomfortable in the

role of moral paragon, a role he commonly deflates through self-directed

irony. Among Johnsonts many comic talents none is more frequently

exercised than self-mockery. There are many anecdotes to íllustrate

this, one of rvhich is particularly amusing: Ifrs. Thrale \^ras on one

In Idler



occasion totally absorbed in looking at a smal1 engraving of a portrait

of Johnson given to her by Sir Joshua Reynolds. Johnson walked over to

see rvhat occupied her atterition, and looking over her shoulder, ex-

claimed, "'Ah ha! -- sam Johnson! r see thee! -- and an ugly dog thou
2L

ârtrrrr-' Just as he laughed at his portrait (and physiognomy) Johnson

sometimes laughed at the literary personalities that he created for

himself in the guise of the Rambler and the rdler. rt should not be

necessary to argue that these personae are distinct from one another

(and from Johnson), or that the Rambler is the more grave of the two.

The very gravÍty of the Rambler is, however, often a Larget of self-

directed laughter. For example, the correspondent in Rambler 42 begins:
ttl am no

lay your

might be

great admj-rer of grave wri"tings, and therefore very frequently

papers aside before I have read them thro,rgh.,,25 Here it

argued thal the irony strikes both the Rambler and his un-

perservering correspondent, but in another passage the Rambler only ís

mocked. The correspondent of Rambler 109 promises a novel tale of woe,

and then continues:
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I cannot but imagíne the start of attention
awakened by this welcome hint; and at this
instant see the Rambler snuffing his candle,
rubbing his spectacles, stirri-ng his fire,
locking out interruption, and settling himself
ín his easy chaír, that he may-enjoy a new
calamity without disturbance.zb

By mocking his persona Johnson lessens the

and the audíence. The lauglrter directed at

from standing apart; through laughter he is

distance betrveen his speaker

the Rambler prevents him

revealed to be fal1ib1e



though without a derogation to hís dignity as a moralist.

Unlike the Rambler, who presents himself (however ironically) as

a philosopher ("I, who have long studied the severest and most abstracted
t1philosophy"),"' the Idler introduces himself as a satirist:

He that delights ín obloquy and satire, and v¡ishes
to see clouds gathering over any reputation that
dazzLes him with its brightness, will snatch up
the Idler's essays r+ith a beating heart. The
Idler is naturally censorious; those r,rho attempt
nolhing themselves think every thing easily
performed, "*É consider the unsuccessful always
as criminaT.Lo

hrhrile it is true that the Tdler is often satíric he norvhere attacks

reputations notable for their brightness; the

satirized (such

brilliant only

ironic manner in which the editor is descríbed. Indeed, he describes

himself and seems fully conscíous of the irony. From the very begin-

ning, then, the ldler makes himself part of the satiríc scene.
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as Tim Ranger and Dick Minim)

in their folly. More to the poÍnt, however, is the

An irnportant aspect of the irony in the preceding passage is the

fact that whí1e the Id1er presents himself primarily as a satirist,

he does so in a manner that suggests certain reservatíons about satire.

These reservations are made clearer in a later passage which emphasizes

the satiristrs vulnerability to criticism. The unidentified corres-

pondent of Idler 18 makes an essential point that is a minor theme ín

characters that are

, are fictionalízed types

the ldler and clearly

S ir,

represents Johnson I s ov,¡n vierv:

It commonly happens to him r+ho endeavours to



obtaín distinction by ridicule, or censure, that.
he teaches others to practise hi-s o\,rn art
against himself, and that . he ís doomed
to suffer the same severities of scrutiny, to
hear inquiry detectíng his faults, and exag-
geration sporting with his faÍlings.

The natural discontent of inferíority will
seldom fail to operate in some degree of malice
against him, who professes to superintend the
conduct of others, especially if he seats himself
uncalled on the chair of judicature, and exercj-ses
authority by his ov¡n commission.2g

watch, he had to participate; and his or¡n willing particlpation sets

Bate, it will be recalled, argued that Johnson "could not símp1y

a bar to satire.tr To some extent I may seem to have been arguing Baters

case. Certaínly Johnson "particípatesrr to the degree that he refuses

to place his personae beyond the reach of criticism. I do not belíeve,

however, that Johnsonts

a bar to satire.tt A man
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faults. Johnson only argues that if a writer chooses to expose others

he must be willing to be exposed himself. The most complete statement

of this belief is found in fdler 28 where a correspondent chídes the

Idler for a previous attack:

unwillingness to play the moral paragon "sets

need not pretend to be perfect to censure

tts ir,
"It is very easy for a man rvho sits idle at

home, and has no body to please but himself, to
ridicule or to censure the cornmon practices of
mankind; and those r¡ho have no present temptation
to break the rules of propríety, may applaud his
judgement, and join in his merriment; but let the
author or his readers mingle with cornrnon life,
they will find themselves irresistibly born away
by the stream of custom, and must submit, after
lhey have laughed at others, to give others the
same opportunity of laughing at them."30



Adníttedly this passage represents less than a whole-hearted endorse-

ment of satire, but neither is it a toral rejection; it functions

principally as a self-reminder to Johnson, and

readers, that when a man is once finished with

looks wíthin he will find much there to censure also.

Tor the satirist to admít his ov¡n imperfection does not preclude

the possibility of satire,

tegy in which the satirist

usually solitary) defender.

which the personality (and

significance. In the attack on vivisectors,

appears simply as an angry voice protesting

tedíous if Johnson always felt compelled to

but it does preclude the conventional stra-

plays the role of virtuets faultless (and

There are many satires, of course, ín

ímperfection) of the speaker is of little

attacking the crimes of others. It is, ín fact, only in the overall

reading of the Rambler and ldler that we sense the self-criticism of

as a warning to his

censuring others if he
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the editorial personae; but rather than preventing satire, this self-

critÍcism instead widens the satiric scene with the unusual result that

in a non-ironic narrative structure the moral norm exists as an ideal

lvhich both speaker and target fall short of achieving, and both are

mocked for their faÍlure.

ldhat Johnson refused to pretend about himself he was unrvilling to

believe ín others. His hostility torvard pretensions of moral superioríty

surfaces in certain of his remarlts on Pope and Srvift. He accused,

indeed, all of the Scríblerians of being too prone to protestatíons

of their olrn singular virtue, and too full of complaínts about the

for example, the ldler

cruelty. It would be

admít his or.m faults when



total depravity of the rest of the world. Johnson bases much of his

criticism on the letters of Pope and Swift whích suggest, in his view,

that these writers místook their satiristsr masks, of beleaguered

virtue standing firm in a turmoil of více, for their actual characters

and sítuation. As Johnson puts it:

From the letters thaÈ pass between hím ISwift]
and Pope it míght be inferred that they, with
Arbuthnot and Gay, had engrossed all the under-
standing and virtue of mankind, that their
merits filled the world; or that there v/as no
hope of more. They shew the age involved in
darkness, *r.rd shade the picture wíth sullen
emulation. Jr

This critícism, made

Pope:

23L

whoever should form his opinion of the age from
their representation would suppose them to have
1íved amidst ignorance and barbarity, unable to
fínd among theír contemporaries either virLue
or intelligence, and persecuted by those that
could not understand them-JZ

in the Life of Swift., is repeated in

Obviously, there are t\^/o parts to this criticism: not only does

Johnson mock the immodest self-portraits that he felt the Scriblerians

drew, but he also (perhaps primarily) questions what he takes to be

their view of the total degeneracy of the rest of mankind. This second

thrust of Johnsonrs criticism r¿ill be examined later in this chapter,

but for the moment r am concerned only rvith emphasizing Johnsonrs un-

ivillingness to allolv the satirist, whether it be himself , or pope, or

sivift, to pretend to be faultless while fínding fault in others.

the Life of



Johnsonts vier¡ of the satirist (or as \^/e would more cautiously

put it, the satíric narrator) is obviously coloured by his concern that

literature faithfully mirror reality.

fore Ít is a distortion for the satírist to set himself apart as in-

finitely superior to other human beings. In the same way, Johnsonts

remarks concerning the targets of satire conform to \"/hat he holds to be

proper for all imaginative l-iteratuïe. No work, Johnson argues, will

be long remembered if it does not in some way express general truth.

In the Preface to his edition of Shakespeare he writes:

No man is wholly good and there-

Nothing can please many, and please long, but
just representations of general nature.
Particular manners can be knov¡n to few, and
therefore fery only can judge how nearly they
are copied.33

Johnson then explains the continued appeal of Shakespeare's works:
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This idea is restated often by Johnson. In Rambler

In the writings of other
too often an individual;
ir is commonly a speci.es.

writes: "poetry has to do rather with the passions

uniform, than their cusLoms, which are changeable";

Boswell records Johnsonrs preference for Richardson

nature" over Fieldíng t s t'characters of *"nn"r". "36

'lrrhat Johnson means by "generalt' and "naturert'

"mannersr" has often been misunderstood, and is, of

for an entire chapter, or book, by itself. One of

poets a character is
j4 those of Shakespeare
34

36,

of
1C)J

for

men,

and

example, he

rvhich are

in the Lífe

ts t'characters of

and "accidenttt and

course, material

the best brief



explanations of part of

Homer, he writes, is in

his positions are general, and his representations
natural, with very 1ítt1e dependence on focal or
temporary customs, on those changeable scenes of
artificial 1ife, which, by crowding the
rnind r"rith images r.rhich time effaces, produce 

^-ambíguity ín diction, and obscurity in books.r/

what he intends is gíven by Johnson hímself

some respects an easy poet to

ttabstract.tt But clearly, the terms are not synonymous; the opposite

of t'general-tt is ttparticular," and the opposite of "abstract" is ttcon-

crete"tt In fact, then, a rvork can be both general and concrete, as

Johnsonts r^r-riting usually is. The term "particulart' needs further

clarifi-cation" Johnson does not object to particularity in the sense

of vivid precise concrete detail (of the sort that ís abundant in the

raork of Homer and Richardson), since such detaíls give life to

scenes and characters. Johnson does, however, criticize particularity

in the sense of that which is "localtt or tttemporary" in scenes and

manners, or idiosyncratic in characters. Johnsonts reasons for re-

jecting this kind of particularity are easy to understand. Images

that describe customs unique to a partícular tjme lose their force when,

rvíth the passing of time, customs change. In the same manner readers

are incapable of responding to, or understanding, a character who is

drar'¿n rvith such particularity that what ís said is true of that charac-

Unfortunately, some readers of Johnson confuse ttgeneraltr with

¿)5

translate because

ter only and of no other man I'fore importantly for Johnson,



literature that deals only wíth what is unique in an individual, or to

a time, loses its moral force. The moral function of literature is a

prímary concerrì in Johnsonrs crj-tícism. As Jean Hagstrum explains

Johnsonls positíon: 'rart instructs . by representing, or at least

implying, moral- and psychological truth which is general, rational, or

normativett; and

a character of
a character of
drawn upon the
could instruct
time and under
circumstances.

To put the matter another way, descriptions of r¿hat is temporary will

no longer please when they are no longer understood, and truths

(whether psychological or moral) rvhich have no general application are

incapable of instructing.

nature was always preferable to
manners, since only that character
lines of fundamental humanity
and please over a long period of
various histori-cal and cultural

10JO
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Johnsonts insistence that only those rvorks that transcend their

ov¡n time remain intelligible and continue to give pleasure is as true

of satire as it is of any other kind or mode of literature. In some

respects this might seem doubtful since so much of satire is aimed,

outward.ly at least, at particular people and specific events. Never-

theless, ít is apparent that those works which still entertain do so

not because the reader is acquainted r.rith Shadl¡ell or Cibber, or with

the particulars relating to the quarrels belween the t'Modernst' and the

"Ancients" i-n the Restoration and the eighteenth century, but rather

because these historical figures have been transformed into great

imaginative creations, and because the conflict betrveen modernity and



classicísm still rages (just as the antíthetical vie¡¡s of human nature

reflected in The Battle of the Books continue

the great satires none is less limited by

Quixote; and

tre underst ood

on Don Quixote. The pleasures of

precisely because the work does not always

which inspíred it. It is a topical satire

of all the satires sti11 read

and enjoyed than Samuel Butlerrs Hudíbras, a work modeled

remains topical. such at least ís Johnsonrs criticism, as he singles

out this r¡ork to illustrate the kind of particularity that condemns

a work to obscurity. 0f Hudibras, he writes: "the manners, being

founded on opinions, are temporary and foca1, and

every day less intelligible and less striking."39

to be disputed). 0f all

time and place than Don

few require more study to

develops this argument ín detail:

Hudibras
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Much therefore of that humour lvhich transported
the last century with merriment is lost to us,
who do not know the sour solernnity, the sullen
superstition, the gloomy moroseness, and the
stubborn scruples of ancient Puritans; or, if
we know them, derive our information only from
books or from tradition, have never had them
before our eyes, and cannot but by recollectíon
and study understand the lines in rvhich they are
satirised. Our grandfathers knew the pÍcture
from the life; we judge of the life by contem-
plating the picture.4U

The most. topical of a1l satire is the lampoon. trrrhí1e Butler

ridicules a single religious sect, the lampooner satirízes a single

are acquired pleasures

transcend the particulars

that to a large extent

individual. Johnsonrs antagonism toward lampoon is apparent in hís

therefore become

Johnson then

definition of the term; and much more evídence of his antipathy ís



found in the Lives of the Poets, Johnson's most extended díscussion

of personal satire is found in the Life

he praíses Dryden for restraining any impulse to name individuals in

his satires. Dryden, Johnson writes, "seldom pollutes his page with an

41adverse name."'* BuL while Dryden is credited with showing this much

restraint, he is also censured for alloruing himself, on one occasion,

to become embroiled in a controversy that resulted in much naming and

a great deal of reciprocated abuse. Johnsonts cotrtrnents on the insults

that flew between Dryden and Elkanah Settle are interesting not so much

for anything specifically said but for their general rone of disapproval.

The battle between Dryden and Settle was one that r^Tas typical of

the perÍod: a contest carried on in pamphlets between t\^/o authors,

each attempting to convict the other of ignorance and absurdity. Dryden,

in Johnsonts view, r¡as the aggressor in the dispute: t'he perhaps may

be consídered rather as assaulting than repelr-ing."42 Hís motives also

are questíoned: settle had achieved some success r^/ith his p1ay, The

Empress of Morocco, and Dryden, as a dramatisÈ, felt t'hÍs supremacy of

reputation in some duargur."43 Johnson, however, is not so much con-

cerned with shor+ing who was right or \rrong in the quarrel as he is in

exposing the fol1y of all personal attacks. Both writers are culpable

for resorting and responding to invective, and Johnson exposes both

siinply by quoting at length the insults that they traded with one

another. trrrhat líttle cornmentary Johnson offers is brief and heavily

j-ronic. He breaks into an extensive díatribe by Dryden, for instance,

to note: "settle's j-s said to have been the first play embellished

of Dryden where, paradoxicaT:.y,
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v¡ith sculptures; those ornaments seem to have given poor Dryden great

dísturbance. He tries hov¡ever to ease his paín by venting his malice

.,44in a parody." ' At the conclusion of another quotation from Dryden,

Johnson is more direct in his crítícism. ttsuchrtt h. says, "was the

criticism to which the genius of Dryden could be reduced, betrveen rage

and terrour; rage with little provocation and terrour \rith little
/,<

dangef . tt--

After quoting a great deal of Drydents assault, JohrLson next

a11ows Settle to expose himself. In making the transition from Dryden

to SettlerJohnson continues, horvever, to direct his or^m irony at the

greater rüriter: "After so much of Drydents elegant animadversions,

justice requires that something of Settlets should be exhibíxed."46

Settle for the most part is dismissed as beneath criticism. After

providing suffícient specimens of his writing, Johnson símply breaks

off contemptuously: "Enough of SettIe."47 l^.rhy Johnson should con-

centrate his disapproval more on Dryden than Settle is easily explained

Settle, it seems, i-s on his own natural level- in such a contest; but

Dryden r{as a much better writer, and a r¿riter whom Johnson greatly

admired. Dryden, he feels, "degrades hís ov¡n dignity'r by stoopÍng to
48name-calling. - It ís an illustration, Johnson says, of horu t'the

highest minds [may be] levelled with the *e"r,"st."49

It should be noted that Dryden's personal dislike of Settle plays

a small part in Johnsonrs objections, for as he says elservhere, "per-

sonal resentment, though no laudable motive to satire, can add great

force Lo general principlur."50 The key phrase in thís statement is,

¿Jt



of course, "general principles." Though a writer may be prompted by

personal resentment as much as by a love of virtue to attack, sâyr the

arrogance of the wealthy, Johnson implies that he could stí11 view the

ímport of his work with approval insofar as it exposes a general fau1t.

Dryden, however, aims aÈ no fault that Settle shares wíth other men

(or at least Dryden does not suggest any extension of this sort) and so

no attempt is made to reform a general abuse. In other words, Dryden

is unconcerned with principles; his only intention is to make Settle

appear ridiculous and thus lose favour with the public. In this regard

the assault on Settle fulfíls the chief requirement of a lampoon: it

i-s written "not to reform but to vex.t' By attacking Settle on1y,

Drydents invectives fail to serve the ends not only of "proper satirerl

but of all literature. Sínce the attack is limíted to Settlers faults,

or more precisely, his persorr, there is no ínstruction to be derived

from it. Inhatever psychological insights Dryden night provide, and

r¡hatever truths he might state, are true of Settle and no other man.

That satire should exhíbit only general faults is implied in a con-

versation that Johnson had with Boswell. Bosr+ell claimed on one

occasion that Samuel Foote had "ta singular talent of exhibitíng

character. ttt Johnsonts response reveals a consistency tretween his

vÍe\.¡s on satire and his general theory of literature: "tSir, it ís

not a talent; it is a vice; it is rvhat others abstain from. It is not

a comedy, which exhibits the character of a species,'as that of a mÍser

gathered from many misers: it is a farce, ruhich exhibits individualr. "'51

If lampoons lack moral plrrpose, they also (1ike Hudibras) become
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uníntel1igib1e once their targets are no Jonger familiarly knor,rn.

The figure of Bayes, in The B+S9M!, Johnson said to Boswell, "'is a

nighty si11y character. If it was intended to be like a particular

man, it could only be ciÍvertíng rvhíle thal man \,ras remembere¿."'52

Drydeno who was the model for Bayes, 1s, of course, sti1l remembered,

but this does not negate Johnsonrs criticism; for the only personality

of Drvdents that r^re recognize t-s the c¡ne recorded in biographíca1

accounts and the one rvhich filters through his works. The connection

between that personality and Lhe figure depicted in Tlre Rehearsal

longer âpparent. For i¡ost readers Baves is now inerely an absurd

tlonal character. Drydents characterization of Settl-e, Johnson argues,

is doomed to sjmilar obscurity. t'Since Settle is sunk ínto oblivíon,t'

he writes, Drydents ". libel

Since Settle is no longer known, Drydents attack is directed at a name

without subsl-ance. All that remains with clarity, Johnson suggests,

is Dr¡rdents vlrulence. Not knorving Settle, the readerts initial res-

ponse is to condemn Dryden for the meanness of his spirit and to r+onder

what prompted such calumny.
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As a critical term, then, t'particularity" presents no great dif-

ficulty. Johnsonrs objections to the local and the temporary are no

dlfferent r'rith regard to satire than to any other form of imaginative

1Íterature. 0n the other hand, r^¡hat he means by "general" in reference

lo satire is less simple. In vierv of its usual positive signifícance

for Johnson, it is somewhat confusing to find "general," ir one in-

stance at 1east, l-o be a terrn of reproach rvhen applied to satire. The

(t
remains injurious only to himself .t'"

is no

f ic-



soluti-on to what might seem an obvious exceptíon lies simply in dif-

ferentíating between the varíous meanings of the t-erm.

llalter Jackson Bate seems to mistake, or to ignore, the precíse

significance of t'genera1" in one account of Johnsonts viervs, and by

doing so he distorts Johnsonts meaning. As r+as noted, Bate attaches

much importance to Hester Piozzits comment that Johnson had tttan aversion

to general satire. tt' Indeed, he goes on to say that ttlle could put it

more strongly and say that he had a hatred and fear of satire."54 All

of this is quite misleading, for by his excl-usive concentration on, and

intensífícation of, "aversion" Bate seems Lo suggest not that Johnson

had t'an aversion to general sati-rett but rather a ttgeneral aversion to

satírert'which Ís not at all the same thing. Bate encourages this

rnisreading by quoting only a sma11 part of what Heste'r Píozzi actually

said. The intended meaning is unmistakable when Johnson's remark ís

read in context:

24A

Though no man perhaps made such rough replies
as Dr. Johnson, yet nobody had a more just
aversion to general satire; he always hated and
censured Swift for his unprovoked bitterness
against the professors of medi"cine. When
an acquaint.ance too \eras one day exclaiming
against the tediousness of the 1aw and its
partiality; 'Let us hear, Sir (said Johnson),
no general abuse; the larv is the last result of
human wisdom acting upon human experience for
rhe benefit of the public.'55

By the examples that are given it

Johnson means not satire generally

fessions. It is also evident that

is obvious that by t'general satirett

but rather attacks on entire pro-

"generalt' here has a rneaning quite



dístinct from what Johnson intends when he has Imlac say that ít ís

"tbe business of the poet . to remark general properti"r."56 As ít

relates to the busíness of the poet t'genera1" denotes that which is

always true, that which is not restricted in its application to a

single instance or limited by tíme or place. In contrast to "general"

as the equivalent of the essential and enduring truth of a represen-

tation, Johnson uses "genera1" in connection with satire simply to

designate the indiscriminate breadth of attack.

The distinction Ís clarified in Johnsonrs Dictionary. His third

and fourth definitions of "genera1" suggest the different meanings that

I intend: t'3. Not restrained by narro\^/ or dj.stinctive limitations.

4. Relatíng to a whole class or body of men, or whole kind of any

beirg." The quotations that Johnson uses to illustrate hís defínitíons

are especially helpful:
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(3.) A general idea is an idea in the mind,
considered Lhere as separated from time and
place, and so capable to represent any parti-
cular being that is comformable to it.

Locke

(4.) They, because some have been admitted
i^ríthout trial, make that fault general whích
is particular. Irrleítgiste.

It should be noted that the rvord "particular" appears in both í11us-

trative quotations. Locke explains how a "general ideat' encompasses

"particulart' instances, whíle l{hitgiste shorvs how "particular" ídeas

are sometimes falsely inflated to "genera1" truths.

Clearly, Ín Johnson's víel, satire is justif ied only i,'hen it is



t'generalt' in the Lockean sense. Lampoon is rejected for attacking

too narrowly, and general satire ís denounced for attacking too rvídely,

for making "that fault general which is partÍcular."

Although the two are, in this obvious sense, opposite extremes,

they share cerlain features. It night be argued that both are too

particular in their focus; lampoon in the obvious sense, and general

satíre in the sense that groups are isolated, as if human nature r,/ere

not the same in doctors as ín the rest of mankind. Moreover, both are

assaults not against vice or fol1y, but against indÍviduals themselves

or professions as such. To see more clearly how this relates to

Johnsonrs antagonism it is useful- to consider his o\,m practice as a

satirist. Irrhether he exposes the hypocrisy of slave o\^rners cantíng

about li-berty or the foolishness of a young fop, Johnson always aíms at

specific faults that are capable (paradoxically?) of a generalized

formulatlon (e.g., the vicíousness of slavery and the fo11y of fashion).

It is important to not.e also that these are faults that can be re-

formed; slave o\dners can free their slaves, and fops can shed fashíon

for things of more permanent value. But rvhat general truth is expressed

by an attack on the profession of l-aw or by Drydents lampoon of Settle,

and what reformation can be expected?--that the practice of 1aw is

evil and Settle corrupt, and that the first should be prohibited and

the other driven from society? Little, if any, reformation is intended.

Dryden r,¡ishes simply to vex one man by making him appear ridiculous,

just as the sati-rist rvho ridicules the practice of lar.ryers desires only

to degrade that prof ession. hríth this r.r'e arrive at the fundamental
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source of Johnsonts opposition to lampoon and general satíre: both

are rejected for their faílure to serve any moral purpose. Satire

fu1fi1ls its moral function only when it exposes mankindrs familj.ar

failings and only when these failings are capable of reformation.

But vrhen the purpose of attack is only to give vent to the satiristrs

malice the function of satire is perverted; and ít is such attacks

that Johnson distinguishes from "proper satíre."

Johnsonrs dislíke of general satire is perhaps the prímary cause

of his unfeígned hostilíty toward the writings and person of Sr+ift.

There can be little doubt that Swíft is foremost in his mind when, ín

Idler 45, Johnson dísparages the "general lampooner of mankind." And

certainly Swift is included in the company of those who, from a "desire

to

of
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be praised for superior acutenessr" are accused of ttthe degradation
\7

their species.t''' Bosr+ell and others províde many í11ustratíons of

Johnsonrs ttprejudice against that extraordinary man,tt and Johnson

betrays his antagonism on almost every page of the Life of Swift.58

ft should be pointed out, however, that not every

is unf avourable: the Argument Aggfry! Abolishing

called a "happy and judicious irony," the Tale of

having t'so much of nature, and art, and lifer" and Sr+ift himself is saíd

to have been "rthe instrument of much good to his country.rrr59 Still,

ít must be admi-tted that Johnson

fall some damagíng remark. His

qualified, but while commending

reference to S\^/ift

Christianity is

a Tub is praísed for

rarely applauds Sr¿ift r¿ithout letting

praise of the Argument is left un-

the Tale of a Tub Johnson expresses



some suspicion whether Swíft was its author, so superior ir seemed to

all of his other works. Even Si,¡iftts service to lreland is slighted,

for while he admits that the Drapie¡þ

plunder and oppression, t' Johnson also says that Si¿ift became through

them the "oracle of the traders and the idol of the rabb1.."60 It is

indícative of his hostility that Johnsonts habitual balancing of good

and bad, which usually suggests objecti-vity, in the Life of Swíft takes

on an appearance almost of malevolence. In his account of Savage, or

of Pope, Johnson tends

posítive or exteDuating

praise is, at best, begrudging, and he seems eager to follow each ap-

proving remark with some disparaging comment to i^/eight the scale against

Swift.

Letters "delivered Ireland from

A number of explanations for Johnson's hostility have been offered.

Boswell writes that "Mr. Thomas Sheridan imputed it to a supposed ap-

prehensíon in Johnson, that S\^lif t had not been suff iciently actíve in

obtaining for him an lrish degree when it was solicitud. "61 Such

resentment ivould be uncharacteristíc of Jotrrson, and Bosr+el1 rightly

dismisses the idea. Even more unlikely is Thomas Percyrs claim that

Johnson learned to hate Srvift from Dr. Samuel Madden, a man who extended

an early and much needed act of friendship to Johnson, and whose ideas
Á,)

he therefore uncritically "adopted. ""' Present hypotheses run more

to'çvard the psychoanalytical , hlalter I^Iatkins rvrites that when it is

considered that "men rvho are too much alíke find it difficult to live

together in amity . rve begin to understand more clearly rvhy Johnson
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to pair hÍs observations of faults with either

reflections. But in the Life of Sr+ift his



is at once repelled by Swift and dravrn to hím."63 Walter Jackson Bate

argues along somewhat the same lines. Mentioníng the rrstrengtht' of

Johnsonrs ttsatiric impulsertt and histtfeartt of it, Bate goes on to

state that it was this "fear that 1ed him to be noloriously unfaír in

his critical esti-mate of Swif t."64

Objections may be raised to each of these explanations. Johnson

was not a vengeful man who bore long grudges, nor did he ever accept

an opinion simply because j-t was held by another rnan, no matter hor¡

much he cared for, or admired, that man. To Watkins 1t might be replied

that the argument that like entities repel (or attract) can easily be

disputed on either side (as any reader of Plato knows). One also

wonders what is meant by the statement that Johnson \^ras "dral,¡ntt to

Swift. CertaÍnly Johnson lmitated Swift in Marmor Notfolciense and

the Vindication, but that was

trying to establish himself,

of the time. He was ttdrar.¿ntt
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also be argued, on the basis of

rue11? In addition it might be

led him to be unfair to Sr+ift,

to Dryden, or Samuel Butler?

The explanatíons given by Sheridan and Percy are based on the

belief that Johnson (for one or another reason) hated Srvift and that

this hatred led hím to disparage his works. I{hile trlatkj"ns also reduces

Johnsonrs hostility to a niat-ter of personalities, Bate, îor the most

part, traces the source of Johnsonts antagonism to Swiftts works. Hís

very early in his career ruhen he was

and Swift was one of the foremost r¡ríters

an the same sense to Pope. Could it noL

Irene, that he r¿as drawn to Addíson as

asked that if Johnsonts "fear" of satire

why is he not unfair to Pope also, or



attribution to Johnson of a supposed fear and

however, too sweeping. It is certainly true

Swíftrs satires, but the task is to determine what specifically dis-

turbed

few and

r¡hat he

rather

hirn. Unfortunately, Johnsonts commen

more suggestíve than explicít; never

writes that what Johnson objects to

certai-n aspects of Swiftrs satires.

Although Johnsonrs disparagement of SruifËts satires is based, in

large measure, on moral concerns, he also holds no very high opinion

of their literary merit. Si¿ift is not allowed to have even major comic

talents. In conversatíon with Boswell, Johnson argued that Swift

t'is clear, but he is shallow. In coarse humour
he is inferior to Arbuthnot; ín delicate humour
he is inferior to Addison. So he is inferior to
his contemporaries, without putting him against
the whole world."b)

hatred of satire is,

that Johnson disliked
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ts on Srviftts satires are

theless, ít is clear from

is not satire as such but

Always, the Tale

even ttt the best t tt

f erior meri-t, he

, r166at-

Undoubtedly Johnsonts most unfair remark is his belittling as-

sertion that Gulliverts Travels neither required nor displays any great

of a Tub ís excepted, but Johnson argued that sínce

of Swiftts t'rother performances were of a very ín-

should have hanged himself after he had written

írnagination: "'![hen once you have thought of big men and little metr,

ít is very easy to do all the r"rt."'67 It is unforunate that this

curt dismissal is the best knor¿n of Johnsonts references to Gulliverts

I¡gyC1g since it reveals afl of his antagonism but suggestrs none of



his reasons for dislíkíng the work.

rvhere discussed by Johnson at any length, in his other comments he at

least employs the language of critícism rather than that of ridícu1e.

In the Life

please least are the píeces

can much delight in the echo

of Gay Johnson says of

is not quite as vague as ít míght at first appear. "Unnaturalt'is

defined by Johnson as "forced; not agreeable to the real state of

persons or things; not representing nature.t' I^Ihen it is remembered

what "nature" signifíes in Johnsonrs criticísm it becomes more apparent

I^lhíle Gulliver's Travels is no-

how heavily weighted t'unnatural" is as a term of disapprobation. We

night use the word to denote that whích deviates from what is usual,

but for Johnson it indícates a departure from truth itself.

to rvhích Gulliver

that r^rriterrs works that "those that

of an unnatural fiction?"68 Thís statement

Travels is found ín the Life of Swift:
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As might be expected, Johnsonrs longest cornment on Gulliverts

gave occasion; for who

This important year 11726l sent likewise into
the world Gulliverts Travels, a production so
new and strange that it filled the reader with
a mingled emotion of merriment and amazement,
It was received with such avidity that the price
of the first edition was raised before the
second could be made. . Criticism was for
a while lost j-n r^¡onder: no rules of judgement
were applied to a book written i-n open defiance
of truth and regularity. But when distinctions
came to be made the part which gave least pleasure
rvas that which describes the Flying Island, and
that rvhich gave most dísgust must be the history
of the Houyhnhnms. b9

in which its development suggests dramatic mo\¡ement and confrontation.

One of t-he most striking features of this passage is the manner



Tlie progress of Gullíverrs Travels is traced from its first publication,

to its initial effect on readers, to its final reception, Criticism

(nearly if not ful1y personifíed) is at first overwhelmed, but when it

av¡akens from r¿onder it discovers that the pleasures of the work are

temporary. As part of the rhetorical strategy the opening remarks seem

to suggest praise; but upon the recovery of Criticism from its paralysis

the tone reverses and the final verdict is sharply disparaging. This

reversal, by its unexpectedness, intensifies the final assessment, just

as with certain kinds of irony the discovery that we have síded with

the wrong party gives

There is more to

Compressed within this

the work itself ("ner,r

ment and amazementtt) .

./ 4Ìt

fiction of the work and some concern ¡¿ith the relation of that fíctÍon

to truth. Johnsonrs criticism, then, is in part aesLhetic and in part

added vehemence to our altered opinion.

Johnsonrs critj-cism than rhetoric, however

moral. While the two aspects are to some extent separable, ultimately

they merge. I{hat is found objectionable by Johnson in the episodes and

characters of Gulliverrs Travels is not only that they are incredible,

brief drama is an implied distinction between

and strangert) and its effect on readers ("merrí-

There ís an implicit críticism also of the

but also that they reflect a distorted vj-ew of human nature.

Johnson begíns his review by remarking that Gulliver's Travels

is (or rvas) both "ner+ and strange." Johnson has often been accused of

redundancy and the coupling of these terms might seem to substantíate

such a charge. But there is a tonal and denotative difference betrnreen

t'new and strange" just as there Ís a difference in the response they



evoke: ttmerriment and amazement..tt Novelty is for

who11y good nor wholly bad. In the Life of Prior

a 'rgreat source of pleasure, " and it is said elsewhere to be ttalways

grateful where it gives ,ro p"irr."70 But while admitting its va1ue,

Johnson just as often stresses the limitations of novelty, not the

least of these being that nothing can remain new for long: "The ir-

regular combínations of fanciful invention may delight a-rùhile, by

that novelty of whích the common satiety of life sends us all in quest;

but the pleasures of sudden wonder are soon exhausted, "7l

It is of more serious corrcern that in pursuit of novelty the

writer may "depart wholly from all resemblance; a fault which writers

deservedly celebrated frequently corn*it."72 hhen the writer strays too

far from resemblance, when conceits are too far-fetched, characters too

unusual, or events too bizarre, what is produced is more than new, it

is ttstrange.tt And the response excited by strangeness is not ttmerri-

merÌt" but perplexity. There is, then, a mixed judgement ímplied ín

Johnson neither

it is described as
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Johnson t s precise balancing of terms

Travel s

produces

is ttnevr'tt and begets pleasure, ín others it is ttstrangett and

confus ion .

Johnson LTas no less aware than we are that characters, settíngs,

and events ín satire usually have a metaphoric rather than literal

relatíon to truth. ttsome enlargementr" he rvrites, t'*ry be allowed to

declamation, and some exaggeratíon to burlesque." fmmediately, however,

a qualificatj-on is introduced:

but as they Isatires] deviate farther from

I^lhí1e i-n some respects Gulliverrs



reality, they become less useful, because their
lessons wí1l fail of application. The mind of the
reader is carried away from the contemplatíon of
his ovm manners; he finds in himself no likeness
to the phantom before hím; _and though he laughs
or rages, is not reformed,.73

Admittedly, Johnson does not say so directly, but when his commenls

on the strangeness and irregularitlz of Gulliverts Travels are read ín

light of the above passage it is perhaps not unreasonable to suppose

that he feels Lhat Sr¿ift strays too far from resemblance, or ttnature,tt

to be effective, that no man rvoufd see himself reflected in his

characters and thus no man rvould be made better by reading his book.

Novelty for Johnson applies to the themes of a rvork as well as to

such matters as characterization, imagery, and events. Llere Gulliver 1s

Travel-s novel only in characters and events Johnsonts cor,rments would

probably be no more critical than his remark on Tristram

25C)

"'Nothing odd will do 1ong. Tristram

lvhereas Tristram

have been written in t'open defiance of truth and regularíty." "Ir-

regularitytt is defined by Johnson as "deviating from ru1e, custom, or

naturet'and as "not being according to the l-arvs of vj-rtue.t' The term

can, then, and does, perform double duty in the servíce of bot-h

aesthetic and moral criticism. In faet, at this point moral and

aesthetic criticism are inseparable, for it is Johnsonrs view that

_S¡g¡1|y is only "odd," Gullíver's Travels is said to

Gulliverts Travels, and especlally Book rv, reflects a view of human

nature that is not merely novel, but false.

!¡g$I did not 1ut¡.'"74 But

An irnportant clue to rvhat Johnson fj.nds mor:ally disturbíng about

Shandv:



Gulliverrs Travels is provided by Mrs. píozzi. Johnson, she writes,

did not ttencourage general satire, and for the most part professed

himself to feel directly contïary to Dr. swift 'rvho (says he) hates

the rvorld, though he loves John and Robert, and certaín Índividuals,r"75

Again Johnsonts disapproval of general satire is seen. And in his view

swift reaches the utmost extreme of generality since he attacks the

whole of humanity. It ís not only what he sees as Swift's indiscrimi-

nateness that Johnson finds repugnant, however, but also what he takes

to be his unreasoning hatred. Sir David Dalrymple contrasted Johnson

with Swift ín a letter to Boswell:

tIn Rasselas you rvi11 see a tender-hearted operator,
rvho probes the wound only to heal it. Swift, on
the contrary, mangles human nature. He cuts and
slashes, as if he took pleasure in the operation.tT6

Johnson, who sar,.¡ the letter, rras gratified by the compliment to himself

and said nothing to contradíct Dalryïìplers charge against sr.rif t. of

course our own viev¡ of swift and of Gulliverts Travels is quite dif_

ferent. Gulliver is not s\üift, and it is hís and not sr¿ift,s mis-

anthropy that colours Book IV.

25r

In contrast to rvhat he felt was Swift's hatred of mankind, Johnson

believed, as Mrs. Piozzi records, "tthat the world was well constructed.,

but that particular people disgraced the elegance and beauty of the

general fabric.tttTT It should not be inferred from this that Johnson

shared the facile optimism, popular in some círcles ar the tíme, con-

cerning the innate goodness of human nature. tr^,hen he rvas asked by Lady

Ifac]-eod t"if no man was naturally good, t" he ansrvered, tttNo, madam, no



more than a \^rolf . tt'--to whích Lady Macleod whispered, "tThis is r¿orse
-7A

than SwÍft. rr'/' Lrdy Macleodts comment is unfair to both Johnson and

Srvíft, but had she questioned Johnson further she mighË have been less

shocked. In conversation with a different company Johnson again main-

tained that human beings are initíally guided only by self-interest;

he roent on, however, to add an important qualificatíon (one r+íth which

Srvif t r¿ould probably have agreed) :

'we are all thieves naturally; a child a1r+ays tries
to get at what it wants, the nearest rray; by good
instructíon and good habits thís is cured, till a
man has not even an inclinatíon to seize what is
anotherts; has no struggle withhimself about it.'79

Johnsonrs belief that virtue can be, and is, acquired differs sharply

from what he takes to be swift's more pessimi-stic opinion. swift, he

implies in Rambler
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from

children, but they are "cured" by the time they are adults. irtríle he

is not explicit in his comments on Book IV of Gulliver's

brute i*prrlse."80 Johnson admits that this is true of

well be that Johnsonts "disgustttis occasioned not only by the depiction

4, holds to principles that suppose t'man to act

of the Yahoos, but also by the notíon (Gulliver's) rhat man is incapable

of rising much above his appetites.

Travefs, prlmarily, it would seem, because of r^rhat he

misanthropy. Indeed none of Swiftrs satires hold out

amelíoration of the ills that they expose. The world

overrun rvith fools and criminals: men can be gross,

Johnson recoí1ed from swiftts works, and ín partícular Gulliverrs

Travels, it may

took to be Sruif t's

much hope for the

he descríbes is

petty, and even



cannibalistic; learning ís reduced to pedantry, and all scientists

are mad; politics ís a carnival side-show; and religion is disgraced

by fanatics, practised by hypocrites, and torn by sectarian squabbles,

This picture is only faintly relieved by the representatives of ration-

ality. Further, the picture is static: vice and fo11y are never

defeated and rarely opposed (except by the satirist). Each work ends

with the forces of darkness untouched. In short, Swiftrs writings

reflect an unrefenting and pervasive satiric vision.

The difference beteween Johnson and Sr+ift can best be seen in

Johnsonts approach to satire; this may help to account for Johnsonrs

hostility since it is easy to understand rvhy men of different characters

mighr "find it difficult to live together in amity." Illustrative of

these differences is the greater prominence that Johnson often gÍves

to those figures whose vírtues stand in contrast to the faults which

his satires expose. In fact, as \re have seen, these virtuous figures
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at times dominate the work and tend to blur the satiric focus. Further,

r¡hile in Swift's r+orks the din of chaos is only oceasionally and momen-

tarily qui-eted

not only stands

Ln Rambler 12,

prospective employers, is finally taken in and cared for by Euphemia,

who has no need of her services but ís too kind to drive her away.

by the voices of reason, in Johnsonts satires virtue

out, but often frustrates the r¿orst effects of rvickedness.

for example, Zosima, after being insulted by a number of

Something of the same sort occurs in Rambler

Melissa, rvith the loss of a f ortune l-oses also

of r+hom, as she discovers, courted her only for

75, where the narrator,

a train of suitors, most

her money, One man,



horvever, remains faithful, and as Melissa closes her letter rve are

certain that she will marry her one honest admirer. Alvin Kernan des-

cribes the "normal tplotr of satire" as beíng essentíally static:

"Whatever movemenl there is, " he argues, is only an "intensification

of the unpleasant situation with r¿hieh the satire opens." Tn contïast,

he continues, in comic plots "things somehow do 'turn out all right."'81

Rambfers L2 and 75 are resolved, then, by this definition, along comic

rather than satiric lines. More than simply virtuous counterparts to

the satirized figures, Euphemia and l{elissa's 1oya1 suitor are the

agents by which cruelty is frustr:ated, lrtrile this does give each satire

a "comic" p1ot, it does not provide support for Batets theory of satire

manquá since it is not the targets that are spared, but the victims of

the targe1-s.

Here, then, ís the greatest difference betrveen the satires of

Srvif t and Johnson: r¿hereas Swíftts satires conclude t'r¡ithout any pos-

sÍbilíty of either dialectical movement or the simple triumph of good

over evilr" ir Johnsonts satíres things often ttdo tturn out all right. ttt

In part, these differences reflect different viervs of the function of

satire. Sl'rift. more often than not. c1 íscounts the value of satire in

reforming error. Hís prímary motivation seems, rather, to have been

creative: satire is a r,;ay of expressing a perception of the dark side

of human nature and existence. Johnson, on the other hand, places much

more emphasis on satire as a form of moral suasíon; it either J-aughs us or

shames us to amend our faults, "The sense of ríclicule is given usr"

he once saíd to Bosrvell , t'and may be larvf urly ,-,=ed . "82 l{'hat 1s larvful

1\/,



for Johnson is ridicule used to persuade rather than vex. "Satirícal

criticismrt'hu w-rites in the Life of Pope, "may be considered as useful
Q"

when it rectifies error and improves judgement.t'-' Because of what he

takes to be Swiftrs misanthropy, Johnson seems to feel that Swiftrs

satires are punitive only. trrrhen composing Gulliverrs Travels Swif t

indeed r¡¡rote to Pope: "The chief end I propose to myself in all my

labours ís to vex the world rather than divert it."84 This remark ís,

of course, ironically disíngenuous, and Swift's denial of any intent to

"diverttt must be viewed sceptically. If the world \,rere not entertained

by the work it would soon put it down, and no man r,rrites v¡ith the

intention of being ignored. Swif t, r¡re may be certain, knew perfectly

well how diverting the book is. Johnson, however, seems to have taken

Swift completely at hís r¿ord. Rather than being "drawn" to such an

attitude, Johnson was repelled by it,
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and manner of Gu]liverts

ceptíon of human nature, and by Srvíftts satiric vision.

appreciating any feature of Gulliverrs

hrhile Johnson's disagreement with Swiftrs view prevents him from

on Popets satires, acknowledge a distinction betrveen safire as imagina-

tive l-íterature

works The Rape

Travels, by

mendation, since, in his view, iÈ best combínes morality and art. It

ís, Johnson writes, "the most airy, the most ingenious, and the most

delightful of all of his [Pope's] composition"."B5 Not only ís it

as he was repelled by the content

what he took to be Swiftts con-

and satire as a moral statement. Of afl of Popets

of the Lock receives Johnsonts most whole-hearted com-

Popets most

Travels, he does, in his con'ments

pleasing rvork, but The Rape of the Lock is "uníversal ly



allowed to be the most artractive of all ludicrous composition"."86 All

major aspects of the poem are praised equally as Johnson pays tribute

to Popers artistry and morality: "with elegance of descríption and

justness of precepts, he exhibited boundless fertility of ín-

vention.t' Johnsonts only complaint 1s that Pope t'cou1d never afterwards

produce any thing of such unexampled excellerr."."B7 It is not suggested,

however, that Pope should have hanged himself upon its completion.

Elaborating on Popers "elegance of description and fertility

of invention, t' Johnson says that t'In this rvork are exhibited in a very

high degree the two most engaging

made familiar, and familiar things

made new" Johnson states:
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The subject of the poem is an event below the common
incidents of common life; nothing real is
introduced that is not seen so often as to be no
longer regarded, yet the whole detail of a female-
day is here brought before us invested rvj-th so much
art of decoration that, though nothing is disguised,
every thing is striking, and rve feel all the
appetite of curiosity for that from which lge have
a thousand times turned. fastidiourly "r"y.89

po\,rers of an author:

are made ,r.t."BB Of

It is, horvever, the Rosicrucian machinery that Johnson finds most

captivating. Pope is first of all praised for not havíng settled for

more conventional gods: t'the preternatural agents are very happily

adapted to the purposes of the poem. The heathen deities can no longer

gain attention: r¿e should have turned away from a contest between

Venus and Diana."90 fnstead Pope happily conceived "A race of aerial

people never heard of before, " and who are presented

new things are

"familiar things



in a manner so clear and easy, that the reader seeks
for no further information, but irnmediately mingles
\üith his new acquaintance, adopts their interests
and attends their pursuits, loves a sylph and detests

o1a gnome."

The only críLícism that Johnson can find of Pope's "machínery" is thaL

the "sylphs cannot be saj-d to help or to oppose" the action, but he

is so enamoured of them that he is 1itt1e concerned with thei-r failure

to hasten or retard the main event in the poem. This and other flaws

are peremptorily dismissed: "r,¡hat are such faults to so much excel-
ot

lence!tt"

It is

f er til ity

Gulliver I s

reasonable to r^/onder why Johnson extols Popets "boundless

been said.

of invention, " and looks r+ith

Swift's characters are not only physically strange but also constitute,

2s7

Travels.

Johnson feels, a false representation of human nature. The Rape of the

Lock, i-n contrast, is honoured for the t'justness" of its precepts.

There is, however, an additional, admittedly conjectural, explanation

Gulliver

Part of the ansr,¿er

I s Travels is novel

for Johnsonts diff erent responses. I^,rhile Popets aerial beings exist

on a plane separate from the human actíon in the poem, ín Gulliverrs

Travels the bizarre and

the ordinary and fantaslic in Gulliverts Travels is seen in the Li1lí-

disfavour on the novelty of

is implicit in rvhat has already

both in form and content.

putians, Brobdingnagians, and Yahoos who are at once grotesque and

uncomfortably human. Though distorted, they call to mind, and are

measured against, normal humanity. Tn addition, they exíst in rvhat

is represented as the natural rvorld, altl-rough it too is sometímes

the commonplace are intermixed. The fusion of



strangely transformed. The effect of this is thaÈ \,/e are repeatedly

shocked by unnatural appearances in an otherwíse seemingly natural

world. Popefs fantasÈic beings, on the other hand, are not human

fígures but rarifíed distillations of various temperaments. They are

more than abstractions but less than substantial. They are given, as

Johnson states, "pov/ers and passions proportionate to theÍr operation."93

Further the sylphs and gnomes exist in a totally imaginary realm, a

kind of faery world that is created for them. Because the realm ís

self-contained and independent of quotídian reality our credulity is

unstrained. 'tIhíle the human characters of the poem pursue their ac-

tivities unaware of the agents that flit about them, the reader per-

ceives both orders of beings, accepting one as real and the other as

imaginary.

Perhaps most important to Johnson's appreciation of The Rape of

the Lock is his agreement with the lesson that it teaches. The poem

2s8

had been charged, Johnson mentions, "r+ith the \^/ant of a moral ,t' and

set below "The Lutrin, which exposes the pride and discord of the

clergy.tt Johnson counters this charge with the assertion that Popets

satire on "tthe little unguarded follies of the female sextt'serves a

more useful purpose. The idea that repeated minor irrítatíons produce

more unhappiness than major public catastrophes is a familiar theme Ín

Johnsonts writings, and he repeats it here: "The freaks, and humours,

and spleen, and vanity of women, as they embroil famílies 1n discord

and fí11 houses with disquiet, do more to obstruct the happiness of
qL

life in a year than the ambíLion of the cJ-ergy in many centuries."'*



It is ímportant Lo note

as having an application that goes beyond the immediale circumstances

and individuals with which it dea1s. That is, it is not Arabella Fermor

Lhat is the target but thetrvanity of vTomen.t' In contrast to his

remarks here, Johnson ís sometimes surprisingly literal-minded in ¡.rhat

he sees as the target of a satire. He describes The Beggar's Opera,

for example, as a rvork t'written only to dívertrt'and as tta p1ay, wrítten

in ridicule of musical Italian Dr"ma."95 This seeming faílure to

perceive the target of a satíre as anything more than what is literally

denoted reappears in his comments on The Duncíad.

that Johnson clearly sees The Rape of the Lock

any length by Johnson. It is referred to as one of Popets "greatest

The Duncíad is the only other of Pope's major satires examined at

and most elaborate performan"""."96

whích is accorded unbroken applause, The Duncíad is praised with reser-

vation. There is a tension in much of Johnsonrs discussion occasioned

by his high regard for the artistry of the poem and his dislike of what

he takes to be its moral emptiness. Johnson admits, however, that it. ís

the finest example of its kind, even though it ís a kind of satire of

l+hich he disapproves. The Dunciad, he writes, is "perhaps the besË

specimen that has yet appeared of personal satire fudicrously pompous."97

It is indicative of Johnson's admíration of the poem that he is

able to dispassionately separate íts virtues from rvhat he sees as íts

faults. "The beauties of the poem are welf knoli.n," he rvrites, pointíng

to passages "such as the formation and dissolution of lloore, the account

of the Traveller, the misfortune of the Florist, and the cror"'ded thoughts
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But unlike The Rape of the Lock,



and stately numbers l.rhich dignífy the concluding paragraph." Never-

theless, Johnsonrs enjoyment is clouded by his perception of a number

of faults, hhile he says that some things "may be forgiven for the

excellence of other passagesr" he does not fail to specify what dis-

turbs him. One such detail ís the 'runnatural delíght" that Pope shared

with Sr+ift "in ideas physically ímpure, such as every other tongue utters

with unwillingness, and of which every ear shrinks from the mentiorr."98

of more general concern is the purpose of the satire: "That the desígn

was moral, whatever the author might tell either his readers or himself,

I am not convinced. The first motÍve was the desire of revengingthe

contempt with which Theobald had treated his Shakespeare." Johnson's

attitude toward personal satire has already been discussed; he is never

rvilling lo approve of it, but in this case his fondness for the work

sends hirn in search of extenuating considerations:

In this design there was petulance and malígníty
enough; but I cannot think it very criminal. An
author places himself uncalled before the tribunal
of criticism, and solicits fame at the hazard of
disgrace. . If bad r¿riters \,üere to pass with-
out reprehensíon rvhat should restrain tir.*?99
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That Johnson sav/ bad writing as fair game for satire is evidenced in

Rambler 93 where he argues that a rvriter "may be considered as a kind

of general challenger, whom every one has a right to attack; since he

quits the comnon rank of 1ífe, steps forr+ard beyond the lísts, and offers

hís meriÈ to the publick judgement."100

It r¡ould, then, be rvrong to judge Johnsonts defence of The Dunciad

as a rationalization offered in an attempt to give the status of t'proper



satirett to the work. As much as he admíres the work, Johnson does

not hesítate to point out what he sees as its flarvs. Johnson is always

severe in his censure of laughter directed at sufferíng, and Pope is

accused of such laughter. It is made as a general observation but it

is cerLain that Johnson has The Dunciad

that t'The great topick" of Popets

ridicule is poverty: the crjmes with r^¡hich he
reproaches his antagonists are their debts, their
habitation i-n the Mint, and their rvant of a
dlnner. He seems to be of an opinion, not very
uncommon in the \^tglJd, that to want money is to
want every thing.101

Edward Bloom writes that Johnsonts "association r¡ith such men as Moses

Brorrne, John Duick, Richard Savage, l^/i1 liam Co11ins, and even Cave

. imbued him with a permanent sympathy. He always evínced the

deepest regret for their kind of existence."l02 Lhire this accounts in

part for Johnsonrs s}'rnpathy, the s;'mpathy itself is of a piece with his

general regard for the victims of poverty. It is this compassíon that

accounts for the tension that is felt in his con¡nents on The Dunciad.
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partly ín mi-nd when he states

Johnson cannot

he could remain

background one

Perhaps because r¿e have learned to

though also because of the distance in t

concern for the targets of The Dunciad.

help but respond to it as

impervious to Gulliverts

feels his concern for the victíms of Pope's laughter.

literary and not a biographical document

that Pope ivas inspired by more than víndictiveness. He mentioned to

an imaginative work (though

Travels) , but alrvays in the

look

ime,

at satire differently,

do not share Johnsonfs

For us the poem i-s so1e1y a

CertaÍnly Johnson realized

lJe



Boswell that Pope t'wrote his tDunciadt for fame.

motive

had more delight in seeing how rvell he could vex them."103 But as much

as he was drar'¡n to the poem Johnson stil1 regarded it as a lampoon with

1itt1e meaning beyond the ridicule of certain individuals. The díf-

ference between our or{n and Johnson I s view of the poen can be seen ín

He delighted to vex them [the Dunces], no doubt; but he

his criticism of Pope's revision. Johnson admits thal since revisions

were made ("not always for the better") the poem should be published

"with all its variations" and that the fínal version is authorit"ti.r".104

This is said begrudgingly, however, since Johnson felt that the replace-

ment of Theobald by Cibber as the chief dunce was a serious mistake.

Pope, he rvrites "depraved hís poem by giving to Cibber the old books,

the cold pedantry and sluggish pertínacity of Theobald."I05 For us

Theobald and Cibber are characters in a poem (or different poems) more

than historical figures. It i-s of less ímportance what name a charactet

goes by than horv well he is rendered, and since the Cibberian Dunciad

That r¡as his primary
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is the greater imaginati-ve work, we prefer j-t to the 1728 version.

To paraphrase what Johnson said elsewhere, we know the man through the

poem rather than from life, and so it is beside the point rvhether the

faults exposed are more appropriate to Theobald than Cíbber.

I^/e have arrived at what is probably the major difference between

our o\rrr and Johnsonts view of satire. It is customary nowadays to

look at individual satíres simply as imaginative rhetorical structures

and to base our judgements on how r,¡ell the satirist achieves his aim,

and, more generally, expresses his satiric visíon. The satiric vision



itself ís regarded as an imaginative framework rather than a statement

about existence that is either true or false. 0f course ít is false,

just as the pasloralistts vision of rural lífe is fa1se, but the dís-

tortíon is accepted as a convention. Satire is for us a palrticular

perspective, a vie\^/ of the dark side of life and human nature; but it

is only one of many perspectives and is in no sense a literal rendering

of total .""lity.106 Jo}rnson, on tlre o1-her hand, demands that literature

reflect not perspectives but truth. For this reason he reacts against

certaín satiric conventions such as the satirístts presentation of

hímself as a solitary defender of virtue; nor could he accept the

corollary of that convention: the general depravity of mankjnd.

Further, Johnson particu1arly stresses the moral function of satíre,

and in this he reflects an attitude typical of an earlier perÍod:

satire, because of its virulence, must serve a moral purpose to be

justified. Some pí-eces, indeed, are accepted as mere entertainments

(Gay's Iþq !_eågu.t'" Opera and Phillips' The Splendid Shílling are rwo
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such rvorks) and a few satires like The

reservations; but those satires are best rvhich not onlv entertain but

a1-so reprehend that r¡hich is trul-y vicious or f oolish. Because lampoons

attack only individuals and have no general application, and because

general satire condemns the innocent with the guílty, Johnson sets

both beyond the pale of "proper satire.r' Neither, he fee1s, serves

any end other than the vexing of its targets. There is, obviously,

much that Jol-rnson objects to in satire, but not so much as t-o force an

admissíon that he hated all satire. Johnson liinits satire but he does

not exclude it.

qg!_.¿gg overpo\^/er Johnson' s moral
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formal

Vanity

l4,ay L2, L73B Johnson published London, the fírst of his two

verse satires, and on January 9, L749 rhe second appeared, The

of Human l^/ishes.l For a number of reasons, not the least of

London

which is 1-hat

and The Vanitv

during Johnson

must have been

second edition

CHAPTER FIVE

ít is a more

I s lifetime.

within a week, and, as E.L. McAdam r¿rítes, !/as t'reprinted at f east

twenty-three Limes" before Johnson's death.2 David Garrick expressed

of Human Wishes

a disappointaent to him since

in his lifetime while London

what was probably the common vlew at the time: t'London,t'h. saíd, t'is

topíca1 poem, London was far more popular

lively and easy, t' but when Johnson "became more retired, he gave us his

'vanity of Human wishes'which is as hard as Greek. Had he gone on to

imitate another satire, it l+ould have been as hard as Hebrew."3 Bosraell,

The reception

while agreeing that "more readers

pointed spirit of 'Londonr than with the profound reflection" of the

later satire, seems not to share the preference of his contemporaríes.

He chides Garrick for his lack of judgement, accusing him of exhibiting

"more vivacity than regard to just discrimination, as j-s usual with
L

\"/its - 
rr '

of The Vanity of Human Wishes

it did not achieve a

reached a second edition

Modern critics agree rvith Boswell . Joseph llrood Krutch states that
ttFrom Johnsonts or¡n time to the present the tendency has been.pretty
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. will be delighted rn¡ith the



consistently to

predecessor. "5

history of the

accuracy, he is

regard The Vanity

now held

The

Krutch obviously fails to consider

poems; but though he rníght be guilty of hístorical in-

lead to

case.

in higher regard.

question of which is the better poem might be expected to

an examination of their differences, but such has not been

correct in arguing that The Vanity

Johnsonrs feelings. It is not, he argues, "that London j-s consciously

of Human trlíshes

Krutchts only attempt at comparj-son focuses on the intensíty

insíncere, but simply that there is líttle of Johnson's real temper

revealed in it." As much as he tríes to avoid a direct sLatement,

Krutch finally comes very close Lo accusíng London of j-nsincerity r^rhen

he argues thatrrthe one poem Ithe Vanity] is fundamentally sincere,

the other fundamentally artificial."6 A more recent critic, paul

Fussell, is far less cautious. Johnson, he writes, only "affectedtt to

find London "nauseating." Actually he "adored London and was ex-

hilarated no end by its racy surface, enormities included.',7

walter Jackson Bate also takes up the question of slncerity in

hís discussíon of London, arguing that t'the poern (ín íts conceptíon,

not its skil1 of execution) is quite far from all r+e associate r+ith

Johnson, especially in his later years.t' Bate obviously leaves room

for the argument that Johnson's opinion of London might have changed,

as he does in a reiteration of his point: the poem "often expresses

sentiments that are the reverse of the Johnson rve knorv, especially the

later Johnson.tt As he continues, horvever, Bate forgoes a1l qualifica-

as superior to its

the early printÍng

2lL

of Human Wishes ís

the

of



tion and bluntly assumes that Johnson only pretended to be repelled by

London:

But of course London \,üas never really conceived as
a "satire"--"r-ã-ìEltongly impassioned sense of
outrage (or indeed of an impassioned sense of any-
thing else). Instead it was an exercise of talent,
understandably designed to make an immediate
appeal--to compensate for the faÍlure of Irene and
to make money for himself and even more tor tetty.B

Certainly the poem was an t'exercise of talent," and Johnsonts chief

motives may have been money and reputation, but surely this does not

compel a redefinition of the rvork, or have any bearing on its worth,

Perhaps part of \that Bate is reactíng to is the very conventional kind

of satire that London represents, since, as is apparent, he is committed

to the position that Johnson wrote no satires.

poem "seems breezy, as if wrítten off the top

Johnson was not emotionally involved l¿ith the

seems to feel that London can be classifled as
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satire.9 This ís at least puzzLing. One could just as

Juvenalrs sixth satire r¡ou1d be a satire no more could

that Juvenal rvas no misogyníst.

If it \./ere necessary to

attitude, to reclaim London

be plausibly done, Donald Greene, paying attention to the date of

composition, outlines a convincing hypothetical scenario:

One musL imagine the young Johnson nervly arrived
in London, sore at the neglect of the wor1d,
repelled by the ugliness of city 1ife, and home-

By insisting that the

of the head" -- that

scene he presents -- Bate

establish the genuineness of Johnsonrs

as a satire, and defend its worth, it could

something other than a

well argue that

it be proven



sick for the gentler scenes of the Mídlands.
Through the instrumentality of Savage, or Hervey
or Guthrie, or the Craftsman, there is revealed
to Johnson the appalling wickedness of tr^lalpole's
regime. . The young mants eyes are opened.
He eagerly seizes on the In/alpolian iniquities and
uses them as pegs on which to hang his or.m
griefs: bribery and castrati and masquerades
become projections and symbols of the Johnsonian
dissatisfaction with the worl-d.I0

Greenets reconstruction is a reasonable ansl^rer to those wl'ro insist that

Johnson did not mean what he wrote, and at least one other crj-tÍc

shares his víew. Mary Lascelfes argues that just prior to writing

London Johnson had spent ttthe best part of thirty years" in or near

Lichfíeld. And while "they had not been happy yeaïs,

ning of his struggle to establish himself i-n London may well have been

worse. The poem as a rvhole suggests that he was suffering from revul-

sion against his neu/ surro,rndings."ll

LIJ

conrmon to suppose "that Johnson sprang into the i.¡orld fully armed with

his opinions and. sty1e.'r Greene and Lascelles cl-early avoid this

Williani Vesterman poi-nts out that due to Boswell it has become

tendency. Krutch and Iussell, on the other hand, seem to share ¡vhat

Vesterman describes as "Bosrvell t s assumption that the nature of John-

sonts imaginatlon uras essentially fixed and timeless and that what

Johnson really believed is therefore easily separable from what he did

not believe, wiLhout regard to time."12 Bate, too, is uneasy in deal-

ing r+íth the discrepancy betrveen the attitude that appears in London

and the attitude rre more familiarly associate ivith "the Johnson \re

know, especially the laLer Johnson.t'

the begin-



As a consequence of their insistence on víer,¡ing Johnsonts thought

and style as static, critics have tended, as Vesterman notes, to ignore

the chronology of his works. Bate at least mentions that London and

the Vanity are separated

from this to account for

does, however, argue that

and rhe Vanity of Hg]lgg trrIishes," and though Ít may be usual to view

them t'as sister poeins, . they really are not,t' unfortunately, Bate

does not stay to examine the features that distinguish Johnson's earlier

from his later verse satire. He does mention in passing that London

by ten years though he draws no conclusion

differences in technique in the poems. He

"has little of the unique condensation of phrase of the later poems,t'

and he states also that, in contrast to London, in the Vanity "much of

Johnsonts thought-*as well as mastery of poetic expression--is contained
. .,13in sorution." what Bate means by "mastery of poetic expression" Ís,

horvever, left largely undeveloped.

it is a mÍstake "to bracket together London
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slncerity, critics have avoided or ignored much else that is of interest

By concentrating almost exclusively on the question of Johnsonrs

in a comparíson of London and

true, as Bate notes, that the poems are very different: for example,

the personalities of the trvo speakers are quite distinct; imagery is

developed far more subtly in the Vanity, and the later poem relies more

on representative illustrative figures; the targets attacked are of

course not the same: London

tì-on, the poems reflect

rvhat I have described

The Vanity of Human Wishes. It is indeed

different visions: London is permeated by

is a far more po1ítlca1 satire, In addí-

as the satiric vision, while the Vanity concludes



rrith a Christian visíon of hope.

then, attention should be given to these features rather than to whích

satire reflects Johnsonts ttrealtt feelings.

Fer¡ critics would disagree that London is a conventional satire

wholly r^¡ithin the eighteenth-century tradition of political attacks.

This should not be surprísing when it is remembered that it was written

one year before the

Vindication of

satires reveal the influence of Swift, London cal1s to

If the tr,ro poems are to be compared,

Imitations

try his hand at this kind of "Imitation.'r It would be dífficult to

the Licensers of the Stage. If Johnson's pamphlet

trace any specific influence, but there are certain features of London

publication of Marmor Norfolciense and

of Horace, which quite probably influenced Johnson to also

that bear a general símifarity to what we normally associate with Pope.

Most significantly, Thales closely resembles the narrative personalíty

that Pope often employs in his Horatían poems. Thales, the principal

speaker in London, ís a plain, outspoken, honest man. He is out of

favour at court because he cannot bring hirnself to bow to por^rer or

laugh at poverty; he is outraged at the crimes whích procure wealth,

and mocks the reverence it commands; finally, he honours virtue, and

longs for a simpler life. This is, of course, a sketch of the satiric

persona described by Maynard I'lack as the "vir bonus, the plain good

11!
man."*' And it is the persona adopted by Juvenal. It is diffícult,

then, to ascribe a definite Popean influence. Juvenal lay before

Johnson (or in his head), and the personality of Thales existed in

tradition. Nevertheless, Pope rvas the most Íecent satirist to employ
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A Compleat

mínd Pope I s



the vir

work, and acutely aware of its popularity.

bonus, and Johnson would have been minutely familíar \^/íth his

Regardless of rvhence Johnson drew his inspiration, Thales Ís an

entí-rely conventional figure. Not only does he embody all of the

virtues whose general absence he deplores, he stands alone as seemingly

the only honest man of his time--or nearly the only. The actual nar-

rator of the satire is a second voice who introduces us to, and trans-

cribes the words of, Thales. But before he steps back to record Thalesr

speech, the narrator makes it clear that he shares his friendts anger.

He too equates London with vice (1. 5), and commends Thales' decisíon

"To breathe in distant fields a purer air" (1. 6). As a preface to

Thalest attack, the narrator presents his or^m catalogue of the evils

of London:
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Here malice, rapine, accident, conspire,
And now a rabble rages, no\^r a fire;
Theír ambush here relentless ruffians lay,
And here the fell attorney prowls for prey;
Here falling houses thunder on your head,
And here a female atheist talks you dead.

(11. 13-18)

fn addition to opening the attack and setting the tone of the

satire, the narrator introduces Thales, ttin¡urtd Thalest' (1. 2), ttln-

dignant Thales" (1. 34). Reference is made in this íntroduction to

Thales' "dissipated rvealth" (1. 20), which seems an important part of

his being ttin¡urtd." Johnson defines "dissipatet' as "to spendr" ttto

disperse,t' and 'to scatterr" but Thales is no prodigal. Rather, from

what fo11orvs, it must be ímagined tl-rat because in hís time only dis-



honesty and sycophancy are rewarded, he has been forced to live upon,

and thus diminish, an inherited capital. "Indignant Thales" needs

little explanation. His anger throughout is an emotíon that rises from

hís love of virtue and hatred of vice. Dramatic (or melodramatic)

evidence ís províded by the narrator of Thales' (and his or,'n) deep

regard for the values absent in their o\,/n age, as together they recall

Britaints past glory and t'. . . kneel and kíss the consecra¡ed eartht'

(r. 24) .

From the beginning Thales has two topics: the moral decay of his

âg€, and his own spotless vj-rtue. Often he manages to convey both

notions simultaneously. As he recounts rvhy he is forced to leave

London, Thales attacks the city, alludes to his own better character,

and explains the loss of his fortune:

Since worth . . . in these degenrrate days,
i{ants evtn the cheap reward of empty praise;
In those curstd walls, devote to vice and gain,
Since unrewarded science Loils ín vain;

.',:.
Grant me, kind heaven, to find some happíer place,
Where honesty and sense are no disgrace.

(rr.35-44)

217

Autobiography and satiric attack are equally mixed in this passage.

It is clearly Thales I r.¡orth that has gone unrervarded by an immoral

socíety. And when heavents assistance is requested in finding a more

virtuous place, it is difficult to say rvhich is more stressed, the

absence of honesty and sense in London, or the implied presence of

these qualities in Thales,

There is an even more pronounced tone of self-satisfactíon in



Thalesr next autobiographícal statement. Agaín he complains that there

is no place in London for a virtuous man:

But what, my fríend,
I^Iho start at theft,

A statesmants logick unconvinctd can hear,
And dare to slumber oter the Gazetteer;
Despise a fool in half his pension dress'd,
And strive in vain to laugh at H--yrs jest.

(11. 67-74)

There are a number of targets in this passage all of ¡¿hich are in some

way related to the governing l^Ihig party; but the lines seem to focus

as much on Thales: he rvill not steal- or perjure himself, he sees

through the cant of politicians and ís unmoved by the lrrhig journal,

he cannot refrain from laughing at what is rídiculous nor bring himself

to laugh when it ís expected.

At times Thalesr self-praise is somewhat more subtle. Later in

his speech, in an attack on the deference paid to r^realth and the scorn

dírected at poverty, Thafes applauds hímself only by implication:

A-i-l crímes are safe, but hated poverty
This, only this, the rigid larv pursues,
This, only this, provokes the snarling muse.

(11. r59-61)

what hope remains for me,
and blush at perjury?
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In this periphrastic reference to satire ("the

invites a comparison betr¡een his present speech

and the usual satire of his time r¿hich 1s aimed

llhile Thales may be a familiar speaker of

is unique in the satires of Samuel Johnson. Norvhere else does Johnson

snarlíng muse") Thales

whích attacks vi-ce,

at the helpless.

the vir bonus type, he



create a speaker who combines such anger and moral self-assuredness.

A few of Johnsonrs epístolary narrators (such as Zosima and Hyperdulus)

have good reason to be resentful, bul none (apart from those that are

treated íronically) are as bitter or as self-righteous as Thales. un-

fortunately, his frequent references to his lost fortune and the failure

of society to reward

D.V. Boyd, in fact,

convincing Jeremiah.

concern...isnot

Boyd overstates hís

honesty to failure),

Thales' emphasis on

his merit cast suspicion on his reliabilíty.

argues that "Thafes is . tainted, a most un-

accumulate he tends

As was argued

scoffs at satirists

of moral rectitude,

.Heis

r¿ith social

case (Thales'

but he does

the injuries
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the satirist as loser. . His sole

evÍl but with his personal faílrrre.,,15

argument is that social evil condemns

point to a very real consequence of

he has suffered: as his complaints

this satiric conventíon (and ultimately vision) is deprecated in his
later criticism, i-n London it is exploited in fu11 measure as Thales

to be seen with less compassion and more suspicion.

in the preceding chapter, Johnson himself usually

assumes the roles of moral judge, moral norm, and victim. He condemns

the depravity of his age, holds himself up as an example of virtue,

and suffers exil-e for his goodness. As Boyd suggests, however, these

roles are not easily combined. A passage of eight lines in rvhích

Thales functions in all three capacities may help to illustrate thís
point:

who set up themselves, or their personae, as types

alone and beleagured in a corrupt wor1d. But while

Others r+ith softer smiles, and subtler art,



Can sap the principles, or taint the heart;
With more address a lover t s note convey,
0r bribe a virgÍnrs innocence a\,¿ay.
Well may they rise, while I, whose rustick torigue
Neter knew to pwzzle right, or varnÍsh wrong,
Spurn'd as a beggar, dreaded as a spy,
Live unregarded, unlamented die 

(rr . 75_Bz)

irrhile this passage begins as arÌ attack on panderers, the focus shifts

midway to Thalesr contrasting honesty, and concludes on a note of

self-pity. It is tempting at fírst to agree with Boyd and símp1y

attribute the anger in these lines to the resentment of a man who has

failed. But then Thales does not complain thaL he is an unsuccessful

panderer. To argue consistently along Boydrs lines is to transform the

speaker into an ironic character, and the poem will not support such an

interpretation. The difficulty arises not because we doubt the vera-

city of Thalest testimony, but because Tre are uncertaj-n which pains him

more, the crimes he describes or the failure of society to recognize,

honour, and reward his merits. As rvas noted, social corruption and

neglected virtue are inseparable aspects of a single malaise, but by

repeatedly emphasizing his ovm 1oss, Thales ultímately weakens his

argument by making his speech as much a personal lament as it is an

attack on his age.

28A

Just as Thales presents himself as a model of honesty at odds rvith

his society, t.he age in rvhj,ch he lives is repeatedly compared to

earlier, more happy times ivhen Britain rvas better governed. The

recollection of a past golden age is as conventional in satire as ít is



ín pastoral li

set ín a more

perfection is only a memory produced to

far it has fallen. In Lo¡1þg, pasr and

the figure of Thales, rvhose respect for

terature, but whereas in pastorals the scene is usually

perfect ivorld of an earlier time, in satire this distant

him to an anachronism and an

glorifíed as Thafes recounts

. from slavtry
I drew the breath
Was early taught a
And lisp the tale

Henry V is only one of four monarchs mentioned in London.

of Alfred, Ecìrvard Ill , and Elizabeth are

England's golden age from the nint-h to

thus increasing the guílt of those who

long maintained.

remind the present age of how

outcast.

hís early

present are 1ínked together in

the values of the past reduces

Past and self merge and are

edu ca t ion :

28L

f ar,
of life in English air;
Brítonrs right to príze,

of llenryr s victories.
(1r. rL7-20)

By honouring these monarchs Thales gives dlgnity to his oçrn

character and to his complaints. To some degree these backr¿ard gl-ances

lessen lhe suspicion that he is rüotivated purely by spleen. Thales ís

driven, it is implied, not by a misanthropic desire to find fau1t, but

b y his high legard for Britain's former greatness, and his anguish

over the lorvly position to rvhich his country has sunk. By linkíng

himself rvith these royal figures, Thales shares the burden rvith them

of being the conscience of the nation, and at the same time appropriates

thei"r virtues to himself .

also recalled, thus

the seventeenth century, and

have betrayed a greatness so

The reígns

ex t end íng



references to Britaints more heroic monarchs help to separate the

sections of the poem: Elizabeth dominates the first part of the

work where the corruptness of the town is exposed; Edward and Henry

are recalled in the middle section where Thales deplores the French

Spaced as they are throughout London at irregular íntervals, the

influence on English morals and manners; and Alfred ís mentioned in the

conclusj-on where Thales complains of the larvlessness of London. But

rvhile these references help to separate and focus the broad areas of

attack in London, a clear sense of order obtains only if the poem is

observed at a distance. Upon nearer examination the outlines of the

poem soon become obscured by a welter of detail. Throughout hís speech

Thales attacks so many subsidiary ills that it is easy to fose sight of

the principal target. Fault after fault is held up to ridicule, and at

times each seems to follow the other almost at random. In this respect

London resembles Marmor Norfolciense.
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cumulatíon of targets rather than a thorough examination of a single

offense. Among the many objects of censure are: the excise tax,

lawyers, lotteri-es, masquerades, operas, the Lícensing Act, the

Gazetteer, the sinking fund, pensions, the French, sycophants, panderers,

England's military impotence, English defenders of England's enemies,

George IIIs lasciviousness, and trIalpolets administration. It could, f

suPpose' be argued that this appearance of chaos is meanL to reflect

the confusion of London--that Thales strikes out in so many dífferent

directions because there are so many i11s affecting the cÍty. This

In both works there is an ac-

argumenl necessarily assumes that London ítself is the target, and that



the poem exposes numerous blernishes on a single body. Such an argument

would be accurate if Johnson had followed hís model more closely. The

targets in Juvenalrs poem are indeed held togelher by being faults that

are peculiar to, or at least more prevalent in, Rome. Johnson, however

díverges from Juvenal by giving al-most equal emphasis to three caLe-

gories of targets: faults of the city, diseases of the age, and poli-

tical abuses. Only one of these is limited to, or necessarily produced

by, London.

James L. Clifford points to rvhat is perhaps the most significant

way in which Johnson transformed Juvenalls satire and made the poem his

owrì. Johnson, he writes, used

Juvenal merely as a basis for his own special
pleading. I{hat had been in Juvenal preeminently
an exposure of city life and an exaltation by
contrast of supposedly better conditions in the
country developed in Johnsonts hand into a
political attack on Walpole's administratíon.16
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It need hardly be

lation, and Johnson \ras, therefore, under no

model slavíshly. Joirnson defines Imitation as "a kind of middle com-

position between translation and origínal design, t' in whj-ch an author

t'accommodatels] the sentiments of an old author to recent facts

or familiar ímages.t' Imitations "please,t' he states, "when the thoughts

are unexpeetedly applicable and the parallels lucky."L7 At times

stressed that London is an

Johnson's paral1els are considerably stretched.

Juvenal satírízes greedy contractors:

Imitation and not a trans-

obligation to follow his

For example, lvhere



. So farewell Rome, I leave you
To sanítary engineers and municipal architects, men
htro by srvearing black is white land alf the juicy contracts,lB

JolLnson aims his barbs at politicians:

It should be noted that some of Johnsonrs political taunts, such as his

reflection on George II (lf. 244-47), have no parallel- at all in Ju-

venal. Political satire is not wholly absent in Juvenalrs poem, but

Here let those reign, whom pensions can incite
To vote a patriot black, a courtier white.

(rr. 5L-s2)

it is not nearly as prominent as it is in London.

smith observesr "Political

Empire, and Juvenal

either dead or in disgrace

The politícal attacks
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army and the excise tax provide topical interest, as does the a11usÍon

to George II, but at a príce. In the first place it dates the poem;

and Johnson, in his later criticism, often shorvs his disapproval of the

merely topical. But more importantly, the more the poem is a political

satire the less it is a satire on London, thus blurring the focus of

attack. Political satire attacks personalities, and more precisely ín

this instance policies which affect the whole of England. It will not

do to argue that London and the government are synonymous. The usual

metonymy works in the opposite direclion: a poet may write Rome or

London rvhen he means the senate or parliament, but never the senate or

parliament ruhen he means to attack Rome or London. rn short, to satí-

satirists did not flour

wisely confined his attacks to those rvho were

1q
and harmless."*-

in London on such things as the standing

As William Kuper-

ish under the Roman



ríze L};re government ís to attack something other, or rather more than,

the capital. The legislation for a standing army may have been passed

in London but ít is not one of Londonts crimes, nor are its effects

felt only in thar city.

It could be argued that London is too narrow a title for Johnsonrs

poem since so many of the críLicisms seem directed more at the age than

at the city. Throughout Thales complains that courage, honesty, patriot-

ísm, and worth are obsolete--that treachery and flaltery are noïr more

esteemed and reruarded

tíme and again recalls the past when Englandts heroes rrere men of virLue.

Here again Johnson strays from his model. Juvenalrs first reference to

the past is not to a golden age but to a lechero,l" king.2O Johnsonts

para11e1 in this case is híghly ironic since he substitutes the virgin

queen, Elizabeth, for the amorous King Numa. of course not all of

Juvenalts backward glances are'ironic and in fact the
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To emphasize the degeneracy of his age, Thales

most part golden. The pri-ncipal contrast in his poem

between the city and the country, while in London the

equally divided between country and city and past and present. Thales'

repeated invocatíons of the past make it clear that he feels that he

must journey in time if he is to find virtue. harile the pastoral world

to which he flees has its attractions, a better society is not one of

them. Thales does not suppose that \../orth rises more quickly in the

coLrntry or that he will be embraced by villagers who share his values.

rndeed rhe t'happier place" to rvhích he f1ies, "rvhere honesty and sense

are no disgrace" (11 " 43-44), is perhaps happy only because it is a

past is for the

remains, however,

contrasts are



"deserted seaÈ" (1. 2I3). If the country is more receptive to virtue

it is only because ít lacks people. The narrator signals the loneli-

ness of Thales'future when he refers to him as a "hermit" (1. 4).

Thal-est retreat into the country is, then, a general withdrawal from

all society and an escape, if not into the past, at least to a timeless

realm.

Although the profusion of targets that appear creates uncertaínty

as to i^¡hat Johnson means most to atlack, this is not to say that the

poem is structureless. Indeed, the lines of division in the poem are

easily discernible. At the most general leve1 the poem separates into

t\nro parts: the narratorts introduction and Thalesr speech. The nar-

ratorts introduction functions to introduce Thales, provide necessary

background information, and set the tone of the satire. The narratorts

or"m list of Londonts defects in no sense prefigures or defines the

structure of Thales' attack. His complaínt parallels Thales' only ín

its multifariousness (nine dangers to life and limb are identified in

six lines). As brief as ít is (11. f-34) the narrator?s preface is

separable into three parts: an opening statement which informs us that

Thales is leaving London, a description of some of the evils and perils

from whích he is fleeing, and a pastoral sketch which serves as a

transition to Thales' speech. Thales' speech is much longer (f1, 35-

263) and j-s in turn divisible into six distinct sections: the first of

these (11. 35-90) is least reducible to short paraphrase but centers on

the bartering of rights and honour for gold. Thales next (1r. 9r-157)
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attacks foreign influence; and from there goes on (11. I5B-209) to

describe the reverence that wealth commands whíle the poor suffer un-

regarded; a pastoral interlude then follows (11. 2L0-223); ir is suc-

ceeded by a descri-ption of the lawlessness of Londonrs j.nhabitants

(11. 224-253); and the poem concludes rvith rhales' farer.¡e11 to the

narrator (11. 254-263).

Although the remai¡rder of this discussion will proceed through

these divisions consecutively, it ís not my intention to subject each

to exhaustive analysis. By following the poem in sequence some notice

will be paid, if only incídenta1ly, to the way in r^¡hich the parts are

related t-o one another; but most attention, by far, will be given to

an examina{-ion of the poemts imagery and Johnsonts use (admittedly

1imíted) of il-lustrative figures.

The figure of Erizabeth is the source of much of the ímagery in
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the first part of Thales' attack.

glven to E1-i"zabeth, especially by

pastoral queen. Johnson revives

in a familiar landscape. Indeed,

to rnind :

On Thamests banks, in silent thought rve stood,
\{nere Greenrvich smiles upon the silver flood:
Struck r+ith the seat that gave Eliza birth.

(11.21-23)

One of the principal líterary roles

Spenser and Drayton, is that of

the pastora1- Elízabeth by placing her

Johnson r.¡ould later, in the Lif e

periphrasis to drarv al_tentíon to

rural 1if e, but l-rere tl-re I anguage of pastoral poetry is intended not to

it ís the landscape that calls her

o-l _S_a¡1t_g_e_, employ alliteration and

, and mock, the imaginary delights of



burlesque, but to

base part of their

criticism of the puerility of pastoral conventions, but there ís no

evidence that the use of these conventions here is anything but sincere.

Johnson not only employs the commonplaces of pastoral diction buL also

follows traditj-on by contrasting the simple joys and vlrtue of country

recall, the pastoral

argument that London

lífe to the corruptness of the city. Convention is, as it \,rere, piled

on convention: the pastoral vision has been used as a foil by satirists

dating back at least to Horace.

vísion. Johnson

is insincere on

London.

The pastoral scene assocíated with Elizabeth appears twice more ín

that lurk on every London street wíth a description of the safety of

the country. Thales recommends rural life to his friend and recites the

activitíes and pleasures of a day:

Lale in the poem Thales prefaces his account of the dangers

¿ ö()

ts critics may

his later

There prune thy wa1ks, support thy drooping floivr's
Direct thy rivulets, and twíne thy bowtrs;

One cannot help but be reminded agaín of Johnson's laughter directed at

savage for imagining that among the "scenes of flowery felicity, the

"melody of a nightingale . \^/as to be heard from every bramb1e."2l

only twenty lines after the mention of Elizabeth, Thales sketches

another Arcadian landscape that would have rvarmed the heart of Savage:

There evtry bush r¿ith naturets musick rings,
There evtry breeze bears health upon íts wings.

(11. 216-22r)

Grant me, kind heaven, to fínd some happier p1ace,
\{here honesty and sense are no disgrace;



Insofar as t'he poem attacics London,

in these rural scenes. City and country

only více on one side and only virtue on

descriptions are, in a sense, set apart;

extols the merits of rural life and then

of the city. One of the subtlest effects

Some pleasíng bank
Some peaceful vale

where verdant
wíth nature ts

horvever, rvhen city crímes are pictured in images that echo the counLry.

The peaceful labour of tending one's garden finds its city equívalent

in the work of those villains who "farm a lottery" (1. 58), and rvhíle

country bushes resound r¿íth the melody of nightingales, in London

". . rvarbling eunuchs fill a licens'd stage" (1. 59). Thales typi-

ca1ly associates himself with rural virlue, contrasting the honesty of

his oi¿n "rustick tongue" (1, 79) with the 91ib deceitfulness of cíty-

drvellers, who ruith t', . . subtler ar:t, I Can sap the principles, or

raint the hearr" (11. 75-76).

Just as Elj-zabeth ¡:rovides the initial stímulus for these pastoral

images, so l-oo does the contemplation of her reign result in another,

different, cluster of images. In a reconstruction of the Elizabethan

age no less idealized than the preceding pastoral vísion, the narrator

and Thales

osiers play,
painlings gay.

(11. 43-46)

the moral norm is represented

ar e shar pl l/ con t ras t ed , wí th

the other. These pastoral

in both instances Thales first

goes on to expose the faults

achieved in London occurs,

?89

. call Britanniats gJ-ories back to view;
Behold her cross triurnphant on the main,
The guard of commerce, and the dread of Spain.

(11. 26-28)



The míght of Elizabethfs armada serves as a foí1 to the current state

of Englandts army, which ís punningly alluded to as a "standing jest"

(1. 30); and the specific reference to Spain terminates in an attack

on those who, for their pensions, t'. plead for pirates ín lhe

face of day" (f. 54). Lest the point be missed, Johnson states in a

footnote that "The invasions of the Spaniards were defended in the

houses of Parliament."

It is, however, the allusion to Elízabethan commerce that provides

the point of reference for the dominant imagery in this section. A1-

though Thales at first seems to flaí1 about indiscriminately, a single

theme does emerge from the profusion of targets: while those who are

productive and honest are driven to poverty, those who are willing to

betray theír country and barter in vice grow wealthy. In short, the

villains here are those who engage ín unwholesome commerce. The reference

to commerce in the time of Elizabeth evokes scenes of intrepid merchant-

sailo¡s opening ne¡¡ trade routes, and returning from exotic lands wíth

rich cargoes. rn contrast, the present age presents a spectacle of

corrupt trade. London is a city "devote to vice and gain,,(1. 37), and

her merchants deal in debased goods. Allusions to buying and selling

abound in this section and combine to form a picture of a wicked market-

place. For pay Englandrs statesmen t'Explai-n theír countryts dear-bought

ríghts away" (1. 53). l^li-th rvealth, and for it, panderers ". bríbe

a virgin's innocence away" (1. 78). Private and public life alíke are

infested with agents rvho trade in corruption. and it is "To such, a

groaning nation's spoils are given" (1. 65). The images of buying and
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selling here reach back to give a second, ironic meaning to the pastoral

scene in which Elizabeth is recalled. The pastoral language remains

sincere insofar as it ís associated with Elizabeth, but, in retrospect,

it also has an ironic significance. Christopher Ricks points out that

"tGreenv¡ich smiles upon the silver flood,r not simply because this ís

a pastoral moment of 'transient ca1m, ! but because silver grimly refuses

to stay put as just a pastoral word--in London tsmiles are so1d."'22

Even friendship is a commodity for exchange--it is a pa¡.ment for

sílence:

For r,¡hat but social guilt the friend endears?
hTho shares Orgiliots crímes, his fortune shares.

(11.83-84)

Thales, of course, will

he complains, accounts forAS
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The narrator shares

Thales, that binds

But what, my friend,
trrrho start at theft,

not soíl hímself in such business, which,

his present circumstances:

Thales I honesty and it is

the two in friendship:

But thou, should tempting villainy present
All Marlb'rough hoarded, or all Vil1íers spent,
Turn from the glitt'ring bribe thy scornful eye,
Nor sell for go1d, what gold could never buy.

(r1. B5-BB)

what hope remains for me,
and blush at perjury?

(11.67-68)

This passage, rvhich inmediately follows the mention of Orgí1íors guilty

compacts, is clearly intended as a contrasting example of friendship

this qualíty, praised by



based on shared virtue. In these 1ines, a1so, the reference to Marl-

borough and Villiers ilfustraLes the poíntlessness of barlering llonesty

for wealth, rohich itself is either heaped unused in a closet, or scat-

tered to the lrrinds,

mol:e narrowly on a single target: the i-ransformation of London j,nto a

"French metropolis" (f. 98). As a background to this section, Thales

recalls Edrvard III and Henry V, who are r:emembered for their tríurnphs

over the French. Now, however, ttthe gu11 td conqueror" rvillingly 'rre-

ceives the chain" (1. 2I), as Londoners ape the manners of theír tradl-

tional enemy. In describing England's decline from master to mimic of

France, Thales accentuates the soldierly personalities of Edward and

Henry. He emphasizes ttHenryts victoríest'(1. 120), and imagines Edrvard

vierving the present scene from his seat in "The land of heroes and of

saints . . . " (f. 100). These monarchs are, above a1l, rvarrior kings,

and they embody the masculi¡re virtues of a military age. The men of

the present age are, in contrast, servj.le fops rvho conquer rvith, and

are defeated by, flattery. The histor:y of England's decline is summed

up in Thalesr invocation to Edrvard: "Behold the rvarrior dl,rindled to

a beau" (f. 104).

As Thales continues his attack on the fawning ínvaders and their

English imitators he divídes hís attenti.on unequally. Ifüile the Englísh

are scorned for rvelcomi-ng their models of degeneracy, the French them-

selves bear the brunt of his abuse. The English, in fact, though they

The second part of Thales' monologue (fl. 97-L57) concentrates
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ütou1d wi1lingly adopt French manners, are not very successful:

These arls ín vain our rugged natíves try,
Strain out r¿ith fault'ring diffidence a 1ye,
Ânrl oal a kick for aukrvard flattery.

(11. L2s-37)

Unfíke lhe English ivho are incompetent, though eager, students of the

art, the French are natural sycophants:

Repeatedly Thales refashions the taunt: the French are t'Practistd

lheir masterrs notions to embrace" (1. 136); they are "Slaves that

with serious impudence beguile, / ¿na 1ye without a blush, without a

smile" (11. L46-47); no task is too lorv for them, "They sing, they

clance, clean shoes, or cure a clap"r (1. II4); and rvhatever the command,

they are certain to obey: "A¡rd bid him go to he11, to he1l ile goes"

(1. 116) .

Studious to please,
The supple Gaul rvas
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and ready to submit,
born a parasite.

(1r. r23-24)

All of this helps to create a general impression of the character

of the French, but at the same time there is an element of vagueness

in the descriptions. I,le see actions but there are no faces behínd the

actions. It would not be accurate to say that there is an absence of

details, but these details somehow fail to produce the definite outlines

of an individual that l^te can see. hrhat is missi.ng is the individual.tzed

figure rvho represents the general type. It has been shor¿n that Johnsorits

periodical writings are full

find them agai"n in The Vanity

of such characters,

of l-luman I^lishes. In

and rve shall shortly

Londoq, horvever,



what illustrative detail there is, is predícated of all Frenchmen.

There is no síngle, moving, speaking figure on which \¡re can focus.

Instead Tre must struggle to envision a rather indistinct t'they":

"Their air, their dress, their politicks . " (1. 110); "They síng,

they dance . " (f. 114); "Inlell may they venture on the mimickts

art" (f. 134); "Practis'd their master's notions to embrace" (f.136);

"They first invade your table .

from The Vanity of llumag Wishes is apparent r¿hen it is remembered how

almost every species of fo11y dealt \,ùith in that poem is brought to

life in f igures such as l^/olsey, Charles, and Xerxes.

hhile no indivÍdual-s appear in this section of London (indeed,

apart from Thales and Orgilio there are fev¿ elsewhere) on which rue can

fix our attentíon, there is a conventional kind of concreterress in

some of the íllustrative imagery
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to have migraled to London because they ". . 1íke a gibbet better than

a wheel" (f. 108). Even more vividly they are observed

" (1. f53). How different this is

. as theír patron
To shake in dog-days,

There is nothing particularly remarkable about these línes, and in fact

they stand out only because of the general absence of pictorial vivid-

ness in the poem. At times t.he satire consists only of generalízed

invective: the French are "Obsequious, artful, voluble and gay" (f.

111); and in another instance abstraction and generality are mixed

equally;

The French are said, for example,

hínts the cold or heat,
in December s\^/eat.

(11. r42-43)



Sri11 to his íntrrest true, whereter he goes,
tr{it, bravrry, worth, his lavish tongue bestows;
In evtry face a thousand graces shine,
From evrry tongue florvs harmony divine.

(1r. 125-28)

ft is dangerous to dwell too long, or argue too insistenlly, on

the absence of concreteness in Johnsonrs poetry, for often the imagery

lies beneath the surface of the lines and is sometimes dlfficult to

perceive. In tl-re description of Frenchmen shivering and perspiring the

picture is given directly; but in the line ridiculing English beaux,

"Sense, freedom, piety, refíned arvay" (1. 105), there is both a surface

meaning, and what might be called a submerged ímage. The surface meanÍng

here is lhat beaux are too elegant to be wise or pious. It is c1ear,

horvever. that the line also draws upon the original meaning of "refinet':

"To purify or separate (metals) from dross, a1loy, or other extraneous

matter.tr This second meaning of ttrefíne" not only produces a far more

concrete image, but also extends the írony, sínce in this instance, rvhat

is valuable is discarded, while the dross is retaj.ned.
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section of London. There is, for instance, a submerged image j_n the

Other examples of this same kind of imagery may be found in tl-rís

follolving passage:

For arts like these preferrtd, admirtd,
They first invade ¡rour table, then your
Explore your secrets with insidious art,
Lratch the r,reak hour, and ransack all the

(1r

In these lines the French are depicted as housebreakers r.rho i.ngratiate

themselves with their victims in order to learn their habits and re-

caress t d,
breast;

heart.
. Ls2-55)



connoitre the lay of their property. Agaín the purpose of the image

is more than simply to present a picture to the mind. There is an

intensification of the contempt heaped upon the French, as they are not

only overtly accused of treachery, but also sublirnínally depicted as

thieves.

One final example is

is submerged, but because

placed by a related image.

Thales states that London,

interesting, not so much because the image

one image evaporates, as ít \¡/ere, to be re-

As he begins his attack on the French,

The common shore of Paris and of Rome;
With eager Lhirst, by fo1ly or by fate,
Sucks in the dregs of each corrupted state.

(11. e4-e6)

The fÍrst line seems to describe the Thames simply as an anchorage for

French and rtalian immigrants. The verb "sucks," however, implies that
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these immigrants travel- not by sail but rather are dragged in by the

tide. Idhat the verb does, in effect, is to begin a process of meta-

morphosis that is completed by the descriptíon of whal ís sucked in,

the dregs of each corrupted state." At the conclusion Lhe

origi-nal suggestion of an anchorage has devolved Ínto a second, far more

unsavory, image. Johnson defines shore as: "1 The coast of the sea.

2 Tlne bank of a river

nothing original in the identífication of the Thames with a ser,rer.

Peter Green translates the corresponding passage in Juvenal as ".

syrian/Orontes has poured its se\rerage ínto our native Tiber," and the

Yale editors of London point

3 A drain; properly setrser." There is

out that "Oldhamrs translation has: tthe



commori shore, / there France does all her filth and ordure pour."'23

I^,hat makes this passage distinctively Johnsonts is that the se\úer image

is slíghtly delayed, producing an effect sími1ar to that of irony.

Thales at first seems to be describing an anchorage; the second picture

emerges more subtly, and is more effective for coming as a surprise.

I have dr¡efled at length on these passages not only because they

are interesting in themselves as examples of often undetected concrete-

ness, but also because they provide embryonic examples of the kind of

imagery that pervades Jo}rnson's mature poetry, and especially The l_qn-tt¿

of lluman hrishes. At the same time there ís much else in London that

suggests more conventional arlifice, such as the conspicuousness of

chiastically structured couplets :
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Their ambush here relentless ruffians 1ay,
And here the fell attorney prorvls for prey;

(rr. 1s-r6)

or the equal preva1ence of rigidly para1lel constructÍons:

Here falling houses thunder on your head,
And here a female atheist talks you dead.

(1r. r7-18)

There is, of course, a purpose to such artifice. In the first couplet

structure and image make equals of the street fhÍef and larvyer, rvhile

in the second, as Rachel Trickett notes, an ttunsuspected resembl.ancett

ís found "betleen a physical danger and a social."r,"..."24 There seems,

lrowever, less point to the zeugma of

. no\,r a rabble rages, 11o\ù a fire" (1. l4)



which Íntensifies the fury of the mob, but lacks the obvious írony of

Popers reference to Anna, who,

This sort of artifice is not characteristically Johnsonian. This

is not to say that balanced structures and rhetorical fígures are shunned

in The Vanity of Human Wishes, but merely that such elements call less

attentj-on to themselves, or rather serve a more organic function j-n the

later poem. In the Vanity parallelisms and other delíberate structural

patterns suggest impassioned, but controlled, declamation; in London,

on the other hand, such elements seem to be poetic affectatíons. A

more distinctively Johnsonian techníque found in London and the Vaníty

is the way in which he revivifies the latent metaphorical energy in

Dost sometímes Counsel take--and sometimes
(III,

language and

abslract. It

in London.
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Tea.
8).25

developed as a technique, is proof once again of the importance of

imparts concreteness to passages that at fírst seem largely

ís this aspect of Johnson's mature style that is anticipated

That it is found only occasionally, and is less finely

considering the chronology of Johnsonts writings. I^Ihile Johnsonls views

may have changed there is no disputing that his art evolved.

After ventíng his loathi-ng of the French, Thales returns once

agai-n to the complaint that wealth, invariably the reward of immorality,

is worshipped; while poverty, the curse of virtue, is held in contempt:

The sober trader at a tattertd cloak,



trrjakes from his dream, and labours for a joke;
triith brisker air the silken courtiers gaze,
And turn the varÍed taunt a thousand ways.

(1r. r62-6s)

As in the preceding section there is no attempt to indívidualize the

figures that appear here. t'Silkenrt' a stock epíthet for courtiers,

indicates scorn but does not impart a distinct personality; and although

the description of the t'sober tradert'labouring "for a joke" is ful1 of

verbal wit, the shopkeeper himself remains faceless. There is in the

second couplet, however, something 1íke the submerged imagery just

considered. The preeníng self-absorption of the fops who shape and

reshape their taunts suggests the same narcissístic delight that they

undoubtedly take ín turning before a mirror as they shape and reshape

their appearance.

It is not pictorial vívidness, however, but conciseness that

characterizes this sectionrs, and the poemts, most memorable line:
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Here rve find once again a quality that is typical of Johnsonrs later

writing. Lord }lacaulay notwithstanding, both Johnsonrs poetry and hís

prose are marked by the volume of meaning that is compacted within a

sentence or line. Whoever tries to paraphrase Johnson soon learns ho¡¿

impossible it is to express his ideas in fewer words than the original.

Thís partj-cular line, as John Butt points out, "i= the distillation of

a fine and a half in Juvenal." Butt compares Oldhamts and Drydenfs

treatment of the same passage, both of rvhom, as he argues, "come off

sLOI^l RrsES WORTH, BY POVERTY DEPRESSTD (r. I77)



poorlyr':

fTis hard for any man to rise, thaË feels
Hís virtue clogg'd with poverty at heels;

[ 0ldharn]

Rarely they rise by Virtues aid, who lie
Plung'd in the depth of helpless Poverty.^-

IDryden] zb

Since thís section of

surprÍsing that there is a

But here more slow, where all are slaves to gold,
I^Ihere looks are merchandise, and smiles are sold;
Where won by bribes, by flatteries implor'd,
The groomretail-s the favours of his lord.

(rr. 178-81)

Many of Johnsonrs critics seem to have been mísled by the profusion of

the poem develops

recurrence also of

images of, and
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that Thales is a hypocrite who attacks venality only because he has

been denied his share of the cityrs wealth. D,V. Boyd, for example,

argues that Thalesr ttsole concern

references to, money and rewards in London.

with his personal failure. His 'Hope' and 'distressr . are for the

rewards of the city and hís inability to gain Lhem."27 William Vesterman

takes up this argument. Referring to "S],otr^l RISES WORTH . " Vester-

an earlier theme ít

mercantile imagery

man states that "the only rising it fworth] can do is in terms of money

rvhich it af f ects to despj-se." Vesterman then states that "rWorthr

strains toward an economic meaning and unsettles our sense of the mean-

ing of the 1ine.t' There is much to contend with here. First, as

Veslerman recognizes, if ttwortht' is taken in its economic sense ttthe

is not

is not with socíal evi-1 , but

They feel



líne would be at best tautological."28 Surely, then, worth is synonlnnous

r^/ith vírtue, merit, and ability, the very terms r+hich Vesterman feels

are avoided precisely because Thalest concern is monetary, In fact

"worth" j-s an excellent word j-n this passage because of its ironic

potential. Line L77 deveTops what ís very close to a paradox: thíngs

of real worth (virtue and abílity) are counted as vafueless if thei-r

Possessor happens to be poor. hlithin the context of the entire passage

(11. 177-Bl) these things of real value contrast with the goods that are

more profitable (t'looks," "smi1es," "the favours of Ia] 1ord"). Cer-

tainly worth "strains toward an economic meaning" and that meaning ís

that virtue and talent are rvorthless commodities on Londonts exchange.

Vestermants other assertion, that worth can only rise by being

rewarded "in terms of moneyrt' ir oversimple. VÍrtue and ability are

properly rewarded by being recognized and honoured as well as by being

remunerated. Admittedly Thales emphasizes the poverty to which he has

been driven, but this does not conflict \./íth his moral concern. In a

just society true worth would rise (as much in esteem as i-n wealth)

while wealth unaccompanied by víri:ue or merit would languísh in ob-

scurity. \ttrat Boyd and Vesterman seem to overlook is that money itself

is not the target, but rather that the love of it has supplanted all

other values. only wealth is reverenced, and for it men are willing

to trade freedom and honour. Finally, Boyd is particularly mistaken ín

arguing thal Thalest only concern is with the "rewards of the cit.y.t'

The enti-re point of Thales' criticism ís that there are many things that

are of more value (of more \{orth) than money. Freedom and honour are,
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for hím, beyond price. If Boyd were correct, Thales would simply adopt

the manners of those around him and grow rich. That he refuses to do

so is proof of his ornrn moral stature, and that he condemns the values

of his age is evídence of his moral concern.

To this point Thales' speech has taken the form of a reflectíve

argument supported with examples recalled from past experience. But as

he goes on to illustrate the obeisance commanded by wealth, he turns

dramatist, and presents a scene that has the Ímmediacy of an event

taking place in the present:

But hark! Th' affrighted crowd's tumultuous críes
Ro11 thro' the streets, and thunder to the skies;
Raistd from some pleasing dream of wealth and powtr,
Some pompous palace, or some blissful bowtr,
Aghasc you start, and scarce with aking sight
Sustain thr approaching fire's tremendous light;
Swift from pursuing horrors take your v/ay,
And leave your 1itt1e all to flames a prey.

(11. 182-89)
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rt will be remembered that the zeugma in line 14 ("And now a rabble

rages, no\^r a f ire") r¿as described as "seemingly" pointless. In fact

the line is ironic, but the irony is dramatlc. In this passage the

inmediate danger seems to be that of the maddened crowd. rt is not

revealed until the sixth líne that the raging mob is fleeing a fire,

and even then one senses that the greatest danger is that of being

trampled underf oot. irTl-rat seems, t}ien, in line 14, símply a play on

rvords is made literal here as the undefined "youttruns first from the

mob, and then from the fire.

The sense of urgency established in these lines soon dissípates,



however, as Thales goes on to reflect on the fate of the poor, who

losing all to the fire become the objects of neglect and scorn; whíle

the wealthy Orgilío, who is burned out of a palace, soon has hís losses

more than repaíred. Indeed, so generous are his benefactors that,

Orgí1io sees the golden pi-le aspire,
And hopes from angry heavrn another fire.

(11. 208-9)

There ís a note of bitter despair in the irony of this couplet, for íf

heaven is angry it is with men like Orgilio, and yet he is able to

frustrate even Godrs rvrath and benefit from what should be hÍs punish-

ment.

This section of the poem is followed by one of the pastoral inter-

ludes discussed earlier. In this instance the pastoral línes (lf. 2IO-

23) form a bridge between the satire which precedes and thar which

follows. rn contrast to 0rgilio's "golden pile," Thales describes the

inexpensive luxury of country life where an "elegant retreatr' (r. zrz)

may be had "For less than rent the dungeons of the Strand" (f. 2L5).

Another virtue of rural life is its safety:
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Here the lines anticipate the description Lhat foflor,,¡s of the violence

of Londonrs streets. Tl-rere is, it seems, no escape f rom Lonclonts

ruffians: ". sign your rvill before you sup from home" (1. 225)

On all thy hours security sha1l smile,
And bless thine evening walk and morning toi1.

(11. 222-23)



r¡/arns Thales, for you are likely to be murdered by a newly commissioned

off icer "lnlho sleeps on brambles till he kí11s his man" (1. 227), or by

some "frolick drunkard" who wÍll stab you "for a jest" (11. 228-29).

Even to stay at home is no ínsurance of safety. The housebreaker

". bursts the faithless bar" (1. 239), t'And leaves, unseen, a

dagger in your breast" (1. 24I). Again, as in the previous sectíon,

the wealthy are innnune from danger. Londonrs bullies

Their prudent insults to the poor confine;
Afar they mark the flambeaurs bright approach,
And shun the shíning train, and golden coach.

(11.333-3s)

If Londonrs criminal-s fear wealth and power, Thales does not.

Ilembers of parliament are boldly accused of being no better than common

thieves, though they put a different name to their robbery:

Scarce can our fields, such crowds at Tyburn die,
Wíth hemp the gallows and the fleet supply.
Propose your schemes, ye Senatorian band,
Inrhose l^lays and luîeans support the sinkíng land;
Lest ropes be wanting ín the tempting spring,
To rig another convoy for the k--g.

(11. 242-47)
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The ease of the transition from the descríptíon of street criminals to

parliament, and then to the king, implies how 1itt1e the difference is

betr+een them. All are thieves, high and low. The verbal nearness of

the "schemest' of the "Senatorian bandt' to the plots of a gang of robbers

is intensified by the transparent sarcasm of Johnsonts footnote on "l{ays

and ìfeans": "A cant term in the House of Commons for methods of rais-

ing money." In other rvords a eupl-remism for thef t.



The attack does not end here, however. Line 243 not only yokes

together the "gallows and the fleet," but also incriminates the king.

It is for his convoy that parlíament Prosecules Íts t'schemes, " making

him, as it \tere, a receiver of stolen goods. His victims, of course,

are the citizens of England. Indeed the land sinks to float his shíps-

Just as the logic of this passage condemns the king, so also is he

degraded by an ímp1íed comparison. The reference to the fleet recalls

the allusion to Etizabethts navy: rrThe guard of commerce, and the

dread of Spain" (1. 28). The present navy, however, is outfítted only

to carry the king to his Hanoverian mistress. Even nature is corrupted

by this monarch. Spring, the eternal season of pastorals, is made

"tempting" by the King's lechery, and the fields bfossom not with

flowers, but with hemp. The compression of meaning typical of Johnson

is well evidenced by the associations drav¡n upon here. Spring brings

to mind the rebirth of life and, conventionally, innocent love. But

the reference to hemp, rvhich suggests both the hangman's rope and the

Kingts amorous journey, transforms Spríng into a season of death and

gui1t.
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I referred in the previ-ous

this term is intended to denote

view of man and society. Such

condemnati-on, since wherever the satirist turns his gaze he sees cor-

ruption. Individuals and institutions, those wl-ro lead and those who

fo1low, are equally tainted. Only the satírist and, at most, a smal1

chapter to the satiric vision. What

is an all-encompassing, pessimistic

a vision results in almost indiscriminate



group of hís fríends are free of guilt, and at times (as ín the

Satyricon) not even these vestiges of virtue survíve. obviously, not

every satÍre reflects a satiric vísion. Horace may write satires, but

his view of civilization is, on the whole, more sanguine than morbid.

The fools that appear in his verses are on the outside; they are the

exception rather than the norm. It should also hardly be riecessary to

caution against equatíng this vision r^¡ith the actual- attitude of the

author. l^lhether a writer rea11y believes that life is tragic or comíc

is beside the point. What is important is that he chooses to represent

it as such" The tone of anger, the attitude of loathing, the stance of

total rejection, are, then, siurply parts of the imaginative structure

of certain kinds of satire.

than London. Ifarmor Norfolciense and the vindication, are, however,

political satíres of more l-imited scope; only a part of society is

The satiric vÍsion ís present in only two of Johnsonts works other
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attacked, albeit that part tl-rat wields power. Nevertheless, the fault

is isolated, and may be cured merely by changing governments. rn

London, on the other hand, the decay pervades al1 1eve1s, and has rotted

away all elements, of society. Fools and villains appear everyrvhere,

and defíne the norm, r¡hile virtue is "rebe1lious" (1. 63). Evidence

of Thales' isolation may be inferred from the audíence addressed.

I,farmor Norfolciense and the Vindicati-on are

audience that is expected to see through the ironic narrators, and that

is presumed to share the moral vier,,rs of the satirist. rn tgqdg",

Thales speaks directly to the narrator who, it seems, mây be the only

directed at a general



other honest man of his tíme.

Human Inlíshes, many

set the prevailing

If London is

poem (borrowing Dryden's phrase) as "'Tragical Satire ."'29 Since Jack's

essay it has been common to emphasize the supposed tragical features of

the poem and sometimes to deny altogether any satirical intent. John

Hardy, for example, calls the work t'a great tragic poem"; Doris Po¡vers

speaks of "the tragic despair of Dr. Johnsonrs Juvenalian imitati-on";

Henry Gífford states that rrlt is the tragic sense of life that informs

Johnson t s poem"; Mary Lascelles argues that "The awe and pÍty with which

Johnson contemplates the spectacle of human unfulfillment makes of The

an expressron

have argued,

direcLion of

II

of the satiric vision, The Vanity of

is hardly a satire at all. Ian Jack

later criticism r.¿hen he described the
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Vanity "f llqrgg Wigltgg u

the chorus: "Johnsont s

predicament prevents The

properly as a satire.t' Walter Jackson Bate, as might be expected,

agrees wholeheartedly. The poem ín his words "articulates a vision

more essentially tragic than comi.."30 Unfortunately, fer^r of these

critics define what they mean by tragic. It would seem, however, that

great tragic poem." Douglas Grant joins in

profound sense of the tragedy of the human

the term ís wíde1y applied and is meant to define the characters within

the poem, to indicate the lesson that is supposedly taught of the

Vanity

futility of all i-rope and fear, and to suggest Johnson's supposed pes-

simistic vierv of existence. It is repeatedly argued that the figures

of Human trrlishes from beíng classed



in the poem (I^iolsey, Charles XII, the scholar, and others) are in many

ways admirable, sometimes awe-inspiring, and always pitiable. Further,

it Ís claimed that they are often the victims of a fate against which

they are helpless; and even when their fal1 is the result of a flaw in

their ov¡n character (usua1ly príde) there is still something noble in

that flar^¡. What is argued, then, is that the poem presents a despaíring

view of human existence, and that rather than selectively attacking

fo11y Johnson expresses slrnpathy for human suffering.

An assumptíon shared by many crítics, and particularly apparent ín

Baters comment, is that vice and fol1y must be made to appear ridiculous

for a r¡ork to be satiric; or, in other r¿ords, that the satirist must

make us laugh. The absence of laughter in The Vanity of Human Wishes

led T.S. Eliot, ín L944, to
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doubt, whether Johnson was the right
satire. Johnson vras a moralist, and
a certain divine levity which makes
l-ines of the two great English verse
IDryden and Pope].Jf

Strangely enough, in an earl

both of Johnsonrs imitations

are purer satire than anything of Dryden or Pope,
nearer in spirit to the Latin. For the satirist
is in theory a stern moralist castigating the
vices of his time or place; and Johnson has a
better clajm to this seriousness than either Pope
or Dryden.32

El iot does not, í-n this

satiristts arsenal, but

ier essay (1930) Eliot had argued that

man for
he. lacked

sparkle the
sat iris ts

earlier statement, exclude laughter from the

at the same time the defining characteristic of



a satirist is seen to be hís moral seriousness, not ruhether he makes

us laugh. Clearly more than "moral seriousness" is required to make a

work satiric, but it may well be a more necessary quality than "divine

levity.'r In any work whích attacks vice or fo1ly there is at least an

assumption of moral intent.

If there is anything in Eliotrs earlier view

tioned it is his failure to differentiate between

of Human Wishes. Whíle Johnson does attack "the vices of his time or

place" in London, the targets

sense topical. The faults attacked arerinstead,universal failings

This is only one of many differences between the poems. Eliot's maín

argument is well-taken, fo11y is castigated in both poems, but in ways

so different that the only thing that the works appear to have in common

is that they are both Imitations of Juvenal. The tone in The Vanity of

Human \^lishes
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will be argued, ít is hardly accurate to describe the work as tragíc.

The difference in tone is aËtributable, to some extent, to differences

in The Vanity of

in the narrators. I^Ihile Thales' saeva indignatio makes him an obvious

has none of the acerbity found in London, though, as it

that might be ques-

type of

far more

methods

London and The Vaníty

Human Wishes are in no

angry satirist, the narrator in The Vanity of Human Wishes is

direct invectíve.

in control of his emotions

of attack. In London moral

dramatized in illustratíve figures, and the reader, rather than being

told r"hat to feel, has a greater responsibility for forming the appro-

priate moral attitude. Perhaps the major reason for the general failure

In The Vanity of Human tr^IiShes moral faults are

This, in turn, is reflected ín the

censure is often indicated through



to see that faulËs are

lies ín the subtleÈy of much of the poem's imagery; it is frequently

through submerged images that moral censure is revealed, and many of

these images have passed undetected. There Ís much else that separates

the two poems. The Vanity

work and folloivs more precisely the conventj-onal development of a formal

verse satire as outlined by Mary Claire Rando1ph. Most importantly the

indeed attacked ín The Vanity of

poems are expressions of very different visions. The víew in London

is totally and unremittingly satíric.

the satiric vision gÍves way ultimately to a more hopeful view of exís-

tence. As I have argued, however, a stance of extreme pessimism is a

of Human l{ishes is a more closely organized

feature of some, but not of all, satj-res. rt is in no sense the single

quality that defines a work as satiric. By examining the features that

have been mentioned it will be possible to show not only the ways ín
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which The Vanity

Human tr^Iishes

establish that the work is a satire,

other than satiric.

In The Vanity of Human l^lishes

of Human i^lishes differs

Tennyson following Coleridge is
ttlet observation, with extended

Frederick Hilles, indeed, uses

about the narrative perspectíve

he argues, establísh

The parody of the opening lines of The Vanity

even though its final vision Ís

from London, but also to

no longer taken as serious criticism:

observation, observe extensive1y. "33

these lines to make an important point

in Johnsonts poem. Johnsonts lines,

of Human trIishes bv



at the outset a point of víew. The reader, endowed
by the poet with extraordínary farsightedness, looks
eastward al1 the \ùay to China, where the sun rises.
As his gaze follows the path of the sun, he dis-
covers in the remote West, r¿here the sun sets, Peru.

. Betrveen the two countries lies the inhabited
globe. But if rve are to observe men so wídely
separated rre must be above the wor1d, lookÍng down.

. And what happens when we look doum on the
world from high altitudes? Even the greatest of
men dwindle. We have a new perspective on l¡hat we
observe; and farsightedness has long been equated
with good judgement.J4

How different this is from London is immediately apparent

is totally ímmersed in the satiric scene that he describes, He writes

from within the bustle, or rather chaos, of activity as one who has been

a victim of the society that he criticizes. The narrator of The Vanity

of Human Inlishes, on the other hand, takes up a vantage point far removed

from the satiric scene, where he is able to look about, as Mary Lascelles

puls it, "unconfined by bounds of space or time."35 This distancing of

the narrator produces a sense of objectivity that is maintained even

when he focuses more narrorvly on specific targets and fígures. I^Ihen,

for example, Wolsey is held up to view there is no evidence of personal

rancour in the portrait. One imagines instead that in sear:ching for an

example of a manifestation of a parlicular fo1ly Johnson recalled

Wolsey as a close parallel- for Juvenal's Sejanus and used him to il-

lustrate the consequences of one kind of misdirected desire.
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The freedom with rvhich he moves about in space and time to select

examples of the fo11y that he satirizes increases the sense of the

narratorts removal from actual involvement in the satíríc scene.

Thales

Wolsey, Charles, and Xerxes are the major figures brought into víer+;



and Alexander, Ga1íleo, Lydiat, Laud, Villíers, Harley, hlentworth,

Sr,rift, and Marlborough are among those rvho are mentioned rnore bríefly

(though not all are dealt with satirically). Thales, ín contrast, ís

limited to reporting what he sees about him, the vices of his own age

and, ostensibly, of a single cíty. And he does report. There is a

strong sense throughout London that he has seen each of the abuses and

dangers that he describes, that he has turned into a sídestreet to avoíd

a drunken bully, that he has observed French dandies and their English

mimics bowing and scraping to one another

sense that the narrator of The Vanity

lives of men,

much a single

puts it,ttit

írresistible weight of experience--of representatíve human experienc "."36
Because the narratorrs view is more extensive, he is unconcerned with

but much more widely. He has observed, i-t seems, not so

society, as mankind through al1 time. As F.R. Leavis

3L2

the changing fashions or local colouríngs of vice and folly. hhereas

Ís as if Johnson \^/ere bringing to bear on hls verse an

Thales attacks the influence of French manners on English society or

exposes a particular government, the narrator of The Vanity of

Wishes deals r+ith timeless human faults. All

of Human Wishes has observed the

to find examples of the folly of placing trust in wealth, po\,'7er, fame,

There ís an equally strong

military glory, long life, and beauty. The resulting picture ís

that of a particular

manner ín r+hich man

Because he is

little of hinrseÌf,

socíety. Whac emerges instead is a view of

has perpetually courted misery.

so much the observer, and because he presents so

it is difficuft to discuss the personality of the

of hístory is surveyed

Iluman

not

the



speaker

can be

The detaj-ls given of Thalest life, together with his frequent

tions of his own virtues, make him the most prominent figure

in The Vanity

seen more clearly when contrasted to the involvement of Thales.

At tì-mes, in fact, he interferes with, or comes between, the reader

and the satiric targets. The French, for example, are presented from

of Human tr^Iishes.

the point of víer¡ of a man so hostile that he verges on loss of control,

as he admits: "Forgive my transports on a theme like this" (1. 97),

Because he is so angry Thales seems less than re1iab1e, and even if his

honesty is accepted, what remains foremost is his anger. That Ís, the

reader first perceives Thalest anger, and then moves to a contemplation

of the objects of his rage. Rarely does Thales step back and let his

descriptions speak for themselves; and often the satire consists only

Hís relatíve self-effacement

of the kind of invective
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The tone in The Vanity of

to

of

the various portraits and results hardly at all in the development

a narrative personality. That is, when Xerxes is described one

senses that the description is based on history. The scorn that his

descrip-

in London.

portrait inspires is not an attitude that the narrator imposes upon

Xerxes and asks the reader to share, but rather is inspired by the

facts of Xerxest life. This is not to say that the narrator never

indicates his feelings. It can, however, certainly be saíd that the

satire is less dependent on direct expression of censure. In fact, the

speaker is so removed that for long stretches the poem seems almost

i¿ritten from a third person poÍnt of vier+. And even rvhen the narrator

that drarvs attention primarily to the speaker.

Human Wishes,on the other handrattaches more



does emerge it is in the form of the first person plural pronoun. All

of this suggests the degree Èo v/hich the narrator maintains the distance

discovered by Hi11es ín the opening lines of the poem. As a result of

this distancing it is better to talk simply about the tone in most of

the passages, rather than to attempt to create a personality to account

for the tone.

In opposítion to this position, and much else that has just been

said, Howard trleinbrot argues that far from beíng a distanced observer,

or simply a narrative voice, Johnson immerses himself ín the satiric

scene and offers himself up as one of the targets: "Johnsonts tone

throughout is one of inclusion in universal folly, for he refers to

man, fate, destiny, and the human condition."37 It would almost seem

from this that \,treinbrot believes that the human condítion condemns man

to live in ignorance, that he is fated to fo1ly, and thus no man is

exempt. The only mention of ttdestinyt' in the poem is in reference to

Charles, and his is a desti-ny that he foolishly courts. Describing the

life of a scholar Johnson indeed refers to the "doom of man" but this

doom defeats only those who expect from the world what the world ís un-

ivilling to give. Fate may ". . wing r+ith every r+ish the af-

flictive dartr" but as the poem later makes clear, thís Ís true only of

those rvishes that are misgui-ded in the first p1ace. The most signifi-

cant Teference to man and fate occurs in the conclusion of the poem

where it is asked:

3L4

Must helpless man, Ín ignorance sedate,
Roll darkling dor+n the torrent of his fate?

(rr. 34s-46)



The question is quickly answered in the negatíve, thus excludi-ng some

men (lncluding, presumably, the speaker) from a fate whích man is not

helpless to avoid. hleinbrot seems to assume that whenever a charge ís

laid against man, or lhe fate of man is mentioned, no man can escape.

The term is, in fact, general, but not all-inclusive, I{hen Democritusfs

scorn is said to be "Renewtd at every glance on humankind" (f. 7O), at

least one man is spared that scorn: Democritus hinself. There is no

reason, then, to believe the narrator includes himself in the attack

simply because he refers to man.

tr^leinbrot then argues that the narratorts

castígation includes pity and understanding, and
so, when the opportunity arises, he suggests that
he shares mants weakness. I^Ihen describing the
reaction to a statesman out of office, he says:
"Now no more \re trace in evtry line / Hqçoic
worth, benevolence divine" (11. B7-88).38
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There is no doubt at all that Johnson recognized (and elservhere exag-

gerated)his own human faílings. This awareness does not, hovr'ever,

emerge as strongly as trleinbrot suggests as a feature of the narratorrs

personality. The narrator does not set himself up as a type of virtue,

but neither does he degrade himself as a figure of scorn. As I have

argued, he observes and, less frequently, comments. There is no denying

that the t'r,ret'in the lines quoted by Weinbrot does seem to indicate

inclusion, but, as in the reference to man, culpabllity is not neces-

sarily implied. One might, for example, say "tve have acted badly" in

reference to the acti-víties of onets country, and yet have opposed

those activities. It is, in any case, debatable how much importance



should be attached to the speaker's implied self-inclusion j-n lines

87-88. Surely this is not the only opportunity that he has had to

admit his culpability. i.rrhen attacking the irresponsibí1ity of Britain's

voters he might as easily have said "ortr,t'rather than, "Their wish is

fu11 to riot and to rail" (f. 98).

The pity thaL l^Ieinbrot insists is so much a part of the narratorrs

personality exists, but it is not extended to the targets of hÍs

satire, nor does it constítute an admission of guilt. There is cer-

tainly little pity evident in the approval of Democritusts censure:

And there is no compassion for the tthireling ruffiant' or "hireling

judge" who break and distort the law (11 . 26-27). Admírredly, ír is

in the portraits of I^lolsey, Charles XII, the virtuous o1d man, and the

scholar, that i^leinbrot f índs the narrator's pity most evident. There

is pity to find, but as we sha11 see the scholar and old man can be

presented rvith slmpathy because neither is the target of satire.

Wolsey and Charles are a different matter. Theír actíons are severely

reprobated and there is no evidence that the narrator commiserates with

eíther man--or that their lives are vierved as tragic. As Donafd Greene

aïgues:

tlow just Lhat scorn ere yet thy voice declare,
Search every state, and canvass evtry ptaytr.

(1r. 7r-72)

3r6

for critics to maunder on about Johnsonts "tragic
vierv of lifet' and "Lhe great epic wind of sadness
blot"ing through" the poem is utterly beside the
point: Lrolsey and Charles XII did not have to
pursue the mistaken ends they did, nor need one



If l^lolsey and Charles are free agents, as Greene suggests, there is

no reason to pity them. And when v/e come to examine their portraits

more closely we shall discover that no pity is r.rasted on them.

The argument that Johnson more often pities than attacks the

figures in the Vanity, and that his pity and scorn are directed equally

at himself, is closely tied to a belief in the inclusiveness of the

poem's target. D.V. Boyd, for example, argues that there is in the

poem no t'indi-cation of a discriminating nemesis at work, for al1 are

foo1s."40 A recurríng feature of t'tragic" inteïpretatíons of the

vanity is the failure to di-stinguish between the folly of man, for

which man is responsible, and the conditions of existence for rvhich man

is not responsible. Boyd seems to suggest that life ítse1f is the

irnitate thern.39

target: t'411 is vanity, says Ecclesiastes, and Johnson preserves the

full universality of that vision." patrick otFlaherty expresses the
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same view: "the rphilosophyt contained in [the Vanity] is

nothing if not simple and dismal. rts basic contentíon is that man

by nature is condemned to indulge in hopes which will never be satis-
1!1fied."'.- rf there is a target, then, it must be the insufficiency of

life to satisfy mants desires, or so these criticsl+ould seem to argue.

Donald Greene has little patience with these "tragic" interpre-

tations. They are the result, he suggests, of failing to read even

the poemts title correctly:

Critics have called the poem gloomy and pessi-
mistic and have talked about Johnson's Stoícism



in it (or hís "Christian Stoicism, " unarvare that
this is a contradiction in terms). Noting, rvhat
is perfectly true, that a great parl of the poem

ís devoted to proving the inability of "human"
_- materialistic 

- 
\rishes to guarantee happi-

ness, they have assumed that the subject of the
poem is "the vanity of human tlifettt; some have
even sunmed up Johnsonts attítude wíth thís very
phrase.

As Greene points out, it is a

stitute "1ifett for "wishes,"

are aftacked. L4rat the poem

is that material, self-seeking values -- merely
"humant' r.¿ishes 

- 
are an unsatisfactory basis on

tuhich to build a life; for only the non-material,
un-self-seeking values rcsuft in enduring happí-

4/

If Greene is

philosophy of l¡e

cf ear misr eadi-ng

And, as he also

teacÌres instead
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"a11 is vanity." The actions of man, and not the futility of 1,ife, are

exposed, and not the actions of all men, but only the fo11y of those

who pursue false goods. Irnplicit also in the argument that the Vgtìlly

correct there is nothing

Vaníty of lluman tr^Iishes.

of the poem to sub-

suggests, not al-1 wishes

attacks, or, in Ian Jackts phrase, "diminishIes]

is the assumption that r,'ealth, po\i/er, fame, and beauty are lhe only

goods available to man, and that once these are shorvn to be transitory

and conducive only to unhappiness then there is nothing left to strive

for.'" But, as Greene points out, there are other values rvhich are more

substantial and make nonsense of the r¡iew that the poem is a despairing

attack, or lament.

Tl-re distinction betr+een the false desires that lead to ruin and

at all t'dísmal" ín the

The poem does not say that

human 1ife, "



the enduring goods that produce lasting happiness is clearly establisbed

in the divisions of the poem, The t¡vo parts of this divísion conform

perfectly to \^/hat Mary claire Randolph describes as the bi-partite

structure of formal verse satire:

some specific vice or folly, selected for attack
. [is] turned about on all its sides in part

A, . its opposing virtue [is] recom-
mended in Part B.

As Randolph also

much Shorter, and

only implied in Part 8."44 I-rndrn is an example r¡here the B part

exj-sts only by ímplication. rt might even be argued that there is no

ttinvocation to virtuett in London. A moral norm is present in the

notes, the B part of a formal verse satíre ís always

figure of Thales, and in the monarchs that he recal1s, but the r¿or1d

he describes ís so corrupt that there would seem to be no one left to

in some instances "the admonition to virtue . .
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emulate these representatives of virtue. Compared to

Vanity of Human tr^/ishes is

vanity is set apart from Part A, or the part of the poem which forms

the attack, and, though it consists of only the final 26 lines, it

clearly establishes an alternative to the folly that is exposed in

Part A. Further, the hope that it offers is extended to all men.

Nothing could be more r^/rong than OtFlahertyts assertion that the poemrs

ttbasic contention is that man by nature is condemned to indulge ín

hopes which will never be satisfied." The essential point made in the

conclusion is that man is free to guide his wil1, and it is the purpose

of those lines to indicate those rvishes that are not vain*-that will

posítively optimistic. The

t-s

London, The

B part of the



not end ín frustratíon.

Before arguing that the conclusion offers hope, it is first neces-

sary to establish that Part A is indeed satiric. MosL of tbe critics

who maintain that the poem expresses sorror.r and pity focus on aro ot

three of the portraits and ignore everything e1se. Actually Part A

consists of eight distinct sections, and attacks síx separate kinds

of wishes, all of which are misguided: in addition to the íntroduction

(l1. 1-20) and invocation of Democritus (11. 49-72), Part A exposes

the folly of desiri-ng wealth (11. 2I-48), power (11. 73-L34), fame

(11. I35-I74), military glory (11. Ll5-254), lengrh of life (11. 255-

318), and beauty (ff . 319-342) .

Once attention is directed beyond the first ti^¡o lines of the

introduction, The Vanity of Human Wishes gives every indication that

what is to follow will be satiric. The geographÍcal opposÍtion of

China to Peru, which, as Hilles remarks, defines the breadth of the

narrative perspective, is followed by a series of more abstract op-

positions whích defínes the target. The most general terns of opposi-

tíon tthope and feart' and "desire and hate" (f. 5) represent the positive

and negative sides of human rvishes. Corresponding to t'hope and fear"

are the activities thal each inspires, "toil" and t'strifet' (f. 3), and

the ends pursued or avoided, "i11s" and "good" (1.10). The "tragic"

i-nterpreters of the poem insist that all "hope and fear" is pictured

as futile. 0n the contrary, from the very beginning it is made clear
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that hope is foolish only rvhen ít "chases air,v good,t'and fear is

mistaken rvhen it attempts to avoid "fancied ills" (1. f0) . A more



subtle indication of the mísdirection of "hope and fear" is found in

line 3: "Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife.t' Just as the

adjectíves describing Democritus!s ". cheerful wisdom and instruc-

tive mirth'r (1, 50) are ironically inverted, so too are the adjectives

ín line 3, with even more obvious satirical intent. rf mants hopes and

fears \.vere properly directed tttoilt' would be tteagert' and. ttstrif e"

ttanxious. tt

The cause of manrs failure to distinguish between real and false

goods is indicated immediately in the introduction when it is said that

. hope and fear, desire and hate,
Oterspread with snares the clouded maze of fate.
Iühere wavtring man, betraytd by ventlrous pridej
To tread the dreary paths r¿ithout a guide,
As treachtrous phantoms in the mist delude,
Shunsfancied il1s, or chases airy good.

(11. s-l0)

Although Johnsonrs writíngs have often been described as excessivelv

abstract, the imagery in these lines is so concrete that one *igtrt 
"f-

most overlook the fact that the picture that is developed is metaphoric

The passage is certainry sombre. "The clouded maze of fate," "the

dreary paths,ttand "phantoms in the mist" contríbute to an almosphere

of gloom. But to stop here is to emotíonally respond, as so many have

done, only to the pictorial features of the passage. The landscape may

be gloomy, but the scene is not tragic, nor is the man trapped in the

maze a tragic figure. The "snares" aïe set by "hope and fearrrrnot by

"faterttand man falls into them only because he responds to "phantomstt
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of his or'¡n creation, Fur-ther, it is not f ate that directs man t s steps,



but príde; and ít is his pride, a1so, that causes him to shun the guide

that míght lead him safely through the maze. There is nothing noble ín

this depiction of t'wavtring man." The dangers that he encounters are

entirely of his or,rn creation, and the good that he strives for is

imaginary.

If awe and pity are inappropriate responses to man as he is des-

cribed here, so too is laughter. One of the most difficult sections

of the poem to deaf with is the Democritan passage in which laughter ís

presented as the rational response to manrs fol1y. Democritus is cafled

upon to "Once more . arise on earth, / Witn chearful wisdom and

instructive mirth" (11. 49-50), he is asked to ". feed with varied

fools th'eternal jest" (1. 52), he is able to ". laugh where i¿ant

enchain'd caprice" (r. 53), and he ís imagined shaking with amusement

at ". Britainrs modish tríbe" (r. 61). rt is difficult ro quarrel

with Henry Gifford's contention that the Democritan passage is at odds

with the general tone of th. po.*.45 The satirized figures in the r+ork

(hlo1sey, charles, xerxes, and others) may not be tragic, but neither do

they inspire laughLer. But r.¡hile \.re may not share Democritusts risi-

bí1ity .v/e can certainly agree r¡ith his scorn. That is, in truth, all

that \^re are aslced to do. Democritus is the "laughíng philosopher,ttand

as such his laughter is fítting; \^/e are asked only to share his judge-

ment:
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How just that scorn ere yet thy voice declare,
Search every state, and canvass evtry praytr,

(11.7r-72)
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1t is rùorth noting a1so, that r,'híle many critics f ind Democrítusts

laughter jarring, none has ventured to explain why Jolrnson kept the

laughing philosopher of his source but omitted Heraclitus, "the weeping

philosopher.t' If tire general tone were one of pity surely it r¿orrld

have been more appropriate to ínvoke Ileraclitus.

There is perhaps another way of explaining the r¡neasiness caused

by the Demc¡critan passage. The conventional invocatíon of a past golden

ãEè, or of a representative of tl'rat age, is usually tì-re means of es-

tablishing the moral norm ín a satire. In ],_":!9", for exampl_e, Tirales

recalls four nonarchs as patterns of virtue and intelligence. No nlore

is needed to make the rvorld rigllt than to return again to tl'reir examples.

l'lhile Democritus's laughter might be talcen at first as the attitude of

wisdom, in fact it is ultimately rejected as half-ruise. Às lloward

i^leinbrot interestingly argues, the Democritan passage consciously presents

an inadequate response to the scene described. There ís, he suggests,

a connection between this pessage and the poemts concl.usion: "The

entire finaf paragraph, and final couplet in particular, imply that the

pagan, bitter, Denocritan vj.erv must give r^/ay to the Christian. "46 In

effect, \rreinbrot argues that The yC"r_tJ .o€ ]lqllg_If l+_fr_Þgq_ ultimately re-

jects the satj-ric vision of a rvorld totally and hopelessly immersed ín

folIy for a Christian vÍsíon that offers hope; or to put it another

Lray, tliat the Democritan passage presents a satiric response while the

conclusion offers a Christian solution.

If Lleinbrot is correct, then those critics, like OtFlaherty, rvho

argue that all r+ishes are vain, must certainly be r.rrong. There is much
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in the Democritari section that might seem to support the view that the

poem condemns all of life and all men. Democritusts scorn ís "Renervtd

at evtry glance on humankind" (1. 70), and we are asked to "search every

staLe, and canvass evrry prayer" (f. 12) to see the justness of his

scorn. It takes no logical sleight-of-hand, however, to argue that,

while ttevery glance on humankindtt may excite scorn, not every human

being is necessaríly an object of scorn. In the same sense, while folly

is said to penetrate t'every state,t'all that is implied is that there

is no positíon in society that does not have its foo1s. "canvass evtry

prayer" is likewíse open to the interpretatÍon that if every prayer ís

overheard many will be found to be specious. There ís much else in the

poem, and indeed in the Democritan section, that indicates that the

attack is discriminate. There is a clear distinction ín the following

lines between those figures who are satiric targets and those rvho are

exempt:

All aid the farce, and all thy mirth maintain,
inlhose joys are causeless, or whose griefs are vain.

(11. 67-68)

Leopold Damrosch, commenting on this couplet, states that "There r+ould

seem to be an implied exception of genuine suffering, ivhích ís not

tvaint and is therefore not included in rhe tfarce. ttt Damrosch speaks

only of the t'sufferingt'that is notttvain.tt The lines also suggest that

there isttjoyttthat is not "causeless.tt Damrosch points to "the des-

criptions of the scholar and of innocent o1d age" as examples of suffer-

ing that are not part of the farce; the conclusion of the poem indicates



the happiness that is available to 
^^n.47

discriminate. The target is neither life

limited to those desires that are fool_ísh.
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Thus the satire is not in-

nor mankind, but rather is

once such wish is for ruealth. of all the sections of the poem,

only these lines which expose the corrupting power of gold (11. 2r-49)

are unbegrudgingly accepted as satiric. It should be noted that thís

section is the only one in which the target is not illustrated by either

a historical or a more or less índividualized fictional character. There

are, admittedly, eight lines depicting the progress of a needy traveller

whose peace is broken by the gift of wealth; but gold itself míght be

said to be rhe leadÍng actor.

It is ímpossible to even hi-nt at personification without pausing

for a moment to consider the "abstractnessrtt once supposed to be the

distinguishing feature of Johnson's writing. ran Jack 1s one of the

last defenders of the once orthodox opinion that Johnson's appeal is

always to the mind and never to the serises. Jack differs only by making

a virtue out of what most previous critics pointed to as a defect:

"To condemn Johnson for'failing to bring his personÍfications to life'

. is uncritical. That r^/as not the sort of effect that he wished to

gain.t' Indeed, in Jackts vievl, Johnson is best i¿hen he is most abstrac!:

in the work of many poets there is some character-
istic of style rvhich becomes most evident r.r'hen
they are writing at the top of their bent. This
unusual fondness for abstract personificaf:ions is
Johnson ts characteristic.
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Jack not only argues that Johnson "personifíed abstractions," but also

that there is an "abstract generality of idíom noticeable in some degree

in all Johnson's r,¡ritin g."48 Jack believes, then, that not only John-

sonts personifications, but all of his writing lacks concreteness.

This argument has been exploded by Susie Tucker and Henry Gifford,

Donald Greene, Macdonald Emslie, and Edrvard B1oom, among oth.rr.49 The

importance of the work done by these crÍtics is underestimated by Patrick

o'Flaherty who states that

Critics, seekíng to convince an imaginary hostile
audíence whose minds have supposedly been poisoned
by reading Carlyle and Macaulay, have been at con-
siderable pains to demonstrate . that Johnsonts
language has metaphors in it, [and] that his
personifications are not mere tepid abstractions.

Inle can, he says, t'begin by assuming that the nineteenth-century critics

\^lere IÀTrongrtt and we should, he concludes, turn our attention .1"..har".50

OtFlaherty is mistaken if he befieves that Carlyle and Macaulay were the

last critics to accuse Johnson of excessive abstractness. Jackts very

popular rvork was published in 1952, and William l^/imsatt Ís not a nine-

teenth-century critÍc though he too argues that I'Johnsonts terms tend

to be non-sensory,ttand if there is imagery in Johnsonts writing it

"is imagery only in the most diluted sense."5l otFlaherty seems to

assume that once the view sf these ttnÍneteenthtt century critics is shown

to be rùrong Ít is time to move on to other things. rt is not, hovr'ever,

enough simply to recognize that Johnson's writing is filled r^rith imagery,

and certainly the scholarship of the fast twenty-five years has not

exhausted all that there is to say about Johnson and imagery. rn the
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follorving lines, ror example, the satire resides almost wholly Ín the

various metaphoric transformations of gold; and there is no r^ray to

analyze the satíric technique other than by examining the imagery:

But scarce observtd, the knowing and the bold
Fall in the gen'ra1 massacre of gold;
Wíde-wasting pest! that rages unconfin'd,
And crouds with crimes the records of mankind;
For gold his sword the hireling ruffian draws,
For gold the hireling judge distorts the larvs.

(11. 2L-26)

rn the first couplet man's lust for gold is pictured in images suggest-

ing the slaughter of r¿ar. rn facttt. . . the gentral massacre of gold"

goes beyond association to suggest that gold causes v/ar. Gold is next

described as an all-infecting and uncontrollable plague, and then as a

source of lawlessness. The image here is of the criminal registrar

filled with names. The connection between gold and críme is particul-

arized in the next couplet where it is 'seen 
"s the prize which prompts

criminals, and makes criminals of the defenders of larv. rmage and

structure \.ùork together to achieve the force of this couplet. The

sameness of the hired assassin and the bribed judge is revealed in the

Po\^ler of gold over each and is reinforced by the parallel repetitÍon of

"For goJ-d . " and the chiastic structure of the rest of the couplet.

In his discussíon of Johnson's imagery Donald Greene restricts the

meaning of the term to I'the metaphoric process," and then goes on to

descríbe its principal function:

What the rvriter who uses imagerf is tryÍng to do
is to take a notion r'rhich is nebulous in the
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readerrs mind (the ttenort of the metaphor, in
Richards's terminology) and cause the reader to
apprehend it more vividly by assocíating it with
something of rvhich a clear sense impression can
be obtained by the mind (the 'vehícle t'S .52

This is fíne as far as it goes, but more needs to be saíd. In satire,

as in other poetry, there is often an emotional as i¿ell as pictorial

exchange f rom the vehicle to the tenor. I^Ihen Johnson describes the

American colonísts as t'yelping for libertyt' the colonists are not only

pictured as barking dogs, they are also diminished by the image. A

simllar process occurs in the passage quoted. The tenor Ín lines 2I-26

of the Vanity is the po\.,rer of wealth (made somewhat more concrete by

being particularized as gold), and the vehicles in turn are rüar, plague,

and crime, none of which can be contemplated without loathing. To

compare the destruction rvrought by the lust for gold with the slaughter

of war thus provides a vivid equivalent while at the same tíme directíng

our emotional response. The horror inspired by war, plague and crime

is transferred to the effects of go1d.

So far the images examined follow one another by a rather loose log-

ic of association. War, plague, and crime are equally hateful and there

is no strain on the imagination, nor any shift in tone, rvhen gold is

compared first to one and then to the other. As the passage continues,

horvever, Johnson employs an Ímage which, in various manifestatÍons, he

returns to throughout the poem:

Wealth heap'd on rvealth, nor truth nor safety buys,
The dangers gather as the treasures rise.

(1r.27-28)
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This couplet conveys a general reflection on the dangers of wealth

Ëhrough an image of thunder clouds t'gathering" at the top of a mountaín.

More important here is the suggested identif ication of heÍght \^/íth

worldly success, together with the Ímplication that to build so high is

to invite disaster: "The dangers gather as the treasures rise" (1.28).

The precaríousness of the elevation of wealth is píctured more concretely

only a few lines later:

Low skulks the hind beneath the rage of po\,rtr,
And leaves the wealthy traytor in the Tow'r.

(1r.33-34)

In this couplet the poor peasanL is secure beneath the notice of power

rohile the man of aspiring wearth is transferred to a lofty prison (of

course the Tower of London), The identífication of rvortdly success with

heíght, and the danger of such elevation, is seen also in the portrait

of Wolsey, whose ambition leads him ever upr^rard,

Still to ne\,r heights his restless wishes tor,Jrr,
(r. 10s)

until inevitably, as he reaches his apex, he comes tumbling dovrn:

I'or rvhy did l^lolsey near the steeps of fate,
0n weak foundations raíse thr errormous weight?
Irtry but to sink beneath misfortune's b1ow,
With louder ruin to the gulphs below?

(1r. 125-28)

fn another passage the brief tenure of worfdly eminence is compared to

the fleeting brirlíance of a meteor.53 Those who successfully court

fortune achieve only a momentary elevation:
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They mount, they shine, evaporate, arrd fall.
(1. t6)

The descriptíon of worldly success Ín ímages of heíght, and of

mísfortune ín images of descent is part of the larger pattern of rising

and falling in the poem noticed. by l^lalter Jackson Bate.54 The dedic a1or,

for example, "flies" upward "to growing wealth" (1. 82), while sycophants

avoid ". the sinking statemanrs door" (1. 79). The eager scholar

ímagines his works spread "O'er Bodley's dome . " (f. f39) and

swedish charles would extend hís dominion over all ". . beneath the

polar sky" (1. 204), but both are brought down. There is no glory

offered to living genius. Instead,

i,' 0",T3åï::,;'::11.'l;:' .::Í,-;3::l'""''
(11. 16r-62)

Itrhereas the scholar dies in obscurity, Charlest descent is ignominious:

His fall was destin'd to a barren strand,
A petty fortress, and a dubious hand.

(11. 219-220)

In each example aspiring hope is doomed to an j-nexorable fall because

human success is supported on a weak foundation. Thís is made clear

ín the lines describing hlolsey (11. 125-28), and Ís emphasized again

ín the passage on Charles:

0n rvhat foundation stands the r,¡arriorrs pride,
How just his hopes let Srvedish Charles decide.

(11. LeL-ez)
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There is, however, one instance when rising hope is not dashed to the

ground. Securely grounded in Christian faith, the wanderer on earth

may ". . . raise for good the supplicatíng voice" (f. 351), with con-

fidence that whenrr. strong devotion to the skies aspires" (r. 358)

his elevatíon r.¡ill be certain and eternal . This ís the moment prepared

for in all of the previous images of rising and falling. Example is

piled on example of deluded men climbÍng to worldly eminence and in

each ínstance falling "With louder ruin Lo the gulphs below" (f. l2B).

But r'rith Lhe image of man aspiring to heaven there is finally a move-

ment up\^¡ard that is not followed by descent.

Attention night now be redirected to 0'Flaherty's statement that

Taking for granted . that Johnson has the
mínimal qualification of a poet--a language that
is rich and metaphorícal in its ov¡n odd $ray--we
may ask the question "where do r¡e go from here?")5

If 0'Flaherty had not passed over Johnson's imagery so facifely he

might not have argued that Johnson is a "cynical observerrt'and that

the "feeling against mankind" expressed in hís satire "is just as strong,

perhaps even at tjmes stronger, than the contempt and bitterness found

ín Juvenalrs tenth satire."56 certainly had he traced, even as briefly

as has been done here, the images of rising and fallÍng to the final

image of mants aspiratíon to heaven he r¿ould not have argued that man

can accomplish very little and his search for great
happiness must prove illusory. He is fated
to wander for his lifetime in a mist or maze. shun-
ning fancied ílls and chasing airy good.57
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0n the contrary, man can achieve l-rappiness that is not illusory. rt is,

as Greene argues, only rrmaterial, self-seeking valuest' that are sati-

rizedas "an unsatisfactory basis on r,'hich to build a life." To see

this c1.early, horvever, requires r,¡hat otFlaherty disdains to do: to

examine Johnsonts imagery in detaÍl.

As r¡as suggested earlier, the argument that Wolsey and Charles are

tragic figures inspiring awe and píty can be supported only by a very

selective reading of the poem. The history of wolsey, for example, is

acconrplished ín 22 línes and is placed near the center of a 60 line

passage exposing the fol1y of striving for rvorldly po\,rer. To interpret

I^Jolseyrs characteï correctly it is necessary not only to carefully

examine what is saÍd about him, but also to consider ruhat precedes and

follows his portrait.

The initial ímpression given of those r¡ho r^:ould climb to por,rer

silggests not so much that they are intrepid over-reachers, but rather

that they are driven by a fever:

Unnumbertd suppliants croud prefermentts gate,
Athírst for rvealth, and burning to be great.

(1r.73-74)

The unwholesomeness of the scene is intensified by the echo here also

of the plague r¿ith r^¡hich the fust for ivealth is earlier associated..
P

Just as the desíÈe for power is described as a sickness, so too is the

statesman t s rise associated r.iÍth r-rr-rpleasantness. His steady progress

(each stage of preferment) and. inglorious conclusion âre, in a submerged
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image, lÍkened to a \ùretched journey in a stagecoach r^rhere he is

threatened by highwaJ¡men:

On evrry stage the foes of peace attend,
Hate dogs their flight, and insult mocks their end.

(rr.17-78)

The chief rervard of power, once il is acquired, consists, ir woul-d

seem, of the adulation of sycophants. But such followers sho¡¡ no

loyalty to one who slips from favour:

Love ends with hope, the sinking statesmants door
Pours in the morning rvorshiper no more.

(11" 79-80)

To this point each couplet has developed a ne\.v image. This successíon

of pictures is relieved finally by an extended passage (ll. 83-90)

which depicts the obloquy that attends the inevitable reversal of

fortune. The ultimate fate of the man who climbs too high can be seen

in the fall of his portrait that once ". . . hung the bright Palladium

of the place" (1. 84). Once out of power his portrait inspires only

disgust:

And smoak'd in kitchens, or in auctions so1d,
To better features yields the frame of gold.

(rr. 8s-86)

Even the inanimate wall comes to life to join ín the contempt:

The form distorted justífies the fall,
And detestation rids th' indi-gnant ruall.

(1r. Be-e0)
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As the attack develops, Johnson's satire strikes both leaders and fol-

lowers. In a passage that comes as close to being topical as anythíng

in the poem, Britain I s rulers are shovm buying their \,Jay to polrer,

while voters are depicted as being easily bought:

Our supple tribes repress thei-r patriot throats,
And ask no questions but the price of votes;
I^lith weekly libels and septennial ale,
Their wish ís full to riot and to rail.

(1r. 9s-98)

Here, then, is the introduction to the portrait of l^Iolsey. The

desire for power is seen as misguided, and each step of the ascent in-

creases malice and envy. Such povrer is held, in modern times, only by

bribing voters, and in Wolseyts case, as \^7e shal1 see, only at the whim

of the king. In every instance eminence is achieved only for an instant

and is followed by derision. And, finarly, the power held consists on-

ly of commanding flatterers who o\^/e no allegiance and who fly to every

new favorite. It can hardly be argued that Johnson has prepared a noble

setting for the entrance of a tragic hero. The aspiraËion for po\,/er,

and its trappings, suggest meanness rather than greatness. '

trrlolsey is abruptly presented to viel¿ at the height of his po\^rer:

In full blovm dígnity,
Law in his voice, and

see i,lolsey stand,
fortune in his hand.

(rr.99-ro0)

Those critics, such as Mary Lascelles, rvho argue that Johnsonts portraÍt

of hrolsey is "devoid of írony" might looh more closely at these lirr"".58

At the outset l^Iolseyrs greatness is mockingly revealed as specious.
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There is a suggestion both of pomposity and artificiality in "full

blov¡n dignity"-a suggestion that lrrolsey is puffed up and may be easily

deflated. Addítional irony accrues to "ful1 blov¡n" by the reference in

the preceding line to the drunken voters whose t'wish is full to ríot."

It may even be that Johnson drarvs upon Popets description of ".

full-blov¡n Bufo, puff 'd by ev'ry quil1" (1. 232), i¡ho is blor^m up as

boys blow up a toad i¿ith a t."d.59 The second line of Johnson's couplet

is even more damaging. Macdonald Emslie argues that

ttl-a\^rrtt ttVoicertt and ttin hÍs Handtt suggest a
comparison r¿ith lvloses descending from Sinai--a
comparison which emphasizes i,Jolseyrs def iciencíes
as a man of God. We note that l^Jolsey does not
carry the ttl-awtt: instead he has rrFortune ín his
Handr" r¡hich suggests that Fortune to him is
more ímportant than the Law. The first
half of the line is also made more significant
by this submerged comparison lo Moses, for
whereas Moses carried the tables of the law in
hís hand, 'rrlolsey has the t'Law ín his Voice,t'
as only God had on Sinai. Wolsey, this srlggests,
aspíres to the position of God.bU

Emslie's analysis leads to the conclusion that Wolsey is more than

a heroic over-reacher: he is ínsanely ambitious. The ínsatiableness

of man's appetite for the worldts goods, once it begins to feed, is

elsewhere dramatized by the nearly mad command of Charles, "ThÍnk

nothing gain'd, he crÍes, til1 nought remain" (f. 202), rvhile rhe

hunger of Xerxes is explicitly insane:

Fresh praise is try'd titl madness fires his mind,
The rvaves he lashes, and enchains the rvind.

(11. 237-32)
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Wolsey's ambition is no less irrational,

satisfied:

and no more capable of being

Slill to nev/ heights his restless r¡íshes to\nrtr,
Claim leads to clairn, and powtr advances powtr;
Tíll conquest unresisted ceastd to please,
And rights submítted, left him none to seize.

(11.105-108)

The mention of l,Iolseyrs towering ruishes alerts us, of course, to the

certainty of his descent. That he is destined to falr is, however,

implied much earlier ín the lines in which he is shor¿n exercising his

po\^7er:

Thro I him
Turnrd by

the
his

rays of regal bounty shine,
nod the stream of honour flows.

(rr.1o2-103)

The submerged image here ís of a prism. The royal light (deriving

from the king as sun) passes through l^rolsey as he deflects its rays

upon his attendants. The ¡¡ord "shinett recalls, if only faintly, the

meteor Ímage with its associations of fleeting brilliance. The tenu-

ousnous of wolsey's brilliance is increased by the fact that he glows

wíth reflected lustre, or, literally, that he commands with borrowed

authority. rnevitably he is denied the light by rvhich he shines:

At length his sovrreign fror¿ns--the train of state
Ì'lark the keen glance, and watch the sign to hale.

(u. 109-110)

once again t^lolsey turns to his followers but nor¿ it is a gesture of

supplication. He rvho once directed t'the stream of honourt' now searches
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f or a ray of hope f rom among his f ollor^/ers. But

hrhere-eter he turns he meets a stranger,s eye,
His suppliants scorn him, and his follorvers fly.

(1r. LLL-LL2)

To argue that the action in The Vanity of Human Wíshes is tragic

is to be1íeve, as does Mary Lascelles, that the characters "are playing

for high stakes; and it is real money."61 The stakes may be high in the

sense that men lÍke Iùolsey forfeit not only their happiness but probably

their souls. But the goods that they attempt to rvin are, as Howard

I^Ieinbrot says, ttnothing but truorthless counter t. "'62 surely the adula-

tíon of faithless sycophants is no very valuable article. I^Jolsewts

other losses suggest the dangerous pleasures of "tr.Iealth heaptd on

wealth" (f. 27):

The golden canopy, the glittrríng plate,
The regal palace, the luxurious board
rhe liv'riã¿ rr*y, ""d-;;-;;;;"i"i;;å.(11. 114-16)

The contrast between this golden splendour and the severe plain-

ness of tr^Iolseyrs final residence opens another avenue of satÍre:

With age, with câres, ruith maladies oppress'd,
He seeks the refuge of monastÍc rest.

(11. 117-r8)

These lines might inspÍre pity were it not for the fact that it is

appropriate for I^Iolsey, as a man of religion, to end his days in a

monastery. That he does so r¿i-th bitterness sirnply indicates how
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completely he has exploited his ecclesiastical positJ-on only as a means

to achíeve worldly polùer. Emsliets remarks on the submerged comparison

r¿ith Moses suggest one t"'ay in rvhich Johnson exposes Wolsey's distorted

values. As Emslie argues, trn/o1sey usurps the role of God, and his

greatest regard is for fortune, r,vhich in this context must be read as

ttrwealtht rather than t¡r¡".t"63 But there is more. As a man of God

it is Wolseyts duty (using the conventional metaphor employed ironically

by Johnson) to spread the light of God among the people; instead, he

reflects only the light of a worldly kíng. Hís "bounty" consists of

r¿orthless treasures and is offered not to a follor¡ing of spiritual

worshippers but to a train of greedy flatterers. After these allusions

in the earliest part of his portrait, hlolsey appears only as a man of

poli-tical position with earthly aspirations. The absence, untíl the

conclusion, of any other mention of l^,tolseyrs religíous role emphasizes

how completely his life has been devoted to amassing wealth and power.

For a man in his posítion thís is more than foolish, it is impious.

The scorn that wolsey inspires is íncreased by our last glimpse

of hím:

Grief aids disease, rememberrd folly stings,
And his last sighs reproach the faith of Kings.

(1r. 119-20)

Those who find pity in this pi-cture would certainly point to "grief"

and "dísease." Admittedly, Ít would be cruel to mock wolsey for these

torments, even though they are, in part, the fruits of his vaín

ambition. But only Patríck 0'Flaherty could imagine that 'twe are asked
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to laugh . at suff"rirrg."64 It is the second line of the couplet

that is satirÍc. "The faith of Kings" is complexly ironic. There is,

of course, an allusion to the alacríty wíth which Henry VIII renounced

one church and created another to facilítate his divorce and remarriage.

And on the surface the phrase expresses wolsey's complaint regarding

the kingrs 1oya1 ty tor,rard himself . Most importantly, horuever, the

phrase is an ironic reflectíon of Wolsey's own misplaced faiLh and his

contínued Ígnorance of his fault. A1 though l^lolsey may be stung by

"remembered follyrtt he dies unarüare of his essential mistake. As a

man of God hís faith should have been grounded in religious principles,

and hís hope should have been directed to\,/ard God. That he dies ac-

cusing the king of faithlessness serves to define the exact nature of

his error.

The lesson that Wolsey's life teaches is not that 1ífe is tragic,

but that it is foolish to strive for such dangerous and fleeting power.

At the conclusion of Inlolseyrs portrait the narrator speaks directly to

the reader and asks us to learn rather than grieve:

Speak thou, rvhose thoughts at humble peace repine,
Shall trrlolseyrs ruealth, rr,itil l,Iolseyts end be thine?

(11. 72r-22)

He then recafls oLhers who, like l^/olsey, placed their faith in kings.

villiers, Harley, I^,rentworth and Hyde are driven by ". . . their wish

índulgrd in courts to shine" (r. r33). once again "to shine" implies

the brevity of glor.ring eminence, and l-Íke wotsey each man is brought

to an abrupt and inglorious end.
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The section dealing vrith mílitary fame (11. Ll5-254) differs

somewhat in structure from the sectíon just examíned. There is, again,

an introductory passage lhat defines the target and influences our

perception of the representative figures. In thís jnsiance the target

ís illustrated through the lives of tirree men: Charles XII of Sr+eden,

Xerxes, and Charles Albert of Bavaría There is, horvever, no conclud-

ing over-vj-ew. The sectíon is brought to a close instead with Charles

Albert slinking off, fu1l of shame, to die in obscurity.

As this might suggest, there is lítr1e glory in the death of

charles Albert. rndeed, there is even less in tl-ie final dar¡s of Swedish

Charles and Xerxes. And yet it is this section of the poem that critics

nost often see as "heroic" and "tt"gj-c."65 rf Johnson does adrnire and

s)¡mpathize wirh these men, he is strangely inconsistent: flrst, with

his rvish expressed in Adventurer 99 that men like Xerxes and Charles

might be "hr:ddled

importantly, rvith

This section

together in

the tone of

begins with

obscurity or

his introduc

a revierv of

detestation,tt and more

tory rematkr.66

the spoÍls of war:

The festal blazes, the triuinphal show. (f. L75)

such fíres are soon extinguished and "shor¿" *"y even imply the appear-

ance rather than reality of triumph:

The ravishrd standard, and the captive foe. (1. Il6)

The pleasures here are savage. The connotations of ttra.vishrtt as <tef ined

by Johnson, are nearly all cruel, and it is unlikely that he finds much
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thal is gloríous in the sight of chained prisoners.

The senaters thanks, the gazetters pompous tale.
(r. r77)

Here the irony is explícit. By being coupled with the puffery of a

factional ne\,/spaper t'the senatets thanks" are rendered unmistakably

worLhless. The men who desire such rewards are then associated rvith

the "ruffían'r and "¡udget' critícized earlier. The entire catalogue of

L}re prizes sought falls under the category of "bribes" (1. r79). There

is yet another internal allusion suggesting the emphemerality of these

t'bribestt:

For such in distant lands the Britons shine,
And stain with blood the Danube or the Rhine.

(11. 181-82)

i{hile "shine," as usual, suggests transience, the second line of this

couplet depicts the horror of slaughter. rf this is not enough to

convince us of how the warríor is to be viewed, Johnson is even more

direct:

Yet Reason frorvns on I{ar's unequal game. (1. lB5)

In the lines that conclude this introduction, the specious profits

fi-rst listed ("the festal blazes" etc.) are paralleled by the actual

effects of war:

I,trhere r^rasted nations raise a single name,
And mortgagtd states their grandsirets rvreaths regret,
From age to age in everlasting debt:
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To rusl on medals, or on stones decay.

(11. 186-190)

The focus in these lines shifts from the broad view of "rvasted nations"

to the ruin of families. Like countries, the individuals who join in

battle bequeath a legacy of "everlasting debt." The worthlessness of

their gaíns and the cost 1n lives are pictured in the last line: rvhile

"festal blazes" may t'shiner" the "dear boughtt'medals rust; and the

same rùreaths which adorn the disregarded medals appear on gravestones,

and are as soon effaced bv time.

Like l.lolsey before him, then, Charles enters on a scene that

hardly seems pr:epared for a hero. And yet it is Charles that Henry

Gifford finds "traglc." He ís, argues Gifford, "the victim of a superb
L1

,lelusion,"'' Leopold Damrosch balks at the word "tragic" and c1aims

instead that Cirarles "is heroic in the sense that fi.gures in Augustan

satire seldom.r"."68 Patrick OrF.l.aherty, the most effusive of tl-iose

rsho find Charles admirable, combines the views of Gifford and Damrosch:

Johnson does not scorn CharlesIs ambitions or
laugh at his ignoininious fate. It is obvious
that Lhe young king seems to him a fl.amboyant,
1-ieroic, poetic figure ruhen victprious, and a
tragic figure after his defeat."'

The portrait r¿hich has inspíred such regard is divided into three pal:ts:

liires I9I*91 1n r+hich Char-l es Ís described by the ïìarrator; l jnes 198-

214 rvhich dramatize l'ris 1 if e; and .1j.nes 215-222 in ruh j.ch the narrator

reflects on the death and inrnortality of Charles. In the first descrip-

Live couplet Charles is givc:n Llrose qualities so admired by critics:
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No dangers fright him, and no labours tíre.

(rr. L93-94)

An attentive reader might remember that ". . . restless fíre precípi-

tates on death" (1. 20), but a nearer indication of the ironic under-

cutting of this noble king is found in the next couplet:

0 t er love, o ter f ear , extends his rvj.de domain,
Unconquertd lord of pleasure and of pain.

(11. 19s-96)

lJor^¡ard I,/e j-nbrot argues that "Charles is super-human but j,nhuman. "

Charles t ttexclusion of r,Joùren f rom hÍs lif e rvas r¿ell knor,¡n, " and in

Johnsonts lj.nes "he rejects the needs of mere humanity, and fíxes his
-.1 0

mr'-nd solely on martial g1ory. "'" The síng1e-mindedness of Charles'

obsession, as dramatÍzed in the succeeding lines, suggests not that he

is nob1e, but rather bloodthirsty and unbalanced:

No joys to him pacífic scepters yieJ-d,
hrar sounds the tr:ump, he rushes to the field;

Peace courts his hand, but spreads her charms in vain;
"Thínk nothÍ.ng gain td, he críes, tÍ11 nought renain,
"On I'loscoiùts roal-1s til1 Gothic standards fly,
"And a1f be mine beneaLh the polar sky."

(1r. L97-204)

charlestdesire to be lord of all "beneath the polar sky" is a sterile

anbítion that reverberates fína11y rvíth dramatic írony: ít is appro-

priate that rrHis fall ç'as destin'd to a barren strand" (f . ZJ-9). The

"nothing" of the fourth line of this passage is also prophetÍc in the

sense that Charles finally gains "nothing," But the irony cuLs anolher
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r'ray. The emptiness of Charlesr ambition is cl early, evident in his

rvish "til1 nought remain, " l,JeÍnbrot f inds more evidence in the rvord

"Go thic, " ruhich

of course . means Swedish, but other common
meanings of the r,¡ord ruere ttrude, t' t'barbarous, t'

and t'uncivilized"; it was a term associated rvith
the destruction of Rome and the encroachment of
darkness, and reminds us that Charlest

. ruísh foI military supremacy tl-rreatens
civÍ1i za t ion. 71

It is, however, Charles and not civifizatíon that is finally brought

to nothing. There is more than a hínt of ignominy j-n the ¡:eference to

the batt1e in rvhich Charles was defeated:

Hide, blusl-ring Glory, hide pultola's day. (1. 2lO)

This shamefulness is intensified by the details of Charlesr subsequent

actíons:

The vanqrri_shtd hero l.eaves his brol<en bands,
And shervs his miseries in di_stant I ands

(11. 2n-L2)

"Hero" is, in these 1j.nes, clearly ironic since the act clescr j_bed is

desertíon. Leaving his helpless troops in the ". realins of Frost',

(1. 208), Charles scurri-es to safety. "Sherus his miseries" ís equally

demeaning rvith its possible suggestion of a beggar "shorn,ing" hís sores,

or nlore plecisely, of a so] di.er exhíbiti.ng his r.,ounds for the coins of

passersby. The di.tnínishnlent of Charles cont jnues:
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Condemntd a needy supplicant to wait,
Lthile ladies interpose, and slaves debate.

(1r. 2r3-L4)

I^,reínbrot notices that "the word supplÍcant . associates tile ends of

Cirarles and Llolse y."72 The important point, horu,ever, is not that

Charlest"suppliants scorn him" (f. ILz), as do l{o1se}"s, but rather

that he is now the dependant. There is, as the Yale edifors note, an

allusion in the lines to the assistance on Charles'behalf of tl-re

Russian empress Catheríne;73 but the submerged image here is of an

insignif ícant petitioner rvaiting hurnbly at the outer doors r,'h j l-e servants

decide rvhether Lo adrrrit him. That l-adies should "í,nterpose" for him

makes his fall complete. The man rvho rvas the "Unconquertd lord of

pJ,easuret' is now a dependant on the sex that he scor:ned.

In another context the miseries clepicted here míght inspire pity

but in this instance the appropriate cmoLion is scorn. hl-rat has been

shor"¡n is the fal1 of prl,de-pride that expressed itself in blood-

thirstiness and inhumanity. Charlesr vaunted courage did not prevent

him from abandoning hís ar-my, and his self-suff ici.ency was illusory.

Surely, then, there is lítt1e that is "heroic" in his actions either

before or after I'iis defeat at Pultorùa. The diminution of Charles con-

tinues in the lines describing his last days;

But did not Chance at length her error mend?
Did no subverted empire mark his end?
Did rival monarchs give the fatal r¡ound?
Or hostíle millions press him to the ground?

(11. 215-18)
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AÌthough charles may have failed to subvert empires, he may, so these

lines suggest, have salvaged a measllre of renor,¡n by having died a grand

death. The world finds nobility in glorious defeats as r,¡ell as ín

great triumphs. The precise purpose of the next couplet, horuever, is

to deprive him of even this vestige of glory:

His- fal1 was destíntd to a barren strand,
A petty fortress, and a dubious hand. (11. ZI9-20)

The effect of these lines, taken together, is to artificiaì1y

charl,es through questions that excíte heroic associations, and

infl a te

Far

then to

from

survives his

dispel the illusion wíth the mundane i:ealitv of his death

"tragic," Charlest end is batlretic. The little fame that

death is equally incominensurate with the glory that he

ís an incídental figure in The Vanity of Human l{ishes;

sought. Char,Ies

he is only one

of many illustrative cbaracters.

extent of his surviving fame:

And such, Johnson states, Ís the full

He lef t the name, at which the r^¡orld grew pa1e,
To point a moral, or adorn a tale. (11 . 2ZI-22)

There can be no doubt that the second of the three por:traits in

this sectíon is satiric. There is no trace of nobility in Xerxes and

nothing glorious in his actíons. Ifore than Xerxes is satirized, how-

ever. Tl'rere is much in the lines degrading him that invites a compari-

son ruith r.rhat is shor.m of Charles t 1if e. Xerxes, and by extension the

rvar-rior, is compared to a vulture, r,'hile the movement of his army ìras

the ef f ect on the l;:nd of a pJ ague of l,ocusts:
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Great Xerxes comes to seize the certain prey,
And starves exhausted regions in his ruay.

(11.221-28)

The praise that is the ruarríorts reward, and íor nhích Xerxes strives,

is then reduced to gross flattery, which must be more and more exâe-

gerated to be satisfying:

Attendant Flattrry counts his myríads oter,
TÍf1 counted myriads sooth his pride no more.

(11. 229-30)

As was noted earlier, the madness that is suggested of Charles is nade

explicÍt in Xerxes. Not satisf jed with po\4rer over men, Xerxes imagines

hinself a god and rnrould extend hÍs dominion to nâture:

The r¡aves he lashes, and enchains the wind. (f . n2)

xerxes is granted his rvish for diviníty; but rvhile he is made a god in

metaphor, he is not granted immortality:

New powt rs are c1aÍmtd, ne\,ü powtrs are still bestowtd,
Till rude resÍstance 1ops the spreading god

(11. 233-za1 r+

hrfrile Charlest fall is accompanied r¿ith shame, Xerxest turn of fortune

is associated more directly rvith ridÍcule:

The daring Greeks deride the martial show,
And l'reap theil valli.es rvith the gaudy foe.

(11.23s-36)

Like Charles, Xerxes also deserts his troops to save jtis oron life. The
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suggestion of cowardice is even more explicit, and the picture of

Xerxes, ruho once claimed mastery over the r¡aves, rowing furiously

across the blood-stained r,raters, excites horror and grim laughter:

Th' insulled sea r¿ith humbler thoughts he gains,
A single skiff to speed his flighr remaíns;
Tht incumbertd oar scarce leaves the dreaded coast
Through purple billows and a floating host.

(11. 237-40)

Johnson may have helped to preserve Charles and Xerxes from "ob-

scurity" but he certainly "huddled" tÌrem "together in . detesta-

tion." The portrait of Xerxes reflects on that of Charles, and, by

being rnore explicit, exposes their shared vanity and madness, the

viciousness of their ambition, and most datrning to a warrior, their

coruardlíness. There is another detail that connects the ends of Xerxes

and charles with the ignominious fal1 of l,'rolsey: each man loohs for

help preci.sely rvhere he had formerly claimed dominion. L7olsey, who

once grandly dispensed favour, pathetically looks for support from his

erstrohile supplicants; Charles, who excluded rùomen from his 1if e, r,raíts

"r,rhile ladies interposet'on his behalf; and xerxes, who at the height

of his po\{7er lashed the ru'aves, looks to the se,a rvith t'humbler thoughts"

after his defeat.

The third person of the rnilitary tríumvirate, charles Albert, is

almost summarily dispatched, but again the same features appear. He

Loo Ís driven lry ". the irope of pJ-under and of pralse" (1. Z4B) .

Like charles Xrr and xerxes, he brings destruction: "And a1l the sons

of ravage croud the roar" (1, 250). Like them a1so, he ends a ludicrous
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figure as his last act is to flee: the object of "Hís foes derision,

and hís subjects blame" (r. 253), he ". steals to death from anguísh

and from shame" (f. 254).

I{}iíle it is a simple enough matter to demonstrate that the desire

for mílitary glory is shor^m to be vicious and destructive, and that

Charles is presented as a satiríc rather than tragic figure, the section

dealing rvith the life of a scholar presents new pr:oblems (11. I35-Il4).

Like Llolsey and charles, the scholar is vie¡,ved by most critics as a

tragic figure. In this instance there is some justification for that

view. There is, Ín fact, a mi-xture of pitl' and disapproval in the

portrait of the scìrolar which corresponds to the blamelessness of his

actÍvity and the fo1ly of his hopes, unlike the desire for power or

military glory, the pursuit of learning is praiser^;orthy. As the sec-

tion reveals, horvever, ít is foolish to expect that praise, and iviser

to avoid notice.

The motive that ínspires the scholar is shor¡n as not very different

from the force that led Charles along his bfoody path:

I,{hen f irst the college rolls receive his name,
The 1'oung enlhusj-ast qllits his ease for fame.

(11. 13s-36)

There i-s, perhaps, a suggestion of lack of restraint in "enthu.siast, "

and sr.:spicion is increased by the r:eference to "fame." The desíre

for reputation is expressed in the same image that illustrates the

lust fol gold:
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Through afl his veins the fever of renov,m
Burns from the strong contagion of the go\,/ri,

(1r. 137-38)

though the image here is more complex because of the allusion to the

shirt of Nessus whích Boswell ,,ot"d.75 The scholar's imagined achieve-

ments are as grandiose as the ambitious designs of l^lolsey and Charles:

0ter Bodleyts dome hís future labours spread,
And Bacon I s mansion trembles orer hls head.

(11 . 13 9-40)

To this ooint it would be easy to argue that the tone is satiric. The

scholar is feverish for fame, and the triur'rph he imagines is unbounded

domination of the r^¡orld of letters. But then the narrator interjects

a cornrnent that suggests encouragement rather than ridicule:

Are these thy views? proceed, illustríous youth,
And virtue guard thee to the throne of Truth!

(1r. L4t--42)

I^lhile an ironi,c note might be detected in "illustrious youth, " the

second line of this couplet ís unquestionably sincere. It is ímportant

to observe, horv-ever, thaL the schofar is urged upward to the seat of

t'Truth," and not to the heights of "fame." The difference betr^¡een

truth and fame is crucial since the tr¡o \dords separate the narratorrs

sympathy from hi-s disapproval. Quíte simply, ro rhe extent that the

scholar reaches for truth he is encouraged, and to the extent that he

seeks fame he is chided.

The se-arch for tluth is as diffícult and praiseL,orLhy as the
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cravÍng for fame is dangerous and foolish. The l.ines rvhích describe

the various obst-acles and temptations that lie in the scholar's path

(11. L43-54) do not constitute part of the satirÍc attack, but they are

so memorable that critics have concentrated on them at the expense of

the rest of the section. Certainly the passage is rich in imagery.

Donald Greene notes that the t'principal metaphor" throughout ís "Lhe

familiar one of a journey, a quest, like those of theArthurian knights."

Greene quíte rightly compares the scholar to a "spensetirn h..o."76 The

foes that he encounters, t'false kindness, tt ttpraise, " "Dif f iculty, "

"liovelty, " "S1oth, tt ttMelancholy, t' sr:ggest a Spenserian al1egory.

In addition to the sustained questing metaphor, there are a number

of subnerged images that echo other pârts of the poem. particularly

interesting is the evolutíon of the fever image of a fer¿ lines earfier:

Yet should thy soul Índulge the gen'rous heat,
TÍ11 captive Science yields her last retreat.

(11.743-44)

The underlying irnage ín these lines derives from alcherny. The soul-, is

píctured as an alembic from rvhich, rvhen heated by learning, may be

extracted the secrets of nature. In the next couplet there is an echo

of the opening 1ines of the poem:

Should Reason guíde thee rvith her brightest ray,
And pour on misry Doubt resisrless day. (lf. 145-46)

Here the deluding "phantoms in the nist" seem to be dispelled by reason,

and the "cfouded maze" i1-l.uminated. On closer exaninatj.on, hor^rever, it

aDpcars that the 'lnisty Doubt" covering the truths of science, and the
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ttcl.ouded maze" in r.thich ignorant man ruanders, are not at all the same,

Certainly reason can do little to bring happiness, Íor the scholar is

immediately directed to shift his gaze:

Deign on the passing world to turn thine e)Ies,
And pause arvhile from letters, to be wise;
There mark what ills the scholarts life assail,
Toí1, envy, want, ihe patron, and the jaí1.

(11.1s7*160)

Part of the folly exposed here is the be1íef that literarv achievements

r¿il-l bring honours. In what the Yale editors describe as "a reference

to the bust of I'filton placed in I'iestminster Abbey in r1 37," Johnson

observes that literary honours are usually conferred posthumou 
"Iyrl7

See nations slowly wise, and meanly just,
To buried merit raise rhe rardy busr. (11. 16I-62)

As galling as it might be to be ignored, to achieve recognítion might

even be \rorse. The imprisonment of LydÍat and the persecution of

Galileo are recalled, both of whom suffered because theír writing

brougl'rl them to notice. To this sad history is added the rate of ll,ld:

See rvhere the vulgar tscape, despis td or awtd,
Rebellionrs vengeful talons seize on Laud.

(11. 767-68)

There is an echo in ttRebellionts . talonst' of ttconf iscationrs

vulturs" (f. 36), and an obvious parallel in the couplet rvith the

earlier description of the safety of povertl' which passes unnoticed

r^¡hile r¿ealth ís brought to thé Tower (11. 33-36). There is, horoever,

an inversion of blame. llhile rvealth is culpable ("The rvealthy traytor")
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praiseworthy, while the

Johnson mocks those who

them to attend the fate

3s3

in this passage the learned r,¡ho stand out are

ignorant who pass unobserved are contemptíble.

líve in the safety of ignorance by calling on

of Laud:

. hear his death, ye blockheads, hear and sleep.
(r. r74)

Obviously, part of the evil attacked here is the failure of society

to rer¿ard, and its more usual habit of persecuting, men of learníng.

Some critics go so f ar as to argue that societ-,¡ ís the princípal target.

D.V. Boyd, for example, states that "the scholar is not doomed by any

shortcomings in the self at all, but rather by the purely objective

conditions of a hostile sociaf envíronment."78 on the contrary, the

satire strikes in two directions. The fate of Laud indícts society

but it also demonstrates the fo1ly of hoping to receive from society

those honours that it has historically aÌrvays rvithheld. Boyd faíls to

consider that while the desire for knor¿ledge is laudable, the scholar

in these lines \,Jants more. rt is the "f ever of renov¡n" that b,,r.rrr irt

his veins. In short, while rvhat he does is commendable his reasons are

suspect. A comparison r"ith charles Xrr night be helpful, charles'

wísh for fame is foolish because the memory of military triumphs fades

as quickly as emblematic rn'reaths "rust on medals." The desire for

military glory is also vicíous because of the means by which it is

attained (the same r^¡reaths "decayt' on gravestones). The activíty of

learning, on the otl'rer hand, is r^rorthy of approbation, but the desire

for recognition is as foolish in the scholar as it is in Charles, first
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because it is rarely given, and secondly because it only brings danger.

Thís desire for fame is the vain human wish that is the primary target.

A secondary attack, unnoticed by those concerned only rvith the

social criticism in the poem, is directed at reasonts ul1-imate impotence

in leading man to happiness. In a passage already quofed a distinction

is made between r¿isdom and learning. The domain of learning ís clearly

limited to the trulhs of science, but these truths, valuable in them-

selves, do not constítute rvisdom. As l" lþg Y¿"_fq" "f !tegq"tg, reason

is capable of leading man only part way along the path to happiness,

and this ínsufficiency of reason is of great signÍficance since in 1-he

poem, as in the !Ls-.þg, it opens the rvay for fairh as man's ultimate
79

gu ade.

The failure to correctly identify the target has also led to a

misunderstandíng of the section dealing rvith the rvish for length of

life (1I. 255-318). irlany critics find only pity in the verses. Mary

Lascelles, for erample, states that Johnson tempers "the terrible

picture of old age by changing Juvenal's repulsive dotard among

a crorud of parasites into a solitary figure, not rvithout dignity."

And Henry Gifford writes that

Johnson often rebates his satire, or gives it up
altogether, r"hen he contemplates human sufferíng.
l{anton beauty or miserabl-e old age are fair game
for Juvenal: but Johnson shrinks from 1_he

spectacle. S0

Lascelles and Gifford seem to believe that the target, or rather what
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!/ould have been the target if the lines \{ere satiríc, is o1d age. In

fact, o1d age is depicted as both ludicrolrs and piliable, but ít is not

itself the target. Rather, it is tire desire of extending life beyond

lhe normal allotment of years that is shov¡n to be foolish. Johnson may

have feared death, but he recognized at what cost it ís unnaturally put

of.f, and in rare praise of anything by Swift he refers to the Struld-

brugs as "miserable beings . 'supremely cursed ruith immortalíty. "'81

The curse of old age is stated quite directly i" !þg yglirX gÉ ëgpgn

Wishes in l-ines which also expose the fo1ly of desiring it. The man

who prays for ". . . multitude of days" (1. 255)

Hídes from hímself his state, and shuns to know,
That life protracted is protracted rvoe.

(1r. zst-sB)

The error, clearly, is not in being old, but in believing that old age

brings anything but unhappiness.

The suffering that comes ruith age is illustrated in two very dif-

ferent figures; but r+hí1e the difference between them is obvious it'is

also important to consider r.;hat they have in common. The first of the

trvo men is, as Damrosch recognízes, a "loathsone old man--foathsome

morally, not just physical1y."82 The life that this man has led may be

inferred from the pleasures lost to him through age. All of his de-

lights are related to his senses, and atl of his senses are dulled, or,

indeed, bloclied : 
83

Time fiovers oter, ímpatient to destroy,
And shuts up all the passages of joy. (11. 259-60)
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Smell and sight are the first to go:

In vain their gifts the bounteous seasons pour,
The fruit autLlmnal, and the vernal -r'lovrtr,
I^lith lisrless eyes the dotard views the store,
He views, and wonders that they please no more.

(1r.267-64)

Taste is al-so lost:

Now pall the tâsteless meats, and joyless rvines.
(1. 26s)

And finally even the pleasure of sound is denied the old man:

Nor lute nor lyre his f eeble po\^/rrs at{-end,
Nor srueeter musick of a virtuous fríend.

(11. 27L-t2)

The second fine of this couplet íntroduces a ner,r line of attack. The

absence of the conversation of a "virtuous friend" rry be atlributed,

ít seems, not to the mants deafness, but.to the fact that he has never

acquired, or deserved, such a friend. Ile has instead surrounded him-

self wíth flatterers, and even they are barellr able to híde tireir I

revulsion:

;; ;.:;::.':":;::; :i';:,;:":n;":a'Lh'ring 
sneer'

(1r.217-78)

Of all of his passions only one survives untouched by time. lrrhile the

decay of his senses may have deprived hi-m or'all other pleasure,

, unextirrgui-shrd Avarice stil1 remains.
(1. 285)
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To the last he

u"i.åul'f;i: ::ï.:'::;':.ï::: iï'iïi"il ãill:
(11. 289-e0)

To this picture of aged vice Johnson contrasts ". . the virtues

of a temp'rate prime" (f. 29I). While the vicious o1d man struggles to

reanimate his appetites and clutches his go1d, the vírtuous man

; ; ;,i::l"i',llul:i"i:;l:.Í "3'T,il; .

(11. 2e3-e4)

But even virtuous o1d age is painful:

i'iew sorror¿ rises as the day returns,
Ä sister sickens, or a daughter mourns.
Nor" kindred Merit fílls lhe sable bier,
Nor+ lacerated Friendship claims a tear,

(11.301-304)

The virtue of this man, like the iniquity of the previous figure, can

be inferred from the losses he most laments: the deaths of those he

1oves. In images i+hich suggest the changing seasons and the einergence

of new groruth, the virtuous old man becomes a solitary figure among

strangers:

Year chases year, decay pursues decay,
Still drops some joy from ruith'ring life aruay;
Nerv forms aríse, and diff trent vÍer+s engage,
Superfluous lags the vettran on the stage.

(1r.30s-B)

Their dcsire to enphasíze Johnsonts compassj.on has 1ed Lascell-es
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and Gifford to concentrate on this second portrait. Damrosch may have

these critics ín mind when he states that "The lines in r+hich

Nature at last tbids afflicted ruorth retire to peace, t have frequently

been mentioned as íf they roere the entirety of the section.,,B4 To

ignore the first portraÍt is misleading since in it Johnson does, in

facL, preserve t'Juvenalrs repulsive dotard among a crowd of parasites."

Both figures, horvever, illustrate the fo1ly of desiring unnatural

lenglh of 1ife, sÍnce for both old age brings the loss of those joys

which make fífe endurable. The pleasures may be vain, or worthy, but

they inevitably disappear ruíth the passing of each yeâr.

It would be craven to pass on from this section rvithout at least

touching on vrhat Damrosch calls "the terrible line=,',85

From Marlbtroughts elres the streams of dotage f1ow,
And Swift expires a d¡iv'ler and a show.

(1r. 3r7-18)

Our knorvl.edge of Johnsonts dislij<e of Sr¿ift might lead us to see this

as a cruel attack. Certainly the passage seems indelicate; and thete

is an element of vindictiveness, as Damrosch points out, in t'the deep

Írony of compellíng Srvift and the man he hated to share the closed

unity of a couplet, just as they have had to share the fate of *^n.,,86

rt Ís rrobable, hor,vever, that Johnson looked upon Srviftts end with

more horror than vindictiveness and this seems especially likely rvhen

we remember Johnsonts ov¡n fear of madness. I{hatever his feelings about

Srvift nright have been, these lines at{-ack the rvish for length of life

more than they attack the j-ndir¡ícluals. Just as old age bríngs r,rith it
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the loss of pleasure, so too does it involve the loss of abil,ities.

t'Streams of dotage" has meaning precisely because of Marlboroughrs

former courage, while Swiftts imbecility is remarkable only ín contrast

to hís former wit and intelligence.

The least dlscussed of all the sections of the poem is that whích

deals with the wish for beauty (11. 319-42). There is good reason for

this neglect, since it is not only the shortest section of the poem,

but is also the one least capable of being mísunderstood. To hope for

beauty is clearly to desire that which can last for only a very short

time, and the dangers occasioned by it are obvious. If chastity is

consídered a virtue, then the greater the beauty the more deterrnined

iire assault \^¡i11 be upon virtue.

Johnson begins the attack by referring to Anne Vane and Catherine

Sedley, both of r¿hom lost theír virtue as a consequence of being well-

favoured. He then exploits the familiar associations of beauty \,/ith

mindlessness, triviality, and insincerity:

Ye nl.mphs of rosy IÍps and radjant e)/es,
Lrhom Pleasure keeps too busy to be ruise,
l{hom Joys r¿ith sof t varíety invite,
By day the frolic, and the dance by night,
trrtro fror¿n rvith vanity, rvho smÍle with art,
And ask the latest fashion of the heart.

(1r.323-28)

The vanity described here has a serious consequence. As }lacDonald

Emslie observes, the last couplet, especially, "demonstrateIs] how a

Life of superficialities has destroyed the capacity for true feeling
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o1
and self-hones ty. "''

There are other dangers. Just as rvealth purchases only temporary

flatterers, beauty attracts acimirers anxíous to despoíl, while all

others are filled rvith envy:

Against your fame with fondness hate combines,
The rival batters, and the lover mines.

(1r. 331-32)

Perhaps the most interesting feature of this section is the development

of the siege Ímagery implicit in these fi.,"=.BB A r¿omants honour is

píctured as a fortress continuously under assault and defended by

virtue. But as is stated earlÍer in the poem, "praíse" has ttpowtr

. that virtue scarce can \uam" (1. 183). The sound of ffattery is

more aPpealing than the remonstrances of virtue, and so viriue is soon

dethroned:

Tir'd with contempt, she quits the siipp'ry reígn,
And Pride and Prudence take her seat in vain.

(11. 335-36)

Ruled by easily duped defenders, the fortress is soon taken:

In croud at once, rvhere none the pass defend,
The harmless Freedom, and the private Fríend.
The guardians yield, by force superior p1y'd;
By Intrrest Prudence; and by Flattrry, PrÍde.

(1r. 337-40)

It is, finally, the envious ruho are gratified by the success of the

admirer:

Norv beauty fal1s betraytd, despis'd, dístress'd,
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And hissing Infamy proclaims the rest.
(11.34L-42)

h'íth these lines Johnson brings his survey of worldly ambition

to a close. I^lere the poem to end here it would stíIl not be accurate to

descríbe the lone as tragic, but OtFlahertyts contention, that "the

tphilosophyt contained in the poem is dísmal,t' ruould at least

be more understandable, To thís point eacir human aspiration has been

shor^¡n to lead only to unhappiness. The hopes indulged for rvealth,

porùer, fame, length of life, and beauty are seen to be foolish at best,

and at \,rorst as vicious. TI-ie only ratÍonal response to this scene

i.inpl ied

mockerl'

critus and Thales

hopelessness. As

corruptíon that a

r¿ith ¡his sense of

in Randolphrs terminology,

the folly exposed in Part

satiric vision. In effect

vision rvhich ís liniited to

virtuous man can only laugh or flee. London ends

futility; but as rre have seen, the Democritan res-

SO

IS

f ar 1s found in the scornful laughter of Democr:itus, r¡ltose

not much removed from the angry disdain of Thales, Demo-

share the satiristrs vision, includí.ng a sense

tl-rey view it, the r.rorld is so totally iiti'-nersed

of

in

ponse ir Ih" Yg¡i!¿ of Human i^,rishes is ul.timately shown to be inadetquate.

It is, as it \dere, a false lead; r.thile rve might share Democritusrs

scorn l^/e are finally 1ed atuay from 1-ris despaír. The poem ends instead

on a r,¡holly dif ferent note. The f inal 26 lines, constitutÍng Part B

not only set forlh the opposing virtues to

A, but also break through the stasis of the

Part B confronts the Democritan satiric

the r¡orld, and rvhich sees exístence as

static, and offers instead a Christian vision rvhich loolcs beyond and
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offers hope for change.

Part B begins with a series of questions that mirror the despair

to which the poem seems to have arrived:

I{trere then sha1l Hope and Fear their objects find?
I'fust du1l Suspence corrupt the stagnant mind?
Must lrelpless man, in ignorance sedate,
Ro1l darkling dor^m the torrent of his fate?
Must no dislike a1arm, no wishes rise,
No cries attempt the mercies of the skies?

(11. 343-48)

Donald Greene summarizes the anshTer that appears to be clemanded by

these questi.ons:

"Direct them [hope and fear] to nothing outsj.de
yourself; disengage yourself from life; repress
all such emotions; cornmit yourself to nothing,
1et your judgement of vafues remain in suspense."89

This, in fact, is the advj,ce that Juvenal seems to offer as he suggests

that it is better not to disturb the skÍes:

Let the gods themselves deterrnine whatts more appropriatel
For mankínd

(1r.347-48)

And only reluctantly he relents:

Still if 1'ou must have something to pray for
. then ask

For a sound mind in a sound body
(11.354-57)

Little, then, is to be expected from the gods; instead Juvenal insists

tliat rrl{hat rf ve shor"n you, vou can fínd by yor.rrself " (r. 363). lfüat
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can be found is an obdurate will with the strength to si-Ìppress all

desires:

ori ;,:å:';; :ïi:*,i:,î:uili",,,.ua by lust and anger.
(11. 3s9-60)

The stoic response (the cessation of nearly all action) is, as Donald

Greene points out, inconsistent rvith Christian belief, and so "the

Stoic ans\,/er is abandoned wÍth almost pityÍ-ng abruptness." In its

place is

substituted the Christian âns\der full of emotional
commitment, but to the right values--the non-
materÍa1, the spiritual ones of faith, hope, and,
above all, I ove.9U

The "emotj-onal commitmentt' is especially apparent rvhen Jobnsonts l jnes

are compared to lhose of Juvenal. In the introductory series of dis-

couraging questions, it is finally asl<ed: may "No cries attempt the

mercies of the skies?" (f. 348). Johnsonts fervent answer contrasts

sharply r¿ith the cold advice of Juvenal:

Enquirer, cease, petitions yet remain,
lrrhich heavrn may hear, nor deem religion vain.

(1r. 34e-s0)

l'lhíle Juvenalts prayers are offered up in a ca1m, almost detached

manner, prayer is for Johnson a passionaLe act:

And strong devotion to the sl<ies aspires. (1. 358)

The prayers offered by Johnson begin rvith pleas similar to those of
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Juvenal:

Pour forth thy fervours for a healthful mind,
Obedient passions, and a wifl resignrd.

(11.3s9-60)

But as he continues, a far greater good is requested:

For love, rvhích scarce coflective man can fil1.
(r.361)

Juvenalts gods are not without love. rn fact, ". a man / rs dearer

to them than he is to hi*self,"91 Still the interactlon betrveen Juvenal's

gods and man is slight. Johnsonts invocation of Godts ]-ove, on the

other hand, draws upon the entire force of the Christian tradition.

God not only loves man, but saves him; and not only from the despalr

of his earthly existence, but for eternity. Further, Godts love is the

greatest good to which man can aspire and is the only enduring source

of happíness. rt is only through prayer-.-not the t'specious praytrt'

(r. 354) for the rvorld's goods, but prayer for faith, hope, and love--

that man will find peace:

These goods for man the laws of heavtn ordain,
Tlrese goods he grants, who grants the powrr to gain;
With these celestial wisdom calms Lhe mind,
And makes the happíness she does not find.

(11 . 3 6s-68)

One must r,¡onder with Greene, "ho\^r, i¡r the face of this statementr"

the poem can be "termed tpessimis¡i.. "'92 one must rvonder, also, how

it can be termed "tragic." T'he conclusion to the poem certainly

replaces the satj-ric vision (the Democrítan view) with a Cl-rristian
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vision that offers hope. But at the same time, the fo1ly of Charles'

or hlolseyrs mísplaced desire is made even more apparent by the contrast

with the spÍritual aspiratÍons outlÍned j-n Part B. That is, Part A not

only remains satiric, but is made even more satiric by the conclusion.

Just as vice is made more abhorrent by being contrasted with virtue,

so is folly made more foolish when it is contrasted with rn'isdom. By

concllrding the poem as he does, Johnson drarvs away from the satiric

visi-on, but by doing so he íntensifies, rather than negates, the attack

in Part A.

It is its

Vanitv of ljuman

more encompassing vision tha

Wishes from London. l,ondon

t most distinguishes The

ís a very conventional

satire in r¿hich the forces of chaos dominate. The moral norm in the

poem, represented in Thales and the four monarchs Lhat he reca11s,

functions primarily to set the targets in greater relief. Thales does

not, however, hope that the present age will benefit from examples of

virtue. rndeed, he exhibits no confidence that the present age will

be shamed by his exposure of its abuses. As he takes his feave he

speaks instead of warning "succeeding times" (r. 259). For Tlra1es,

then, vj-rtue prevailed in the past and may reassert itself in the

The depth of Thalesfuture, but for the present there is little hope.

pessimism, and the totality of the satiric vision ín the poem, is

emphasized by his final retreat from all society and the suggestíon that

he r¿il1 soon be joined by the only other honest man of his time: the

narrator (11 . 256-63), In The Vanity of l{unran I^lishes, on the other
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hand, the moral norm functions far more importantly than as a conven-

tional adjunct to the attack; the conclusion in which it appears Ís,

instead, the most passionate moment of the poem. Throughout the poem

images of rising alternate with images of falling. In pursuit of

rvealth, or fame, or military conquest, a procession of figures clímbs

to shaky eminence only to come tumbling down in disgrace. In the final

twenty-six lines another aspiration is shor^¡n, but this tíme the r^¡ish

is not merely "humant'--it is not a desire for beauty, or length of life,

or any other transitory, wor1dly, good. rnstead, ". strong devotion

to the skies aspires" (r. 358). rt could be argued rhar the rising

image in this líne is arso coupled with a falling image, though "faf-

1ing" seems hardly accurate to describe the flowing dor¿n from God of

". love, rvhich scarce collective man can fil1" (1. 361). The

confidence, evident in this 1ine, of the assuredness of Godts 1ove, is

remarkable, especially in vierv of the usual notion, expressed by

Krutch, that Johnson "had no trust tin the rnercy of GOD' sufficient to

inspireconfidence."93 rt is true, as chester chapin rvrites, that i

t'Johnson had never heard of the modern theory that religíonts .

prime function is to rinduce peace of mind,t" and that, as Bertrand

Bronson states, religion for Johnson t'ruas not a míl-d and sunny element

in his life, but crossed t+ith storm and struggr"."94 rn The vanity of

g"r!C" Inlishes, hor¡ever, religion ís a "sunny element,t' and it does

" t induce peace of mind ttt:

These goods he grants, who grants the powt
hlith tl'rese celestial wisdom calms the mind

r
t

to gain;
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And makes the happiness she does not find
(1r . 3 66-68)

The God invoked ín these línes is not the demandíng and retributíve

figure thal Johnson more often conceived, but an unfailing and benevo-

lent source of peace.

The final tr,renty-six línes not only point the way to "celestial

wisdom, " they also establish an alliance between the speaker and the

reader against men like I^lolsey and Charles. They may pursue "phantoms,"

but the reader, it is implied, has learned from the examples, and would

place his trust more rvisely, if only he were directed. Directíon ís

given in a command that a1-so promíses the friffilment of proper wishes:

Enquirer, cease, petitions yet remain,
hrhich heavtn may hear, nor deem religion vaín.

(rr. 349-50)

Whíle Thales speaks to the rrarrator, and the narrat-or writes, it would

seem, for "succeeding agesr" the final lines in the -Y.r¡¡II are addressed

to all readers, and a1l, ít ís implied, will join in the rejection of

"human wÍshes. " The effect of this union betr¡een the speaker and his

audience ís to cast the poemts satirízed figures beyond the bor:ndary of

what is normal. Prior to the concfusion it appears, indeed, as if all

men are deluded; but, as the rvorld of the poem expands outward to

encompass the reader, the r¡orld of Charles and Xerxes shrinks. They

are reduced to exceptional figures, useful to "point of moralt'(1. 222).

The despair in London atíses becarrse Thales has no audience (or an

audience of one); in the Vanity tl're readers outnumber the f igures of
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scorn.

There is, of course, much else that separates London and The

Vaníty of Human Wishes. The poems are as different in technique as

they are in visíon. The speaker in the Vanity is relatively effaced

while íllustrative figures stand out; 1n contrast, the only sharply

distinguished indivÍdual in Lo¡1þg is Thales. The prominence of Tlrales

points to another important dífference j-n technique: it is his anger

that establishes the tone in London and directs the reader's attítude;

in the Vaníty, on the other hand, the satire is conveyed not so much

through overt criticism as through images that 1ie slightly beneath

the surface of rhe lines. Imagery of this sort is also found ín

London, but is far l-ess important; in the _YC!¿!¿ there would be little

satire r'rithout it. Wolsey's pride and the ruorldliness of his ambition

is revealed only indirectly. In the same \day the sterility of the aims

of Swedish Charles, the madness of Xerxes, the cor^¡ardice they share,

and the bathos of their ends, may be missed if rue do not look belor¡

the surface of the lines ín luhich these figures are described. Indeed,

perhaps more than anything else, it is their failure to notice, or

sufficiently regard, the images and patter:ns of inages in The ]GlÞ of

Human l{ishes that has led so *"i r"rders to vierv Lhe poem as something

other than a satire.
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CONCLUSION

rn conversation with sir Joshua Reynolds, Johnson once remarked:

'There are two things which I am confident I can
do very well: one is an introduction, to any
literary work, stating what it is to contain, and
how it should be executed in the most perfect
manner; the other is a conclusion, shewing from
various causes rvhy the execution has not been
equal to rvhat the author promised to himself and
to the publick.'l

Although I am not

the execution of

at least aware of

example, been no

nearly as confident about my ability to state why

thís work has not been equal to what I promised, I am

tìre incompleteness of my study. There has, for

attempt to deal with all of Johnsonrs periodícal

Índeed, the majority of the satiric Rambler and Idler pap ers

left unexamined- The need for selectivity in this instance,

however, needs little excuse. To study all of the periodical satires

sa tires ;

have been

would necessÍtate ignoring everything else. There

else that I have omitted, notably Johnsonrs letter

his "Reply to a paper in the GazetLeer of l{ay 26,

is, of course, much

to Lord Chesterfield,

L757" (his only reply

to a personal attack), and the Reflections on the Present State of

Literature. The exclusÍon of these ruorks, along with much else, may

perhaps be excused rvith the observation that inclusion must stop some-

ruhere.

of more concern to rne at the moment is the distorted picture that

a1a
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L may have presented of Johnson as a writer.

only one part of Johnsonrs thought or literary

Any work that examines

suggestÍng that he was primarily one thíng or

output runs the risk of

another, when, in fact,

e rùas so many things that caregorrzaLion becomes cataloguíng. He was

ln no particular order on my part) lexicographer, biographer, essayist,

editor, diarist, journalist, dramatist, and critic; he also \^/rote

fíctions, travel books, prefaces and dedications, as r¿ell as

h

(

poet,

Prose

commentaries on 1aw, sermons, and imagined speeches (that added much

to the reputed eloquence of the putative speakers),2 The list could

be expanded.

To examine only Johnson the satirist is, then, to examine only a

small corner of his thought and literature. Nevertheless, some argu-

ment was needed to show that this corner does, in fact, exist. As is

evident by *y running quarrel with them in chapter Five, many crítics

have denied that Johnsonts greatest satir.e is a satire. one of Lhe

most Perceptive and slnnpathetic of these conìmentators goes even further

and argues that Johnson \ùrote no satires, but rather had a "hatred and

fear of satire." Thís argument is dealt \,/ith in chapter Four, but,

of course, my entíre dissertation disputes Batets position. From

London to Taxatíon No Tyranny, satire is found throughout Johnsonfs

writings, sometimes dominating the work and at other times appearing

only incidentally.

The value of studving Johnsonts satires, indeed the value of

studying any part of his canon, needs no defense, especially now that

attention is finally being directed beyond the figure rvho appears in
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Bosrvellts r,¡ork and tor^¡ard the much more Ímpressive Jol.inson who appears

ín his or^m writings. And though satire forms only one part of the

canon, it require study just as his poetry, fiction, moral writÍngs

and criticism require study in orcler to reclress the balance tilÉed by

nearly tt"ro centuries of biographies. I'loreover, through his satires

r^/e can view the development of Johnsonrs thought and art. The Johnson

that is preserved in Bosrvell's great bÍography is, for the most part'

a static figure, a man in hís fifties and sixties r¿hose attitudes are

formed, ruhose reputation is established, and who is more rernarkable,

it rvould seem, for his conversation than for his lÍterature. As fas-

cinating as his conversation is, it is through his writings that Johnson

spealcs most el.oquently, and tìrrough hís rvritjngs tl-iat \,re encounter the

kind of variety that is lacking in Boswell's pages.



NOTES

Conclusion

1 Lif. ,, zgz

)- I refer, of course, to the Parliamentary "Debates" written by
Johnson for the Gentlemants MagazLne, whích purported to be the speeches
of various members of both houses of Parliament, but which, ín fact,t'\¿ere frequently written from very slender materials, and often from
none at all,--the mere coinage of his ol,rn imaginationtt (tife IV,
409-10). Thomas Tyers writes that "Members of parliament-acknowledge,
that they reckon themselves much obliged for the printeci accounts of
debates of both Houses, because they are made to speak better than they
do in the SenaterÌ (Miscellanies II, 342). Hor¡ much better the members
were "made to speat " l" in¿i.ated by a conversation recorded by Arthur
Murphy:

An important debate towards the end of Sir Robert
Walpolets administration being mentioned, Dr.
Francis observed, tThat Mr. Pittrs speech, on
that occasion, was the best he had ever read. t

He added, 'That he had employed eíght years of
his life in the study of Demosthenes, and finished
a translation of the celebrated orator, \rith afl
the decorations of style and language withín the
reach of his capacity; but he had met rvj-th nothing
equal to the speech above-mentíoned.' Many of the
company remembered the debate; and some passages
rvere cited, with the approbation and applause of
all present. During the ardour of conversatíon
Johnson remained silent. As soon as the ruarmth
of praíse subsÍded, he opened with these words:tThat speech I \,nrole in a garret in Exeter-Street. r

(Miscellanies I, 378)
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